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Thermal Contact Conductance of
Non-Flat, Rough, Metallic Coated
Metals
Thermal contact conductance is an important consideration in such applications as
nuclear reactor cooling, electronics packaging, spacecraft thermal control, and gas tur-
bine and internal combustion engine cooling. In many instances, the highest possible
thermal contact conductance is desired. For this reason, soft, high conductivity, metallic
coatings are sometimes applied to contacting surfaces (often metallic) to increase thermal
contact conductance. O’Callaghan et al. (1981) as well as Antonetti and Yovanovich
(1985, 1988) developed theoretical models for thermal contact conductance of metallic
coated metals, both of which have proven accurate for flat, rough surfaces. However,
these theories often substantially overpredict the conductance of non-flat, rough, metallic
coated metals. In the present investigation, a semi-empirical model for flat and non-flat,
rough, uncoated metals, previously developed by Lambert and Fletcher (1996), is em-
ployed in predicting the conductance of flat and non-flat, rough, metallic coated metals.
The models of Antonetti and Yovanovich (1985, 1988) and Lambert and Fletcher (1996)
are compared to experimental data from a number of investigations in the literature. This
entailed analyzing the results for a number of metallic coating/substrate combinations on
surfaces with widely varying flatness and roughness. Both models agree well with experi-
mental results for flat, rough, metallic coated metals. However, the semi-empirical model
by Lambert and Fletcher (1996) is more conservative than the theoretical model by
Antonetti and Yovanovich (1985, 1988) when compared to the majority of experimental
results for non-flat, rough, metallic coated metals.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1464565#

Keywords: Thermal Contact Conductance, Electronic Equipment, Thermal Packaging

1 Introduction
Metallic coatings typically offer the greatest enhancement of

thermal contact conductance in comparison to other classes of
coatings and interstitial materials, as well as offering several other
advantages. Metallic coatings do not evaporate or migrate as may
greases and oils. Nor do metallic coatings leak from joints under
high loading as may low melting point eutectic alloys. Thin me-
tallic foils are tedious to insert into a joint and may wrinkle,
thereby possibly even increasing contact resistance with respect to
the bare junction. Elastomeric coatings, physically vapor depos-
ited ~PVD! ceramic coatings, and anodic coatings, because of
their low thermal conductivity or high hardness~or both!, seldom,
if ever, provide the improvement in conductance attainable with
metallic coatings. Hence, metallic coatings often afford the best
solution.

There have been a number of experimental investigations of
thermal contact conductance of metallic coated metals. Lambert
and Fletcher@1# reviewed these in detail. O’Callaghan et al.@2#
and Antonetti and Yovanovich@3,4#developed theoretical models,
which yield nearly identical predictions and agree quite well with
their experimental results.

Although these two theories accurately predict the slope of
some of the experimental results in other investigations~listed as
they are discussed in Section 5.0!, the theories substantially over-
predict the magnitude of most of those results. This disagreement
is not because of any errors in the theories by O’Callaghan et al.
@2# and Antonetti and Yovanovich@3,4#. Rather, it is because these
theories invoke the assumption that the contacting surfaces are
nearly optically flat with varying roughness. Optically flat sur-
faces are those with a flatness deviation, TIR~Total Included

Reading!, of less than 0.3mm, or less than 0.6mm combined for
a pair of contacting surfaces. Nearly optically flat surfaces are
herein defined as those with a TIR less than 1.0mm, or less than
2.0 mm combined for both contacting surfaces. Most of the other
experimental investigations reviewed by Lambert and Fletcher@1#
utilized significantly non-flat specimens.

For most applications in which thermal contact conductance is
a concern, the contacting surfaces, typically referred to as ‘‘engi-
neering’’ surfaces, are not optically flat. Instead, they exhibit sig-
nificant non-flatness, which causes macroscopic gaps and macro-
scopic contact resistance, just as microscopic surface features
~roughness!give rise to microscopic contact resistance. The mac-
roscopic contact resistance often predominates.

2 Model Development

2.1 Assumptions of the Model by Lambert and Fletcher
†17‡.

1. Contacting surfaces are circular, macroscopically spherical
~see Section 2.2 for underlying rationale!, and microscopi-
cally rough with a Gaussian height distribution.

2. The contact micro-hardness,HC , is determined from Vick-
ers micro-hardness,HV , ands/m ~Hegazy@5#!. In practice,
HC is approximated asHV or Knoop micro-hardness,HK .

3. Heat flows only through solid contacts, i.e., fluid gap con-
ductance and radiative heat transfer across gaps are negli-
gible. Such conditions exist in vacuums and if the surfaces
in contact do not differ too greatly in temperature.

4. Thermal rectification is not considered. This is the phenom-
enon in which conductance is greater in one direction than in
the other, due to either dissimilar materials or roughness.

2.2 Selection of Spherical Macroscopic Surface Profile.A
universal model capable of dealing with completely arbitrary sur-

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
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face profiles would probably be overly cumbersome at best, if not
intractable. Wide applicability need not be sacrificed in the inter-
est of simplifying the model. It is assumed herein that the macro-
scopic topography can be described by one or a few parameters,
just as the microscopic topography is quite well described by
combined root-mean-square roughness,s, and combined mean
absolute profile slope,m. A sphere is the simplest example, be-
cause its macroscopic profile is completely described by one pa-
rameter, its radius of curvature,r. This geometry is illustrated in
Fig. 1.

Clausing and Chao@6#, Mikic and Rohsenow@7#, and Nishino
et al. @8#, among others, also used this simplification. This as-
sumption is often justifiable, because nominally flat surfaces are
often spherical, or at least are quite often crowned~convex!with
a monotonic curvature in at least one direction.

2.3 Thermal Contact Resistance Model of Mikic †9‡.
Mikic @9# derived expressions for the total~microscopic,RC,S ,
plus macroscopic,RC,L! thermal contact resistance resulting from
a non-uniform, axi-symmetric contact pressure distribution (P
5P(r )), and these are given below. He did not address how to
determine the pressure distribution, and this remains the crux of
the problem.

RC,S50.345
s

kmF E
0

1 r

bL
S P

HC
D 0.985

dS r

bL
D G21

(1)

RC,L58
bL

k (
n51

` F *
0

1 r

bL
S P

Papp
D 0.985

J0S zn

r

bL
DdS r

bL
D G 2

znJ0
2~zn!

(2)

In the present investigation, contact microhardness,HC , and har-
monic mean thermal conductivity,k, for uncoated metals are

replaced by effective values,H8 and k8, for metallic coated
metals, the latter parameters being developed by Antonetti and
Yovanovich@3#.

2.4 Pressure Distribution for Contact of Elastic, Rough
Spheres. Greenwood and Tripp@10# developed a contact model
for the elastic deformation of rough spheres. For applications
where thermal contact conductance is relevant, contact loads are
usually of such magnitude so as to cause only macroscopic elastic
deformation. They introduced the following two dimensionless
variables:

L* 5
2L

sE8A2rs
(3)

P* 5
P

E8As/8r
(4)

P* and L* are the dimensionless pressure and dimensionless
load, respectively. The definition ofP* is not rigorously defined
by Greenwood and Tripp@10# to be either the local, average, or
apparent contact pressure. The definition of dimensionless load,
L* , however, is straight forward, becauseL is merely the contact
load. The correlation developed herein employsL* .

Hertz @11# developed a model for the pressure distribution and
contact spot radius for two contacting, perfectly smooth, elastic
spheres. For a given load, increasing the ratio of roughness to
radius of curvature,s/r, from zero~for a perfectly smooth sphere!
causes an enlargement of the contact region and a reduction in the
intensity of the contact pressure with respect to the Hertz@11#
solution. Sasajima and Tsukada@12# defined two dimensionless
ratios to characterize this behavior.P0 /P0,Hz is the ratio of actual
contact pressure~for rough spheres!to the contact pressure pre-
dicted by Hertz~for smooth spheres!at the center of contact~at
r 50, where pressure is greatest!. The ratioaL /aL,Hz is the actual
macroscopic contact radius over the contact radius predicted by
Hertz@11#. Tsukada and Anno@13# and Sasajima and Tsukada@12#
give experimental and computed values ofP0 /P0,Hz for L*
.0.1, that is, contacts for which sphericity is more pronounced.
The model by Greenwood and Tripp@10# was used to extrapolate
values ofP0 /P0,Hz for L* ,0.1, as shown in Fig. 2.P0 /P0,Hz is
expressed by:

P0

P0,Hz
5S 1

11
1

~0.35853~L* !0.5840!1.11
D 1/1.11

(5)

Sasajima and Tsukada@12# developed an expression for contact
pressure as a function of radial distance from the center of contact.

P~r !5P0F12S r

aL
D 2Ga

(6)

The exponenta is one for smooth spheres~large L* ! and is
greater than one for rough spheres~small L* ! and asymptotically
approaches 3. It is given by:

a522tanh@ log~L* !21.8# (7)

The ratio of the actual macroscopic contact radius~for rough
spheres!to the Hertz@11# macroscopic contact radius~for smooth
spheres!,aL /aL,Hz , is computed fromP0 /P0,Hz anda.

aL

aL,Hz
5F 2~a11!

3S P0

P0,Hz
D G

1/2

(8)

The termbL /aL is the ratio of the surface radius to the actual
macroscopic contact radius:

Fig. 1 Contacting spherical, rough surfaces showing the mac-
roscopic contact radius, aL ,Hz , predicted by Hertz †11‡, as in-
corporated in the models by Clausing and Chao †6‡ and Lam-
bert and Fletcher †17‡. Note that aL,HzÏaL . Also shown is an
idealized array of micro-contacts.
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bL

aL
5

bL

S aL

aL,Hz
DaL,Hz

5
bL

S aL

aL,Hz
D S 3Lr

4E8 D
1/3 (9)

2.5 Model for Thermal Contact Conductance of Spherical,
Rough Metals. The present model was obtained by using the
contact model described above to define the pressure distribution,
P(r ), in terms of load, mechanical properties, and surface geom-
etry. P(r ) was then substituted into the expressions~Eqs. 1 and 2!
by Mikic @9# for RC,S andRC,L .

Buckingham Pi dimensional analysis was employed to deter-
mine the effect of each physical parameter onRC,S andRC,L . This
resulted in the following correlations.

RC,S5

6.15~L* !0.484S bL

aL
D 2

S km

s D S L

HCrs D 0.95S P0

P0,Hz
D 0.67 (10)

RC,L5

1.44~L* !0.954S P0

P0,Hz
D 0.20S bL

aL
D 2

S kL

rs2E8D
(11)

Equations 10 and 11 containP0 /P0,Hz raised to different powers.
This was required in order to linearize bothRC,S and RC,L in
terms ofL* , so they could be expressed as power law regressions.
Thermal contact conductance,hC,S1L , is obtained fromRC,S and
RC,L by:

hC,S1L5
1

RC,S1RC,L
(12)

The predictive correlations forRC,S andRC,L are applicable for
any conceivable range of conditions. The dimensionless load,L* ,
was varied from 4.231025 ~i.e., essentially optically flat for any
realistically sized component! up to 1.33104 ~i.e., a smooth
sphere for all practical purposes!. The ratio bL /aL was varied
from 1024 up to 103. This covers the range of possibilities from
an almost perfectly uniform pressure, where only the very center
of the predictedP(r ) is actually brought to bear on the surface to
a very small contact on a very large surface, sayaL51 mm and
bL51.0 m. However, for the wide range of surface measurements
considered herein, which encompass nearly all likely practical
situations,bL /aL varied between 131021 and 2.533101.

2.6 Estimation of Unspecified Parameters. Mean absolute
profile slope,m, was rarely provided in experimental investiga-
tions performed in the 1960s and 1970s. To use data from those
studies in the present analysis,m must be estimated. To this end
Lambert @14# correlated m tos for experiments in which both
parameters were listed.

m1 or 250.076As1 or 23106 (13)

Uncertainty in this empirical correlation may, in extreme cases, be
plus or minus a factor of two. However, profilometers capable of
determiningm are being used more and more in the electronics
and spacecraft industries, so that estimation ofm should no longer
be necessary.

Also, experimental studies rarely list the radii of curvature,r1
and r2 , of the specimen surfaces. To circumvent this difficulty,
the combined radius of curvature,r, may be estimated from the
combined non-flatness, TIR, of both surfaces. In the present study,
the combined crown drop,d, is assumed to equal TIR. See Fig. 1.
Thus,r is:

r5bL
2/2d (14)

The concept of radius of curvature loses relevance if the surfaces
are decidedly non-spherical. If this is so, the present model may
substantially disagree~typically in an overly conservative fashion!
with experimental data, but usually by no more than a factor of
three.

For non-circular specimens, an effective macroscopic contact
radiusbL8 is defined as:

bL85AAapp/p (15)

This expression is useful for commonly utilized square or rectan-
gular surfaces~provided the length is not, say, more than twice the
width for rectangular surfaces! or less frequently encountered tri-
angular surfaces~approximately equilateral!. This method of esti-
mating bL for non-circular contact surfaces is supported by the
work of Yovanovich et al.@15#.

3 Results and Discussion
Experimental results for thermal contact conductance of silver-

coated nickel by Antonetti@16# are compared to the semi-
empirical model of Lambert and Fletcher@17# and the theoretical
model of Antonetti and Yovanovich@3,4# in Fig. 3. Antonetti and
Yovanovich’s @3,4# model very accurately predicts Antonetti’s
@16# results because he employed nearly optically flat specimens
(TIR51 mm). Lambert and Fletcher’s@17# model reduces to An-

Fig. 2 Ratio of peak contact pressure P0 ÕP0,Hz „at rÄ0… for rough and smooth spheres
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tonetti and Yovanovich’s@3,4# model for perfectly flat surfaces.
Lambert and Fletcher’s@17# model is slightly conservative~i.e.,
under-predictive! because it accounts for a minimal macroscopic
contact resistance due to the slight non-flatness of Antonetti’s@16#
specimens.

Results from three investigations of metallic coated metals,
Fried @18#, Mal’kov and Dobashin@19# and O’Callaghan et al.@2#
are plotted in Fig. 4. O’Callaghan et al.’s@2# experimental results
agree well with both models, again because their data were ob-
tained for nearly optically flat specimens for which both models
are adequate. Antonetti and Yovanovich’s@3,4# model over-
predicts all of Fried’s@18# and about half of Mal’kov and Dobash-
in’s @19# experimental results. Lambert and Fletcher’s@17# model
under-predicts Mal’kov and Dobashin’s@19# results and over-
predicts Fried’s@18# data. The significant scatter in Fried’s@18#
results suggests the presence of rather large uncertainties. Mal’kov
and Dobashin@19# listed wide ranges of flatness deviation, TIR.
Their experimental facility and data analysis are not well de-
scribed, so it is not possible to estimate the accuracy of their work.

Figure 5 shows that Antonetti and Yovanovich’s@3,4# model
over-predicts all of Kang et al.’s@20# results, though their model
accurately predicts the slope of the experiments. Lambert and
Fletcher’s @17# model roughly follows the mean of the data,
though it does not reduce the scatter with respect to nor predict the
slope as well as Antonetti and Yovanovich’s@3,4# model. Kang
et al. @20# employed aluminum alloy specimens with turned con-
tact surfaces produced on a lathe. This preparation method yielded
wavy surfaces that were not monotonically curved as is assumed
in the model by Lambert and Fletcher@17#. Kang et al.@20# re-
ported the typical trough to crest height of the wavy surfaces to be
10 mm, though they did not report the flatness deviation, TIR. In
the present analysis TIR was assumed to equal the waviness
height of 10mm. The fact that the theory by Antonetti and Yo-
vanovich@3,4# accurately predicts the slope of Kang et al.’s@20#
experiments suggests that whatever non-flatness the surfaces ex-
hibited was considerably smaller than the waviness. The fact that
Lambert and Fletcher’s@17# model predicts the mean magnitude
of the data demonstrates that waviness was predominant over
roughness in determining contact conductance. Kang et al.@20#
noted that conductance decreased drastically as coating thickness,
t, was increased from 0.25mm to 5.0mm, which they attributed to
increased bulk resistance of the thicker coatings. However, it is
much more likely that oxidation of the coating surfaces between
steps during deposition of the multi-layer thicker coatings sub-
stantially increased the resistance.

As illustrated in Fig. 6, Antonetti and Yovanovich’s@3,4#model
substantially over-predicts Chung et al.’s@21# results by a factor
of 5 to 100 and inaccurately predicts the slope, while Lambert and
Fletcher’s@17# model only moderately over-predicts the magni-
tude of the data and accurately predicts the slope. Chung et al.
@21# did not report flatness deviation, TIR. The TIR value~10 mm!
listed in Fig. 6 was assumed for the present study to facilitate
analyzing the results by Chung et al.@21#, because TIR510mm
is typically achieved by grinding and polishing. However, it is
quite possible that TIR for the specimens used by Chung et al.
@21# was much greater than 10mm. They used specimens of the
same aluminum alloy and size employed by Kang et al.@20#, al-
though Chung et al.@21# ground and polished their specimens
instead of turning them. Grinding, lapping, and polishing opera-
tions often produce spherical surfaces. This may be why Lambert
and Fletcher’s@17# model accurately predicts the slope of Chung
et al.’s @21# results, whereas Antonetti and Yovanovich’s@3,4#
theory does not.

Figure 7 shows that Antonetti and Yovanovich’s@3,4# model
over-predicts the experimental data reported by Sheffield et al.
@22#, while Lambert and Fletcher’s@17# model predicts the mean
and slope of the data quite well with relatively little scatter. Shef-
field et al.@22# used specimens made of the same aluminum alloy
and prepared in the same way as those used by Chung et al.@21#.

Fig. 3 Models by „a… Lambert and Fletcher †17‡ and „b… An-
tonetti and Yovanovich †3,4‡ compared to experimental thermal
contact conductance results for physically vapor deposited
„PVD… silver on nickel 200 by Antonetti †16‡
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Fig. 4 Models by „a… Lambert and Fletcher †17‡ and „b… An-
tonetti and Yovanovich †3,4‡ compared to experimental thermal
contact conductance results for PVD aluminum and magne-
sium on stainless steel 304 by Fried †18‡; nickel, silver, and
copper platings on stainless steel by Mal’kov and Dobashin
†19‡; and PVD tin on low alloy steel by O’Callaghan et al. †2‡

Fig. 5 Models by „a… Lambert and Fletcher †17‡ and „b… An-
tonetti and Yovanovich †3,4‡ compared to experimental thermal
contact conductance results for physically vapor deposited
„PVD… lead, tin, and indium on aluminum alloy 6061-T6 by Kang
et al. †20‡
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Fig. 6 Models by „a… Lambert and Fletcher †17‡ and „b… An-
tonetti and Yovanovich †3,4‡ compared to experimental thermal
contact conductance results for physically vapor deposited
„PVD… aluminum, lead, and indium on aluminum alloy 6061-
T651 by Chung et al. †21‡

Fig. 7 Models by „a… Lambert and Fletcher †17‡ and „b… An-
tonetti and Yovanovich †3,4‡ compared to experimental thermal
contact conductance results for „PVD… copper, copper Õcarbon,
silver, and silver Õcarbon on aluminum alloy 6061-T651 by Shef-
field et al. †22‡
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Thus, arguments similar to those made in conjunction with the
results in Fig. 6 may be applied to the results in Fig. 7.

Figure 8 demonstrates that Lambert and Fletcher’s@17# model
is conservative~under-predictive! compared to most of the experi-
mental results by Lambert and Fletcher@23#, but their model pre-
dicts the slope of the results quite well. Antonetti and Yovanov-
ich’s @3,4# model is non-conservative~over-predictive!compared
to most of the data and inaccurately predicts the slope. Lambert
and Fletcher@23# prepared their aluminum alloy specimens using
methods similar to those of Chung et al.@21# and Sheffield et al.
@22#. Again, the arguments put forth to explain Fig. 6 also apply to
Fig. 8.

Conclusions
Both the semi-empirical model by Lambert and Fletcher@17#

and the theoretical model by Antonetti and Yovanovich@3,4# ac-
curately predict thermal contact conductance of nearly optically
flat (TIR<2 mm), rough, metallic coated metals. Additionally,
through comparison with a large number of experimental results
from the literature, the model by Lambert and Fletcher@17# is
shown to provide usually conservative predictions of conductance
for non-flat, rough, metallic coated metals.
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Nomenclature

aL 5 macro-contact radius for rough spheres~m!
aL,Hz 5 Hertz macro-contact radius for smooth spheres~m!

aS 5 radius of micro-contact~m!
Aapp 5 apparent contact area~m2!

bL 5 radius of surfaces in contact~m!
bS 5 radius of heat flux channel for micro-contact~m!
E 5 modulus of elasticity~N/m2!

E8 5 effective elastic modulus~N/m2!, E85@(12n1
2)/E1

1(12n2
2)/E2#21

hc,s1L 5 thermal contact conductance~W/m2K!,
hc,S1L51/(Rc,S1Rc,L)

HC 5 contact micro-hardness~N/m2!
HK 5 Knoop micro-hardness~N/m2!
HV 5 Vickers micro-hardness~N/m2!

J0 , J1 5 Bessel functions of the first kind
k 5 harmonic mean thermal conductivity~W/m-K!, k

52k1k2 /(k11k2)
L 5 contact load~N!

L* 5 dimensionless contact load,L* 52L/@sE8(2rs)1/2#
m 5 combined mean absolute profile slope (m/m),

m5(m1
21m2

2)1/2

P 5 contact pressure~N/m2!
P* 5 dimensionless contact pressure,P* 5P/@E8(s/8r)1/2#

Papp 5 apparent contact pressure~N/m2!
P0 5 maximum contact pressure~at r 50! for rough

spheres~N/m2!
P0,Hz 5 Hertz’ maximum contact pressure~at r 50! for

smooth spheres~N/m2!
r 5 distance from center of axi-symmetric contact~m!

RC,L 5 large scale thermal contact resistance~m2K/W!
RC,S 5 small scale thermal contact resistance~m2K/W!
TIR 5 non-flatness~Total Included Reading!, ~m!, TIR

5TIR11TIR2
a 5 load redistribution parameter
d 5 combined crown drop of surfaces~m!, d5d11d2

Fig. 8 Models by „a… Lambert and Fletcher †17‡ and „b… An-
tonetti and Yovanovich †3,4‡ compared to experimental thermal
contact conductance results for electroless nickel plated cop-
per to gold and silver coated „physically vapor deposited
„PVD…, electroplated, and flame sprayed … aluminum alloy A356-
T61 by Lambert and Fletcher †23‡
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«L 5 ratio of macroscopic contact radius to surface radius,
aL,Hz /bL

zn 5 nth root of Bessel functionJ1(zn)
m 5 micro51026, combined with meters or inches
n 5 Poisson ratio
r 5 combined radius of curvature~m!, r5(1/r111/r2)21

s 5 combined root-mean-square~rms! roughness~m!,
s5(s1

21s2
2)1/2

Subscripts

Hz 5 Hertz’ theory for contacting smooth spheres
L 5 large scale, macroscopic
n 5 index of summation
S 5 small scale, microscopic
0 5 at axis or center of contact
1 5 specimen or surface 1
2 5 specimen or surface 2
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Measurements of Heat Transfer
Coefficients From Supercritical
Carbon Dioxide Flowing in
Horizontal Mini/Micro Channels
Heat transfer from supercritical carbon dioxide flowing in horizontal mini/micro circular
tubes cooled at a constant temperature has been investigated experimentally. Six stainless
steel circular tubes having inside-diameters of 0.50 mm, 0.70 mm, 1.10 mm, 1.40 mm,
1.55 mm, and 2.16 mm were tested. Measurements were carried out for the pressures
ranging from 74 to 120 bar, the temperatures ranging from 20 to 110°C, and the mass flow
rates ranging from 0.02 to 0.2 kg/min. It is found that the buoyancy effect was still
significant, although supercriticalCO2 was in forced motion through the horizontal tubes
at Reynolds numbers up to 105. The experimental results also indicate that the existing
correlations developed in the previous studies for large tubes deviate significantly from
the experimental data for the present mini/micro tubes. Based on the experimental data, a
correlation was developed for the axially averaged Nusselt number in terms of appropri-
ate dimensionless parameters for forced convection of supercritical carbon dioxide in
horizontal mini/micro tubes cooled at a constant temperature.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1423906#

Keywords: Channel Flow, Convection, Heat Transfer, Microscale, Refrigeration, Super-
critical Fluids

Introduction

As a non-flammable and non-toxic natural fluid, CO2 has a zero
ODP~ozone depleting potential! and a zero effective GWP~global
warming potential!. Thus, it will become a primary candidate for
the next-generation environmental by benign refrigerant in auto-
mobile air-conditioning, railway air-conditioning, residential air-
conditioning and heat pumps@1#. Since in some applications such
as automobile air-conditioning and heat pump systems, the heat
rejection temperatures are usually above the critical temperature
of carbon dioxide~31.1°C!, cycles using carbon dioxide as the
refrigerant will have to operate in a transcritical cycle. As such,
the heat rejection takes place above the critical pressure~about
74;120 bar!in a so-called gas cooler~corresponding to the con-
denser in the conventional subcritical systems!, while the heat
absorption remains below the subcritical region. The high working
pressure and favorable heat transfer properties of CO2 enable re-
duced tube diameters. A gas cooler made of extruded flat micro-
channel tubes of 0.79 mm in diameter has been reported@2#. The
use of microchannels in the gas cooler will allow one to effec-
tively handle high pressures without excessive wall thickness and
material weight. In order to design a high efficiency gas cooler, a
thorough understanding of convective heat transfer for supercriti-
cal carbon dioxide in cooled tubes is needed.

One of the most important characteristics of supercritical fluids
near the critical point is that their physical properties exhibit ex-
tremely rapid variations with the change of temperature, espe-
cially near the pseudocritical point~the temperature at which the
specific heat reaches a peak for a given pressure!. This can be
clearly seen from Fig. 1, where the specific heatcp and densityr
of CO2 at supercritical pressures of 80 and 100 bar (pcr

573.8 bar) are plotted based on the data from the NIST Refrig-

erants Database REFPROP@3#. The pseudocritical temperature
Tpc of CO2 as function of pressure can be best fitted by the fol-
lowing algebraic equation:

Tpc52122.616.124p20.1657p210.01773p2.520.0005608p3,
(1)

where the pseudocritical temperatureTpc is in °C and the pressure
p is in bar. It follows thatTpc534.6°C at p580 bar andTpc
545.0°C atp5100 bar.

Forced convection of supercritical fluids such as water, carbon
dioxide, nitrogen, hydrogen, and helium in channels have been
extensively studied both experimentally@4–6# and numerically
@7–9#. Many correlations, most of the Dittus-Boelter type Nu
5C RemPrn, have been proposed for supercritical fluids with heat-
ing. The reference temperature method and the property ratio
method have been employed to incorporate the variable-property
effect @10#. Comprehensive reviews on previous work associated

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division April 24, 2001;
revision received September 24, 2001. Associate Editor: H. Bau.

Fig. 1 Variations of the specific heat c p and the density r of
CO2 at pÄ80 and 100 bar
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with variable property heat transfer and supercritical heat transfer
are given by Kakac@10#, Hall @11#, and Polyakov@12#. It is gen-
erally agreed that the correlations do not show sufficient agree-
ment with experiments to justify their use except in very limited
conditions. The limitations imposed on a specific correlation
should be carefully studied before its use in practical applications.

A literature survey indicates that only a few papers@4,5,8,13#
have reported on the study of heat transfer of supercritical CO2
under cooling conditions. In particular, experimental data on con-
vective heat transfer of supercritical CO2 in channels with a hy-
draulic diameter less than 2.0 mm are rather rare. Therefore, the
purpose of this work was to study heat transfer from supercritical
carbon dioxide flowing in mini/micro circular tubes in the tem-
perature ranges relevant to the CO2 gas coolers in the transcritical
refrigeration systems. Six circular tubes having inside-diameters
of 0.50 mm, 0.70 mm, 1.10 mm, 1.40 mm, 1.55 mm, and 2.16 mm
were tested. Measurements were carried out at carbon dioxide
pressures ranging from 74 to 120 bar and the temperature ranging
from 20 to 110°C. In the following, we shall first describe our
experimental apparatus and procedures. We shall then report the
experimental results to show the effect of some important param-
eters including tube diameter, pressure, and mass flow rate and,
the temperature difference between the bulk fluid and the wall on
the heat transfer performance. Finally, the salient findings of the
study will be summarized.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures
The test loop constructed for the present investigation is sche-

matically shown in Fig. 2. It consisted of a compressed CO2 cyl-
inder, a high-pressure CO2 pump, a filter, a flow meter, a pre-
heater, a test section, an after-cooler, and a couple of high-
pressure fittings and valves. CO2 with a purity of 99.5 percent was
fed to the test loop from the compressed CO2 cylinder and was
circulated by the CO2 pump~Model P-200, Thar Designs!, which
had an input pressure of 57 bar, a discharge pressure up to 680
bar, and a maximum mass flow rate of 0.2 kg/min. The pump is
capable of control based on feedback from a pressure sensor or a
flow meter. The mass flow rate was measured using a Coriolis-
type Micro Motion mass flow meter~Model CFM-010M, with
IFT9701 transmitter!. The nominal range of the flow meter is
0–1.37 kg/min~0–22.8 g/s!, with an accuracy of less than60.2
percent of reading. A pressure gage transducer~Model 3051CG5,
Rosemount!was used to measure the static pressure at the inlet of
the test section, while a differential pressure transducer~Model
3051CD3, Rosemount! was installed at both ends of the test sec-
tion to measure the pressure drops. The pressure gage transducer
and the differential pressure transducer were calibrated by using a
pressure calibrator and the accuracy of the transducers was found
to be 60.2 percent of reading. The on-board microprocessor

monitored the flow meter, calculated the flow rate and sent the
feedback to the pump. In addition, a portable chiller was used to
provide cooling for the CO2 pump, the condenser and the test
section.

Six circular tubes~stainless steel AISI 304! having inside-
diameters/outside-diameters of 0.50 mm/0.80 mm, 0.70 mm/1.10
mm, 1.10 mm/1.47 mm, 1.40 mm/3.18 mm, 1.55 mm/2.05 mm,
and 2.16 mm/3.18 mm were tested. Figure 3 shows the details of
the test section. A horizontal circular tube to be tested was cooled
by forced convection of cooling water. An insulated length of
110.0 mm preceded the cooled length of 110.0 mm, which was
followed by an insulated exit length of 40.0 mm. The outer sur-
face temperatures of the test tube were measured by six
uniformly-spaced T-type thermocouples, while the temperatures
of CO2 at both the inlet (Tin) and the outlet (Tout) of the test tube
were measured by two armoredT-type thermocouples. All the
thermocouples were calibrated in a constant temperature bath and
the measurement error was found to be within60.2°C. The tem-
perature of CO2 at the inlet of the test tube was regulated by the
pre-heater.

For all the experiments, the measured temperature difference
between the outer surface of the insulated lengths at the both ends
of the test section and the ambient indicated that the heat gain/loss
from/to the ambient was negligibly small. Hence, the heat transfer
rateQ̇ from CO2 to the tube wall can be obtained from the energy
balance under a steady state:

Q̇5ṁ~ i in2 i out!, (2)

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the test loop

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the test section
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whereṁ is the mass flow rate, whilei in and i out denote the en-
thalpy of CO2 at the inlet and the exit of the test section, respec-
tively.

An outer wall mean temperature averaged over the entire
cooled length can be obtained based on the readings of the six
thermocouples under each test condition. In order to minimize
errors in calculating mean wall temperatures, we attempted to
keep the outer wall temperatures along the cooled length as uni-
form as possible. This was realized by adjusting separately the
flow rates of the cooling water flowing through the two partitions
of the test section~Fig. 3!. The wall temperatures along the cooled
length measured by the six thermocouples for three typical test
conditions are listed in Table 1, which shows that the maximum
temperature difference along the wall is within 2°C.

Based on the outer wall mean temperatures, the corresponding
inner wall mean temperature of the test sectionTw can then be
calculated based on the wall thickness of the test tube, the outer
wall mean temperature and the cooling power given by Eq.~2!.
Subsequently, a logarithmic mean temperature difference~LMTD!
can be obtained for the test tube@14# as

LMTD5
~Tin2Tw!2~Tout2Tw!

lnS Tin2Tw

Tout2Tw
D . (3)

It should be mentioned that the derivation of the logarithmic mean
temperature difference requires that the specific heatcp be con-
stant over the test tube. As shown in Fig. 1, although the specific
heatcp of supercritical CO2 undergoes a rapid change with tem-
perature near the pseudocritical point, the curve representing the
variation of the specific heat with temperature becomes relatively
flat at the temperature away from the pseudocritical point. In these
experiments, for a given heat removal from the test section the
temperature change of CO2 near the pseudocritical point was
rather small~less than 2°C!because the specific heat over this
range is very high~see Fig. 1!. Furthermore, in these experiments
any large temperature change~above 10°C!of CO2 took place far
away from the pseudocritical point and the specific heat is nearly
constant over this temperature range. Therefore, the use of the
LMTD in this work is justified.

The average heat transfer coefficienth over the entire cooled
length is determined from

h5
Q̇

A* LMTD
, (4)

whereA represents the inner surface of the test tube. The Nusselt
number is defined as

Nuw5
hd

kw
(5)

or

Nub5
hd

kb
, (6)

whered is the tube diameter,k is the thermal conductivity of the
CO2 , and the subscriptsw or b represent the case in which the
properties are evaluated at the inner wall mean temperatureTw or
at the bulk CO2 mean temperatureTb defined as

Tb5
Tin1Tout

2
(7)

with Tin andTout being the CO2 temperatures at the inlet and the
exit of the test section.

The friction factor is defined as

f 5
Dpf

1

2
rbub

2

•

l

d
, (8)

wherel is the length of the test section;rb andub are the density
and the bulk velocity of CO2 , evaluated at the bulk mean tem-
peratureTb ; Dpf is the pressure drop across the test section due
to the viscous friction and can be obtained from

Dpf5Dp2S routuout
2

2
2

r inuin
2

2 D , (9)

whereDp is the total pressure drop across the test section mea-
sured by the differential pressure transducer; the subscriptsin and
out denote the quantities of CO2 at the inlet and the outlet of the
test section, respectively.

All the experimental data reported in this paper were processed
based on the data for physical property of CO2 provided by the
NIST Refrigerants Database REFPROP@3#.

Results and Discussion
Measurements were carried out at pressures of carbon dioxide

ranging from 74 to 120 bar, temperatures ranging from 20 to
110°C, mass flow rates ranging from 0.02 to 0.2 kg/min, tempera-
ture differences (Tb2Tw) between the bulk CO2 and the wall
ranging from 2 to 30°C, and heat fluxes ranging from 104 to 2
3105 W/m2. The corresponding Reynolds numbers Reb and
Prandtl numbers Prb ranged from 104 to 23105 and from 0.9 to
10, respectively. The inlet temperature of the cooling water was
set to be 5°C, while the flow rates of the cooling water was varied
from 0.1 to 0.5 kg/min. As such, the outlet temperature of the
cooling water usually varied from 6 to 8°C.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the heat transfer coefficienth
with the bulk mean temperature of CO2 for the tube of d
50.70 mm at the mass flow rate ofṁ50.030 kg/min with static
pressures ofp580 and 100 bar. Note the horizontal bar at each
data point in the figure representing the CO2 temperature range
over the test section. It is seen that at each pressure the heat
transfer coefficient increased rapidly with the bulk temperature of
the fluid, reached a peak value, and decreased gradually after-
wards. Such a variation of the heat transfer coefficient suggests
that the bulk mean temperature of the fluid has a substantial effect
on the heat transfer performance near the critical point. Figure 4

Table 1 Measured wall temperatures along the test section
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also indicates that the peak value of the heat transfer coefficient
decreased as the static pressure was increased from 80 bar to 100
bar. This is because the peak value of the specific heatcp de-
creases with the decrease of pressure, as indicated in Fig. 1. It is
also interesting to note from Fig. 4 that the heat transfer coeffi-
cient peak for each pressure occurred at a point near the corre-
sponding pseudocritical temperature~Tpc534.6°C atp580 bar
andTpc545.0°C atp5100 bar, as indicated in Fig. 1!.

Figure 5 presents the effect of the mass flow rate on the heat
transfer coefficient ford52.16 mm andp5100 bar. As expected,
the heat transfer coefficient increased as the mass flow rate was
increased fromṁ50.03 kg/min toṁ50.05 kg/min.

In order to investigate the effect of tube diameter on the heat
transfer rate, we measured the variation of the Nusselt numbers
Nub with the bulk mean temperature atp580 bar for various tube
diameters~d50.50, 0.70, 1.10, 1.40, 1.55, and 2.16 mm!. To have

a meaningful comparison, both the Reynolds number Reb and the
Prandtl number Prb had to be kept constant for a given bulk mean
temperature of the fluid. To this end, the experiments were con-
ducted at a fixed ratio of the mass flow rate to the tube diameter at
ṁ/d51.19 kg/m-s. The variations of both the Reynolds number
Reb and the Prandtl number Prb with the dimensionless bulk mean
temperatureTb /Tpc of the fluid under this condition are shown in
Fig. 6, whereTpc represents the pseudocritical temperature of
CO2 . Note that the unit of the temperature is K in calculating the
ratio Tb /Tpc . The temperature difference between the bulk fluid
and the wall was kept approximately the same by adjusting the
flow rate of the cooling water for different tube diameters at the
corresponding experimental conditions. The measured Nusselt
numbers Nub under the above-described conditions are presented
in Fig. 7, where the vertical error bars represent the uncertainties
of the experimental data. For comparison, the Dittus-Boelter cor-
relation for cooling constant property fluids

Nub50.023 Reb
0.8Prb

0.3 (10)

is also plotted in Fig. 7. It is clear from Fig. 7 that unlike heat
transfer for constant-property fluids as represented by Eq.~10!, for
supercritical CO2 the Nusselt numbers in the range of the

Fig. 4 Variations of the heat transfer coefficient h with the
bulk mean temperature for the tube of dÄ0.7 mm at ṁ
Ä0.03 kgÕmin for different static pressures of 80 and 100 bar
„the horizontal bars represent the CO 2 temperature ranges over
the test section …

Fig. 5 The effect of the mass flow rates on the heat transfer
coefficient h for the tube of dÄ2.16 mm and at pÄ100 bar „the
horizontal bars represent the CO 2 temperature ranges over the
test section …

Fig. 6 Reb and Pr b Number versus Tb ÕTpc at ṁ Õd
Ä1.19 kgÕm-s

Fig. 7 The effect of the tube diameters on the Nusselt number
Nub at ṁ ÕdÄ1.19 kgÕm-s
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measured temperatures (0.95,Tb /Tpc,1.15) were dependent
very much upon the tube diameters, and they dropped substan-
tially as the tube diameter was reduced from 2.16 mm to 0.50 mm.
This fact suggests that for a given value ofṁ/d the Nusselt num-
bers decrease as the tube size becomes smaller. Another observa-
tion that can be made from Fig. 7 is that the curve representing the
variation of the Nusselt number with the dimensionless bulk mean
temperatures became more flat as the tube diameter was reduced
from 2.16 mm to 0.50 mm, implying that the effect of the fluid
temperature~or the effect of its variable thermophysical proper-
ties!on the heat transfer rate is important for large-diameter tubes,
but it becomes less significant as the tube size was reduced. It can
also be seen from Fig. 7 that for the tubes having a diameter larger
than 1.10 mm, the measured Nusselt numbers were higher than
the values predicted by the Dittus-Boelter correlation given by Eq.
~10!. However, for the tubes having a diameter less than 1.10 mm,
the measured Nusselt numbers became much lower than the val-
ues predicted by Eq.~10!. One major reason for the above-
described heat transfer behavior as a result of the change in tube
sizes might be the buoyancy effect, even though the CO2 was in
forced motion in the horizontal tubes at very high Reynolds num-
bers~Reb up to 105!.

It is known that under certain conditions the buoyancy effect
might still be significant even if a fluid is in forced motion through
a horizontal channel. In such a case, the heat transfer performance
depends not only on the Reynolds number Reb , representing the
strength of the primary flow due to the forced motion of the fluid,
but also on the Grashof number Gr, representing the strength of
the secondary flow induced by the buoyancy force. The Grashof
number Gr is defined as

Gr5
~rw2rb!gd3

rbnb
2 5

~rw2rb!rbgd3

mb
2 (11)

with rb andrw denoting the density of CO2 evaluated at the bulk
mean temperatureTb and the wall mean temperatureTw , respec-
tively; nb andmb represent the kinematic viscosity and dynamic
viscosity of CO2 evaluated at the bulk mean temperatureTb ,
respectively; andg is the acceleration of gravity. It has been
shown theoretically that for horizontal channels, when

Gr

Reb
2,1023 (12)

the buoyancy effect becomes negligible@6,10#. To access the ac-
curacy of the criterion given by Eq.~12!, Gr/Reb

2 covered in this
work for the tubes ofd50.70, 1.40, and 2.16 mm is compared
with Eq. ~12! in Fig. 8. It is interesting to note that the measuring
points in terms of Gr/Reb

2 for the tube ofd52.16 mm were higher
than 1023, meaning that the buoyancy effect is important. How-
ever, the measuring points in terms of for the Gr/Reb

2 for the tube
of d50.70 mm were lower than 1023, indicating that the buoy-
ancy effect was less significant for this small tube. It is also seen
from Fig. 8 that the measuring points for the tube ofd
51.40 mm were mostly close to 1023. Considering that the buoy-
ancy parameter Gr/Reb

2 is proportional to the tube diameterd, it
can be concluded that the impairment of heat transfer as a result of
reduction in tube sizes was caused, partly at least, by the fact that
the buoyancy effect became less important for small tubes.

The variation of the friction factorf with the Reynolds Number
Reb for d50.50, 0.70, 1.40, and 2.16 mm atṁ/d51.19 kg/m-s
and p580 bar is shown in Fig. 9. The friction factor is seen to
drop as the tube size was reduced.

The influence of the differenceTb2Tw between the bulk mean
and wall mean temperature on the heat transfer rates is presented
in Fig. 10 for d51.10 mm andp580 bar atṁ50.1 kg/min. The
experimental results show that the Nusselt numbers changed sig-
nificantly as the temperature differenceTb2Tw changed even if
other conditions were kept the same, implying that the tempera-
ture differenceTb2Tw has an important influence on the heat

transfer rates for supercritical fluids. This is because different bulk
mean and wall mean temperature differenceTb2Tw will give
different velocity and temperature profiles. In developing heat
transfer correlations, the influence of the fluid bulk mean and wall
mean temperature differenceTb2Tw is usually taken into account
by using appropriate property parameter groups such asrb /rw ,
c̄p /cpw , etc. The mean specific heatc̄p is defined as:

c̄p5
i b2 i w

Tb2Tw
, (13)

wherei b and i w denote the enthalpy of CO2 evaluated at the bulk
mean temperatureTb and the wall mean temperatureTw , respec-
tively.

In developing heat transfer correlations for cooling supercritical
fluids, it has been shown that a more accurate correlation can be
obtained when the fluid properties are evaluated based on the wall
temperatureTw rather than the bulk mean temperatureTb @4–5,8#.
Petrov and Popov@8# proposed the following correlation for the
local Nusselt number for cooling supercritical fluids:

Nuw

Nu0w
5S 12m

qw

rw
D S c̄p

cpw
D n

, (14)

Fig. 8 GrÕ Reb
2 values versus Tb ÕTpc at ṁ ÕdÄ1.19 kgÕm-s

Fig. 9 The friction factor f versus Reynolds number Re b at
ṁ ÕdÄ1.19 kgÕm-s and pÄ80 bar
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where

n50.662k~qw /rw! when c̄p /cpw<1,

n50.92k~qw /rw! when c̄p /cpw.1;

m50.001 kg/J; k5431024 kg/J,

with qw and rw representing the heat flux and the mass flux,
respectively. In Eq.~14!, Nu0w is the Nusselt number for constant
physical properties and is given by the Petukhov-Kirilov correla-
tion @15#:

Nu0w5

S j

8DRewPrw

12.7S j

8D 1/2

~Prw
2/321!11.07

, (15)

where the friction coefficientj is obtained from

j5@0.79 ln~Rew!21.64#22. (16)

Equation~14! is compared with the present experimental data
for two different cases~Case 1:d52.16 mm, ṁ50.15 kg/min,
and p580 bar; Case 2:d50.70 mm, ṁ50.05 kg/min, andp

580 bar!in Figs. 11 and 12. It is seen from the both figures that
Eq. ~14! deviates significantly from the present experimental data.
For the smaller tubed50.70 mm, the values predicted by the
Petrov-Popov correlation, Eq.~14!, are much higher than the ex-
perimental data, in particular in the region near the pseudocritical
temperature. The Petov-Popov correlation was developed based
on data for large-diameter tubes in which the buoyancy effect
should be significant. However, the buoyancy effect was not ex-
plicitly included in the original Petov-Popov correlation. There-
fore, the correlation fails when free convection becomes weak or
absent~as in small-diameter tubes!.

The above-presented experimental results suggest that the
buoyancy effect, the temperature difference between the bulk fluid
and the wall must be taken into account in developing heat trans-
fer correlations for heat transfer from supercritical CO2 flowing
through horizontal tubes. Based on a least square fit of seventy-
two experimental data for the circular tubes ofd50.50 mm, 0.70
mm, 1.10 mm, 1.40 mm, 1.55 mm, and 2.16 mm, the following
correlation was obtained for forced convection of supercritical
CO2 in mini/micro tubes cooled at a constant temperature:

Nuw

Nudbw
55.57S Gr

Reb
2D 0.205S rb

rw
D 0.437S c̄p

cpw
D 0.411

, (17)

where Nudbw is the Nusselt number for constant physical proper-
ties ~evaluated at the wall mean temperatureTw! and is deter-
mined from the Dittus-Boelter correlation:

Nudbw50.023 Rew
0.8Prw

0.3. (18)

Substituting Eq.~18! into Eq. ~17! yields

Nuw50.128 Rew
0.8Prw

0.3S Gr

Reb
2D 0.205S rb

rw
D 0.437S c̄p

cpw
D 0.411

. (19)

Equation~19! is compared with the experimental data in Fig.
13. The maximum relative error between Eq.~19! and the experi-
mental data is about 18.9 percent, while the mean relative error
between Eq.~19! and the experimental data is about 9.8 percent.
Equation ~19! is applicable in the range 74 bar<p<120 bar,
20°C<Tb<110°C, 2°C<Tb2Tw<30°C, 0.02 kg/min<m˙
<0.2 kg/min, 1025<Gr/Reb

2<1022 for the horizontal long tubes
of 0.50 mm<d<2.16 mm.

Fig. 10 The effect of the bulk mean and wall mean temperature
difference TbÀTw on the Nusselt number Nu b for dÄ1.1 mm at
ṁÄ0.1 kgÕmin

Fig. 11 Comparison of Eq. „14… and the experimental data for
dÄ2.16 mm, ṁÄ0.15 kgÕmin, and pÄ80 bar

Fig. 12 Comparison of Eq. „14… and the experimental data for
dÄ0.7 mm, ṁÄ0.05 kgÕmin, and pÄ80 bar
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Uncertainty Analysis
The uncertainty in the experimental data was evaluated accord-

ing to the methods introduced in NIST Technical Note 1297@16#.
Based on Eqs.~2!–~6!, the relative standard uncertainty of the
Nusselt number is given by

dNu

Nu
5S S dṁ

ṁ D 2

1S dA

A D 2

1S dd

d D 2

1S d~LMTD!

LMTD D 2

1S d~ i in2 i out!

~ i in2 i out!
D 2

1S dk

k D 2D 1/2

, (20)

whered represents the absolute standard uncertainty of the corre-
sponding quantity. From Eq.~20!, it can be seen that the uncer-
tainty in the Nusselt number was caused by uncertainties in the
mass flow rate~0.2 percent!, the logarithmic mean temperature
difference~1 percent–2 percent!, the heat transfer area~about 1
percent!, the test tube diameter~about 1 percent, the diameter was
measured in the micrograph of the mini/micro tube sections!, the
enthalpy difference and the conductivity. The uncertainties of the
enthalpy difference and conductivity can be estimated based on
the NIST Refrigerants Database REFPROP by taking into account
the measurement uncertainties of the temperature~60.2°C! and
pressure~0.2 percent!. Since near the pseudocritical temperature
Tpc the thermal properties become rather sensitive to any variation
in temperatures~see Fig. 1!, a small error in the temperature mea-
surement will cause a large uncertainty in the Nusselt numbers.
For this reason, the uncertainty of the Nusselt numbers Nub and
Nuw near the pseudocritical temperature (Tpc63°C) could be up
to 30 percent. Except for the measuring points near the pseud-
ocritical temperature, it is estimated that the relative standard un-
certainty of the Nusselt numbers Nub and Nuw was within 4 per-
cent.

Concluding Remarks
Heat transfer from supercritical carbon dioxide flowing in hori-

zontal mini/micro circular tubes cooled at a constant temperature
was investigated experimentally. Six stainless steel circular tubes
having inside-diameters of 0.50 mm, 0.70 mm, 1.10 mm, 1.40
mm, 1.55 mm, and 2.16 mm were tested under pressures of car-
bon dioxide ranging from 74 to 120 bar and the temperature rang-
ing from 20 to 110°C. It has been shown that although supercriti-
cal CO2 was in forced motion through the horizontal tubes at
Reynolds numbers up to 105, the buoyancy effect was still sig-
nificant, reflected by the fact that the Nusselt number decreased
with the reduction in tube diameters. However, the influence of
the buoyancy effect becomes weaker as the tube diameter is de-

creased due to the fact that the buoyancy parameter Gr/Reb
2 is

proportional to the tube diameterd. The experimental results also
indicate that the existing correlations developed in the previous
studies for large tubes deviate significantly from the experimental
data for the present mini/micro tubes. Based on the experimental
data, a correlation was developed for the axially-averaged Nusselt
number in terms of appropriate dimensionless parameters for
forced convection of supercritical carbon dioxide in mini/micro
tubes cooled at a constant temperature. The results of this work
are of significance for the design of the gas cooler of the transcriti-
cal carbon dioxide refrigeration system.
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Nomenclature

A 5 inner surface of the test tube, m2

cp 5 specific heat, J/K-kg
d 5 inside-diameters of the test tube, m
g 5 acceleration of gravity, m/s2

Gr 5 Grashof number,Gr5(rw2rb)rbgd3/mb
2

H 5 average heat transfer coefficient, W/m2-K
i 5 enthalpy, J/kg
k 5 thermal conductivity, W/m-K
l 5 length of the test section, m

LMTD 5 logarithmic mean temperature difference, °C
m 5 empirical constant
ṁ 5 mass flow rate, kg/s
n 5 empirical constant

Nu 5 Nusselt number
P 5 pressure, bar
Pr 5 Prandtl number
Q̇ 5 heat transfer rate, W
q 5 heat flux, W/m2

Re 5 Reynolds number
T 5 temperature, °C or K
u 5 velocity, m/s

Greek symbols

d 5 absolute standard uncertainty
Dp 5 pressure drop, Pa

m 5 dynamic viscosity, kg/m-s
n 5 kinematic viscosity, m2/s
r 5 density, kg/m3

rw 5 mass flux, kg/m2-s
j 5 friction coefficient

Subscripts

0 5 Petukhov-Kirilov correlation
b 5 bulk fluid

cr 5 critical
db 5 Dittus-Boelter correlation

f 5 viscous friction
in 5 CO2 inlet of the test section

out 5 CO2 exit of the test section
pc 5 pseudocritical
w 5 wall
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Heat Transfer and Pressure Drop
Characteristics of Laminar Flow
Through a Circular Tube With
Longitudinal Strip Inserts Under
Uniform Wall Heat Flux
Heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics in a circular tube fitted with full-length
strip, short-length strip, and regularly spaced strip elements connected by thin circular
rods have been investigated experimentally. The strips have been rectangular, square and
crossed in cross-section with different aspect ratio. Laminar flow of water and other
viscous liquids was considered. The rod diameter and length of the strip-rod assembly and
the length of the strips were varied. Isothermal friction factor data has been generated.
The heat transfer test section was heated electrically imposing axially and circumferen-
tially constant wall heat flux (UWHF) boundary condition. Reynolds number, Prandtl
number, strip length, strip ratio, space ratio, and rod-diameter govern the characteristics.
Smaller rod-diameter in the strip-rod assembly or ‘‘pinching’’ of the strips in place rather
than connecting the strip elements by rods performs better thermohydraulically. Short-
length strips (upto a limited fraction of the test section tube length) perform better than
the full-length strip. The friction factor correlation and the correlation for Nusselt number
under UWHF condition for full-length strip have been modified to make them suitable for
short-length strip as well as regularly-spaced strip elements. Thermal entrance length in
the correlations is represented by Graetz number. Friction factor and Nusselt number
correlations for short-length strips as well as regularly-spaced strip elements, in the limit,
reduce to their full-length counterparts.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1423907#

Keywords: Augmentation, Enhancement, Experimental, Forced Convection, Heat
Transfer, Laminar

Introduction

Heat exchangers are important engineering devices in many
process industries since the efficiency and economy of the pro-
cesses largely depend on the performance of the heat exchangers.
High performance heat exchangers are, therefore, very much re-
quired. Improvement in the performance may result in the reduc-
tion in the size of the heat exchangers. Alternatively, a high per-
formance heat exchanger of a fixed size can give an increased heat
transfer rate; it might also give a decrease in temperature differ-
ence between the process fluids enabling efficient utilization of
thermodynamic availability. This is particularly true for laminar
flow since the heat transfer coefficients for laminar straight flow
through a plain tube is very low.

A longitudinal rectangular plate insert in the tubes of heat ex-
changers is a good displaceable device and this enhances tube-
side heat transfer rate. The buoyancy effect on laminar forced
convection in a circular tube with longitudinal thin rectangular
plate insert was studied by Chen and Hsieh@1#.

Solanki et al. @2,3# conducted experimental and theoretical
studies of laminar forced convection in tubes with polygon inner
cores. Forced convection heat transfer in doubly connected ducts
bounded externally by a circle and internally by a rectangular
polygon of various shapes was analyzed using a finite element
method. Hydrodynamically and thermally developed, steady,
laminar flow of a constant property fluid was investigated. An

insulated outer tube and constant heat flux at the inner core were
considered. Temperature profiles as well as Nusselt numbers were
presented.

Chen and Hsieh@4# numerically studied laminar mixed convec-
tion in a horizontal tube with a longitudinal square core. They
assessed the performance of a number of longitudinal rectangular
plate inserts used as tubeside heat transfer augmentative devices.
The tube was subjected to axially uniform heat flux and peripher-
ally constant wall temperature. The tube had an adiabatic rectan-
gular plate insert. The flow was thermally developed and steady.
The effects of the aspect ratio of the rectangular plate, the radius
ratio of the circumscribed circle of the rectangular plate to
the tube, and the eccentric installation on the net effect between
heat transfer augmentation and pressure drop increase were
determined.

A finite-difference based numerical study with a boundary-fitted
coordinate system was made by Hsieh and Wen@5# to investigate
the three-dimensional, steady-state, laminar entrance flow through
an axially uniformly heated horizontal tube with different adia-
batic longitudinal inserts. They performed parametric calculations
to determine the nature and the effect of Reynolds number,
Grashof number, aspect ratio and radius ratio of circumscribed
circle of insert to outer tube on thermally driven secondary flows.
They obtained typical streamline patterns, isotherms and axial ve-
locity profile along the flow direction. They presented and dis-
cussed local friction factor, Nusselt number and entrance length in
the hydrodynamically and thermally developing and fully devel-
oped regions. Flow visualization study was made and good agree-
ment with corresponding numerical results was observed.

Heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of laminar water
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flow in horizontal tubes with longitudinal inserts were experimen-
tally studied by Hsieh and Huang@6#. Testing was performed on
tubes with square and rectangular as well as crossed longitudinal
strip inserts with aspect ratios AR51 and 4 and varied ratios of
inlet mixed mean temperature to wall temperature. Flow visual-
ization, using a dye-injection method, revealed a highly complex
flow pattern including a secondary flow formed in the cross-
section for crossed-strip inserts. The thermal entrance length was
found and correlated in terms of Reynolds number. The enhance-
ment of heat transfer as compared to a conventional bare tube at
the same Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter was
found by them to be about a factor of 16, while the friction factor
rise was only about a factor of 4.5. This observation of Hsieh and
Huang@6# encouraged the present investigators to try with short-
length strips and short pieces of strips connected with small cir-
cular rods, making regularly-spaced strip elements~as shown in
Fig. 1!, instead of full-length strips extending from the upstream
end to the downstream end of the tube. The whole purpose of the
present experimental study was to examine whether further im-
provements in terms of thermohydraulic performance can be
achieved or not. Saha and Dutta@7# and Saha et al.@8# achieved
better thermohydraulic performance with short-length twisted
tapes and regularly-spaced twisted-tape elements instead of full-
length twisted tapes while working with twisted tapes.

In the present work, the strips are of longitudinal rectangular,
square and crossed cross-section and full-length and short-length
as well as regularly-spaced types. Small pieces of strips are con-

nected~by welding!at the ends of thin circular rods to make the
regularly-spaced strip elements. The lengths of the strip elements
and the connecting rod elements in the regularly spaced strip el-
ements areH and S, respectively. The strip ratio,y and the gap
ratio, s are defined byH/D andS/D, respectively, whereD is the
internal diameter of the test-section tube. Figure 1 shows the ge-
ometry and dimensions of the inserts used in the study. The aspect
ratio, AR of the strip is given by AR5L/H, whereL andH are
width and depth of the strips, respectively. The non-dimensional
length, l of the short-length strips is given byl 5Ls /L, whereLs
andL are the length of the strip and the tube, respectively.

Four different working fluids, water~W!, ethylene glycol~EG!,
servotherm medium oil~the trade name given by Indian Oil Cor-
poration! ~SMO! and polybutene 20~PB20!were used to cover a
wide laminar flow range of Reynolds number and Prandtl number.
The ranges of independent parameters covered with different
working fluids are shown in Table 1.

Ranges of additional parameters are as follows:

1:1, 0.5, 0.333, 0.25

y:2.5<y<5

s:2.5<s<5

d~5d* /D !50.115– 0.273,

Fig. 1 The geometry and dimensions of the inserts used in this study

Table 1 Ranges of independent parameters with different working fluids
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whered andd* are the non-dimensional diameter and diameter of
the rods, respectively.

The aspect ratio of the strips varied from 1 to 4. The correla-
tions for friction factor and Nusselt number are also reported.

Experimental Setup
The investigations were carried out in a closed loop experimen-

tal facility shown in Fig. 2. The loop consisted of:

1 An overhead tank~0.25 m3 capacity located at an elevation
of 2.75 meters!

2 A calming section~1.8 m long, 13 mm i.d., 20 mm o.d., PVC
tube!

3 The test section~details follow!
4 An insulated mixing section, i.e., exit section~13 mm i.d., 20

mm o.d., 350 mm long PVC tube!
5 A riser section with 150 mm high kink
6 A heat exchanger
7 A gear pump~1 HP!

The longitudinal strips were made of 0.5 mm thick stainless
steel strips. The strips had hydrodynamically smooth surface fin-
ish and the roughness elements on the surface did not affect the
performance of the inserts. The strips were made separately for
pressure drop tests and heat transfer tests because of different

diameters of the test sections. The strips were snugly fitted inside
the tube. If the strips are fitted tightly inside the tube or the edges
of the strips are not covered by insulating tape, the strip fin-effect
may enhance the heat transfer rate. In the present investigation,
the strips for heat transfer tests were covered with insulated tape
to suppress the fin effect since the fin effect was not studied.
Pieces of stainless steel rods of 3 mm, 2.5 mm, 2 mm, and 1.5 mm
diameter (d* ) were used to make strip-rod assembly. Thus, for
pressure drop tests, the non-dimensional rod diameter (d
5d* /D) were 0.231~53/13!, 0.192~52.5/13!, 0.154~52/13!,
0.115~51.5/13!and those for heat transfer tests were 0.273~53/
11! and 0.136~51.5/11!. It should be noted here that the rod
diameter for both the pressure drop test and the heat transfer test
were physically equal. However, the non-dimensional rod diam-
eter for the pressure drop test was different from that for the heat
transfer test because of the small difference of the pressure drop
test-section tube diameter from the heat transfer test-section tube
diameter.

Strip elements were welded to the ends of the rods to make the
regularly-spaced strip elements.

A PVC tube of 1.85 m long, 13 mm i.d. and 20 mm o.d. was
used as test section for the pressure drop tests. The pressure taps
were made of 30 mm long, 3 mm i.d., 4.5 mm o.d. acrylic tube.
Threads were cut on one end of the taps and drilled holes on the

Fig. 2 The experimental setup
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test section were threaded internally. The threaded portion of the
taps was covered with Teflon tape before inserting them into the
tapped hole to prevent leakage. Additionally, using Araldite en-
sured the rigidity of the taps. Flexible PVC tubing to a manometer
connected the pressure taps at either end of the test section. Pres-
sure drop was measured by means of vertical U-tube manometer
with dibutyl phthalate~specific gravity 1.047! and mercury as the
manometric fluid for lower Re and higher Re, respectively. This
ensured reasonably good accuracy by producing large-scale read-
ing with dibutyl phthalate for lower Re.

The heat transfer test section is shown in Fig. 3. It consisted of
a 1.84 m long, 11 mm i.d., 12 mm o.d. stainless steel~304 SS!
tube. The tube was uniformly heated by passing alternating cur-
rent from a stabilized three-phase source through 30 SWG fibre
glass insulated nichrome wire having 16V/m resistance wound
around the tube. The electrical winding~any two consecutive
turns! of each heater in a given segment of the test section was
made in opposite directions so that current passed in both direc-
tions to cancel the electro-magnetic field effects. Electrical resis-
tance was measured in several sections to ensure uniform heat
flux. The heater was made in three sections, each section having
four parallel heaters. Autotransformers were used to regulate the
heat flux supplied to the test section. To measure the outside wall
temperature of the tube, 30 SWG copper-constantan thermo-
couples were used. The thermocouples were silver soldered and
were first taken through the circumferential grooves and then ra-
dially through the heater wire turns and the insulation put on the
test section. Eleven thermocouples were installed on the outside
wall of the tube to measure the wall temperature. The first five
were placed at 15 mm, 115 mm, 225 mm, 350 mm, and 430 mm
from the point where the heating started and the remaining six
were placed at 525 mm, 565 mm, 627 mm, 688 mm, 738 mm, and
788 mm from the downstream end. Using polytetrafluoroethylene
spacers positioned between flanges minimized axial conduction
losses. Winding asbestos rope and putting a glasswool blanket of
50 mm thickness around the asbestos rope minimized the radial

heat losses. The asbestos rope was wound on a GI~Galvanized
Iron! cylinder ~split in two halves!to protect the electrical con-
nections. The space between the heater wire and the GI cylinder
was also filled with glasswool. A precision digital multimeter
measured the thermocouple output. The power input was calcu-
lated from the measured voltage and the resistance of the
nichrome wire heater. The current was also measured to provide a
crosscheck. Fluid bulk temperature measurements were made at
the inlet and the exit of the test section. Wire meshes were used in
the exit~mixing! section at the downstream end of the test-section
tube. Wire meshes provided thorough mixing of the fluid to give
the accurate outlet bulk mean temperature of the fluid. Saha et al.
@8# and Hong and Bergles@9# have observed that the circumfer-

Fig. 4 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds number for
short-length strips: „a… cross strip; Aspect ratio 4; „b… longitu-
dinal strip „aspect ratio 4 …; and „c… longitudinal strip „aspect
ratio 1…

Table 2 Percent reduction in friction factor for lË1 compared to that for lÄ1

Fig. 3 Heat transfer test section
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ential temperature variation for flow through the tube having this
type of insert is very small. For the present investigation, mea-
surement of circumferential temperatures~at six equidistant loca-
tions along the periphery! at a typical axial location confirmed
that. Accordingly, no further circumferential variation of tempera-
ture was measured in the present investigation.

Operating Procedure and Data Reduction

„a… Pressure Drop Tests. The pressure drop tests were car-
ried out in the PVC tube. The friction factor was defined as

f 5
1
2 @~DPz!/~rV0

2!#~D/z!, (1)

where

V05ṁ/~rA0! (2)

andDPz is the pressure drop over a lengthz.
Before the pressure drop measurements were taken, the test

section was freed of air bubbles by venting them through the riser
section at the end of the test section. The fluid flow was taken
from the overhead tank where a constant level was maintained.
Typically 15 minutes were required for settling of flow after each
change of mass flow rate. In addition to controlling the mass flow
rate, the fluid was heated as necessary to obtain a reasonable range
of laminar Reynolds number. The manometer was used to mea-
sure pressure drop. The mass flow rate was measured by three
rotameters which covered the entire range of mass flow rates.

„b… Heat Transfer Tests. The heat transfer tests were per-
formed in the stainless steel tube. Ethylene glycol, servotherm
medium oil and polybutene 20 provided substantial variation in
Pr. The length averaged Nu was defined as

Nu5
hD

k
5

Q

pDL F E
0

L dz

Twz2Tbz
G S D

k D , (3)

where

Q5V2/R5ṁCp~Tbo2Tbi!. (4)

Q was measured by two methods~i.e., measuring electrical
power input and the heat gained by the working fluid! as shown in
Eq. ~4!. The arithmetic mean of two values was taken. Data with
variation by more than 5 percent in two methods were discarded
since, in the steady state, the values obtained by two methods
should be equal if there is no significant heat loss from the test
section. The wall temperatureTwz at anyz in Eq. ~3! was mea-
sured directly, whereasTbz was calculated by interpolation assum-

Fig. 5 Comparison of experimental friction factor with that predicted from
Eq. „7… for short-length strips

Fig. 6 Variation of Nusselt number with Graetz number for
short-length strips: „a… cross strip „aspect ratio 4 …; „b… longitu-
dinal strip „aspect ratio 4 … and „c… longitudinal strip „aspect
ratio 1…
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Fig. 7 Comparison of experimental Nusselt number with that predicted from
Eq. „8… for short-length strips

Fig. 8 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds number for regularly-spaced strip elements—cross strip „aspect ratio 4…: „a…
yÄ2.5, sÄ5; „b… yÄ2.5, sÄ2.5; „c… yÄ5, sÄ5; and „d… yÄ5, sÄ2.5

Table 3 Percent reduction in Nusselt number for lË1 compared to that for lÄ1
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ing linear variation of fluid bulk temperature along the length of
the tube. A thermal steady state was generally reached in 60–120
minutes. Data acquisition began after steady state operation was
achieved. The minimum and the maximum changes in the fluid
viscosity from the inlet to the outlet section were 4 percent and 20
percent of the value at the inlet, respectively. Hence all fluid prop-
erties were calculated at (Tbi1Tbo)/2 and functional relationships
of properties with temperature given by the suppliers of fluids
were used for this purpose. No significant improvement is ex-
pected, Hong and Bergles@9#, by using the film temperature. The
tube wall temperature drop was calculated by considering the
steady state, one-dimensional radial heat conduction equation and
this drop was applied uniformly along the length of the tube. The
wall temperature and the bulk temperature were combined with
the heat flux to give the axially local heat transfer coefficient and
the Nusselt number. The axially averaged Nusselt number was
obtained by Simpson’s rule of numerical integration. The flow
was hydrodynamically fully developed and the fluid had uniform
temperature profile at the entrance of the test section. The inside
tube diameter rather than the hydraulic diameter was used in de-
fining Nu and Re for performance analysis and easy comparison.
Marner et al.@10# proposed this envelope diameter approach for
reporting enhanced tube data. Buoyancy effect was considered
negligible since the Richardson number was less than unity even
for the worst case.

An uncertainty analysis conducted along the lines suggested by
Kline and McClintock@11# showed that the uncertainties involved
in the friction factors were within65 percent whereas those in-
volved in the estimation of Nusselt number and Reynolds number
were within66 percent and62 percent, respectively.

Results and Discussion
The results obtained in this study are presented and discussed in

this section. But before that, the correlations@Eqs.~5! and~6!# for
the isothermal friction factor and Nusselt number for full-length
strips developed by Hsieh and Huang@6# are presented below for
ease of discussion:

f 549.96 Re20.44~Dh /D !1.18~AR!21.53 (5)

Nu51.233~Gz)0.38~mb /mw!0.14~Dh /D !20.74~AR11!0.41. (6)

Part A: Data for Short-Length Strips

Data for Friction Factor. Figure 4 shows the variation of ex-
perimental friction factor with Reynolds number for short-length
strips ~l 50.5, 0.333, 0.25!. Also the data for full-length strip (l
51) are presented in the figure as a baseline data. Figures 4~a!,
4~b!, and 4~c!show, respectively, the cases of cross strip~aspect
ratio 4 ~CS4!!; longitudinal strip~aspect ratio 4~LS4!!, and lon-
gitudinal strip~aspect ratio 1~LS1!!. Friction factor forl 51 in all
the cases are in agreement with Eq.~5! within 612 percent. This
validated the present experimental setup. Friction factor for 1
,1 reduces, as expected, for all cases compared tol 51 case. The
reduction in percentage friction factor forl ,1 compared tol
51 is given below in Table 2.

For l ,1, the mixing stops and the secondary flow ceases down-
stream of the strip and perhaps the straight flow akin to flow
through a bare tube ensues. In general, the smaller the strip length
and thus the smaller the additional frictional surface, the larger the
reduction in friction factor compared to the full-length strip. The
reduction inf increases with the increase in Re. For alll ,1, the

Fig. 9 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds number for regularly-spaced strip elements—longitudinal strip „aspect
ratio 4…: „a… yÄ2.5, sÄ5; „b… yÄ2.5, sÄ2.5; „c… yÄ5, sÄ5; and „d… yÄ5, sÄ2.5
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reduction in friction factor is maximum for the case of LS1 and it
is minimum for CS4; the case of LS4 falls in between. This is
because of the availability of minimum surface area for frictional
drag for LS1 whenl ,1 compared to the case whenl 51. The
reduction in friction factor in the case of CS4 is less than that in
the case of LS4 because, in the former case, the mixing due to
secondary cross flow causing momentum loss is more important
than the additional surface available for frictional drag with CS4.

Correlation. Since the short-length strips and~it will be ob-
served later that!the regularly-spaced strip elements~for the val-
ues ofy ands considered here!perform better than the full-length
strips, the correlations forf and Nu have been developed to predict
the friction and the heat transfer characteristics. The need for such
correlations can never be overemphasized. The thermal-hydraulic
performance depends upon the fluid and the geometrical charac-
teristics of the duct and a variety of mechanisms that influence the
flow field. Consequently, empirically derived correlations require
a very large database~generated in the present investigation! that
covers a wide range of variation of the independent parameters. In
the present work, all the correlations have been developed by least
squares log-regression fit. The correlation for friction factor for
short-length strip is given by Eq.~7! below:

f 549.96 Re20.44~Dh /D !1.18~AR!21.53~11aX1bX21cX3!,
(7)

where X5( l 21)0.2(Dh /D)0.075Re0.44; a528.21E202; b
57.53E20.3; c522.10E204. Equation~7! predicts 99 percent
of 108 experimental data within620 percent as shown in Fig. 5.
It can be seen from Eq.~7! that l 51 gives the correlation~Eq. ~5!!
for full-length strips.

Data for Nusselt Number.Figure 6 shows the variation of
Nusselt number with Graetz number for short-length strips:~a!
CS4;~b! LS4; and~c! LS1. Here also the figure shows the values
of Nu for l 51. The present experimental data forl 51 for all
cases agree with Eq.~6! within 614 percent. It is seen in Fig. 6
that Nu for 1,1, for all the cases, is less than that forl 51.
However, as can be seen from the table below, the reduction per-
centage in Nu is not as large as is observed in case off even
though the trends for both Nu andf are qualitatively the same. The
reduction percentage in Nu for 1,1 compared to that forl 51 is
given in Table 3.

Thus it can be seen that the reduction in Nusselt number in all
cases is less than that in case of friction factor, i.e. the temperature
profiles are much more flatter than the velocity profiles. This ob-
servation is very useful from the thermohydraulic point of view
since it can be concluded that short-length strips~upto l 50.3!
perform better than the full-length strips. The performance evalu-
ation according to Bergles et al.@12# confirms this conclusion.

Correlation. Equation~8! below is the correlation for Nusselt
number for short-length strips under UWHF condition:

Nu51.233~Gz)0.38~mb /mw!0.14~Dh /D !20.74~AR11!0.41~11aX

1bX21cX3), (8)

where X5( l 21)0.2(Dh /D)0.068Gz0.38; a523.85E202; b
52.67E203; c525.04E205. It is evident from Eq.~8! that l
51 gives the correlation for full-length strips~i.e., Eq.~6!!. Fig-
ure 7 shows the comparison of Nusselt number predictions of Eq.
~8! with the present experimental data. 98 percent of 108 data are
predicted within620 percent.

Fig. 10 Variation of friction factor with Reynolds number for regularly-spaced strip elements—longitudinal strip „aspect ratio
1…: „a… yÄ2.5, sÄ5; „b… yÄ2.5, sÄ2.5; „c… yÄ5, sÄ5; and „d… yÄ5, sÄ2.5
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Part B: Data for Regularly-Spaced Strip Elements

Friction Factor Data. Figures 8–10 show the variation of
friction factor with Reynolds number for regularly spaced strip
elements for CS4, LS4, and LS1, respectively; in each case~a!
y52.5, s55; ~b! y52.5, s52.5; ~c! y55, s55, and~d! y55,
s52.5. All the figures also show the dependence of friction factor
on the rod-diameter in the strip-rod assembly. It can be seen from
the figures that friction factor decreases with the decrease in the
rod-diameter. For all the cases, it has been observed that the flow

is both hydrodynamically and thermally~heat transfer results fol-
low! periodically fully developed after few~2–4! cycles in the
strip-rod assembly; one cycle being the combination of one strip
module and one rod module. The friction factor for all cases of the
regularly spaced strip elements increases compared to the case of
full-length strips. The average percentage increase in friction fac-
tor for regularly-spaced strip elements compared to full-length
strips is presented in Table 4. Table 4 shows that, for each aspect
ratio, the lower the values ofy and s, the more the percent

Fig. 11 Comparison of experimental friction factor with that predicted from Eq.
„9… for regularly-spaced strip elements

Table 4 The average percent increase in friction factor for regularly-spaced
strip elements compared to full-length strips
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increase in friction factor compared to that in the case of full-
length strips. This is due to the fact that frictional surface in-
creases with more number of strip elements in case of smallery
and there is more fluid mixing and associated momentum loss
with more number of gaps in case of smallers. For a giveny and
s, the percent increase in friction factor is maximum for LS1 and
minimum for LS4 and the case of CS4 falls between the two since
the available surface for frictional drag is maximum for LS1 and
minimum for LS4 and that for CS4 is between the two. It is also
observed from Table 4 that the percent increase in friction factor
decreases with the decrease in rod diameter for each combination
of y and s. This can be explained from the fact that, as the rod
diameter decreases, there is less secondary flow and the fluid has
less chance to mix resulting in smaller momentum loss and pres-
sure drop. It can be concluded that smaller rod diameter in the
strip-rod assembly is good from the hydraulic and pumping power
point of view because of decreased pressure drop.

Correlation. Equation~9! below is the correlation for friction
factor for regularly spaced strip elements:

f 549.96 Re20.44~Dh /D !1.18~AR!21.53~11aX1bX21cX3!,
(9)

where X5Re0.44(ys)0.1eds(Dh /D)0.17; a51.31E202; b
522.96E204; c51.99E206. It can be seen thats50 makes
Eq. ~9! identical to Eq.~5!, the correlation for full-length strips
andd50 in Eq. ~9! makes it suitable for the case when the strip
elements are ‘‘pinched’’ in place rather than these being connected
by thin rods. Figure 11 shows the comparison of present experi-
mental data with that predicted from Eq.~9!. 98 percent of 576
data are predicted within620 percent.

Nusselt Number Data.Figures 12–14 show the variation of
Nusselt number with Graetz number for regularly spaced strip
elements for CS4, LS4, and LS1, respectively. The figures are for

Fig. 12 Variation of Nusselt number with Graetz number for
regularly-spaced strip elements—cross strip „aspect ratio 4 …:
„a… yÄ2.5, sÄ2.5; and „b… yÄ5, sÄ5

Fig. 13 Variation of Nusselt number with Graetz number for
regularly-spaced strip elements—longitudinal strip „aspect ra-
tio 4…: „a… yÄ2.5, sÄ2.5; and „b… yÄ5, sÄ5

Fig. 14 Variation of Nusselt number with Graetz number for
regularly-spaced strip elements—longitudinal strip „aspect ra-
tio 1…: „a… yÄ2.5, sÄ2.5; and „b… yÄ5, sÄ5
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~a! y52.5, s52.5; and~b! y55, s55. In each figure, the depen-
dence of Nusselt number on the rod-diameter in the strip-rod as-
sembly is also shown; in contrast withf, with decreasing rod-
diameter Nu increases. Table 5 below shows the average percent
increase in Nusselt number for regularly spaced strip elements
compared to that for full-length strips.

Table 4 and Table 5 show that the Nusselt number for regularly
spaced strip elements for all cases is higher than that for the
full-length strips; the increase in Nusselt number is much more
than the increase in friction factor. This is an overall good obser-
vation from the thermohydraulic point of view and this has
been confirmed by the performance analysis suggested by
Bergles et al.@12#.

It may be noted here that the heat transfer measurements were
taken for less number of cases than that for the pressure drop
measurements. This is so, because it took long time for the system
to reach thermal steady state for a single run, especially for SMO
and PB20 and it was practically impossible to accommodate all
possible combinations ofy, s, andd. However, the data generated
was sufficient for the development of a correlation suitable for the
design purpose. For small rod diameter cases, the heat transfer
increases more. The reason is that the local values of Nusselt
numbers in the inlet region of the strip section do not show sharp
decline, Date and Saha@13#. In fact the local Nusselt numbers
remain almost constant in both the strip and the annular sections.
Also, for the small diameter cases, negative axial velocities are
not expected@13# even at the first axial step in the strip section,
and thus the secondary flow is not suppressed. A small rod diam-
eter thus has a favorable overall effect. Hence doing away with
the connecting rod and locating the strip elements in place-
probably by ‘‘pinching’’ the tube is desirable, if it is practically
feasible.

Correlation. Equation ~10! below is the correlation for
Nusselt number for regularly-spaced strip elements with UWHF
condition:

Nu51.233Gz0.38~mb /mw!0.14~Dh /D !20.74~AR11!0.41~11aX

1bX21cX3); (10)

where X5Gz0.38(ys)0.1eds(Dh /D)0.12; a53.32E202;
b525.18E204; c51.96E206.

Figure 15 shows the comparison of Nusselt number predictions
of Eq. ~10! with experimental data for regularly-spaced strip ele-
ments with UWHF condition. 96.5 percent of 144 data are pre-
dicted within 620 percent.s50 reduces Eq.~10! to Eq. ~6!. d
50 makes Eq.~10! applicable for the strip elements being
‘‘pinched.’’

Conclusions
Experimental data for friction factor and Nusselt number~for

UWHF condition! for longitudinal full-length strip, short-length
strip and regularly-spaced strip elements in a circular tube have
been presented and discussed in the present report. The strips have
been crossed-type, rectangular and square in cross-section. The
aspect ratio of the strips varied. Four different fluids, viz., water,
ethylene glycol, servotherm medium oil and polybutene 20 have
been considered. This has enabled generating a large database
covering a wide range of independent parameters like Re and Pr.
The short-length strip upto a limited value~0.3!of 1 and regularly
spaced strip elements for 2.5,y,5 and 2.5,s,5 have been
found to perform better than the full-length strips. Friction factor
reduces by 8–58 percent and Nusselt number reduces by 2–40
percent for short-length strips. For regularly-spaced strips ele-
ments, friction factor increases by 1–35 percent and Nusselt num-
ber increases by 15–75 percent. For these cases, correlations for
friction factor and Nusselt number have been developed. The ef-
fect of inserts length and spacing have been lumped into polyno-
mial functions for correlations. The thermal entrance length has

Fig. 15 Comparison of experimental Nusselt number with that predicted from
Eq. „10… for regularly-spaced strip elements

Table 5 Average percent increase in Nusselt number for regularly-spaced
strip elements compared to that for full-length strips
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been represented by Graetz number in the correlations for Nusselt
number. The correlations have predicted the experimental data
satisfactorily.

Nomenclature

Ac 5 axial flow cross-sectional area, m2

A0 5 plain tube flow cross-sectional area,pD2/4, m2

AR 5 L/H, aspect ratio, dimensionless
Cp 5 constant pressure specific heat, J/~kgK!
D 5 internal diameter of the test tube, m

Dh 5 hydraulic diameter of the test tube@5(4Ac)/P#, m
d* 5 rod diameter, m

d 5 non-dimensional rod diameter (d* /D), dimensionless
f 5 fully developed Fanning friction factor based on in-

ternal diameter of the tube, Eq.~1!, dimensionless
Gz 5 Graetz number, RePrd/L, dimensionless
H 5 length/depth~in the cross-section! of the strip ele-

ments, m
h 5 heat transfer coefficient, W/~m2K!
k 5 fluid thermal conductivity, W/~mK!
L 5 length of the test section, width of the strip, m
ṁ 5 mass flow rate of fluid, kg/s

Nu 5 axially averaged Nusselt number based on internal
diameter of the tube@(hD)/k#, dimensionless

P 5 wetted perimeter in the particular cross-section of the
duct, m

DPz 5 pressure drop over a lengthz, N/m2

Pr 5 fluid Prandtl number@(mCp)/k#, dimensionless
Q 5 heat input to the test section, W
R 5 resistance of the heater element,V

Re 5 Reynolds number based on internal diameter of the
tube @(rV0D)/m#, dimensionless

S 5 gap length between two consecutive twisted-tape ele-
ments, m

s 5 space ratio (5S/D), dimensionless
Tbi 5 inlet bulk mean temperature of the fluid, °C
Tbo 5 outlet bulk mean temperature of the fluid, °C
Tbz 5 local bulk mean temperature of the fluid, °C
Twz 5 local tube wall temperature, °C

DTw 5 wall-to-bulk fluid temperature difference, K
V0 5 mean velocity based on plain tube diameter,m/rA0 ,

m/s
y 5 twist ratio (5H/D), dimensionless
V 5 voltage output from the autostat, V

Z 5 axial length, m

Greek Symbols

d 5 tape thickness, m
m 5 fluid dynamic viscosity, kg/ms
r 5 density of the fluid, kg/m3

Subscripts

b 5 at bulk fluid temperature
h 5 based on hydraulic diameter,Dh
w 5 at tube wall temperature
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Heat Transfer From a Moving
Surface Due to Impinging Slot
Jets
Turbulent flow field and heat transfer in an array of slot jets impinging on a moving
surface have been numerically investigated by Large-eddy Simulation (LES) technique in
the range of Reynolds numbers between 500 and 3000. The surface velocity, directed
perpendicular to the jet, is varied up to two times the jet velocity at the nozzle exit. The
Nusselt number distributions for various surface velocities are presented. It has been
observed that on one hand increasing velocity of the impingement plate reduces heat
transfer, while on the other hand distribution of Nusselt number over the impingement
surface becomes more uniform with the increased surface velocity.
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Introduction

Heat transfer in impinging jets has drawn the attention of re-
searchers because of its extensive application to various industrial
and practical situations. Impinging jets are often used for heating,
cooling or drying of surfaces. Examples include drying of textiles,
film and paper, annealing of glass; processing of some metals,
cooling of gas turbine components and electronic equipment;
freezing of tissues etc. The transport phenomena due to jet im-
pingement have been discussed widely in available literature, e.g.,
Viskanta@1# and Downs and James@2#.

In mostmanufacturingapplications, the impingement surface is
in motion on which an array of impinging jets is directed. While
numerous articles exist on jet impingement, relatively few studies
have dealt with the effect of surface motion. It has been pointed
out by Chen et al.@3# that many manufacturing systems rely on
available correlations for stationary surface, while the manufac-
turing processes require correlations that include the effect of sur-
face motion. It must be borne in mind that very often the quality
of the processed product is directly linked to the amount of heat
transfer. Thus, a thorough analysis of impingement heat transfer
on a moving surface is desirable in simulation of processes like
metal manufacturing@4#.

Subba Raju and Schlu¨nder @5# have measured spatially aver-
aged heat transfer coefficients due to a single impinging jet on a
moving, constant temperature metal belt. They found that the area
averaged heat transfer coefficients increase with the surface speed
by factors of 1.5–2.0 and then attain constant values. Numerical
modeling of turbulent, planar air jet on a rectangular duct was
performed by Huang et al.@6#. They have found that at higher
plate speeds, Nusselt numbers are smaller at the locations where
the surface motion is opposed to the dividing jet flow, and higher
where the surface motion and the dividing jet flow are in the same
direction.

Zumbrunnen et al.@7# have estimated the effect of plate motion
on heat transfer in the film boiling regime. They have considered
forced convection cooling by impinging jets. The governing equa-
tions for mass momentum and energy are solved by the integral
method for film boiling in forced convection boundary layer flow
on a flat isothermal plate in motion parallel to the flow direction.

The conclusion of this study is that the plate motion plays an
extremely important role when the plate speed exceeds the liquid
velocity.

A similarity solution of the Navier-Stokes equations was uti-
lized to obtain the flow velocity on a moving plate under the
condition of negligible interference between the adjacent jets
~Zumbrunnen@8#!. The velocity components derived from the
similarity solution were used to determine heat and mass transfer.
The stagnation region heat transfer for a single incident jet de-
creased only where surface temperature decreased in the direction
of surface motion. Results demonstrated the importance of ac-
counting for thermal interactions between the jet and moving sur-
face, where the moving surface temperature is not spatially uni-
form. In the case of spatially uniform surface temperature, there
was no change in stagnation region heat transfer. This result is in
excellent agreement with the more general model of Zumbrunnen
et al.@9#. Zumbrunnen et al.@9# have developed a boundary-layer
type analytical model of a single planar jet impinging on a con-
stant heat flux and constant temperature, moving surface in the
laminar regime. It is observed that with increasing surface veloc-
ity, heat transfer distributions away from the impingement point
~in the direction of plate movement! becomes more uniform.

Polat and Douglas@10# conducted experiment on heat transfer
from multiple impinging jets on a permeable moving surface.
Their study showed a decrease in heat transfer with increasing
surface motion while the amount of through flow increased heat
transfer.

Chen et al.@3# have developed a numerical model, taking into
account the effect of neighboring jets. Their model determines the
distribution of convective heat transfer in the laminar range, for an
array of submerged planar jets impinging on a moving surface
with uniform heat flux or constant temperature condition. The
surface motion is directed perpendicular to the jet. Unlike the
earlier investigations, they simulate the moving surface without
imposing cross flow. With increasing plate speed, flow separation
did not occur near the flow-merging plane. The heat transfer dis-
tribution became more uniform but the total heat transfer reduced.
Thus the results suggest that neglecting the effects of surface mo-
tion can lead to overestimation of heat transfer. In the present
work, an attempt has been made to investigate numerically con-
vective heat transfer in the range of Reynolds numbers between
500 and 3000 with the surface velocity of the impingement plate
varying up to two times the jet velocity at the nozzle exit. In
industrial applications, the use of rectangular axial jets in rows is
very common. We have considered a periodic element of such a
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configuration as the computational domain~Fig. 1!. Attention has
been focused on the case of nozzle height to jet width ratio of two.
It may be mentioned here that the characteristic length for defin-
ing Re is twice the jet width, which is the hydraulic diameter for
such a configuration~Martin @11#!. Large-eddy Simulation~LES!
has been used as the tool for predicting the turbulent flow field.

A flow field with multiple jet impingement is quite complex.
Laschefski et al.@12,13# presented systematic numerical studies
of arrays of impinging laminar jets from slot nozzles~rectangular
jets! and found that the flow remains laminar for Re2B,400. De-
pending on the Reynolds number and nozzle height, the flow be-
low the nozzle is laminar~stagnation zone!and changes its state
to turbulent during the wall jet development.

Cziesla et al.@14# have computed flow and heat transfer in slot
jets, impinging on a stationary surface in the range of Reynolds
numbers between 2000 and 10000 for three-dimensional configu-
ration using a locally dynamic model due to Piomelli and Liu
@15#. The results obtained using the code compared well with
experimental results and direct numerical solution.

A few comments on LES in flow modeling, particularly with
respect to jet impingement studies will be appropriate here. De-
tailed discussion of turbulence modeling for convective heat trans-
fer is given by Benocci@16# who noted the geometry dependence
of the model and the necessity of spatial tuning of the model
coefficients for the variation in flow geometry. Recently Tzeng
et al.@17# have concluded that the accuracy of prediction concern-
ing heat transfer in impinging jets strongly depends on the grid
distribution, the choice of turbulence model and the numerical
scheme used in spatial discretization. Lakshminarayana@18# gave
a classification and review of turbulence models with special em-
phasis on engineering applications where the restrictions of eddy
viscosity models were pointed out. Eddy viscosity based models
fail in the case of three-dimensional flows with curvature, rota-
tion, blowing and suction. In such situations, the use of Reynolds
Stress Equations model or solutions using Large-eddy Simulation
~LES! is advocated.

Basic Equations and Subgrid Closure
The method of LES involves the application of a filter operation

to the three-dimensional, time-dependent Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. The larger scale motion is solved directly, whereas the sub-
grid scale motion is modeled. Equations~1!, ~2!, and~3! are the
conservative and nondimensional form of continuity, momentum,
and energy equations for incompressible flows, written for the
large scales which are denoted by an overbar
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with
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and
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For nondimensionalization, the following transformation has been
used
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In the above expressions,win is the nozzle exit velocity,T` is the
temperature of the incoming stream and all starred quantities are
dimensional variables. The Reynolds number Re in Eqs.~2! and
~3! is based on the nozzle inlet velocity,win and the hydraulic
diameter of the geometry, 2B. The Prandtl number is Pr
5mcp /k.

The termst i j andq in Eqs.~4! and~5! are the contributions of
the small scales to the large scale transport equations, which are to
be modeled. The most commonly used subgrid scale model is
based on the gradient transport hypothesis which correlatest i j to
the large scale strain-rate tensor

t i j 522nTS̄i j 1
d i j

3
tkk (6)

and analogously

q5
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]T̄

]xj
. (7)

Here,nT is eddy viscosity and Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number
and is assumed unity. The termd i j is Kronecker delta,tkk

5uk8uk8 and S̄i j is given by
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Lilly @19# proposed an eddy viscosity proportional to local large-
scale deformation

nT5~CSD!2uS̄u. (9)

Here, Cs is a constant,D is the grid filter scale, anduS̄u
5(2S̄i j S̄i j )

1/2. Invoking Eq.~9! in ~7! yields

t i j 2
d i j

3
tkk522CD2uS̄uS̄i j . (10)

The quantityC is the Smargorinsky coefficient~basically this is
square ofCs), which depends on the type of flow under consid-
eration. Lilly @19# and Germano et al.@20# suggested a method to
calculateC for each time step and grid point dynamically from the
flow field data. In addition to the grid filter which signifies the
resolved and subgrid scales, a test filter is introduced for compu-
tation ofC. The width of the test filter is larger than the grid filter
width. Our computations were carried out using the model sug-
gested by Piomelli and Liu@15#. To avoid ill conditioning ofC, a
local averaging over adjacent grid cells, following Zang et al.
@21#, was carried out.

Fig. 1 Computational domain
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Method of Solution
The basic equations have been solved by a fractional step finite

difference technique due to Kim and Moin@22#. For the convec-
tive terms, the Adams-Bashforth scheme is used to get second
order accuracy in time discretization. A central discretization of
the temporal term in Eq.~2! and~3! to get an accuracy of second
order is highly unstable and would lead to so calledleap frogs,
i.e., an unsteady course in velocity, temperature and pressure field
~see Tran and Morchoisne@23#!. Crank-Nicholson scheme is used
to discretize the diffusive terms. The program is based on the
finite difference technique, and a staggered-grid arrangement is
chosen for implementing the discretization schemes. The time dis-
cretization of the Navier-Stokes equations can be written as

ūi
n112ūi

n

Dt
1¹ p̄n1152

3

2
convn1

1

2
convn21

1
1

2Re
~di f f n1di f f n11! (11)

where, the convective and diffusive terms are denoted byconvand
diff. The indexn symbolizes the current time step,n21 being the
previous andn11 is the next time step. Replacement of the ve-
locity of the following time stepūi

n11 by an intermediate velocity
ūi* can be written as

ūi* 5ūi
n111Dt¹ p̄n11 (12)

which, does not fulfill the continuity equation and yields the fol-
lowing term
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Application of Eq.~1! to Eq. ~12! gives finally the Poisson equa-
tion for the pressure field

¹2p̄n115
1

Dt
¹•ūi* . (14)

Once the pressure field is solved, Equation~12! yields the final
velocity field

ūi
n115ūi* 2Dt¹ p̄n11. (15)

Boundary Conditions
At the jet exit, a constant velocity profile (win) is used. No-slip

conditions are assumed on the fixed walls~Dirichlet type of
boundary condition!, on the impingement platevs is directly pre-
scribed. The near wall area over the impingement plate is com-
puted directly using refined grid. A characteristic feature of the
present geometry is the inflow from the ambient into the compu-
tational domain due to the entrainment effect by jet flows. The
amount of backflow at the exit planes is unknown. Consequently,
the exit boundary condition has to fulfil the condition of mass
conservation. Integration of the pressure Poisson equation~14!
yields

E E E
G

~¹2p̄n11!dV5
1

DtE E E
G

~¹•ūi* !dV. (16)

Application of the Gauss divergence theorem gives

Fig. 2 Comparison of numerical results with the experiment of
Schlü nder et al. †26‡

Fig. 3 Instantaneous velocity vectors for different surface ve-
locity „a… v sÄ0.1, „b… v sÄ0.5, and „c… v sÄ1.0
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It can be shown that the pressure boundary condition, ‘‘zero first
derivative’’ cannot be used for jet flows. Since the intermediate
velocity fieldui* is the solution of the momentum equation and do
not fulfil the global continuity in contrast to flows without back-
flow across the exit plane~e.g., channel flows!, the term on the left
hand side in Eq.~17! also does not need to be zero. A pressure
boundary condition is implemented according to Childs and
Nixon @24# and Grinstein et al.@25#

p̄e50.7p̄i10.3p̄` . (18)

The pressure at the exit planep̄e is an interpolated value between
the pressure of the last interior cell of the domain,p̄i and the
ambient pressure, which is known a priori. Accordingly the turbu-
lent pressure fluctuations across the exit planes are possible. The
temperature on the impinging plate was assumed to be uniform
and was set to unity. The incoming jet is at ambient condition, i.e.,
T50.0. The zero gradient temperature boundary conditions was

used at the exit planes. The computational domain is a periodic
element of a jet bank. Thus the spacewise periodic boundary con-
dition has been imposed aty50 andy5Ly ~see Fig. 1!.

Definition of Nusselt Number
The heat transfer characteristic of the jet is characterized by the

Nusselt number distribution over the impingement plate. The Nus-
selt number is defined as

Nu5
h~2B!

k
(19)

with the convective heat transfer coefficienth, the thermal con-
ductivity k of the fluid and the hydraulic diameter of the configu-
ration, 2B. The heat transfer coefficient is defined as

h5
q9

Tw2T`
(20)

which, gives

Fig. 4 Distribution of span-averaged Nusselt number at different surface velocities for Re Ä„a… 500, „b… 1000,
„c… 1500, and „d… 3000
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Here isq9 the local heat flux,Tw is the temperature of the im-
pingement plate andT` the temperature of the ambience, which is
the same temperature at the nozzle exit. The Nusselt number dis-
tribution can be averaged on the surface areaA to obtain a global
Nusselt number
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dxdy. (22)

Results and Discussions
The spread of the domain~see Fig. 1!,Ly in they direction is 4.

The span-length of the domain,Lx in the x direction is 5. The
height of the computational domain,H has been 3. The nozzle
height to jet width ratio is 2, which means the nondimensional
height,b is 1. Chen et al.@3# have also consider a situation for the
nozzle height to jet width ratio of 2.

Computations have been performed on an IBM RISC worksta-
tion. We have used 82382354 stretched grids with finest grid of
Dz50.005 on the impingement plate and thenDz has been in-
creased in the normal direction continuously by a factor of 1.25
till b50.27. Beyondb50.27, uniform Dz of 0.0625 was em-
ployed. We have compared the Nusselt number distribution due to
the above-mentioned grid-mesh with that due a mesh of size 102
3102368 to assert the grid independence of the present compu-
tation. In absence of experimental data on a moving surface, the
code has been validated by comparing the distribution of span-
averaged Nusselt number due to LES computations with experi-
mental data of Schlu¨nder et al.@26# at Re56500, as shown in Fig.
2 ~here y50 refers to the impingement point!. In the present
work, span-averaged Nusselt number distribution iny-direction
entails spatial averaging of local Nusselt numbers in the
x-direction and obtaining its distribution alongy coordinate. For
time averaging, 250 instantaneous fields over 40,000 time steps
have been used. The adequacy of the sample size has been as-
serted by comparing several quantities with the ensemble average
of 350 samples. Time-averaged quantities are indicative of aver-
aged quantities over a long duration, with 20 periodic cycles.

Velocity vectors on the vertical (y2z) midplane, i.e., atx
52.5 for the nondimensional surface velocities of 0.1, 0.5, and

1.0 and Re51500 are presented in Fig. 3, which clearly demon-
strates the influence of plate speed on the flow structure. When the
surface velocity is one tenth of the jet velocity at the nozzle exit,
the flow structure does not differ much from that for the stationary
surface, except for the appearance of additional vortical structure
at the left corner of the impingement plate~Fig. 3~a!!. This is a
consequence of the opposed-condition between the flow issuing
from the nozzle and that moving with the plate. With the increased
plate speed, the flow underneath the nozzle opening gets more
deflected in the direction opposite to the surface motion~Fig.
3~b!!. At higher plate speeds, the surface motion mostly influences
the flow adjacent to the impingement surface. It may be pointed
out that with surface motion, the stagnation line spanning the
plate, no longer appears in the flow domain. Flow patterns ob-
tained due to LES computations agree qualitatively with the re-
sults of Chen et al.@3#.

Figure 4 shows the variation of time and span-averaged Nusselt
number for Re5500, 1000, 1500, and 3000 for the surface veloci-
ties of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. The distribution for a particular
surface velocity follows a self-similar pattern. We observe that the
distribution curve flattens with increasingvs . If we refer back to
the plot of velocity vectors, we can relate this distribution pattern
with the flow field. At lower values of Re, vortical structure and
zones of weak and strong mixing on the plate surface, cause the
nonuniform distribution. A local peak and trough in Nusselt num-
ber distribution for all Re can be observed forvs50.1, in the
regions where the vortical structure appears. We notice a shifting
in the location of peak value ofNu in the downstream direction of
plate velocity. In Fig. 5, distribution ofy-component of skin fric-
tion coefficient ~averaged overx-direction! is plotted for Re
51000 and 3000. At higher plate speeds, it can be seen thatc̄ f y is
always negative indicating that the plate motion is no longer aided
by the flow and flow separation does not take place. Thus flow in
the immediate vicinity of the plate is mostly influenced by the
surface velocity and less affected by jet structure, thereby produc-
ing a more uniform heat transfer coefficient.

Figure 6 shows the effect of Re on the Nusselt number distri-
bution at particular surface velocities of 0.1 and 1.0. As expected,
Nu increases with increasing Re but the distribution profile re-
mains self-similar at a particular plate speed. The shift in peak
value ofNu in the direction of surface motion is more at higher
Re for a particular plate speed. For instance, atvs50.1, the loca-
tion of the peak value ofNu for Re53000 shifts 0.2 units down-
stream from the location of the peak at Re5500. For a surface

Fig. 5 Distribution of span-averaged friction coefficient at Re Ä„a… 1000 and „b… 3000
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velocity equal the jet velocity at nozzle exit, the corresponding
shift is almost one half of the nondimensional length or the jet
width.

Figure 7 shows two-dimensional distribution of time-averaged
Nusselt number on the impingement surface at different surface
velocities for Re53000. The distribution of the Nusselt number

flattens out with increasing surface velocity. When the surface
velocity is two times the jet velocity at the nozzle exit, the distri-
bution becomes almost uniform.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the time-averaged global
Nusselt numbers over the range of surface velocities and Rey-
nolds numbers of interest. Global Nusselt number~average value

Fig. 6 Effect of Reynolds number on Nusselt number distribution for two surface velocities „a… v sÄ0.1 and
„b… 1.0

Fig. 7 Distribution of local Nusselt number over the impinging surface for Re Ä3000 at different surface
velocities „a… v sÄ0.1, „b… 0.5, „c… 1.0, and „d… 2.0
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over the impingement surface! in the Reynolds number range of
500 to 3000 for surface velocities of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 are
presented here. The bracketed figure indicates percentage reduc-
tion in Nuav due to various surface velocities as compared with
the case of the stationary surface. Consider the case of Re51000,
for the stationary plate, the computed value of average Nusselt
number is 13.34. The value reduces monotonically to 8.48 forvs
of 2.0. Forvs50.1, the value of global Nuav is 13.16, about 1
percent less than that for the stationary surface. Thus for a low
value of surface velocity, the change in heat transfer is negligible.
This is possibly due to the fact that loss in heat transfer due to
plate motion is balanced by the augmentation due to mixing of
flow by newly formed vortical structures. When the plate speed is
half the jet speed, heat transfer reduces by 5 percent, when the
plate speed is equal to the jet speed this reduction is 20 percent
and when the plate speed is double the jet speed, the reduction in
heat transfer is 36 percent. Similarly at a Reynolds number of
3000, values ofNuav at plate speeds of 0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 are
respectively 25.9, 25.53, 23.07, 17.80, and 14.67. The correspond-
ing reduction in heat transfer in the cases of nonzero plate velocity
is 1.4 percent, 10.9 percent, 31.2 percent, and 43.8 percent, re-
spectively. We observe that for the same value of surface velocity,
the reduction in heat transfer is more at higher Re. It is to be noted
that our results for three-dimensional turbulent jets agree qualita-
tively with those of Chen et al.@3# for laminar two-dimensional
jets.

Concluding Remarks
Heat transfer due to jet impingement on a moving surface has

been studied in the turbulent regime using LES. The capability of
LES in predicting complex flow field and associated heat transfer
is clearly demonstrated. The heat transfer and flow results can be
summarized in the following way. With increasing plate velocity,
the magnitude of maximum Nusselt number decreases underneath
the nozzle and the span-averaged Nusselt number distribution
over the spread of the plate becomes more uniform. The total heat
transfer reduces with increasing plate speed. While the reduction
in heat transfer is not much pronounced in the lower range of
surface velocities, the reduction in heat transfer can be up to 40
percent at higher plate speeds~i.e., for vs.0.5). The flow struc-
ture in the immediate vicinity of the plate is dictated by the sur-
face velocity. For the same surface velocity, the reduction in heat
transfer is more at higher Reynolds numbers.

Proper experimentation on heat transfer in impinging jets on
moving surfaces is required for more rigorous comparison. Future
work should include the constant heat flux surface condition. As
such, the surface condition can be best simulated if the conduction
of the plate is taken into account. This issue can be addressed
through solution of a conjugate problem. Effects of nozzle height
and spacing are to be determined.

Nomenclature

B 5 slot nozzle width
b 5 nozzle-to-plate spacing

conv 5 convective terms of Navier-Stokes equations
diff 5 diffusive terms of Navier-Stokes equations

H 5 height of the computational domain
h 5 heat transfer coeficient,q9/(Tw2T`)
k 5 thermal conductivity
L 5 dimension of the computational domain

Nu 5 Nusselt number
Nu 5 span-averaged Nusselt number

p 5 pressure
Pr 5 Prandtl number
q9 5 heat flux between impingement plate and fluid
Re 5 Reynolds number,Win(2B)/v

t 5 temperature
t 5 time
u 5 velocity component inx-direction

win 5 nozzle exit velocity
V 5 velocity component iny-direction
w 5 velocity component inz-direction

x,y,z 5 spatial coordinates

Greek Symbols

a 5 thermal diffusivity
n 5 kinematic viscosity
t 5 turbulent shear stress

Subscripts

` 5 ambience
av 5 average

max 5 maximum
s 5 surface velocity

w 5 wall

Superscripts

8 5 small scale motion
* 5 intermediate~e.g., intermediate velocityu* )
n 5 current time step

n21 5 previous time step
n11 5 following time step
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Effect on Natural Convection of
the Distance Between an Inclined
Discretely Heated Plate and a
Parallel Shroud Below
An experimental study on air natural convection on an inclined discretely heated plate
with a parallel shroud below was carried out. Three heated strips were located in different
positions on the upper wall. The distance between the walls, b, was changed in the range
7.0–40.0 mm and two values of the heat flux dissipated by the heaters were taken into
account. Several inclination angles between the vertical and the horizontal were tested.
The wall temperature distribution as a function of the channel spacing and the inclination
angle, the source heat flux, the number and the arrangement of the heat sources are
presented. The analysis shows that, for angles not greater than 85 deg, increasing the
distance between walls does not reduce the wall temperatures, whereas at greater tilting
angles (.85 deg) there is an opposite tendency. This is confirmed by flow visualization at
angles equal to 85 deg and 90 deg and b520.0 and 32.3 mm. Dimensionless maximum
wall temperatures are correlated to the process parameters in the ranges 1.2•104

<Ral cosu<8.6•105; 0 deg<u<88 deg; 0.48<l /b<1.6 and 10<L/b<32.6 with 1.0
<d/l<3.0; the agreement with experimental data is good. The spacing which yields the
best thermal performance of the channel is given. Local Nusselt numbers are evaluated
and correlated to the local Rayleigh numbers and the tilting angles in the ranges 20
<Rax8<8.0•105 and 0 deg<u<88 deg. The exponent of monomial correlations between
local Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers are in the 0.23–0.26 range. Comparisons with data
from the literature, in terms of Nusselt number, exhibited minor discrepancies, mainly
because of some difference in test conditions and of heat conduction in the channel walls.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1470488#

Keywords: Cavities, Experimental, Heat Transfer, Natural Convection

Introduction
Natural convection is widely used in the thermal control of

many systems because of its cheapness, easy maintenance and
reliability. For this reason several configurations with different
boundary conditions are investigated. An extensive survey was
presented by Raithby and Hollands@1# and by Gebhart et al.@2#.
The removal of heat from electronic components by means of
natural convection was studied out by Peterson and Ortega@3#
and, more recently, by Yeh@4#. In many passive cooling situations
the heat sources are mounted on arrays of boards, which can be
modeled as heated flat plates forming a part of a channel. In
modern electronic systems the heating of the plate is not uniform,
since heat-dissipating components are discretely spaced. In order
to improve the thermal approach to these systems, reference to
discrete heat sources on walls has been made by Choi and Ortega
@5#.

As far as air natural convection from a vertical plate with a step
discontinuity in the wall temperature is concerned, Schetz and
Eichorn @6# conducted an experiment with a Mach-Zender inter-
ferometer. Kelleher@7# derived velocity and temperature profiles
in the region immediately above the discontinuity by using
asymptotic series. The wall heat flux was obtained in terms of a
simple polynomial. The natural convection flow due to multiple
isolated heated elements on a vertical plate was studied analyti-
cally by Jaluria@8#. The dependence of temperature and velocity
fields on the heat input and on the distance between the heated

elements was pointed out. The heat transfer coefficient for an
element located in the wake of another turned out to be affected
by energy input and location. Ravine and Richards@9# presented
results of an experimental study of natural convection heat trans-
fer from a discrete thermal source located on a vertical plate. Lee
and Yovanovich@10# approximated the nonsimilar natural convec-
tion phenomena using an integral and pseudo-transient technique.
A simple technique for nonsimilar convection heat transfer prob-
lems with step discontinuities was presented by Park and Tien
@11#. The predicted temperature and velocity fields were compared
with existing similarity solutions and experimental results vali-
dated the use of the proposed method in many practical situations.
Tewari and Jaluria@12# carried out an experimental study on the
natural and mixed convection heat transfer from two finite width
heat sources, at uniform heat flux, located on a vertical or hori-
zontal plate. The orientation of the surface had a strong effect on
the interaction of the wakes from the heat sources. Kramtsov et al.
@13# carried out an experimental and numerical investigation of
the initial stage of free convective flow and heat transfer develop-
ment near a vertical heated plate with a stepwise change in heat
flux for a smooth surface and a surface with periodic steps. The
two-dimensional natural convection flow arising from a long, fi-
nite size, heat source located on a vertical or inclined~in the 0
deg–70 deg range of the angle from the vertical! plate was inves-
tigated experimentally by Goel and Jaluria@14#. The dependence
of nonboundary layer effects and of the conjugate transport effects
on the heat input and the size of the source was studied. Flow
separation was observed at large inclination angles.

As far as vertical channels with flush-mounted discrete heat
sources are concerned, Ravine and Richards@15# carried out an
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xperimental study on natural convection heat transfer from a dis-
crete strip source located on the wall of a vertical channel. Natural
convection in a vertical channel asymmetrically heated by equal
length and equally spaced discrete strips was numerically studied
by Yan and Lin @16#. Results for an open ended channel as a
limiting case were presented by Chadwick et al.@17# in an experi-
mental study on air natural convection in a vertically vented cav-
ity with two flush-mounted strip heat sources. Elpidorou et al.
@18# carried out a numerical study on the same problem investi-
gated experimentally in@15#, whose data agreed well with their
numerical predictions.

The effect of radiation on the heat removal in a vertical channel
with discrete heat sources was investigated numerically by Nickell
et al. @19#, for symmetric heating, and experimentally by Manca
et al. @20#, for asymmetric heating. The maximum wall tempera-
ture was unaffected by the emissivity when only one heat source
was on, whereas in the configurations with more than one strip
heated the radiative contribution to the heat transfer due to a
greater emissivity lowered the maximum wall temperature. The
liquid cooling of ten flush-mounted discrete heat sources by
means of mixed convection in vertical channels was experimen-
tally investigated by Joshi and Rahall@21#. A very similar con-
figuration, with a single column of eight flush heated sources
mounted on one wall of a vertical channel was studied by Joshi
and Knight@22#. In a numerical study on mixed convection heat
transfer in inclined channels, one wall heated and the other un-
heated, with isothermal periodic discrete heating Yucel et al.@23#
analyzed extensively the influence of the angle and of the imposed
flow rate on Nusselt numbers. A single isoflux flush-mounted strip
cooled by mixed convection was investigated numerically by Choi
and Ortega@5#. A reversed flow was observed at low Reynolds
number and high Grashof numbers, which noticeably affected the
heat transfer coefficient, although the entrainment of air from the
exit section changed the flow and temperature fields significantly.
Manca et al.@24# investigated experimentally air natural convec-
tion on a heated inclined plate with a parallel shroud below for
b520.0 mm. Uniform heat flux discrete sources were flush-
mounted on the heated plate. The dependence of wall tempera-
tures on the inclination angle, on the heat flux and on the location
of the heaters was pointed out. Correlations between local Nusselt
numbers and local Grashof numbers were derived, for the predic-
tion of the thermal performance of the system.

The aim of the present experimental study is to increase knowl-
edge in the field of natural convection in channels with discrete
heat sources, with particular reference to inclined channels, for
which no data are available in the literature. Reference is made to
an inclined discretely heated plate with a parallel shroud below.
The wall temperature distribution as a function of the channel

spacing and of the tilting angle, the source heat flux, the number
and the arrangement of the heat sources is presented. Dimension-
less maximum wall temperatures are correlated to the process pa-
rameters. Local Nusselt numbers are evaluated and correlated to
the significant process parameters. Flow visualized patterns of the
air are also reported.

Experimental Apparatus

Test Section and Apparatus. The experimental arrangement
and the centerline section of the two parallel plates are sketched in
Fig. 1. The channel is 409 mm long and 450 mm wide; the dis-
tance between the plates varies in the 7.0–40.0 mm range. The
upper heated wall is a combination of flush-mounted isoflux
heated and unheated strips arranged in the guise of a plate by a
Plexiglas frame. In this way, a large number of configurations
could be easily achieved. Strips are cut from a 3.2 mm thick and
530 mm wide phenolic fiberboard plate~typical thermal conduc-
tivity: 0.17 W m21 K21!; their surfaces facing the channel are
coated with a 16mm thick copper layer. Strips of different length
are employed along the direction of the flow: each heated strip is
25.4 mm long whereas one of the unheated strips is 101.6 mm
long, two are 76.2 mm long and three are 25.4 mm long. When
assembling the plate, care was taken to achieve a nearly 0.2 mm
gap between each heated strip and the adjacent unheated strip, in
order to avoid any electric contact and to obtain a uniform thermal
resistance of the air gap. Three 25.4 mm strips could be heated by
passing a direct electrical current through the copper layer facing
the channel. It is cut into a serpentine shape, the overall length of
the track being 2.20 m; the expected electric resistance is 0.55V.
A thick copper bar, bolted to the electric supply wire, is soldered
to the ends of each heater. No electric resistance between the
heater and the bars could be measured during preliminary tests.
The dissipated heat flux per strip is evaluated with an accuracy of
62 percent by measuring the voltage drop across the heater and
the current passing through it. The shroud is a 3.2 mm thick and
530 mm wide phenolic fiberboard plate.

The low emissivity value of the walls is obtained by laying a 25
mm thick self-adhesive aluminum foil on their copper surface. The
radiometric direct measurement of the total normal emissivity,
carried out with an accuracy of65 percent by comparison with a
black body source, gave a 0.1 value for the aluminum foil. Elec-
tric insulation between the copper surface and the aluminum on
the heated plate is assured by uniformly spraying an electrically
insulating varnish onto it before coating. Side walls of the channel
are made of Plexiglas rectangular rods placed between the princi-
pal walls at their lateral edges. The rods were precisely machined
within an accuracy of60.03 mm. The spacing of the channel is

Fig. 1 Side view of the channel and sketch of the experimental arrangement
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measured with an accuracy of60.25 mm by a dial-gauge
equipped caliper, which can resolve 0.025 mm. The channel is
open to the ambient along the top and the bottom edges. The walls
are fastened together by the above mentioned Plexiglas frame,
which is designed in such a way as to avoid interactions with the
fluid flow in the proximity of the channel bottom. The clearance
of the bottom edges of the plates above the supporting table is 250
mm. Back side heat losses are reduced by sticking a 150 mm
polystyrene block on the rear surface of the walls. The test section
is secured to a tilting support frame. Discrete inclination angles of
the channel in the range 0 deg–90 deg are obtained by a worm
screw and cog wheel device, with an accuracy of6 0.5 deg. A
finer adjustment~6 0.05 deg!is obtained in the range 85 deg–90
deg from the vertical by a micrometric screw system. The entire
apparatus is located within an enclosed room which is accurately
sealed to eliminate extraneous air currents.

Wall temperatures are measured by 0.50 mm OD ungrounded
iron-constantan thermocouples, embedded in the fiberboard very
close to the back side of the copper layer and bonded with a 3M
epoxy glue. They are run horizontally, parallel to the surfaces,
thereby lying along isotherms, to minimize conduction heat losses
in the leads. All thermocouples are placed in the centerline of the
channel. Three thermocouples are located in each heated strip: one
is at mid-length and the others are 2.5 mm from the edges, as it is
shown in Fig. 1. Eight additional thermocouples are located
675.0, 6100.0, 6125.0, and6150.0 mm horizontally outward
from the channel centerline at mid-length of one of the heaters, to
provide indications of the horizontal variations of the wall tem-
perature. Two thermocouples are placed in each unheated strip 2.5
mm from the upper and lower edges. Six thermocouples are dis-
tributed along the centerline of the unheated wall. Ambient air
temperature is measured by similar thermocouples. Twenty-four
thermocouples are affixed to the rear surface of the heated plate
and embedded in the polystyrene to allow the evaluation of con-
ductive heat losses. Thermocouples voltage is recorded to 1mV.
Each thermocouple is calibrated by means of a reference standard
thermometer~Pt 100!. The calibration of the temperature measur-
ing system showed an estimated precision of the thermocouple-
readout system of60.2 K. A HP 3054A automatic data acquisi-
tion system and a HP 85F personal computer are used for data
collection.

Flow Visualization. Flow visualization is carried out by
burning incense sticks in a steel tube, connected to a compressor
~Fig. 2!. In order to reduce the temperature of the smoke, it is first
passed through a glass heat exchanger and then it is sent to a
plenum below the inlet section of the channel, far enough so that
it does not disturb the air flow at the inlet. The visualization is

made possible by means of a laser sheet, generated by a He-Ne
laser source. More details about the visualization technique are
reported in Manca et al.@25#.

Test Configurations. For the sake of generality, every con-
figuration is designated by a set of numbers. The first denotes how
many of the heaters are on~I: one heater on; II: two heaters on;
III: three heaters on!; the second denotes the location of the heat-
ers on the walls, by subdividing them into sixteen equal length
~25.4 mm!strips, starting from the bottom end of the channel.
Thus,

I-n means: one heater is on—the strip n is heated
II- n1 ,n2 means: two heaters on—the stripsn1 and n2 are
heated
III- n1 ,n2 ,n3 means: three heaters on—the stripsn1 , n2 , n3 are
heated
In the present work experiments were run with heaters in the

positions 4, 6, and 8.
Preliminary tests showed the temperature distribution to be

symmetric with reference to thex-y plane within60.3°C. More-
over, since a 1.5°C maximum deviation from the centerline tem-
perature was measured when the latter was 68.9°C, wall tempera-
tures were assumed as being independent ofz within z
5650 mm.

Data Reduction

Significant Parameters. Heat transfer results are presented in
terms of a local Rayleigh number

Rax85Grx8Pr5
gbqc,1x84

n2k
Pr (1)

and of a strip Rayleigh number

Ral5GrlPr5
gbqc,1l

4

n2k
Pr (2)

where qc,l is the spatially-averaged convective heat flux on a
heated strip

qc,l5
1

l E0

l

qc~x8!dx (3)

The Nusselt number is based on the difference between the wall
and the inlet fluid temperatures, rather than on that between the
wall and the bulk fluid temperatures, since the last can not easily
be measured in practical applications. The local Nusselt number is
defined as following

Fig. 2 Sketch of the visualization apparatus
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Nux85
qc,1

Tw2To

x8

k
(4)

A dimensionless maximum wall temperature can be defined as

Tw,max
1 5

Tw,max2To

qc,lb

k

(5)

The thermophysical properties of the air are evaluated at the
reference temperature (Tw1To)/2, with Tw being the local wall
temperature.

Estimate of the Convective Heat Flux. Local convective
heat flux,qc(x), is not uniform because of radiation and conduc-
tion. Experimental data were reduced by first introducing the con-
vective local heat flux in the equations presented above

qc~x!5qV~x!2qk~x!2qr~x! (6)

where qV(x) is the local heat flux due to Ohmic dissipation,
which is assumed to be uniform,qk(x) denotes the local conduc-
tion heat losses from the plate andqr(x) is the local radiative heat
flux from the plate. For each run, the termsqk(x) were calculated
by a three-dimensional finite difference numerical procedure,
which evaluated the temperature distribution in the polystyrene
from the measured temperatures at the rear face of the plates. The
predicted temperatures in significant configurations of the system
had been previously compared with those measured by thermo-
couples embedded in the polystyrene insulation and the agreement
was very good, the maximum deviation being 3 percent. The
qr(x) terms were calculated for each temperature distribution in
the wall, ambient temperature and channel spacing, according to
the procedure described by Webb and Hill@26#. In all runs of the
present work the unheated region of the plates was divided into 1
inch strips along the channel length and each heater was divided
into 1/3 inch strips. A two-dimensional temperature distribution at
the surfaces of the principal walls was assumed, according to the
aforementioned indications from preliminary tests. The maximum
and minimum values of the ratioqc,l /qV were 0.98 for Case I-4,
b512.3 mm, qV5340 W m22 u50 deg and 0.87 for Case III-
4,6,8b520.0 mm,qV5660 W m22, u590 deg, respectively.

Uncertainty Analysis. The uncertainty of the values of Ral ,
Rax , and Nux8 , was evaluated following the procedure suggested
in @27,28#. Accordingly, the uncertainty of the dependent variable
R as a function of the uncertainties of the independent variablesXi
is given by the relation

UR
25S ]R

]X1
UX1D 2

1S ]R

]X2
UX2D 2

1¯1S ]R

]Xj
UXj D 2

(7)

Therefore, on the basis of Eqs.~1!, ~2!, ~4! and of the not negli-
gible uncertainties of the values of the independent variables re-
ported in Table 1, the uncertainty of Rax , ranged from 17 percent
at the smallest value ofx8 to 4 percent at the largest. The uncer-
tainties of Ral , and Nux8

turned out to be 4 and 7 percent, re-
spectively.

Results and Discussion
Experiments were run with five spacing values: 7.0, 12.3, 20.0,

32.3, and 40.0 mm. The Ohmic heat fluxes were: 340 and 660
W m22. The cooling medium was air, the inlet temperature of
which was nearly 21.5 °C in all tests; its fluctuations were within
60.5 °C during each test.

Wall Temperatures. The wall temperature rise above the am-
bient temperature as a function of the coordinate along the chan-
nel and of the tilting angle is presented in Fig. 3, for the Case I-4,
b532.3 mm andqV5340 W m22. If reference is made to the
heated part of the wall, we can notice only a slight dependence of
the maximum wall temperature on the inclination angle in the 0
deg–60 deg range, its variations being 1.3 °C at 340 W m22,
whereas this variation is 2.2 °C at 660 W m22. From 60 deg to 88
deg, the greater the tilting angle the greater the temperature varia-
tions. Finally, the maximum wall temperature decreases when the
angle changes from 88 deg to 90 deg. As far as the unheated
region of the wall is concerned the figure shows temperature pro-
files upstream of the heated strip very similar to the ones de-
scribed above, contrary to those in the downstream region, which
depend on the distance from the heater. Very inclined channels
~u588 deg and 90 deg!exhibit a greater decrease in wall tem-
peratures, which, downstream ofx/ l 58, turn out to be the mini-
mum ones. On the contrary, atu585 deg higher wall tempera-
tures are noticed, which can be interpreted as shown in Fig. 4. The
increase in the wall temperatures of the channel is caused by the
choking of the flow in its exit section. The buoyancy forces raise
the fluid and separate it from the lower wall, thus reducing the
pressure near it and allowing the inflow of cooler ambient fluid
along the lower wall in the proximity of the exit section. This
phenomenon occurs also atu50 deg~Fig. 4~a!!. The inflow effect
increases as far asu588 deg, as sketched in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!
and, consequently, the temperature of the heated strip increases.
On the contrary, in the horizontal channel~Fig. 4~d!! the wall
temperature never increases, or rather it decreases, because the
ambient fluid entering the channel from both ends along the lower
wall first reverses its direction in the proximity of the heated strip
and then flows along the upper wall. In the following the above
described flow path will be referred to as ‘‘C-loop’’. Temperature
profiles can be divided into three groups, respectively foru
50 deg– 60 deg,u575 deg– 80 deg andu585 deg– 90 deg.

The wall temperature rise above the ambient temperature as a
function of the coordinate along the channel length and of the
tilting angle is presented in Fig. 5, forqV5340 W m22 and for
different channel gaps. Figure 5~a! shows that in Case I-4 and for
u<75 deg the lower the channel spacing the smaller the wall
temperature upstream of the heater whereas the greater the down-
stream wall temperatures. This depends on the effect of the fluid
inflow in the exit section of the inclined channel and on some
outflow effect in its inlet section, which is more marked atu
585 deg andu588 deg. Both effects are weaker at the lower
spacing values, particularly atb512.3 mm. As a matter of fact,
the inflow of cool ambient fluid along the lower wall and its
mixing within the hot flow coming from the inner part of the

Fig. 3 Wall temperature rise above the ambient temperature
as a function of the coordinate along the channel length and of
the angle, for the Case I-4, bÄ32.3 mm and q VÄ340 W mÀ2.

Table 1 Percentage uncertainty values „UXi ÕXi 100…
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channel enhances the heat transfer near the exit section whereas
the outflow along the upper wall, coming from the hotter inner
regions of the channel, warms up the upper part of the inlet sec-
tion. The effect of the channel spacing turns out to be poor, the
wall temperature variations being smaller than 1 °C. In Case I-8 in
the heated region the spacing affects the wall temperature as it is
shown in Fig. 5~b!. The differences between the temperature val-
ues of the profiles foru560 deg andu588 deg decrease when
the gapb increases since the larger the gap the stronger the recir-
culation of the flow. In fact, atb512.3 mm, the differences be-
tween the maximum temperature values atu588 deg and atu
560 deg are nearly 8.5 °C for Case I-4 and nearly 10.3 °C for
Case I-8.

The wall temperature rise above the ambient temperature as a
function of the coordinate along the channel length and of
the angle, forqV5340 W m22, Case II-4, 6 andb520.0, 32.3,
40.0 mm, is presented in Fig. 6. We can still notice, as in
Cases I, marked differences between three groups of wall tem-
perature profiles, foru50 deg– 60 deg,u575 deg– 80 deg,u
585 deg– 90 deg. When the inclination angle is smaller than 88
deg, the downstream heated strip is always hotter than the up-
stream one, whereas atu588 deg andu590 deg the upstream
heater is the hotter. In fact, the heat from the downstream heater is
removed by the air flow the temperature of which has already
been raised by the upstream heater. Figures 6~a!, 6~b!, and 6~c!
show that this occurs at all channel spacing values. It is noticeableFig. 4 Sketch of the air inflow near the exit section of the

channel

Fig. 5 Wall temperature rise above the ambient temperature as a function of the coordinate
along the channel length and of the angle, for q VÄ340 W mÀ2: „a… Case I-4; „b… Case I-8
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that atu588 deg and atu590 deg no variation occurs in the wall
temperatures of the heated strip #4 passing fromb520.0 mm to
b532.3 mm, whereas forb540.0 mm temperatures of both heat-
ers are lower than those forb532.3 mm. This is caused by the
ambient air inflow, which is enhanced for large tilting angles and
large spacing values that allow the entering air to flow as far as to
the heater #6. Nevertheless, as it was observed but not presented
here, the temperature of the downstream heater is unaffected by
the upstream heated strip when the distance between the two heat-
ers is larger than a limiting value, which depends on the thermal
conductivity of the wall, the heat flux and the emissivity of the
walls.

The wall temperature rise above the ambient temperature as a
function of the coordinate along the channel length and of the
angle, for Case III-4,6,8,qV5340 W m22 andb520.0 and 40.0
mm is reported in Figs. 7. In this Case too, temperature profiles
can be grouped in the same way as in the previous Cases. At
increasing inclination angles the maximum wall temperature dis-
places from strip #8 to strip #6 and, foru590 deg, the tempera-
ture profile is nearly symmetrical. As in Cases II, the larger the
spacing the higher the wall temperature in theu50 deg– 85 deg
range.

Figure 8, where the maximum temperatures referred to the am-
bient temperature as a function of the channel gap foru50 deg,
75 deg, 85 deg, for the Case I-4 andqV5340 W m22 are pre-
sented, shows that the 20.0 mm gap yields a nearly optimum

thermal performance of the channel which, anyway, is practically
unaffected by slightly different values of the spacing. One should
notice that the greater the number of the heaters in a given length
of the wall the more similar is the thermal performance to that of
an utterly heated plate. The evaluation of the optimal channel
spacing in inclined channels with utterly heated walls was carried
on in @29#. Furthermore, passing fromu575 deg to 85 deg deter-
mines a larger increase of the maximum wall temperature than
passing fromu50 deg to 75 deg.

Dimensionless maximum wall temperature rise as a function of
the inclination angle, for different spacing, heat flux values and
configurations, is presented in Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows that
in Cases I maximum wall temperatures are nearly equal, and are
dependent on the spacing but almost independent of the heat flux
and the tilting angle as it is expected looking at wall temperature
profiles foru values less than 60 deg. For larger angles up to 88

Fig. 6 Wall temperature rise above the ambient temperature
as a function of the coordinate along the channel length and of
the angle, for the Case II-4, 6 and q VÄ340 W mÀ2: „a… b
Ä20.0 mm; „b… bÄ32.3 mm; „c… bÄ40.0 mm

Fig. 7 Wall temperature rise above the ambient temperature
as a function of the coordinate along the channel length and of
the angle, for the Case III-4, 6, 8 and q VÄ340 W mÀ2: „a… b
Ä20.0 mm; „b… bÄ40.0 mm

Fig. 8 Maximum wall temperature rise above the ambient tem-
perature as a function of the channel gap and of the inclination
angle, for the Case I-4 and q VÄ340 W mÀ2
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deg, the maximum temperature values increase. Forb520 mm
and qV5340 W m22 maximum temperature increases sharply at
u590 deg whereas in the others investigated configurations it
weakly decreases. This is due to the C-loop which atu590 deg
penetrates more deeply into the channel for larger values of heat
flux and of the channel spacing. Furthermore, for the Case I-6 and
u.75 deg the dimensionless maximum temperature values are
slightly larger than those for the Cases I-4 and I-8. Figure 10
shows that in the Case III-4,6,8 maximum wall temperature pro-
files are very similar. It is worth remembering that at large incli-
nation angles in Cases II and III the first and the second strips,
respectively, are the hotter one, whereas at small angles they are
the cooler ones.

In the design and the thermal control of electronic systems it is
very useful to know the maximum temperature of the component,
all other parameters and the heat flux being known. To this end,
correlations have been derived between the significant process
parameters. In order to obtain a better regression coefficient, three
different correlations have been proposed for the heater in Cases I
and for the second and the third heated strip, in Cases II and Case
III, respectively. They are presented, together with experimental
results, in Figs. 11, for different values of the heat flux and of the
channel spacing. Data for Cases II have been better correlated by

introducing thed/ l ratio, where the distance between the heaters
is d550.8 mm in Cases II-4,6 and II-6,8 andd5101.6 mm in
Case II-4,8. The parameter ranges are: 1.2•104<Ral cosu<8.6
•105; 0 deg<u<88 deg; 0.48<l /b<1.6 and 10<L/b<32.6 with
1.0<d/ l<3.0.

Flow Visualization. Some pictures of the flow patterns in
Cases when only one heater was on~Cases I!are reported in the
following. The visualization of the flow patterns in the exit region
of the channel for all Cases I, different Ohmic heat fluxes and
tilting angles is presented in Figs. 12. Figure 12~a! shows that the
air, after flowing along the lower wall, separates from it at about
x5280 mm, thus determining a pressure drop which allows the
inflow of ambient air through the exit section of the channel. It
can be seen that the rising air chokes the flow and that the flow is
laminar. Mass flow rate entering into the channel from the leading
edge and flowing over the upper wall decreases and, as a conse-
quence, it reduces the heat transfer rate from the heated strip.
Besides, the air flowing over the upper wall does not allow the
direct heat transfer from the hot upper plate to the inflow air from
the outlet section. This is in agreement with the observations on
the Figs. 3 and 9 and the description given in Fig. 4. Similar
considerations are suggested by Fig. 12~b!, which shows the pen-
etration of the air inflow as far as nearly 130 mm from the exit
section of the channel. Some differences can be observed in the
slope, which is more marked in Case I-8 than in Case I-4, prob-
ably because, in the former case, the air entrainment is less effec-
tive. Patterns in the horizontal channel are shown in Figs. 12~c!,
12~d!, and 12~e!. They point out a common ‘‘C-loop’’ shape of the
air, which, after flowing along the lower wall, inverts its direction
and flows along the upper wall. In this Case the air coming from
the ambient flows directly over the warmer upper plate, thus in-
creasing the heat transfer rate. In Case I-4, at both heat fluxes
~Fig. 12~c!and~d!!, the flow reverses in the section which is about
110 mm from the exit end of the channel. In Case I-6, Fig. 12~e!,
the flow pattern is quite similar, apart from a deeper penetration of
the inflow into the channel.

Nusselt Numbers. In the following reference is made to local
Rayleigh and Nusselt numbers evaluated atx852.5, 12.7, 22.9
mm from the leading edge of each strip, according to Eqs.~1! and
~4!.

Local Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers were first correlated by
means of the equation

Nux85aRax8
b (8)

the coefficients of which, for each heated strip in all cases and for

Fig. 9 Dimensionless maximum wall temperature rise as a function of the inclination angle, for q V

Ä340 W mÀ2 and q VÄ660 W mÀ2, bÄ20.0, 32.3, and 40.0 mm: „a… Case I-4; „b… Case I-6; „c… Case I-8

Fig. 10 Dimensionless maximum wall temperature rise as a
function of the inclination angle, for Case III, q VÄ340 W mÀ2

and q VÄ660 W mÀ2, bÄ20.0, 32.3, and 40.0 mm
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each investigated inclination angle, are reported in Table 2. The
parameter ranges are: 20<Rax8

8.0•105; 0 deg<u<90 deg;
0.48<l /b<1.6 and 10<L/b<32.6. At any angle the maximum
value of the coefficient ‘‘a’’ is that of the strip #4, whereas the
minimum value is that of the strip #8, their difference diminishing
at increasingly tilting angles. For all strips, we can also remark
that the larger the inclination angle the greater the coefficient ‘‘b,’’
the value of which varies in the narrow 0.23–0.26 range. The

regression coefficients are low, apart from that for the strip #4,
which is always the first to release heat to the air flowing in the
channel.

Data in the whole range of the inclination angles was correlated
by means of the equation

Nux85a~Rax8 cosu!b (9)

The coefficients, for each heater in all Cases, are presented
in Table 3. The parameter ranges are: 20<Rax8

<8.0•105;
0 deg<u<88 deg; 0.48<l /b<1.6 and 10<L/b<32.6.

Fig. 11 Dimensionless maximum wall temperature rise as a
function of the strip Rayleigh number, the cosine of the inclina-
tion angle, the ratio of the channel spacing to the strip length
„a… Cases I; „b… Cases II; „c… Case III

Fig. 12 Visualization of the flow patterns in the exit region of
the channel for bÄ32.25 mm: „a… Case I-4, q VÄ660 W mÀ2, u
Ä85 deg; „b… Case I-8, q VÄ660 W mÀ2, uÄ85 deg, „c… Case I-4,
q VÄ340 W mÀ2, uÄ90 deg; „d… Case I-4, q VÄ660 W mÀ2, u
Ä90 deg; „e… Case I-6, q VÄ660 W mÀ2, uÄ90 deg
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The coefficients in Eq.~9! for the single heated strip in Cases I
and for the upstream strip for Cases II, for Case III and for all
Cases are reported in Table 4, in the same ranges of the process
parameters as those for Table 3. The best regression coefficient is
that of Case III, likely because the data refer only to the first strip.
Local Nusselt number as a function of the local Rayleigh number
and of the tilting angle, for the upstream strip in all Cases, is
presented in Fig. 13.

It is worth noticing that the proposed correlations do not in-
volve explicitly the process parameters ‘‘d’’ and ‘‘ b.’’ However,
the distance between two consecutive heaters,d, affects the local
Nusselt number, in terms of the measured wall temperatures. As to
the channel gap,b, correlations taking explicit account of it ex-
hibited regression coefficients negligibly larger than those of Eqs.
~8! and ~9!, without the channel gap.

Comparisons Among Nusselt Numbers. Comparisons
among Nusselt numbers for a vertical channel are reported in the
following. The values of Nusselt numbers derived in this work are
first compared in Table 5 with those from the correlations by
Wirtz and Haag@30#, at the same value of the Rayleigh number,
Ra, referred to the channel gap. For the sake of comparison, ref-
erence is made to the mean value of Nusselt number on the heater,
Nu. As far as Case III is concerned, Nusselt number by the present
work is evaluated with reference to the average convective heat
flux from the three heaters and the unheated regions between
them. The agreement is good for the larger values of the Rayleigh
number whereas at its lower values Nusselt numbers by Wirtz and
Haag@30# are lower. As a matter of fact, the adiabatic region of

the wall downstream of the strip enhances the entrainment of the
air in the channel and the heat transfer rate. Moreover, the heat
conduction in the wall decreases the temperature of the upstream
heaters, thus increasing the Nusselt number.

Present values of the ratio of the Nusselt number of the upper
~downstream!heater, Nuu , to that of the lower~upstream!heater,
Nul , are then compared to those given by Jaluria@8#, at the same
value of thed/ l ratio for Cases II-4,6 and Cases II-4,8, in Table 6.
A good agreement is pointed out, the differences being about213
percent. They are probably due to the heat transferred by the
heated strip to the unheated region of the wall, which, on turn,
releases some heat to the air. The heat transfer from the down-
stream strip to the warmer air as well as the Nusselt number are,
therefore, reduced.

Conclusions
The effect of the distance between an inclined plate, partially

heated and downward-facing, and a parallel shroud on natural
convection was experimentally investigated. The partial heating
was obtained by discrete sources at uniform heat flux. Local wall
temperatures of the heated surface were measured and local Nus-
selt and Rayleigh numbers were evaluated. Some photographs re-
lated to the flow visualization at two inclination angles from the
vertical ~85 deg and 90 deg! were achieved for two Cases.

Increasing the distance between the shroud and the discretely
heated plate affects the phenomenon in two different ways. At
angles not larger than 85 deg the larger the channel gap the
weaker the chimney effect and, as a consequence, the higher the
maximum wall temperature. At larger angles the effect is the op-
posite, because of the air flow between the two plates, with inflow
and outflow motions at the open ended sections, which are more
marked at increasing distances between the plates. The latter phe-
nomenon is confirmed by the flow visualization.

A 20.0 mm gap yields a nearly optimum thermal performance
of the channel which, anyway, is practically unaffected by slightly
different values of the spacing.

Correlations between the maximum dimensionless temperature
and the strip Rayleigh numbers multiplied by (b/ l )5 were evalu-
ated for each heating case~one, two or three heaters on! in the
parameter ranges: 1.2•104<Ral cosu<8.6•105; 0 deg<u
<88 deg; 0.48<l /b<1.6 and 10<L/b<32.6 with 1.0<d/ l
<3.0.

Correlations between local Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers were
also obtained in the ranges: 20<Rax8

<8.0•105; 0 deg<u
<88 deg; 0.48<l /b<1.6 and 10<L/b<32.6.

Comparisons with data from the literature, in terms of Nusselt
number, exhibited minor discrepancies, mainly because of some
difference in test conditions and of heat conduction in the channel

Table 2 Coefficients in Eq. „8… for each strip in all Cases and for each investigated inclination angle in the range
20ÏRax8

Ï8.0"105

Table 3 Coefficients in Eq. „9… for each strip in all Cases in the
ranges 20Ï Rax8

Ï8.0"105 and 0 degÏ uÏ88 deg

Table 4 Coefficients in Eq. „9… for the single heated strip in
Cases I and for the upstream strip in Cases II, Case III, all
Cases, in the ranges 20 ÏRax8

Ï8.0"105 and 0 degÏ uÏ88 deg
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walls. They recommend that a deeper insight be given into the
heat flux dissipated by each heater, the distance between the strips
and the heat conduction in the walls.
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Nomenclature

a, b 5 coefficients in Eqs.~8! and ~9!
b 5 channel spacing, m
d 5 distance between two consecutive heaters, m

Grl 5 strip Grashof number, Eq.~2!
Grx8 5 local Grashof number, Eq.~1!

g 5 acceleration of gravity, m s22

k 5 thermal conductivity, W m21 K21

L 5 channel length, m
l 5 strip length, m

Nux8 5 local Nusselt number, Eq.~4!
Pr 5 Prandtl number
q 5 heat flux, Wm22

R 5 dependent variable, Eq.~7!
Ral 5 strip Rayleigh number, Eq.~2!

Rax8 5 local Rayleigh number, Eq.~1!
r 2 5 regression coefficient
T 5 temperature, °C

T1 5 dimensionless temperature
U 5 uncertainty, Eq.~7!
Xi 5 independent variable, Eq.~7!
x 5 coordinate along the channel length, m

x8 5 coordinate along the strip length, m
y 5 coordinate along the channel spacing, m
z 5 coordinate along the channel width, m

Greek Symbols

b 5 volumetric coefficient of expansion, K21

n 5 kinematic viscosity, m2 s21

u 5 inclination angle, deg

Subscripts

c 5 convective
k 5 conductive
l 5 refers to an average value along the strip length

max 5 maximum
o 5 ambient

Fig. 13 Local Nusselt number as a function of the local Ray-
leigh number and of the tilting angle, for the upstream strip in
all Cases

Table 5 Comparison between Nusselt numbers from present
experimental data and Nusselt numbers from the correlation
given by Wirtz and Haag †30‡

Table 6 Comparison between the ratio Nu u ÕNul from present
data and those from Fig. 6 in Jaluria †8‡, for Case II-4,6 and
Case II-4,8, q VÄ340 W mÀ2 and q VÄ660 W mÀ2
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R 5 refers to the dependent variable
r 5 radiative

w 5 wall
Xi 5 refers to the independent variable
V 5 Ohmic dissipation
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Effect of Squealer Geometry
Arrangement on a Gas Turbine
Blade Tip Heat Transfer
This study investigates the effect of a squealer tip geometry arrangement on heat transfer
coefficient and static pressure distributions on a gas turbine blade tip in a five-bladed
stationary linear cascade. A transient liquid crystal technique is used to obtain detailed
heat transfer coefficient distribution. The test blade is a linear model of a tip section of the
GE E3 high-pressure turbine first stage rotor blade. Six tip geometry cases are studied:
(1) squealer on pressure side, (2) squealer on mid camber line, (3) squealer on suction
side, (4) squealer on pressure and suction sides, (5) squealer on pressure side plus mid
camber line, and (6) squealer on suction side plus mid camber line. The flow condition
during the blowdown tests corresponds to an overall pressure ratio of 1.32 and exit
Reynolds number based on axial chord of 1.13106. Results show that squealer geometry
arrangement can change the leakage flow and results in different heat transfer coefficients
to the blade tip. A squealer on suction side provides a better benefit compared to that on
pressure side or mid camber line. A squealer on mid camber line performs better than that
on a pressure side.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1471523#

Keywords: Cooling, Experimental, Flow, Heat Transfer, Turbines

Introduction
Gas turbine blades usually have a gap between the blade tip and

the stationary shroud surface known as a tip gap. This tip gap
results in a reduction in the blade force, the work done, and there-
fore, the efficiency. This occurs because the leakage-flow~flow
through the tip gap!passes over the blade tip without being turned
and producing work. The subsequent mixing of the leakage flow
with the main passage flow also reduces the momentum of the
main flow, thus, reducing the efficiency. This hot leakage flow
also increases the thermal loading on the blade tip, leading to a
high local temperature and thus, is considered as a primary cause
of blade distress. A conceptual view of blade tip leakage flow is
shown in Fig. 1. Designers desire to improve efficiency by reduc-
ing the tip gap, or by implementing a more effective tip leakage
sealing mechanism. However, it is difficult to completely seal the
hot leakage flow through the tip gap. It is also difficult to cool the
blade tip. Thus, it is considered to be a critical and susceptible
region to blade distress. A common technique to reduce the tip
leakage flow is to use a recessed tip, which is known as a squealer
tip. A squealer tip allows a smaller tip clearance, but reduces the
risk of a catastrophic failure, should the tip rub against the shroud.
A smaller tip gap reduces the flow rate through the tip gap, result-
ing in smaller losses and lower heat transfer to the tip. The
squealer tip also acts as a labyrinth seal for increasing flow resis-
tance. Thus, it is important to get maximum benefit from the
squealer tip geometry. A squealer rim could be limited to both
sides~pressure and suction sides! of the blade, one or the other
side, only at the mid-camber line, or combinations of these. Varia-
tions in squealer geometries would have strong effects on tip leak-
age flow and heat transfer. Thus for an efficient airfoil design, it is
important to know both the flow field and heat transfer behavior
for various squealer geometry arrangements for gas turbine
blades.

Despite its importance, no major experimental or numerical
study has been done to investigate this issue. The difficulty of
undertaking such a study may be the cause of having fewer data

available in the existing literature. However, few studies are done
in a limited fashion to understand this issue. Bunker and Bailey
@1,2# experimentally investigated the heat transfer coefficient and
leakage flow for various chordwise sealing strips in a cascade. The
wooden strips, glued to the tip surface did not participate in the
surface thermal response, but served to set up a desired flow re-
sistance to affect the main tip surface heat transfer. They placed
two strips, one along the mean camber line of the tip section and
the other close to the airfoil pressure side. Heyes et al.@3# studied

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division April 19, 2001;
revision received January 29, 2002. Associate Editor: H. S. Lee. Fig. 1 A conceptual view of blade tip leakage flow
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the tip leakage flow field for two different squealer tip geometries,
a single suction side squealer and a single pressure side squealer.
No heat transfer data were reported. In an earlier study, Azad et al.
@4# reported detailed heat transfer and leakage flow only for a
two-sided~suction and pressure sides! squealer tip for various tip
gaps. However, the effects of various geometry arrangements
were not studied. Dunn and Haldeman@5# reported time-averaged
heat flux data for a recessed tip, a lip, and a platform of a tran-
sonic turbine blade. Ameri et al.@6# numerically investigated the
flow and heat transfer on the squealer tip for 2 and 3 percent
cavity recess. Ameri et al.@7# also numerically investigated the
effect of tip clearance and casing~shroud!recess on heat transfer
and stage efficiency for different recess depths. In a recent study,
Ameri @8# numerically investigated the heat transfer on a gas tur-
bine blade tip with a mean-camberline strip. Yang and Diller@9#
reported local heat transfer coefficient on a squealer tip model
based on a single point measurement on the cavity bottom.
Metzger et al.@10# and Chyu et al.@11# studied heat transfer on
rectangular, grooved tip models. This covers the available litera-
ture on experimental and numerical squealer tip flow and heat
transfer.

However, many experimental and numerical investigations on
only the flow field in and around turbine blade tip models have
been reported. Studies by Bindon and Morphus@12#, Bindon@13#
and Moore et al.@14# contribute to the understanding of the flow
field in tip gaps. Yaras and Sjolander@15# studied the effect of
simulated rotation on tip leakage and found a significant reduction
in the gap mass flow. Sjolander and Cao@16# studied the flow field
in an idealized turbine tip gap. Kaiser and Bindon@17# investi-
gated the effects of tip clearance, tip geometry and multiple stages
on turbine stage efficiency in a rotating turbine rig environment.
Lakshminarayana@18# developed a predictive model for stage ef-
ficiency and compared it to existing data. Booth et al.@19# and
Wadia and Booth@20# comprehensively studied tip losses and
measured overall and local blade tip losses for many tip geometry
configurations.

Several heat transfer studies report on plane tips. Mayle and
Metzger@21# did the earliest study on plane blade tip heat transfer.
Metzger et al.@22# used several heat flux sensors on flat tips for
two different tip gaps in a rotating turbine rig. Bunker et al.@23#
studied blade tip heat transfer and leakage flow for the first stage
blade flat tip of a typical large power generation turbine. Ameri
and Steinthorsson@24,25# predicted rotor blade tip and shroud
heat transfer for the Space Shuttle Main Engine turbine. Ameri
and Bunker@26# performed a computational study for blade tip
heat transfer distributions of a large power generation turbine.
Azad et al.@27# studied detailed heat transfer and leakage flow for
the smooth tip of a GE E3 blade. Teng et al.@28# studied blade tip
heat transfer on a large-scale linear model in a low speed wind
tunnel.

The present study will fulfill the need for additional heat trans-
fer and leakage flow data for various squealer tip geometry ar-
rangements. The transient liquid crystal technique is used for heat
transfer measurements. The test section is a five-bladed linear cas-
cade, the three middle blades have a tip gap of 1.5 percent of
blade span. The tip profile is a first stage rotor blade tip of a
GE-E3 engine. Experiments are done at an inlet free-stream tur-
bulence intensity of 6.1 percent. The effects of unsteady wakes,
shock waves, Mach numbers, and blade rotation, which may be
important at real operating conditions are not considered in this
study. The cascade inlet total pressure is 143 kPa, and the exit
average static pressure is 108.3 kPa, which gives an overall blade
pressure ratio of 1.32. The cascade mass flow rate for the first 60
sec of test time is about 5.9 kg/s. During the blowdown test, the
inlet air velocity is about 85 m/s; the exit air velocity is 199 m/s
and the corresponding Reynolds number based on axial chord
length and exit flow velocity is 1.13106. The corresponding
Mach numbers at the inlet and exit are 0.25 and 0.59, respectively.

Experimental setup
The test section of an experimental blow down facility with a

five bladed linear cascade is shown in Fig. 2. A detailed descrip-
tion of this facility is given in Azad et al.@27#. The facility main-
tains a steady downstream velocity within 3 percent for one
minute. Hot-film anemometry measurements, using a TSI IFA-100
unit show the free-stream turbulence intensity level of 6.1 percent
at 6 cm upstream from the test-blade leading edge.

The two end blades of the five bladed cascade serve as guide
vanes and the outside wall, while the center blade is the test blade.
The cascade inlet dimensions are 31.1 cm wide and 12.2 cm high
~span!. Each blade has a constant cross section, a 12.2 cm span,
and a 8.61 cm axial chord length. This test blade tip profile di-
mension is three times the size of a GE-E3 blade tip profile. The
aluminum blades are EDM machine finished. The test section’s
top, bottom and sides are made of 1.27 cm clear polycarbonate
~Lexan!; however, a 1.2 cm thick clear acrylic plate replaces the
top cover plate~shroud!for heat transfer tests for the best optical
access to the test blade.

The blade leading edge pitch is 9.15 cm. The throat width is
4.01 cm, which, with a span of 12.2 cm, gives a throat aspect ratio
of about 3. The inlet flow angle to the test blade is 32.01 deg and
the exit angle is 65.7 deg, giving a total turning of 97.71 deg. A tip
gap of 1.97 mm~1.5 percent of blade span! is maintained between
the tip and shroud surface for the test blade and the two adjacent
blades. Hard rubber gaskets of desired thickness are placed on top
of the sidewalls, the trailing edge tailboards and the two outer
guide blades to create this tip gap.

Figures 3 and 4 show the various arrangements of the squealer
rim on the blade tip surface. Figure 3~a! shows a tip with a
squealer rim on the pressure side, while Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!show
tips with a squealer rim on the suction side and mid camber line,
respectively. Figures 4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c!show tips with squealers
on the pressure side and suction side, squealers on the pressure
side and the mid camber line and squealers on the suction side and
on the mid camber line, respectively. A total of 52 static pressure
taps ~inner diameter 1.35 mm! are used to measure the shroud
surface pressure distribution. Pressure taps are located around the
tip edge, along the mean camber line and surrounding the tip edge
at a distance of 12.52 mm from the edge perimeter as shown in

Fig. 2 Test section with 5-bladed cascade
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Fig. 5. The static pressures on the shroud surface may slightly
differ from the tip surface pressure. The trend is usually the same;
however, the magnitude differs from PS to SS, as noted by Bunker
et al.@23#. The heater arrangement and the heating method are the
same for each of the blades, as shown in Fig. 6. The lower portion
of the blade is made of aluminum for structural rigidity. The upper
portion of the blade has an inner aluminum core and an outer shell
~cap! made of black polycarbonate with a low value of thermal
conductivity suitable for transient liquid crystal test. The base
thickness of the polycarbonate shell is 6.35 mm and the wall
thickness is 3.175 mm. It is closely fitted and glued with the inner
aluminum core for better rigidity. Three cartridge heaters are em-
bedded into the inner core and provide heat to the aluminum core
which in turn heats the outer polycarbonate shell. The blade is
fastened to the bottom endwall with screws. The shroud pressure
and blade tip heat transfer measurements are done for each blade
tip configuration.

Fig. 3 Removable squealer tip-various one-sided squealer geometry

Fig. 4 Removable squealer tip-various two-sided squealer geometry

Fig. 5 Pressure tap locations on shroud surface
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Theory and Procedure
In using the transient liquid crystal technique the tip is assumed

as a one-dimensional semi-infinite solid surface with a convective
boundary condition. The solution for the one-dimensional equa-
tion at the surface~x50! is:

Tw2Ti

Tm2Ti
512expS h2at

k2 D er f cS hAat

k D (1)

The local heat transfer coefficient~h! can be calculated from the
above equation once the initial surface temperature~Ti!, the main-
stream temperature~Tm!, the liquid crystal color change tempera-
ture ~Tw! and the time of color change~t! are known.

Heat transfer measurements are made at the preset flow condi-
tions for which the pressure measurements were taken. A thresh-
old intensity method of transient liquid crystal technique is used.
Liquid crystals of wide band 30 to 35°C~R30C5W! made by
Hallcrest are used. With the polycarbonate shell attached to the
inner core, the blade tip surface is initially coated with a thin layer
of thermochromic liquid crystals, and the blade is then fastened in
the test cascade. Next, the cartridge heaters are turned on for three
hours. The cartridge heaters heat the inner aluminum blade core
and the polycarbonate shell to a steady and uniform initial tem-
perature of about 60°C. The initial tip surface~including the rim
surface!temperature distribution is measured using thermocouples
placed on the blade tip surface at different locations. Two thermo-
couples are also placed on the suction and pressure sides in the
near-tip region toward the trailing edge. These two thermocouples
serve as a reference to check the initial tip surface temperature
during the heat transfer test. This process of heating the blade and
measuring the initial temperature is repeated several times before
the final heat transfer test is conducted to ensure repeatability of
the recorded initial temperature. The initial temperature is quite
uniform ~within 2°C! throughout the tip surface, except for the
rim and near the trailing edge region. These surface temperatures
are then used to generate an initial temperature map on the whole
tip surface including the squealers. For the actual heat transfer
tests, the thermocouples from the tip surface are removed, the
blade is then washed and re- sprayed with liquid crystals. The
blade is put back into the cascade and the cartridge heaters are
turned on for three hours. A region of interest~ROI! for data

collection is selected and a background light intensity is corrected
based upon the lighting conditions on the ROI. Once the lighting,
threshold and initial temperature distribution are set, the system is
ready for the blow down test. The heater power is turned off
immediately before the flow starts. Only one test is done per day
in a controlled environment~test cell doors are closed and the
room temperature is controlled!. The reference thermocouples
check the initial surface temperature during a heat transfer test.
Thermocouples placed at the cascade inlet provide the free-stream
temperature, which is about 24°C. The blade surface color change
is monitored using an image processing system consisting of a
RGB video camera, a computer, a RGB color monitor and a color
frame grabber board. The frame grabber board is controlled
using commercially available software OPTIMAS. The RGB
camera is used to view the liquid crystal surface. The camera is
focused using the RGB color monitor as a reference. The camera
captures real time images and the captured image is translated into
a data file. Thus, quantifiable color change time data are obtained,
which is used to obtain heat transfer distributions. The test dura-
tion is short enough~;10–30 sec!to use the semi-infinite solid
assumption.

The experimental uncertainty is determined using the method of
Kline and McClintock @29#. The uncertainty of the local heat
transfer coefficient measured by this method is estimated to be
67.9 percent or less. The uncertainty estimation does not include
the effect of two-dimensionality on the squealer rim and near the
edges, where a two-dimensional conduction effect is present. Due
to this one-dimensional assumption, the results at the tip edges
and on the rim are less reliable, and may suffer more uncertainty
than the reported value because of the two-dimensional conduc-
tion effect. However, so far there has been no data reported for
this region, and thus this will at least provide a baseline for further
study. It is noteworthy that the acrylic blade material~polycarbon-
ate! has a very low thermal conductivity of 0.18 W/m K. The
liquid crystal color change transition occurs at the surface, which
is kept at nearly a uniform initial temperature. Test duration is also
smaller~;10–30 sec!than the time required for the temperature
to penetrate the full thickness of the insulating acrylic material.
Thus, a one-dimensional transient, semi-infinite solid assumption
is valid throughout the surface, except near the tip edges and on
the squealer rims.

Results and Discussion
The effects of squealer geometry arrangements on shroud pres-

sure distribution and tip heat transfer coefficient distribution are
presented and discussed in this section. The squealer rim height
for each case is 3.77 percent of blade span. Shroud static pressure
and tip heat transfer coefficients are measured for 1.5 percent tip
clearance.

Figure 7 shows the ratio of total pressure at inlet to local static
pressure~Pt /P! contours on the shroud surface for three different
tip geometries with 1.5 percent tip clearance. Figure 7~a! shows
contours for pressure side squealer, while Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!show
cases for mid camber line and suction side squealers, respectively.
These contour plots help explain the heat transfer results on the tip
surface. The small circles on the contour plots represent the pres-
sure tap locations in reference to the tip. The pressure taps along
the tip perimeter are connected by a line to indicate the tip profile.
A smallerPt /P value means higher static pressure, while a larger
value means a lower static pressure. The lowerPt /P value on the
PS indicates that the leakage flow enters the tip gap at this loca-
tion, while the higherPt /P value on the SS indicates that the
leakage flow exits the tip through this location. In reality, the
leakage flow path is three dimensional in nature with multiple
sources and sinks. These pressure plots cannot give a firm under-
standing of the three-dimensional leakage flow; however, they
definitely give a general indication of the leakage flow field. The
pressure side squealer case in Fig. 7~a! shows a larger value of
Pt /P near the mid-suction side, which indicates a very low static

Fig. 6 Heater arrangements on a sample heat transfer blade
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pressure in this region. The mid camber line squealer case in Fig.
7~b! shows a smaller pressure ratio than the pressure side squealer
case, and the suction side squealer case shows the smallest pres-
sure ratio among the three cases. A feature that is noteworthy is a
low pressure region is present just downstream~in the flow direc-
tion sense!of each squealer position. It is the chordwise extent of
this region, which determines the integrated leakage flow. This
pressure ratio distribution clearly shows that PS has a longer ex-
tent than camber line, which is itself longer than the SS extent.
While we may infer the leakage reduction from this result, mov-
ing the low pressure region outside of the tip profile may actually
cause the interactions of the aero losses with the mainstream flow
to increase. Since the apparent tip leakage flow is smallest for
suction side squealer case, the heat transfer coefficient should also
be smaller for this case. This will be seen in the heat transfer
results. Heyes et al.@3# also concluded that the suction side
squealer provides less leakage over pressure side squealer. Bunker
and Bailey@1#, on the other hand, mentioned that pressure side
sealing strip~squealer!reduces the tip leakage flow when com-
pared with mid chord sealing strip. However, the pressure side
sealing strip enhanced the tip heat transfer coefficients compared
with mid chord sealing strip or without a sealing strip. They did
not study the suction side sealing strip case. Their result was
based on a different airfoil and hence, their result cannot be com-
pared directly with our findings.

Figure 8 shows pressure ratio distribution for the double
squealer cases. Figure 8~a! shows a typical squealer tip case,
while Figs. 8~b!and 8~c!show cases for squealer on pressure side
plus mid camber line, and suction side plus mid camber line,
respectively. Among these three cases, the suction side plus mid

camber line squealer case provides better leakage protection, re-
sulting in a lower heat transfer coefficient as will be seen later.
The pressure side plus mid camber line squealer case shows the
highest pressure ratio between the SS and PS. Thus, the leakage
flow may be higher when compared with a typical squealer
case of Fig. 8~a!. However, for the typical squealer case~suction
plus pressure side squealer!, the leakage flow may be higher to-
wards the trailing edge, as indicated by a higher pressure ratio in
this region. This effect will also be reflected in the heat transfer
results.

Figure 9 shows the tip local heat transfer coefficients for single
squealer geometry, while Fig. 10 shows the tip local heat transfer
coefficients for double squealer geometry. Figure 10~a! represents
a typical squealer geometry with a cavity depth of 3.77 percent of
blade span. The distribution clearly shows various regions of low
and high heat transfer coefficients on the tip and~squealer!rim
surface. The magnitude of the heat transfer coefficient varies from
350 to 1150 W/m2K on the tip surface and on the trailing edge
portion. However, the heat transfer coefficient on the squealer rim
is much higher at about 800 to 1700~not plotted!W/m2K. The
plots are presented in the range of 400–1100 W/m2K to clearly
distinguish different lower and higher heat transfer zones on the
tip surface and to compare with other cases. The average heat
transfer coefficient values on the rim are presented separately in a
line plot to show the magnitude of the heat transfer coefficient on
the rim. The pressure side squealer case in Fig. 9~a! shows the
highest heat transfer coefficients when compared with case 9~b!,
the mid camber line squealer and case 9~c!, the suction side

Fig. 7 Shroud pressure distributions—one-sided squealer

Fig. 8 Shroud pressure distributions—two-sided squealer
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squealer. It shows a higher heat transfer coefficient on the rim and
from the leading edge toward the mid chord suction side. This
location actually corresponds to the leakage flow path. In this
case, the flow separates at the pressure side rim and after passing
over the rim, reattaches on the tip surface. Flow reattachment
causes high heat transfer coefficients on the tip surface. The suc-
tion side squealer case provides a low level of heat transfer coef-
ficient almost all over the surface except on the squealer rim and
along a line from leading edge to the suction side as seen in Fig.
9~c!. This location of high heat transfer corresponds to the tip

leakage flow path. The suction side squealer restricts the leakage
flow to a minimum through the tip gap, resulting in a lower heat
transfer coefficient over the tip surface.

Figure 9~b!shows heat transfer coefficients for a tip that has a
squealer on the mid camber line. It shows that the highest heat
transfer coefficient occurs in the suction side around mid chord
region and on the squealer rim. The pressure side shows a lower
heat transfer coefficient than the suction side. The trailing edge
region shows a very low heat transfer coefficient. The central
portion of the tip~near the squealer!also shows a low heat trans-
fer coefficient. In this case, the location of the squealer rim is such
that a flow separation zone may occur on the pressure side of the
squealer rim, and another separation zone may occur on the suc-
tion side prior to flow reattachment. These separation areas have
lower heat transfer coefficients and the reattachment zones on the
suction side have higher heat transfer coefficients. Ameri@8# also
predicted somewhat similar results for a different blade tip with a
mean-camberline strip.

Figure 10~a!shows the heat transfer coefficient for a typical
squealer tip, while Figs. 10~b! and 10~c!show the heat transfer
coefficient for a squealer on the pressure side plus mid camber
line, and suction side plus mid camber line, respectively. One
important geometric aspect needs to be clarified before discussing
the results. The typical squealer tip has an enclosed cavity sur-
rounded by the suction and pressure side squealers, while the
other two cases have no enclosed cavities; the squealers are sepa-
rated from each other and the trailing edge is level with the tip
surface. However, for the typical squealer case, the trailing edge is
level with the squealer rim surface. Results for the typical
squealer case show that on the cavity bottom, the heat transfer
coefficient is higher in the upstream-central region; however, it is
much lower in the mid-chord region toward the pressure side and
downstream-end of the cavity toward the trailing edge. A recircu-
lating dead-flow zone is observed far downstream at the end of the
cavity surface. Leakage flow may be entrapped in this narrow
region, which causes the heat transfer coefficient to be the lowest
in this region. On the other hand, the leakage flow may have an
impingement effect on the cavity surface. It separates on the pres-
sure side rim and may reattach inside the cavity surface. Thus, a
higher heat transfer coefficient is observed on the central upstream
region of the cavity bottom. The high heat transfer on the rim may
be due to the flow entrance and exit effect and due to our one-
dimensional assumption. The leakage spills out of the cavity and
exits through the suction side rim and the trailing edge. This may
cause more mixing, resulting in a higher heat transfer coefficient
in the suction side rim and the trailing edge. However, for the
open squealers~cases 10~b!and 10~c!!, the trailing edge region
shows a low level of heat transfer coefficient. The pressure side
shows a lower heat transfer coefficient compared to the suction
sides. The location of the mid squealer rim in both cases creates
flow separation zone on the pressure side resulting in a lower heat
transfer coefficient. The suction side for case 10~b! shows higher
heat transfer coefficients when compared with case 10~c!. This
may be due to a flow reattachment on the suction side. For case
10~c!, the suction side has low heat transfer coefficients except
toward the leading edge mid chord region. This may be a flow
separation zone. The flow reattaches on the suction side near the
mid chord region resulting in a high heat transfer coefficient. No
experimental or numerical heat transfer data are available in the
literature to compare with this result.

The averaged heat transfer coefficients are presented in Figs. 11
and 12. The averaged heat transfer coefficient is calculated along
a line perpendicular to the axial chord and plotted as a function of
normalized axial distance from the leading edge. The result shows
that the heat transfer coefficient on the tip bottom surface is
smaller when compared with the rim surface. For single squealer
case of Fig. 11, the tip bottom surface for pressure side squealer
shows the highest averaged heat transfer coefficient, while the
suction side squealer case shows the lowest. However, the pattern

Fig. 9 Local heat transfer coefficient distributions—one-sided
squealer „Full color in on-line version of the journal …

Fig. 10 Local heat transfer coefficient distributions—two-
sided squealer „Full color in on-line version of the journal …
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on the squealer rim surface differs from the bottom surface. Heat
transfer coefficient on the rim surface for pressure side squealer is
highest among the single squealer arrangements for the region
from the leading edge to 25 percent axial chord. From midchord
to the trailing edge, the heat transfer coefficient is the lowest for
the pressure side squealer case, while it is highest for camber line

squealer case. Thus, for the single squealer, a pressure side
squealer case provides the highest total averaged heat transfer
coefficient, while suction side and mid chord squealer cases pro-
vide somewhat equal but lower heat transfer coefficient than a
pressure side squealer case. For the double squealer cases in Fig.
12, the rim surfaces show higher heat transfer coefficient than the
cavity or tip bottom surface. On the cavity or tip bottom surface,
the heat transfer coefficient is smaller for suction side plus mid
camber line squealers when compared to pressure side plus mid
camber line squealers. A typical suction side plus pressure side
squealers case shows higher averaged heat transfer coefficient
from 10 to 40 percent axial chord. For axial chord larger than 50
percent it is the lowest. The results for the squealer rim surface do
not follow any particular pattern.

Conclusion
The effect of tip squealer geometry arrangement on heat trans-

fer coefficient on the tip surface of a gas turbine blade is investi-
gated. Six different tip geometries are studied. The blade tip
model is a linear tip section of a GE E3 blade mounted in a non
rotating linear cascade. A transient liquid crystal technique is used
to measure detailed heat transfer coefficients. Static pressure dis-
tributions on the stationary shroud surface provide complementary
information helping to explain the local heat transfer behavior on
the tip surface. A typical Reynolds number based on airfoil axial
chord and an exit velocity is 1.13106 and an overall pressure
ratio of 1.32 is used. The major findings are:

1 Detailed measurements provide a better understanding of the
local heat transfer behavior on the blade tip surface.

2 The pressure measurements on the shroud surface provide
complementary information of the tip leakage flow pattern. These
pressure data provide a basis for determining the tip leakage flow,
which also helps to explain the heat transfer results.

3 A single squealer geometry on the tip surface acts as a seal-
ing to the tip leakage flow and reduces tip leakage.

4 The location of the squealer can change the leakage flow and
result in very different heat loads to the blade tip. A squealer on
the suction side provides reduced leakage compared to that on the
pressure side or the mid camber line. A squealer on the mid cam-
ber line performs better than that on a pressure side.

5 In general, a single squealer performs better than a double
squealer in reducing overall heat transfer to the tip.

6 A single or a double open squealer provides lower heat trans-
fer coefficient on the trailing edge than a typical enclosed
squealer.

7 A higher heat transfer coefficient exists on the rim surface
because of the entrance and exit effect. A one-dimensional as-
sumption may also contribute for this higher heat transfer coeffi-
cient.

8 A single squealer on the suction side provides the best seal-
ing to leakage flow among all the cases studied here.
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Nomenclature

C 5 tip clearance gap
Cp 5 coefficient of pressure
Cx 5 axial chord length of the blade~8.61 cm!

h 5 local convective heat transfer coefficient~W/m2K!
k 5 thermal conductivity of blade tip material~0.18 W/m K!

LE 5 leading edge of the blade

Fig. 11 Averaged heat transfer coefficient—one-sided
squealer

Fig. 12 Averaged heat transfer coefficient—two-sided
squealer
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P 5 local static pressure
Pavg 5 averaged static pressure

Pt 5 total pressure at the inlet
PS 5 pressure side of the blade
SS 5 suction side of the blade

t 5 transition time for liquid crystal color change
TE 5 trailing edge of the blade
Ti 5 initial temperature of the blade tip surface

Tm 5 mainstream temperature of the flow
Tw 5 color change temperature of the liquid crystal, green-

to-red
Tu 5 free stream turbulence intensity level at the inlet
X 5 axial distance~cm!
a 5 thermal diffusivity of blade tip material

(1.2531027 m2/s!
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Self-Preserving Properties of
Unsteady Round Nonbuoyant
Turbulent Starting Jets and Puffs
in Still Fluids
The self-preserving properties of round nonbuoyant turbulent starting jets, puffs, and
interrupted jets were investigated both experimentally and theoretically for flows in still
and unstratified environments. The experiments involved dye-containing fresh water
sources injected into still fresh water within a large windowed tank. Time-resolved video
images of the flows were obtained using a CCD camera. Experimental conditions were as
follows: jet exit diameters of 3.2 and 6.4 mm, jet exit Reynolds numbers of 3000–12,000,
jet passage lengths in excess of 50 injector passage diameters, volume of injected fluid for
puffs and interrupted jets up to 191 source diameters, and streamwise penetration lengths
up to 140 source diameters. Near-source behavior varied significantly with source prop-
erties but the flows generally became turbulent within 5 source diameters from the source
and self-preserving behavior was generally observed at distances greater than 20–30
source diameters from the source. Within the self-preserving region, both the normalized
streamwise penetration distance and the normalized maximum flow radius varied as func-
tions of time in agreement with estimates for self-preserving turbulent flows to the follow-
ing powers: 1/2 for starting nonbuoyant jets and 1/4 for nonbuoyant puffs and interrupted
jets. Effects of injected fluid quantity for self-preserving puffs and interrupted jets could be
handled by correlating the location of the virtual origin as a function of the volume of the
injected fluid represented by the number of passage lengths of injected fluid. In particular,
the virtual origin for puffs was independent of injected fluid volume for injected passage
lengths less than 120 but became proportional to the injected fluid volume thereafter,
defining a boundary between puff and interrupted-jet behavior.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1421047#
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Introduction
A theoretical and experimental investigation of the temporal

development of round turbulent nonbuoyant starting jets, puffs
~due to a brief release of source fluid!, and interrupted jets~due to
extended but finite releases of source fluid! in still environments is
described. Study of these flows is motivated by practical applica-
tions to the unconfined and unsteady turbulent flows resulting
from the initiation of steady and interrupted gas and liquid re-
leases caused by process upsets, explosions and unwanted fires,
among others. Due to their simplicity, these flows also are of
interest as classical fundamental flows that illustrate the develop-
ment of unsteady turbulent flows. As a result, observations of
these flows are useful in order to provide data needed to evaluate
methods of predicting their properties. The present experiments
emphasized the mixing properties of these flows far from the
source, where effects of source disturbances are lost, where flow
structure is largely controlled by the conserved properties of the
flow, and where the flow approximates self-preserving turbulent
flow behavior~and appropriately-scaled properties of the flow be-
came independent of streamwise distance, see Kouros et al.@1#,
Witze @2#, Kato et al.@3#, Hyun et al.@4# and references cited
therein!. Particular advantages of self-preserving turbulent flows

are that this region significantly simplifies both the presentation of
experimental data and numerical simulations needed to evaluate
models of the flows because potential effects of poorly calibrated
source disturbances have been lost. In addition, the scaling rules
quantify valuable fundamental interactions between the turbulent
mixing properties and the conserved properties of the flows.

Past experimental, theoretical and computational studies of
round nonbuoyant turbulent starting jets, puffs, and interrupted
jets have been reported by a number of workers@1–8#. For ex-
ample, starting jet studies have been reported by Kouros et al.@1#,
Witze @2#, Kato et al.@3#, Hyun et al.@4#, Adriani et al.@5#, and
Hill and Ouelette@6#. Apart from these studies, under-expanded
high-speed, starting jets have been studied by Hill and Ouelette
@6#, Rubas et al.@7#, and Birch et al.@8#, finding that high pressure
jets and sprays scale similar to turbulent starting jets if use is
made of an equivalent diameter. Turbulent puffs have been studied
by Grigg and Stewart@9#, Richards@10#, and Kovasznay et al.
@11#. Turbulent vortex rings, which have similarities to puffs, have
been investigated by Glezer and Coles@12#, Maxworthy@13,14#,
Johnson@15#, and Shariff and Leonard@16#. These studies have
provided self-preserving scaling rules that describe the main fea-
tures of these flows but corresponding measurements of self-
preserving flow properties are surprisingly limited. In addition,
recent studies of the self-preserving properties of steady buoyant
turbulent plumes due to Dai et al.@17,18#and Sangras et al.@19–
22# show that self-preserving behavior generally is only observed
at distances farther from the source than previously thought~e.g.,
streamwise distances greater than roughly 100 source diameters!.
On the other hand, Sangras and Faeth@23# recently observed self-
preserving behavior of a variety of round turbulent flows at dis-
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tances as small as 20–30 source diameters from the source. Not-
withstanding these discrepancies, however, these observations
raise concerns about whether existing measurements of the self-
preserving behavior of round turbulent nonbuoyant and buoyant
unsteady flows were carried out far enough from the source to
properly observe self-preserving behavior.

In view of the previous discussion, the present investigation
considered the self-preserving properties of round nonbuoyant tur-
bulent starting jets, puffs, and interrupted jets in still environ-
ments. The specific objectives of the study were as follows:

1. Measure the streamwise and cross stream penetration prop-
erties of these flows as a function of time for various source
diameters, source Reynolds numbers and amounts of in-
jected source fluid~for puffs and interrupted jets!.

2. Use the measured penetration properties to evaluate self-
preserving scaling and to determine empirical factors needed
to correlate streamwise and radial penetration properties for
these flows.

3. Examine the relationships between nonbuoyant turbulent
starting jets and puffs, and between nonbuoyant turbulent
puffs and vortex rings.

The experiments involved fresh water sources injected into a
still fresh water bath. Penetration properties were measured from
flow visualizations consisting of time-resolved video records of
dye-containing injected source liquids. Present observations ex-
tended to streamwise penetration distances on the order of 140
source diameters.

Experimental Methods

Apparatus. The experiments adopted methods of using fresh
water modeling of turbulent flows suggested by Steckler et al.
@24#. A sketch of the test apparatus appears in Fig. 1. The test
apparatus consisted of a plexiglass~18 mm thick!tank open at the
top. The water bath within the tank was rectangular and had inside
plan dimensions of 6103720 mm and an inside depth of 440 mm.
The bath was filled with fresh water to a depth of roughly 400
mm, using water from the laboratory water supply. The bath water
was allowed to stand until heated to room temperature so that

bubbles caused by the presence of dissolved air in the water could
be removed. The test bath was fitted with a valved drain, flush
with the tank bottom, so that the water could be removed from
time-to-time.

The jet injectors were smooth round glass tubes having inside
diameters of 3.2 and 6.4 mm. Injector passage length/diameter
ratios were 50 and 100 respectively, for diameters of 6.4 and 3.2
mm, to help ensure fully-developed turbulent pipe flow at the jet
exit for sufficiently large jet Reynolds numbers@25#. The injectors
were mounted vertically and discharged roughly 5 mm below the
liquid surface. The injectors passed through a horizontal plexi-
glass plate~2803432 mm plan dimensions312 mm thick!with a
tight fit. The injector exits were mounted flush with the lower
surface of the plate in order to provide well-defined entrainment
conditions near the jet exit. The source liquid was supplied to the
injector using up to two syringe pumps~Harvard Apparatus, PHD
2000, Model 70-2000 Syringe Pump, each with four 150 cc sy-
ringes mounted in parallel!. These pumps were computer con-
trolled to start, stop and deliver liquid at preselected times and
rates. Pump flow rates were calibrated by collecting liquid for
timed intervals. In addition, the start and stop times of the syringe
pumps were monitored using the video records.

The start-up behavior of the pumps was investigated by mea-
suring the volume of fluid the pumps discharged as a function of
time during a transient pumping process where the pumps were
started and then stopped after pumping for a timed interval. Typi-
cal measured quantities of water injected by the pumps as a func-
tion of time for this process are illustrated in Fig. 2 for a pump
operation time of 3200 ms. The time delay,td , required for the
pumps to discharge at a steady flow was computed by extending
the steady flow straight line to the time axis. This time was then
subtracted from the original time records to correct for start-up
conditions. A typical time delay was roughly 100 ms, however, the
time delay varied with the flow rate and was measured for all test
conditions. A corresponding stop time could also be defined,
as shown in Fig. 2, and was calibrated in the same manner. Red
dyes were added to the source liquid in order to facilitate flow
visualization.

Instrumentation. Measurements of source flow dimensions
as a function of time were obtained from video records. The bath
was illuminated for these observations using two 650 W quartz
lamps ~Color Tran, quartz king dual 650, Model 116-011!. The

Fig. 1 Sketch of the test apparatus for round nonbuoyant
starting jets, puffs, and interrupted jets in still environments

Fig. 2 Flow rate transients due to starting and stopping of the
source syringe pump
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appearance of the dye-containing injected source liquid was re-
corded as a function of time using a color video CCD camera
~Panasonic Model No. WV-CL 352!. This camera has a 6823492
pixel array ~yielding a resolution of 0.5 mm per pixel! with an
8-bit dynamic range, and a 12 mm focal length3f1.8 lens~WV
aspherical-LA/208!. Color still photographs of the flows were also
obtained with a Nikon FM2 camera having an 85 mm focal length
3f1.4 lens and using conventional Fuji-color film.

The video records were analyzed to provide the maximum
mean streamwise penetration distance~taken as the average of the
largest streamwise distance of injected source liquid from the jet
exit!, the mean maximum radial penetration distance as a function
of time from the start of injection, and the mean radial penetration
distance of the jet-like portion of these flows as a function of
distance from the jet exit. These mean values were obtained by
averaging the results of ten separate tests at a particular jet exit
condition. Experimental uncertainties~95 percent confidence! of
the various measurements of the video records were as follows:
less than 7 percent for times from the start of injection, less than
8 percent for mean maximum streamwise penetration distances
and less than 15 percent for mean maximum radial penetration
distances. The experimental uncertainties of the streamwise and
radial penetration distances were largely governed by sampling
errors due to the irregular turbulent boundaries of the present tur-
bulent source liquid flows.

Test Conditions. The test conditions for the present round
nonbuoyant turbulent starting jets, puffs, and interrupted jets are
summarized in Table 1. The test conditions involved jet exit di-
ameters of 3.2 and 6.4 mm, jet exit Reynolds numbers of 3000–
12,000, various amounts of injected liquids for puffs and inter-
rupted jets comprising liquid columns having the same diameter
as the jet exit and lengths in the range 30–191 source diameters,
dimensionless streamwise penetration distances, (xp2x0)/d, of
0–140, and characteristic flow times,tu0 /d, in the range
0–17,300.

Theoretical Methods
A parameter that is useful for estimating when nonbuoyant tur-

bulent flows from steady and interrupted sources become self-
preserving is the distance from the virtual origin normalized by
the source diameter, (x2x0)/d @17#. This parameter measures the
distance needed to modify distributions of mean and fluctuating
properties from conditions within a passage to conditions in an
unbounded flow~e.g., to eliminate source disturbances!. Past work
with steady round turbulent buoyant plumes suggests (x2x0)/d

.80 for self-preserving conditions, see@17# and references cited
therein. On the other hand, Sangras and Faeth@23# observed self-
preserving behavior for turbulent round nonbuoyant starting jets
and puffs and buoyant starting plumes and thermals at distances
greater than 20–30 source diameters from the source. It is known
that the properties observed~e.g., distributions of mean quantities,
distributions of fluctuating quantities, power spectral densities,
etc.! can have a considerable influence on conditions where self-
preserving behavior is observed@17,18#; nevertheless, the differ-
ences between the observations of Dai et al.@17,18#and Sangras
and Faeth@23# concerning conditions where self-preserving be-
havior is observed for round nonbuoyant and buoyant turbulent
flows should be resolved.

Assuming that the flow is within the self-preserving region,
expressions for the streamwise penetration distance of the present
round turbulent flows from steady and interrupted sources are ei-
ther available from past work or are readily found using past
methods, see@1–3,5,6,9–12,16,26,27# and references cited
therein. The configurations of the present nonbuoyant flows for
these analyses are similar, as sketched in Fig. 3. Both steady and
interrupted sources are illustrated in Fig. 3, with the latter leading
to the formation of a puff or an interrupted jet. For present pur-
poses, lengthy source flows of puffs, initially yielding a starting
jet approaching self-preserving behavior, will be termed inter-
rupted jets.

Major assumptions for present considerations are similar to ear-
lier analyses to find self-preserving flow scaling: physical property
variations in the flows are assumed to be small, steady sources
start instantly and subsequently maintain constant source proper-
ties, interrupted sources start and stop instantly and maintain con-
stant source properties during the period of flow, and virtual ori-
gins in both distance,x0 , and time,td , are used to maximize
conditions where self-preserving behavior is observed. Finally, for
convenience, source properties are assumed to be uniform. This
last approximation is not a critical assumption, however, because
the details of the sources are not important within the self-
preserving region of the present flows; instead, conserved proper-
ties of the flows are adequately prescribed by mean source
properties.

Under these assumptions, the temporal variation of the maxi-
mum streamwise penetration distance can be expressed as follows
within the self-preserving regions of the present unsteady turbu-
lent flows:

~xp2x0!/d5Cx~~ t2td!/t* !n, (1)

where

t* 5d/u0 . (2)

The corresponding temporal variation of the maximum radial pen-
etration distance can be expressed most conveniently in terms of
the streamwise penetration distance, (xp2x0), as follows:

r p /~xp2x0!5Cr . (3)

The values ofCx , Cr , andn vary depending upon the particular
starting flow that is being considered. The values ofCx andCr are
best-fit empirical parameters of the self-preserving analyses and
will be considered later when the measurements are discussed.
The values ofn, however, follow from the requirements for self-
preserving flows and can be expressed as follows for the present
unsteady flows:

n51/2, nonbuoyant starting jets;
(4)

n51/4, nonbuoyant puffs or interrupted jets

Naturally, flows for puffs are identical to those for starting jets
until the source flow of the puff has been interrupted or stopped.
Thus, present consideration of puffs is mainly limited to times of
source-flow operation that are small compared to the minimum
times required to develop self-preserving starting jet behavior.

Table 1 Summary of test conditions for round nonbuoyant
turbulent starting jets, puffs, and interrupted jets
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Consideration of longer source operation times for puffs, or the
corresponding behavior of steady nonbuoyant turbulent jets after
termination of the source flow, was also undertaken, however, in
order to better understand the transition of a starting jet into a
puff, for conditions where the time of operation of the starting jet
was sufficiently long to achieve self-preserving starting jet behav-
ior. Such flows will be considered to be interrupted jets in the
following, as noted earlier.

Results and Discussion
Results for nonbuoyant starting jets, puffs and interrupted jets

~long puffs! are discussed in the following. Findings for starting
jets and puffs include visualization of the flow, correlation of mea-
sured streamwise penetration distances as a function of time with
the appropriate self-preserving scaling law from Eq.~1!, and cor-
relation of measured maximum radial penetration distances as a
function of time with the appropriate self-preserving scaling law
from Eq.~3!. Findings for interrupted jets, however, are limited to
correlation of measured streamwise penetration distances as a
function of time with the appropriate self-preserving scaling law
from Eq. ~1!. The ranges of test conditions, e.g., (xp2x0)/d, and
values ofn, Cx , and Cr of present and past studies of round
nonbuoyant turbulent starting jets are summarized in Table 2.
Similar information for round nonbuoyant turbulent puffs and in-
terrupted jets is summarized in Table 3.

Starting Nonbuoyant Jets. Video images of a typical round
nonbuoyant starting turbulent jet at various times after initiation
of the flow are illustrated in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the flow
boundary is relatively smooth near the jet exit but becomes rough-
ened and turbulent-like a few diameters from the jet exit at small
times after the start of injection. With increasing time, however,
the transition to a roughened surface shifts toward the jet exit, a
trend that has been observed by others for starting flows, see@3#.
The turbulent region of the flow extends from the transition con-
dition to the farthest streamwise penetration location of the non-
buoyant starting jet, which includes the vortex at the tip of the
flow that has been observed during most previous studies of this
flow, see Witze et al.@2#, Kato et al.@3#, Glezer et al.@12#, Max-
worthy @13,14#, and references cited therein. The flow radius is
seen to vary smoothly from the jet exit to the maximum radius
condition near the tip of the flow, in the jet-like region of the flow,
with no tendency to form a cap-like~or mushroom-cloud-like!

structure associated with the leading vortex~the image at 4530 ms
is somewhat untypical in this respect!. This behavior of the flow
radius is also similar to other observations of starting jets@3,4#.

Normalized streamwise penetration distances of starting jets are
plotted according to the self-preserving scaling of Eqs.~1! and~2!
in Fig. 5. Near-source penetration properties exhibit a variety of
behaviors depending on source properties, however, all the mea-
surements follow the self-preserving correlation reasonably well
at large dimensionless times, e.g., (t2td)u0 /d.100. These con-
ditions correspond to normalized streamwise penetration dis-
tances, (xp2x0)/d.30, which is much nearer to the source than
values of (x2x0)/d.100 needed to reach self-preserving behav-
ior for steady round buoyant turbulent plumes based on measured
mean concentration and velocity distributions@17,18#. A possible
explanation for these differences is the different fundamental sta-
bilities of starting and steady turbulent flows; another explanation
is that self-preserving behavior frequently is established at differ-
ent distances from the source depending on the property that is
observed@17,18#.

Normalized maximum radial penetration distances~near the jet
tip! of starting jets are plotted according to the self-preserving
scaling of Eq.~3! in Fig. 6. Note that more near-source points are
plotted for the radial penetration results appearing in Figs. 6–8

Table 2 Summary of properties of starting round nonbuoyant
turbulent jets a

Fig. 3 Sketches of round turbulent flows from starting jets and puffs
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than are shown in Fig. 5; these points are omitted from Fig. 5 to
reduce overlap and improve clarity. The normalized radial pen-
etration distance has relatively large values in the region nearest
the source where the measurements were made; such behavior is
expected, however, because this property becomes infinitely large
at the virtual origin. The normalized maximum radial penetration
distance decreases at first with increasing streamwise distance and
after reaching a minimum at (xp2x0)/d of 15–30, becomes rela-
tively constant in the self-preserving region where (xp2x0)/d
.30. For self-preserving conditions,r p /(xp2x0)5Cr50.16
from Table 2 which is shown on the plot for reference purposes.
This value is comparable to the outer boundary of steady round
turbulent jets based on measured distributions of mean velocities
and mixture fractions, see@28#. It is also evident from the jet
images illustrated in Fig. 4 that this value ofr p /(x2x0) is main-
tained along the sides of the jet within the self-preserving region.

A summary of existing measurements of the self-preserving
properties of nonbuoyant starting jets appears in Table 2. The
measurements of the streamwise penetration coefficient,Cx , by
Witze et al.@2#, Lahbabi et al.@29#, and the present study agree
within 23 percent of each other. The only measurements of the
radial penetration coefficient,Cr , have been performed by

Kouros et al.@1#, Rizk @30#, and the present study. Present values
of Cr are significantly larger than those of Kouros et al.@1# and
Rizk @30#, which is readily explained by noting that the range of
these measurements, (xp2x0)/d of 15–21, generally corresponds
to the region where flow radii are smaller than the present fully
self-preserving region for (xp2x0)/d.20– 30, see Fig. 6. An-
other possible reason for the differences between the present study
and the results of Kouros et al.@1# is the existence of non-uniform
source exit velocities in the study by Kouros et al.@1#. They also
observe separation of the starting vortex from the rest of the jet
which was not observed during the present study.

In addition to the streamwise and radial penetration coeffi-
cients,Cx and Cr , two additional parameters were measured to
help describe the structure of nonbuoyant starting jets. The first,
called the trailing jet radius, is plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the
streamwise distance. The starting nonbuoyant jet consists of a
starting vortex and a trailing jet. The starting vortex was assumed
to be circular with a radius given by the maximum radial penetra-
tion of the jet head. The portion of the jet behind this starting

Table 3 Summary of properties of round nonbuoyant turbu-
lent puffs, interrupted jets, and vortex rings a

Fig. 4 Visualization of a round turbulent nonbuoyant starting jet in a still environment „dÄ6.4 mm, u 0Ä460 mmÕs, and Re 0
Ä3000…

Fig. 5 Streamwise penetration distances of jets as a function
of time for round nonbuoyant turbulent starting jets in still
environments
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vortex was called the trailing jet~i.e., from the nozzle exit up to
this location!. The radius of the trailing jet was measured as a
function of the streamwise distance and time. As can be seen from
Fig. 7, the dimensionless trailing jet radius eventually reaches a
mean value ofr p /(x2x0) of 0.18 for (xp2x0)/d.30 and gener-
ally behaves similar to the jet tip radius. The scatter in the data is
due to the turbulent edges of the trailing jet.

The second additional parameter of interest for describing the
behavior of nonbuoyant starting jets was the steady state jet ra-
dius. The starting nonbuoyant jet was allowed to run for a while.
After the leading vortex has passed by, the turbulent jet becomes
steady or stationary. The radius of this jet was measured as a
function of streamwise distance and normalized to obtain values

of the reduced steady jet radius illustrated in Fig. 8. The reduced
steady state jet radius~the ordinate of Fig. 8!decreases with
streamwise distance much like the maximum radial penetration
distance and eventually settles down to a constant value of
r p /(x2x0) of 0.17 for (x2x0)/d.30, which is very close to the
trailing jet and maximum jet tip radii. This radial penetration dis-
tance is comparable to steady state jet radii measured during ear-
lier studies, see@28# and references cited therein. It should be
noted the present radial penetration distances are visible radii and
are likely to be larger than thee21 radius based on reduction of
normalized distributions of velocities and concentrations of source
fluid that are mentioned in the literature. The starting turbulent jet
is not much wider than the steady state jet although there seems to
be a trend for the steady state jet to be narrower. The trailing jet
also seems to be very much like the steady state jet.

Nonbuoyant Puffs. Video images of a typical round non-
buoyant turbulent puff at various times after initiation of the flow
are illustrated in Fig. 9. The present observations of puffs are
qualitatively similar to earlier observations of thermals in the lit-
erature due to Scorer@31# and Turner@32#. The appearance of
flow in the early stages when the source flow is maintained is
naturally identical to the starting jet, as noted earlier. When the
source flow is terminated, however, the leading turbulent vortex
and the starting jet continue to penetrate into the still liquid with a
thin stem connecting the base of the interrupted jet to the source.
The stem continues to be stretched as the vortex and starting jet
move away from the jet exit but the fluid velocity within the stem
appears to be small and only a small fraction of the injected fluid
was associated with the stem for most of the test conditions con-
sidered during the present investigation. The main difference be-
tween the motion of the upper regions of a starting jet and a puff
is that the latter has a much smaller velocity once the source flow
has been interrupted, which is evident from the different scaling
rules of starting jets and puffs from Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~4!, e.g.,
xp;tn with n51/2 and 1/4 respectively for starting jets and puffs.
Another interesting difference between the behavior of starting
jets and puffs is that the properties of the latter are affected by the
amount of source fluid used to form the puff. Relatively large
amounts of source fluid, as in Fig. 9, yield a leading vortex fol-
lowed by an extended trailing jet-like region, whereas reduced
amounts of source fluid tend to reduce the extent of he trailing

Fig. 6 Radial penetration distances of jet tips as a function of
streamwise penetration distances for round nonbuoyant turbu-
lent starting jets in still environments

Fig. 7 Radial penetration distances of trailing jets as a func-
tion of streamwise penetration distances for round nonbuoyant
turbulent starting jets

Fig. 8 Radial penetration distances of jets as a function of
streamwise distances for steady turbulent round nonbuoyant
jets in still environments
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jet-like region, see@31#. In addition, continued penetration of the
puff implies continued increases in the volume of the leading
vortex; this causes the trailing jet to eventually be engulfed by the
leading vortex followed by continued dilution of the leading vor-
tex. Thus, there is significant potential for several different flow
regimes during both the development and eventual self-preserving
flow periods of the puff lifetime.

Normalized streamwise penetration distances of puffs are plot-
ted according to the self-preserving scaling of Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and
~4! in Fig. 10. Present measurements agree reasonably well with
self-preserving scaling of puffs for (t2td)u0 /d.100, and (xp
2x0)/d.20– 30, similar to the starting jet as long asQ0 /(A0d)
,127. Flows havingQ0 /(A0d)>127, however, have sufficient
time to approach self-preserving starting jet behavior~see Fig. 5!
which delays the onset of self-preserving behavior. These flows
really should be characterized as interrupted jets rather than puffs;
treatment of interrupted jets by adjusting the location of the virtual
origin will be discussed later. The different powers of the temporal
growth of puffs compared to the starting jets,n51/4 compared to
1/2, results in a much slower streamwise growth rate for puffs
because the momentum supplied by the source is interrupted. Fur-
thermore, there was no apparent change in self-preserving scaling
when the trailing wake became fully engulfed by the leading vor-
tex; this convenient state of affairs occurs, no doubt, because the
self-preserving scaling of starting vortices and puffs as a function
of time is the same, see@12,15#.

A puff does not have any organized pattern of vorticity at in-
jection. This is how it differs from a vortex ring. Puffs usually
have been generated by placing a mesh/gauze at the exit of the
injector to smooth out any existing flow patterns. This was not
found to be necessary in the present tests because the flow at the
jet exit corresponded to a fully developed turbulent pipe flow and
was reasonably turbulent and disturbed. However, in spite of the
differences between the structure and mechanism of growth of
puffs and vortex rings, they follow the same scaling laws given by
Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~4!, as noted earlier.

Normalized maximum radial penetration distances for puffs are
plotted according to the self-preserving scaling of Eq.~3! in Fig.
11. As before, more near-source points are plotted for the radial
penetration results appearing in Fig. 11 than are shown in Fig. 10;
these points are omitted from Fig. 10 to reduce overlap and im-
prove clarity. The behavior here is qualitatively similar to results
for the starting jet illustrated in Fig. 6; the main difference is that
the normalized maximum radial penetration distance in the self-
preserving region is larger for puffs than starting jets, e.g.,
r p /(xp2x0)5Cr50.18 compared to 0.16. These radial penetra-
tion distances for puffs and jets are comparable to results for

buoyant thermals and plumes, however, from Sangras and Faeth
@23#, e.g.,r p /(xp2x0)50.22 and 0.20, for thermals and plumes,
respectively.

A summary of the properties measured during present and past
studies of puffs, interrupted jets and vortex rings is given in Table
3. Grigg and Stewart@9# has been the only study, other than the
present, that reports values ofCx , and this value differs from the
present measurements by about 50 percent. This difference is
probably explained by the relatively small source Reynolds num-
ber and modest distances from the source where the measure-
ments of Grigg and Stewart@9# were made compared to the
present measurements. The present radial penetration distances
were measured and these results are also smaller than earlier mea-
surements of Richards@10# and Kovasznay et al.@11# as shown in
Table 3; a possible explanation for this behavior is that the earlier
studies did not extend far enough from the source to reach self-
preserving conditions. In addition, the characteristics of the puffs
are likely to depend onQ0 /(A0d) values, which is a measure of
the amount of fluid used to form the puff, and the effect of this

Fig. 9 Visualization of a round turbulent nonbuoyant puff in a still environment „dÄ6.4 mm, u 0Ä930 mmÕs, Re 0Ä6000,
Q0 Õ„A 0d …Ä50…

Fig. 10 Streamwise penetration distances of puffs as a func-
tion of time for round nonbuoyant turbulent puffs in still
environments
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parameter has only been studied to a limited degree thus far. Fi-
nally, theCx value for a vortex ring reported by Glezer and Coles
@12# is unusually large,Cx532; the reasons for this unusually
large value ofCx clearly merit consideration in view of existing
observations of puffs.

Nonbuoyant Interrupted Jets. Normalized streamwise pen-
etration distances of interrupted jets~denoted~I!! are plotted ac-
cording to the self-preserving scaling of Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~4! in
Fig. 12, along with results for starting jets (Q0 /(A0d)5`) al-
ready shown in Fig. 5. Also note that the present results for inter-
rupted jets are included in Fig. 10, along with the results for puffs.
In this case,Q0 /(A0d)5159– 191 for the interrupted jets, so that
the starting jet phase actually reached self-preserving behavior for
nonbuoyant starting jets andt1/2 scaling is achieved for a time.
The flow to the starting jets was terminated at a values of dimen-
sionless time of roughly 200. Then after a transition period, the
flow proceeds according to thet1/4 scaling expected for self-
preserving puffs. Naturally, this period of transition is an excep-
tion to the observation that self-preserving behavior is observed
for these flows at distances greater than 20–30 source diameters
from the source. The net effect of this transition is to eventually
achieve self-preserving puff behavior but with a virtual origin that
is significantly displaced downstream from the source exit com-
pared to puffs that do not have enough source fluid to reach self-
preserving starting jet behavior. Thus, the boundary between puff
and interrupted jet behavior can be conveniently defined by a
transition of the virtual origin, as discussed next.

In order to resolve the behavior of displaced virtual origins with
increasing amounts of injected fluid for interrupted jets, the loca-
tion of the virtual origins are plotted as a function of the volume
of injected fluid represented by the number of passage lengths of
injected fluid,Q0 /(A0d), in Fig. 13. All data for puffs and inter-
rupted jets obtained during the present investigation are shown in
this figure. For small values of injected fluid, there is little influ-
ence of injected fluid volume on the location of the virtual origin
~i.e.,Q0 /(A0d) of up to roughly 120!and flows in this region can
be conveniently defined as puffs. For large injected volumes, how-
ever, the virtual origin progressively increases as the injected vol-
ume increases and flows in this region are best described as inter-
rupted jets. This behavior is easily explained when the injection

times exceed times required for achieving self-preserving jet be-
havior for starting jets. At long times, however, the finite quantity
of fluid injected by an interrupted jet dominates flow properties
and transition to puff behavior is eventually completed at dis-
tances that are large compared to the location of the virtual origin.

Conclusions
The temporal development of round nonbuoyant turbulent start-

ing jets, puffs and interrupted jets was studied both theoretically
and experimentally. Conditions far from the source were empha-
sized where effects of source disturbances are lost, where the con-
served properties of the flow control flow structure and where
self-preserving behavior is approximated. The test conditions con-
sisted of dye-containing fresh water sources injected into still
fresh water with injector passage length/diameter ratios of 50 and

Fig. 11 Radial penetration distances of puffs as a function of
streamwise penetration distances for round nonbuoyant turbu-
lent puffs in still environments

Fig. 12 Streamwise penetration distances as a function of
time for round nonbuoyant turbulent starting „Q0 Õ„A 0d …Ä`…

and interrupted „I… jets in still environments

Fig. 13 Virtual origin locations of interrupted jets as a function
of injected liquid volume for round nonbuoyant turbulent puffs
and interrupted jets in still environments
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100 and other conditions as follows: jet exit diameters of 3.2 and
6.4 mm, jet exit Reynolds numbers of 3000–12,000, volume of
injected fluid for puffs and interrupted jets of 30–191 passage
diameters long and penetration lengths up to 140 source diam-
eters. The major conclusions of the study are as follows:

1. The flows became turbulent near the jet exit, at distances of
0–5 source diameters; although near-source behavior varied
significantly with source properties, self-preserving behavior
was generally observed at distances greater than 20–30
source diameters from the source.

2. Within the self-preserving region, the dimensionless penetra-
tion distance, (xp2x0)/d, generally varied as a function of
time in agreement with self-preserving predictions. This im-
plies that the maximum penetration distance varied as a
function of time to the following powers: 1/2 for nonbuoyant
starting jets and 1/4 for nonbuoyant puffs.

3. Within the self-preserving region, the normalized maximum
radius of the flow generally grew as a function of time in the
same manner as the normalized penetration distance. This
implies the following normalized values of maximum flow
radius, r p /(xp2x0): 0.16 for nonbuoyant starting jets and
0.18 for nonbuoyant puffs. These maximum radii were ob-
served at the position of the leading vortex.

4. For dimensionless source quantities ofQ0 /(A0d)5120 and
greater, self-preserving starting jet behavior is reached be-
fore the source flow is interrupted. This flow eventually un-
derwent transition to self-preserving puff behavior which ex-
hibited a virtual source that was displaced considerably
downstream from conditions where source quantities of the
puffs were small; i.e., the virtual origin progressively in-
creases as the injected volume increases, see Fig. 13. This
transition period clearly is an exception of self-preserving
behavior at distances larger than 20–30 source diameters
from the source that were observed for the other flows con-
sidered during this investigation. The virtual origin for puffs
for Q0 /(A0d) less than 120, however, was independent of
the injected fluid
volume.
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Nomenclature

A0 5 source cross sectional area
Cr 5 radial penetration coefficient, Eq.~3!
Cx 5 streamwise penetration coefficient, Eq.~1!

d 5 source diameter
L 5 source passage length
n 5 time exponent, Eq.~4!

Q0 5 volume of injected source fluid
Q̇0 5 volumetric rate of injection of source fluid
Re0 5 source Reynolds number,u0d/v0

r 5 radial distance
t 5 time

t* 5 self-preserving time scale, Eqs.~1! and ~4!
u 5 streamwise velocity
x 5 streamwise distance
v 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density

Subscripts

d 5 delay
max 5 maximum value

p 5 maximum penetration location
stop 5 effective end of source flow

0 5 initial or virtual origin value
` 5 ambient value
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Transient Coupled Radiation and
Conduction in a Three-Layer
Composite With Semitransparent
Specular Interfaces and Surfaces
Transient coupled radiative and conductive heat transfer in a three-layer absorbing and
isotropically scattering composite with semitransparent specular interfaces and surfaces
is investigated. The transient energy equation is solved by the full implicit control-volume
method in combination with spectral band model. The radiative heat source term is
calculated by the radiative transfer coefficients (RTCs), which are deduced by the ray
tracing method in combination with Hottel and Sarofim’s zonal method (Hottel H. C., and
Sarofim A. F., 1967, Radiative Transfer, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York). The
effects of extinction coefficient, refractive index, and scattering albedo etc., on coupled
heat transfer are studied under radiative and convective boundary conditions. The effect
of isolating space on coupled heat transfer and the appearance of temperature peaks
within the composite are investigated. It is found that temperature peaks also appear in
the inner parts of an inhomogeneous semitransparent medium layer even though there is
no convection cooling on the surfaces. This occurs when the absorbing coefficient of inner
parts is higher than that of the parts close to the surfaces, and the two surfaces are
semitransparent and subjected to an external radiation.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1418699#

Keywords: Composites, Conduction, Heat Transfer, Participating Media, Radiation,
Transient

1 Introduction
In recent years, many researchers investigated transient coupled

radiation and conduction heat transfer in a two-layer or multi-
layer semitransparent composite. Gilpin et al.@1# presented a the-
oretical energy transfer model for the radiative transfer process
within ice. Ignoring scattering and interface reflection, Tsai and
Nixon @2# investigated transient coupled heat transfer in a multi-
layer semitransparent composite with diffuse surfaces by the
Runge-Kutta method in combination with the finite difference
method. For a multi-layer absorbing-emitting composite with dif-
fuse surfaces, using the finite variational-grid difference method,
Timoshenko and Trener@3# analyzed radiative heat transfer under
the condition of each layer being separated from another. Ho and
Özisik @4,5# investigated transient coupled heat transfer in a two-
layer isotropically scattering gray composite by the Galerkin
method in combination with the finite difference technique. They
considered the opaque surfaces and the unit refractive index value
of each layer. Song and Viskanta@6# studied experimentally and
numerically the melting and removal process of ice from a plastic
slab by radiation heating. Siegel and Spuckler used diffuse ap-
proximate method and two-flux method in combination with
Green’s function to study steady and transient coupled heat trans-
fer in a two-layer@7,8# or a multi-layer@9# absorbing and isotro-
pically scattering semitransparent composite. Recently, Siegel
@10# studied transient coupled heat transfer in two isotropically
scattering gray layers with diffuse surfaces and separated by
vacuum or transparent gas.

Using the ray tracing method in combination with Hottel and
Sarofim’s zonal method@11#, Tan et al.@12# investigated the tran-
sient coupled heat transfer in a single absorbing and isotropically
scattering layer. They divided the radiative transfer process into

two subprocesses: emitting-attenuating-reflecting subprocess and
absorbing-scattering subprocess. By tracing the transfer process
layer by layer, Tan et al.@13# investigated the transient coupled
heat transfer in a two-layer absorbing and isotropically scattering
composite with semitransparent surfaces and interfaces.

The two-layer coupled heat transfer model has many restric-
tions for engineering application. For example, the optical win-
dow composed of two glass layers separated by vacuum or by air,
is typically a three-layer condition. Therefore, in this paper, the
transient coupled heat transfer in a three-layer absorbing and iso-
tropically scattering composite with semitransparent and specular
surfaces and interfaces is investigated. For multi-layer compos-
ites, it is difficult to trace layer by layer as Ref.@13# does. There-
fore one-layer and two-layer radiative intensity quotient transfer
models are put forward here to improve the tracing method. The
two models are very convenient for solving the RTCs for the
emitting-attenuating-reflecting subprocess in a three-layer com-
posite, and based on this, the RTCs for the absorbing-scattering
subprocess can be calculated. The radiative heat source term is
calculated by the radiative transfer coefficients, and the transient
energy equation is solved by the control volume method. With
external radiation and convection boundary conditions, the effects
of the refractive index, extinction coefficient, and the scattering
albedo etc., on coupled heat transfer are investigated.

2 Physical Model and Governing Equation

2.1 Physical Model. As shown in Fig. 1, a three-layer ab-
sorbing and isotropically scattering semitransparent composite is
located between two black surfacesS2` andS1` , which denote
the surroundings outside the two semitransparent boundary sur-
facesS1 andS2 . The temperatures ofS2` andS1` areT2` and
T1` , respectively. SurfacesS1 andS2 as well as interfacesP and
Q are semitransparent and specular. The optical and thermal prop-
erties of the medium differ in each layer. The thickness, refractive
index, and extinction coefficient of each layer areLb(b51,2,3),
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nb , andkb , respectively. The refractive indexes of the surround-
ings aren0 andn4 ~equal to the refractive index of airng!. Along
the thickness, the three layers can be divided intoM1 , M2 , and
M3 control volumes respectively.I 1 , I 2 , andI 3 are used to denote
the I th node in the first, second and third layer respectively. Let
Mt5M11M21M3 , then the total node number isMt
12(0,1, . . . ,Mt11) with node 0 locatingS1 and nodeMt11
locatingS2 . For convenience, all the nodes are denoted byi ex-
cept for the RTC expressions. Ifi<M1 , i represents the node in
the first layer andb51. If M1, i<M11M2 , i represents the (i
2M1)th node in the second layer and the subscriptb52. Analo-
gously, if M11M2, i<Mt , i represents the (i 2M12M2)th node
in the third layer and the subscriptb53. The parameters, such as
kb , ab , nb , andvb etc., change with the wavelength, and they
can be approximately expressed by a series of rectangular spectral
bands. The total spectral band number isNB.

2.2 Discrete Governing Equation. The full implicit dis-
crete energy equation of thei th control volume ofbth layer is

rbcbDxb~Ti
m112Ti

m!/Dt

5kie
m11~Ti 11

m112Ti
m11!/~dx! ie

2kiw
m11~Ti

m112Ti 21
m11!/~dx! iw1F i

r ,m11, (1)

where (dx) ie and (dx) iw represent the distances between nodesi
and i 11, and that between nodesi and i 21, respectively. For
one-dimensional problem, the radiative heat sourceF i

r of i th con-
trol volume is equal to the difference of radiative heat fluxes at
interfacesie and iw. When the boundary surfacesS1 andS2 are
semitransparent, the source term can be written as follows@14#:

F i
r5qie

r ~T!2qiw
r ~T!5qie

r ~T!2q~ i 21!e
r ~T!

5s(
k51

NB H(
j 51

Mt

@nj ,k
2 @VjVi #k,t2t

s Ak,Tj
Tj

42ni ,k
2 @ViVj #k,t2t

s Ak,Ti
Ti

4#

1@@S1`Vi #k,t2t
s Ak,T1`

T1`
4 2ni ,k

2 @ViS1`#k,t2t
s Ak,Ti

Ti
4#

1@@S2`Vi #k,t2t
s Ak,T2`

T2`
4 2ni ,k

2 @ViS2`#k,t2t
s Ak,Ti

Ti
4#J

1< i<Mt , (2)

where subscriptk denotes thekth spectral band.

3 RTCs for a Three-Layer Absorbing and Isotropi-
cally Scattering Semitransparent Composite

The RTC of element~surface or control volume! i versus ele-
ment j is defined as the quotient that is absorbed by elementj of
the radiative energy emitted by elementi. For the absorbing-
scattering semitransparent medium, the transfer process includes
~1! the radiative energy directly reaching elementj, ~2! the reflec-
tion by surfaces once or many times, and~3! the scattering by the
media once or many times. The transfer process of radiative en-
ergy in absorbing scattering media can be divided into two sub-
processes@12#: ~1! emitting-attenuating-reflecting subprocess, for
which the RTCs are presented by (SuSv)k,t2t

s , (SuVi)k,t2t
s ,

(ViSu)k,t2t
s , and (ViVj )k,t2t

s ; ~2! absorbing-scattering subprocess,
for which the RTCs are presented by@SuSv#k,t2t

s , @SuVi #k,t2t
s ,

@ViSu#k,t2t
s , and@ViVj #k,t2t

s .
The specular reflectivity is calculated by the method used in

Ref. @15#, where Siegel divided the unpolarized radiative inci-
dence into two equal, parallel and perpendicular components. And
corresponding to the two components, the reflectivity is classified
as parallel and perpendicular components, respectively, as shown
in Appendix A.1.3.

3.1 RTCs for Emitting-Attenuating-Reflecting Subprocess.
One-layer and two-layer basic radiative intensity transfer models
are presented in Appendix A, where symbolsF and E, respec-
tively, represent the radiative intensity quotient transfer functions
of the two models. For example,EP2,2;3,k

Q3 denotes the ratio ofkth

spectral band radiative intensity emitted byP2 to the amount ar-
riving at Q3 during the transfer process, in which the radiative
intensity is reflected, attenuated by the second and the third layers
for such many times that it can finally be ignored~almost to be
zero!. The ratio relates to the second and the third layers as well as
their interfacesP2 , Q2 , Q3 , andS2 , but it doesn’t relate to the
other layer and interfaces. The subscriptP2 denotes the emitting
surface; the superscriptQ3 denotes the receiving surface, and the
subscript ‘‘2;3’’ denotes that the two-layer model is composed of
the second and the third layers.

The total (Mt12)(Mt12) RTCs of the three-layer composite
can be classified into (number of layer12)2525 categories and in
theory, the following relations should be satisfied:

Fig. 1 Physical model of a three-layer semitransparent composite
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Fifteen of the 25 categories are listed in Appendix B, and the other
ten can be obtained from Eq.~3!.

The detailed deductive process of RTC (VI 1
VI 2

)k,t2t
s is exem-

plified as following. For convenience, the subscriptk is omitted in
the deduction. As shown in Fig. 2, three basic radiative intensity
transfer models are employed, which are the one-layer model
composed of the first layer, the one-layer model composed of the
second layer, and the two-layer model composed of the second
and the third layers.

1 The total quotient of the radiative intensity emitted byVI 1

and finally arriving atP1
a In the first layer, the quotient of the radiative intensity

emitted byVI 1
at angleu and arriving atP1 for the first

transfer process is expressed asx15FVI 1

P1 .

b g(u)12 part of the above quotient penetrates into the two-
layer model from interfaceP. After transferring in the two-
layer model, a quotient ofx1g(u)12EP2,2;3

P2 reaches inter-

face P2 , then g(u)21 part of the quotient returns
into the first layer. And then after transferring again
in the first layer, the quotient of the intensity arriving
at P1 for the second time becomes x2

5x1g(u)12EP2,2;3
P2 g(u)21FP1

P1.

c Repeat step 2, the quotient of the radiative intensity
arriving at P1 for the third time can be obtained, which
is x35x2g(u)12EP2,2;3

P2 g(u)21FP1

P1, . . . . Where x1 ,x2 ,

x3 , . . . , is an infinite geometric series with a common
ratio b35g(u)12EP2,2;3

P2 g(u)21FP1

P1 (b3,1). So, the total

quotient of the intensity emitted byVI 1
and finally arriving

at P1 is derived asx5( i 51
` xi5FVI 1

P1 /(12b3).

2 Similarly, the total quotient of the radiative intensity emitted
by VI 1

at angleu and finally reachingQ3 can be expressed as

y5(
i51

`

yi5S(
i51

`

xiDg ~u!12EP2,2;3
Q3 5FVI 1

P1 g~u!12EP2,2;3
Q3 /~12b3!

3 Parts of the total quotientsx and y, denoted byg(u)12 and
g(u)32, respectively, penetrate into the second layer. Apply-
ing the one-layer model function to the second layer, then the
final quotient of the radiative intensity emitted byVI 1

and
finally attenuated byVI 2

can be expressed as

G5xg~u!12FP2

VI 21yg~u!32FQ2

VI 2

5 S FVI 1

P1 g~u!12FP2

VI 21FVI 1

P1 g~u!12EP2,2;3
Q3 g~u!32FQ2

VI 2D Y ~12b3!

(4)

The transmissivityg~u! and reflectivityr~u! in Eq. ~4! are func-
tions of the parallel and the perpendicular components, as shown
in Appendix A.1.3. So, corresponding to the two components, the
attenuation quotientG can be divided into two parallel and the
perpendicular componentsG i and G' . Therefore, for the inci-
dence of an unpolarized radiative intensity, the total attenuation
quotient can finally be expressed as (G i1G')/2. Then by integrat-
ing the equation over the hemispherical space, the RTC
(VI 1

VI 2
)k,t2t

s can be solved. The integrating limits are closely re-
lated to the total reflection, and so they are related to the relative
magnitude of the refractive indexes of the layers. The three inte-
grating results for different relative relations of the refractive in-
dexes are presented below.

a Whenn1,n2,n3 ,

~VI 1
VI 2

!k,t2t
s 5E

0

u1g

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u1g

p/2

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu (5a)

b Whenn2,n1,n3 ,

~VI 1
VI 2

!k,t2t
s 5E

0

u1g

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u1g

u12

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu (5b)

c Whenn1.n2.n3 ,

~VI 1
VI 2

!k,t2t
s 5E

0

u1g

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u1g

u13

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u13

u12

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu (5c)

In Eq. ~4!, the values ofg~u! and r~u! may change if total
reflection occurs, so this causesG to be an incontinuous function
with respect to the variableuP@0,p/2#. But if the integrating re-
gion @0,p/2# is divided into many integrating intervals according
to the values of critical angles arranged from small to large, then
G becomes a continuous function within any of the intervals and
differs from each other within different intervals. For example, in
Eq. ~5b!, the integrating region@0,p/2# is divided into three inter-

Fig. 2 Evaluation sketch map of RTC „VI1
VI2

…k ,tÀt
s
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vals of @0,u1g#, @u1g ,u12# and @u12,p/2#, and *u12

p/2(G i

1G')sinu cosudu50 because of the total reflection.
Because the arrangement of refractive index is very complex

for a three-layer composite, only the RTCs forn2,n1,n3 are
presented in Appendix B. For other arrangements, however, the
function G in each RTC formulation is of the same form but of
different integrating limits, as shown in Eq.~5!. If a criterion is
defined as that in Appendix A.1.3, and the integrating limits are
arranged from small to large according to the values of the critical
angles, all the expressions in Appendix B can fit the cases with
other refractive index arrangement as well.

3.2 RTCs for Absorbing-Scattering Subprocess. The
RTCs deduced above only validate for an absorbing-emitting
composite. For an absorbing and isotropically scattering compos-

ite, however, the quotient of radiative energy represented by RTCs
(SuSv)k,t2t

s , (SuVi)k,t2t
s , etc., will be redistributed. For conve-

nience, subscriptsk, t2t and superscripts are omitted in follow-
ing deduction, and subscripta is introduced to denote the absorp-
tion quotient.

Let h i512v i , and notice that only the media scatters but the
surfaces and interfaces don’t. The isotropically scattering effect
can be considered as follows~Take @ViVj # as an example!. After

the first scattering,@ViVj #a
1st

5(ViVj )h j . After the second scatter-

ing, @ViVj #a
2nd

5@ViVj #a
1st

1( l 251
Mt (ViVl 2

)v l 2
(Vl 2

Vj )h j . After the

third scattering,

@ViVj #a
3rd

5@ViVj #a
2nd

1( l 251
Mt ~ViVl 2

!v l 2
@( l 351

Mt ~Vl 2
Vl 3

!v l 3
~Vl 3

Vj !h j #.

Then, by induction, after thenth scattering,

@ViVj #a
nth

5@ViVj #a
~n21!th

1 (
l 251

Mt

~ViVl 2
!v l 2H (

l 351

Mt

~Vl 2
Vl 3

!v l 3H (
l 451

Mt

~Vl 3
Vl 4

!v l 4
. . . H (

l n2151

Mt

~Vl n22
Vl n21

!v l n21F (l n51

Mt

~Vl n21
Vl n

!v l n
~Vl n

Vj !h j G J J J .

(6a)

The deducing process of the rest RTCs@SuSv#, @SuVi #, and@ViSu# is similar, so after thenth scattering,

@SuVj #a
nth

5@SuVj #a
~n21!th

1 (
l 251

Mt

~SuVl 2
!v l 2H (

l 351

Mt

~Vl 2
Vl 3

!v l 3H (
l 451

Mt

~Vl 3
Vl 4

!v l 4
. . . H (

l n2151

Mt

~Vl n22
Vl n21

!v l n21F (l n51

Mt

~Vl n21
Vl n

!v l n
~Vl n

Vj !h j G J J J
(6b)

@ViSu#a
nth

5@ViSu#a
~n21!th

1 (
l 251

Mt

~ViVl 2
!v l 2H (

l 351

Mt

~Vl 2
Vl 3

!v l 3H (
l 451

Mt

~Vl 3
Vl 4

!v l 4
. . . H (

l n2151

Mt

~Vl n22
Vl n21

!v l n21F (l n51

Mt

~Vl n21
Vl n

!v l n
~Vl n

Su!G J J J
(6c)

@SuSv#a
nth

5@SuSv#a
~n21!th

1 (
l 251

Mt

~SuVl 2
!v l 2H (

l 351

Mt

~Vl 2
Vl 3

!v l 3H (
l 451

Mt

~Vl 3
Vl 4

!v l 4
. . . H (

l n2151

Mt

~Vl n22
Vl n21

!v l n21F (l n51

Mt

~Vl n21
Vl n

!v l n
~Vl n

Sv!G J J J ,

(6d)

where subscriptsu,v52` or 1`.
In fact, before calculating the RTCs for the absorbing-scattering

subprocess, the RTCs for the emitting-attenuating-reflecting sub-
process must be first normalized as follows.

~ViVj !* 5~ViVj !/~4kbDxb! ViPbth layer (7a)

~ViSu!* 5~ViSu!/~4kbDxb! ViPbth layer (7b)

~SuVi !* 5~SuVi ! (7c)

~SuSv!* 5~SuSv!, (7d)

where superscript ‘‘* ’’ denotes the normalized values, and sub-
scripts i , j 51;Mt . The inverse operation will be done after the
calculation of thenth scattering.

3.3 Validation of RTCs and Numerical Method. In
theory, the correctness of RTCs can be validated by Eq.~3! and
the following equations:

(
j 51

Mt

~ViVj !k,t2t
s 1~ViS2`!k,t2t

s 1~ViS1`!k,t2t
s 54kb,kDxb

ViPbth layer (8a)

~S2`S2`!k,t2t
s 1(

j 51

Mt

~S2`Vj !k,t2t
s 1~S2`S1`!k,t2t

s 51

(8b)

~S1`S2`!k,t2t
s 1(

j 51

Mt

~S1`Vj !k,t2t
s 1~S1`S2`!k,t2t

s 51.

(8c)

Equation~3! and Eq.~8! are examined during our calculation, and
they are satisfied. This proves that the RTC expressions are correct
in theory.
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The radiative heat source termF i
r is a nonlinear function of

temperature, so it should be linearized by Patankar method@16#:

F i
r ,m,n115F i

r ,m,n1~dF i
r /dTi !

m,n~Ti
m,n112Ti

m,n!

5Sci
m,n111Spi

m,n11Ti
m,n11, (9)

where superscriptn andn11 denote thenth and (n11)th iterative
calculation, respectively;Sci represents the constant part ofF i

r ;
Spi is the modulus ofTi , andSp<0 @14#. By solving the linear-
ized equations by tri-diagonal matrix algorithm~TDMA!, the tem-
peratures of all nodes can be evaluated.

The RTC expressions, such as Eq.~5!, are numerically calcu-
lated by a 30-point improved Gaussian quadrature scheme. Except
for special indication, the precision (eps0) chosen for the
Gaussian quadrature scheme iseps051028 in the following
calculations.

The solution is assumed to converge at each time step,m, when,
for each node, the difference in temperatures between iterationsn,
andn11 satisfiesuTi

m,n112Ti
m,nu,1025 K. A constant time step

Dt5t/100 orDt* 5t* /100 is applied. The field of temperature is
assumed to be stabilized when the difference of the temperatures
between two time stepsm and m11 satisfiesuTi

m11,n f2Ti
m,n fu

,1025 K at each node. Here, the superscriptn f designates the
final iterative solution.

In all calculations, the convergence of the solution with respect
to the grid size is also assured. The node number of each layerMb
is chosen until the total heat flux and the temperature at each node
almost reaches a constant value, as shown in Table 1.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Comparison With Ref. †15‡. Siegel @15# investigated
the effects of refractive index, specular and diffuse surfaces on

radiative heat transfer in an isothermal layer. Using a three spec-
tral band model: ak520, 400, 10000 m21, for l50;2.7,
2.7;4.4, 4.4;`mm respectively, he considered the radiative
cooling in detail. As shown in Fig. 3, the dotted lines are the
results of Ref.@15# with respect to specular reflection, and the
solid lines are the results of this paper. The calculating parameters
are as following: T2`5T1`5300 K, Tr5T0 , L15L3

50.0025 m,L2510210 m, andM15M25M351. The other cor-
responding parameters of the three layers are the same. The initial
temperatureT0 and refractive index values are presented in the
figure. And then the temperature resultT1(5T3) of this paper is
equivalent to the temperature of an isothermal layer. As shown in
Fig. 3, the solid lines agree very well with the dotted lines. This
proves that the specular model presented in this paper is correct.

4.2 Effect of Isolating Space on Transient Coupled Heat
Transfer. The three-layer model can be applied to investigate
the condition that two layers are separated by a vacuum space.
Assume the conductivity and specific heat capacity of the second
layer to be infinitesimal, such as 102100, the optical thickness to
be chosen ast251028 with the thicknessL25L15L350.01 m,
and letn251, then the second layer actually is a vacuum space.
Assuming thath2 is an infinite, such ash251010 W m22 K21,

Fig. 3 Radiative heat transfer in an isothermal layer with
specular surfaces

Fig. 4 Heat transfer in two semitransparent layers separated
by vacuum space: „a… temperature distributions; and „b… heat
fluxes at steady state

Table 1 Effect of control volume number on dimensionless
temperature and heat flux at steady state
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then the temperature of the surfaceS2 is a constant valueTS2

5Tg2 . The other calculating parameters aren151.8, n351.5,
k15k35500 m21, v15v350, or 0.9,h15200 W m22 K21, N1

5N350.07,r1c15r3c35105 J m23 K21, T05Tr51000 K, T2`
5T1`5300 K, andTg15Tg251000 K. The temperature distri-
bution and heat flux results are presented in Fig. 4~a! and Fig.
4~b!, in which the solid lines are forv15v350, and the dashed
lines are forv15v350.9.

The number of control volumes of each sublayer is chosen as
M15M25M35100, which can make enough precision for the
calculation, as shown in Table 1. The precision for Gaussian
quadrature scheme is chosen aseps051025, with which the
maximal absolute error for Eq.~3! and Eq. ~8! is about 4.0
31028, and this is precise enough for the calculations.

As shown in Fig. 4~a!, in the early stage of the process, the
region influenced by convective boundary condition is only a very
small part adjacent to the surface, while that affected by the ra-
diative boundary condition is all over the composite because the
radiative transfer rate is much greater than the conductive diffu-
sion rate. Therefore, under the coupling effect of the radiative
cooling and the convective heating on both surfaces, two mini-
mum temperatures appear in the first and the third layer. With the
evolution of the process, the intensive convection heating on the
right surface not only results in a constant high temperature of the
surface but also overcomes the effect of the radiative cooling and
causes the minimum temperature to disappear in the third layer.
For the first layer, however, when the media don’t scatter~solid
lines!, the convection heating on the left surface is not strong
enough to overcome the cooling effect of the radiation, and the
minimum temperature remains until the steady state is reached;
when the media scatters~dashed lines!, the radiative cooling effect
decreases, and the minimum temperature may disappear with the
evolution of the process.

The abrupt change of the thermal properties on both sides of
each interface causes the temperature to change abruptly therein.
The temperature gradients in the first and the third layers tend to
be zero at the two interior interfaces~Fig. 4~a!!. This indicates that
there is no conductive heat flux passing through the interfaces, as
shown in Fig. 4~b!. It should be pointed out that the temperature
distributions of the vacuum space shown in Fig. 4~a! are just
linking lines, and its effects on the temperature distributions of the
first and the third layers are equivalent to those of vacuum. When
the media scatter, as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 4~a!, the
temperatures of surfaceS1 and its nearby regions become higher
and the central temperatures become lower.

As shown in Fig. 4~b!, the emitting capacity of the third layer is
stronger than that of the first layer because of its higher tempera-
ture, so a negative heat flux passes through the composite at the
steady state. Within the vacuum space, there is no conductive heat
flux but a constant negative radiative heat flux. This agrees with
the vacuum assumptions. The dimensionless steady heat flux is
q̃t520.07706 for the solid lines, and that isq̃t520.04356 for
the dashed lines.

4.3 Effect of Inhomogeneous Properties of Medium on
Temperature Distribution. In infrared heating technology,
sometimes it is discovered by experiment that the inner tempera-
ture of the heated material is higher than that of the surfaces
although no inner heat source exists there@17#.

The influence of evaporation and transfer of moisture within the
material on temperature distribution is ignored in following analy-
sis because this effect is similar to those caused by conduction and
convection, that is, only the nearby regions are influenced. When
there are no inner heat sources in the infrared heated material, the
external energy transferred by coupled conduction, convection
and moisture transfer can only penetrate into the material layer by
layer from the surface, and the temperature decreases gradually
along the transfer path. As for the semitransparent spectral bands,

however, by radiation transfer, the energy can penetrate into any
region of the material rapidly from the surfaces, and this may
cause the maximum temperature to appear in the position where
the maximum amount of energy accumulates.

It is pointed out in Ref.@18# that for the coupled conductive and
radiative heat transfer, the main cause for a temperature peak ap-
pearing in a material with homogeneous property is radiation. It is
also pointed that four conditions have to be satisfied simulta-
neously:~1! the medium being semitransparent;~2! the boundary
surfaces being semitransparent;~3! the surfaces being subjected to
external radiation;~4! the heated surface being cooled by sur-
rounding convection.

Further analyzing, for an inhomogeneous medium, if the ab-
sorption coefficient of the inner regions are greater than those of
the outer regions, the inner regions will absorb more radiative
energy. Under this condition, can the temperature peak appear
even though the surfaces are not cooled by convection? A two-
layer semitransparent medium model has been employed in Ref.
@13# to investigate this problem. The investigation showed that,
for a two-layer composite, a temperature peak would appear if the

Fig. 5 Effect of extinction coefficient on temperature peaks
when v1Äv2Äv3Ä0: „a… extinction coefficient k1 ; and „b… ex-
tinction coefficient k3
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absorption coefficient of the second layer were greater than that of
the first layer even though the heated surfaces were not cooled by
convection.

When the physical properties of the three layers are different,
the three-layer composite is equivalent to a single semitransparent
layer with inhomogeneous physical properties. The temperature
peak phenomenon is studied further here when the surfaces are
not cooled by convection, and the results are shown in Figs. 5–8.

The common calculating parameters areh15h2

50 W m22 K21, T2`51200 K, T1`5T05300 K, Tr51000 K,
L15L35L2/350.005 m, r1c15r2c25r3c3 , and M15M2/3
5M3550.

Taking the case ofn15n25n351.1, v15v25v350, N1

5N25N350.006, k155 m21, k2560 m21, and k35500 m21

as a reference working condition, the effects of extinction coeffi-
cient, thermal conductivity, refractive index, and scattering albedo
on temperature peaks are investigated as follows.

The effect ofk1 on temperature peaks is shown in Fig. 5~a!.
The solid lines denote the reference working condition withk1

55 m21; the dashed lines are for the case ofk1560 m21, and the
dash-dot lines are for the case ofk15150 m21. As shown by the
solid line, two obvious temperature peaks appear in the second
and the third layers during the transient course, and the two tem-
perature peaks are just about the maximum temperatures in the
composite. For this condition, there isk1,k2,k3 , so, when the
radiative energy emitted byS2` traversesS1 and transfers along
the thickness, the first layer absorbs a little of the radiative energy
because of the smallk1(55 m21) andL1 , and lots of the radia-
tive energy reaches the second layer and is absorbed intensively
by the layer because of the biggerk2(560 m21). This causes the
first peak temperature to appear near the interfaceP in the second
layer. When the radiative energy transfers through the second
layer, it is attenuated gradually, so the temperatures in the second
layer decrease gradually along the thickness. But when the rest
radiative energy reaches the third layer, it is intensively absorbed
once again by the layer because of the biggestk3(5500 m21),
and this causes the second temperature peak to appear near the
interface Q in the third layer. We can foresee that the second
temperature peak will be bigger than the first temperature peak if
the k3 is big enough andk2 small enough. Ifk1>k2 and k2
,k3 , as shown by the dashed and dash-dot lines, only one tem-
perature peak appears in the third layer. But it is not always the
maximum temperature in the composite; the maximum tempera-
ture perhaps appears at the left surface. As shown in the figure, the
big extinction coefficient in one layer causes the big temperature
gradient therein because of the intensive absorption of the radia-
tive energy.

The effect ofk3 on the temperature peaks is shown in Fig. 5~b!.
The solid lines denote the reference working condition withk3

5500 m21; the extinction coefficients of the third layer for the
dashed and the dash-dot lines arek355 m21 and k3560 m21,
respectively. As expected, whenk1,k2 and k3<k2 , only one
temperature peak appears in the second layer during the transient
course, and the peak temperature is just about the maximum tem-
perature in the composite. Ask3 decreases, the reemission of the
third layer decreases, and causes the temperature to decrease.

The effect of thermal conductivity on temperature peaks is
shown in Fig. 6. The solid lines still denote the reference working
condition with k155 m21, k2560 m21, k35500 m21, and N1
5N25N350.006. The dashed lines represent the case ofN1
5N25N350.0006, and the dash-dot lines represent that ofN1
5N25N350.06. As shown in the figure, the temperature peaks
become more obvious during the transient course when the con-
ductivities decrease. The reason is that heat conduction tends to

Fig. 6 Effect of conductivity on temperature peaks when k1
Ä5 mÀ1, k2Ä60 mÀ1, and k3Ä500 mÀ1

Fig. 7 Effect of refractive index on temperature peaks when
k1Ä5 mÀ1, k2Ä60 mÀ1, and k3Ä500 mÀ1

Fig. 8 Effect of scattering albedo on temperature peaks when
k1Ä5 mÀ1, k2Ä60 mÀ1, and k3Ä500 mÀ1
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smoothen the temperature distribution in the composite, so the
smoothening effect is weakened when the conduction-radiation
parameter decreases.

The effect of refractive index on temperature peaks is shown in
Fig. 7. The solid lines still represent the reference working condi-
tion with k155 m21, k2560 m21, k35500 m21 and n15n2
5n351.1. The dash-dot lines and the dashed lines denote the
cases ofn15n25n352 andn15n25n353, respectively. As the
refractive index increases, the reflection of surfaceS1 is intensi-
fied, so more radiative energy emitted byS2` is reflected back,
and this causes the whole temperature of the composite to de-
crease. Two temperature peaks still appear in the second and the
third layers during the transient course, but they are obviously
smaller than those of the reference case. The peak temperature in
the third layer is just about the maximum temperature of the com-
posite, and the bigger the refractive index is, the more uniform the
temperature distribution is.

With the reference working condition ofk155 m21, k2

560 m21, andk35500 m21, the effect of the scattering albedo
on temperature peaks is shown in Fig. 8. Similarly, the solid lines
denote the reference working condition, and the dashed lines rep-
resent the case ofv15v25v350.5. As shown in the figure,
when the media scatter, the temperature peaks still appear in the
composite, and that in the first layer decreases.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, the transient coupled radiation and conduction

heat transfer in a three-layer absorbing, and isotropically scatter-
ing composite is investigated. The correctness of the investigation
is validated by Eq.~3! and Eq.~8! and by the comparison with
Ref. @15#. From this investigation, following conclusions can be
obtained.

1 For an inhomogeneous semitransparent media with semi-
transparent surfaces and subjected to external radiation, if the
absorption coefficient of the inner regions is greater than that
of the outer regions, the temperature peaks can appear even
though the surfaces are not cooled by convection.

2 The temperature distribution and the appearance of tempera-
ture peaks are affected by the extinction coefficient, thermal
conductivity, scattering albedo and refractive index of the
layers and their arrangement.

3 By extending the one-layer and the two-layer radiative inten-
sity quotient transfer models, multi-layer radiative intensity
quotient transfer model can be created, and in combination
with emitting-attenuating-reflecting subprocess and
absorbing-scattering subprocess, the radiative transfer in
multi-layer absorbing, isotropically scattering composite can
be solved.
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Nomenclature

Ak,Ti 5 fractional spectral emissive power of
spectral bandk at nodal temperatureTi ,
*Dlk

I l,b(Ti)dl/(sTi
4)

A, B 5 interface of the fundamental model
cb 5 specific heat capacity ofbth layer, J

Kg21 K21

eps0 5 precision of Gaussian quadrature scheme
h1 , h2 5 convective heat transfer coefficient at

surfacesS1 andS2 , respectively, W m22

K21

kb 5 thermal conductivity ofbth layer, W
m21 K21

Lb 5 thickness ofbth layer in composite, m
Lt 5 total thickness of composite,L11L2

1L3 , m
Mb 5 number of control volumes ofbth layer
Mt 5 total number of control volumes of com-

posite,M11M21M3
Nb 5 dimensionless thermal conductivity of

bth layer,kb /(4sTr
3Lt)

nb,k 5 spectral refractive index ofbth layer
ni ,k 5 refractive index ofi th control volume,

when i<M1 , ni5n1(b51) , whenM1, i
<M11M2 , ni5n2 , whenM11M2, i
<Mt , ni5n3

NB 5 total number of spectral bands
P, Q 5 interfaces in the composite

P1 , P2 5 interfaceP facing the first and the sec-
ond layer, respectively

Q2 , Q3 5 interfaceQ facing the second and the
third layer, respectively

qc, qr 5 heat fluxes of thermal conduction, radia-
tion, respectively, W•m22

qt 5 total heat flux,qt5qc1qr , W•m22

q̃ 5 dimensionless heat flux,q/(sTr
4)

S2` , S1` 5 left and right black surfaces representing
the surroundings~Fig. 1!

S1 , S2 5 boundary surfaces~Fig. 1!
Su , Sv 5 black surfaces,u,v52`, or 1`

(SuSv)k , (SuVj )k
(ViSv)k , (ViVj )k 5 radiation transfer coefficients in non-

scattering media relative to the spectral
bandk(Dlk)

@SuSv#k , @SuVj #k
@ViSv#k , @ViVj #k 5 radiation transfer coefficients in isotropi-

cally scattering media relative to the
spectral bandk(Dlk)

T 5 absolute temperature, K
T0 5 uniform initial temperature, K
Tr 5 reference temperature, K

TS1
, TS2 5 temperatures of the boundary surfaces

S1 andS2 , respectively, K
T2` , T1` 5 temperatures of the black surfaceS2`

andS1` , respectively, K~Fig. 1!
Tg1 , Tg2 5 gas temperature for convection atx50

andLt , respectively, K
t 5 physical time, s

t* 5 dimensionless time, 4sTr
3t/(r1c1Lt)

Vi 5 i th control volume,i 51;Mt
V1b 5 I th control volume of thebth layer, I 51

;Mb
X 5 dimensionless coordinate,X5x/Lt
x 5 coordinate in direction across composite,

m
xa

b 5 distance between surfacea andb, m
ab,k , ss,b,k 5 spectral absorbing coefficient and scat-

tering coefficient ofbth layer, m21

G 5 absorbed quotient of radiative intensity
by control volume or surface,~Eq. ~4!!

g~u! 5 transmissivity at angleu, 12r~u!
Dt 5 time interval,s

Dxb 5 control volume thickness ofbth layer, m
h i 5 12v i , when i<M1 , v i5v1 , when

M1, i<M11M2 , v i5v2 whenM1
1M2, i<Mt , v i5v3

Q 5 dimensionless temperature,T/Tr
u 5 angle of reflection or incidence
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kb,k 5 extinction coefficients ofbth layer,ab,k
1ss,b,k , m21

l 5 wavelength,mm
rb 5 density ofbth layer, kg/m3

r~u! 5 reflectivity at angleu
s 5 Stefan-Boltzmann constant, W m22 K24

tb,k 5 spectral optical thickness ofbth layer,
kbLb

F i
r 5 radiative heat source of control-volumei

vb,k 5 spectral scattering albedo ofbth layer,
ss,b,k /kb,k

Superscripts

m 5 time step
r 5 radiation
s 5 specular reflection
t 5 total heat flux

Subscripts

b 5 layer index,b51,2,3
i, j 5 number of node

iw, ie 5 left and right interfaces of control vol-
ume i

k 5 relative to spectral bandk
S1 , S2 5 relative toS1 andS2

2`, 1` 5 relative toS2` andS1`
t2t 5 refer to a composite with semitranspar-

ent surfaces
i, ' 5 component for parallel and perpendicu-

lar polarization

Appendix A Basic Radiative Intensity Transfer Models
For specular reflection, we can trace a ray emitting with an

arbitrary angle and get the attenuation expression for a transfer
path. One-layer and two-layer basic radiative intensity transfer
models are put forward here for solving the three-layer problem.
Symbol F and E are introduced to represent the radiative intensity
quotient transfer functions of the two models respectively, whose
subscript denotes the emitting element~surface or control vol-
ume!, and superscript denotes the receiving element~surface or
control volume!.

The detailed deducing process of the radiative intensity quotient
transfer functions for the two models is presented below for a
typical example of (VI 1

VI 2
)k,t2t

s . For convenience, the subscriptk
is omitted here.

A.1 One-Layer Basic Radiative Intensity Transfer Model

A.1.1 Transfer of External Incident Radiative Intensity Within
a Single Layer. As shown in Fig. 9, thebth sublayer is chosen
arbitrarily from a composite. The external radiative intensity emit-
ted by thej th element~surface or control volume! with angleu,
enters thebth sublayer through the interfaces A or B. According to
the Snell’s refractive law, the relation between the refractive angle
ub and the emitting angleu is

ub5arcsin~nj sinu/nb! (A1)

(1) Transfer of the Radiative Intensity Traversing the Interface B.
As shown in Fig. 9~a!the radiative intensity traversing the inter-
face B, will be reflected by the interfaces A and B for many times,
and finally attenuated to 0, and during this process the quotient

F
Bb

VI b , absorbed by control volumeVI b
of the intensity, can be

expressed as

F
Bb

VI b5F(
i 51

`

xi1(
j 51

`

yj G @12exp~2kbDxb /mb!#

5~x11y1!/~12b1!•@12exp~2kbDxb /mb!#

5$r~ub!b,b21 exp@2kb~Lb1xI b

A !/mb#

1exp~2kbx~ I 11!b

B /mb!%@12exp~2kbDxb /mb!#/~12b1!,

(A2)

wherex1 andy1 are the first terms of two infinite geometric pro-
gressions ofxi and yj , respectively. The common ratios of the
two series are the same,b15exp(22kbLb /mb)r(ub)b,b21
3r(ub)b,b11(b1,1); mb5cosub , substituting Eq.~A1! into it, then
it can be written asmb5cos@arcsin(nj sinu/nb)#; r(ub) is the in-
terface reflectivity, whose subscript writing order denotes the
transfer direction of the ray traversing the interface. Similarly,

FBb

Bb5(
i 51

`

zi5exp~22kbLb /mb!r~ub!b,b21 /~12b1! (A3)

FBb

Ab5(
i 51

`

zi85exp~2kbLb /mb!/~12b1!. (A4)

(2) Transfer of the Radiative Intensity Traversing the Interface A.
By an analysis similar to that for~1!, the following equation can
be deduced:

F
Ab

VI b5$r~ub!b,b11 exp@2kb~Lb1x~ I 11!b

B !/mb#

1exp~2kbxI b

A /mb!%@12exp~2kbDxb /mb!#/~12b1!

(A5)

FAb

Ab5exp~22kbLb /mb!r~ub!b,b11 /~12b1! (A6)

FAb

Bb5exp~2kbLb /mb!/~12b1! (A7)

A.1.2 Transfer of Radiative Intensity Emitted by Control Vol-
ume Within a Single Layer.The energy emitted by a control
volume will transfer towards its two sides, so two conditions
should be considered, respectively.

Fig. 9 One-layer basic radiative intensity transfer model: „a…
transfer process of external incident radiative intensity; and „b…
transfer process of radiative intensity emitted by a control
volume
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As shown in Fig. 9~b! the radiative intensity emitted by control
volumeVI b

and transferring towards the interface B, is attenuated,
reflected for infinite times within the layer until it finally attenu-
ates to 0. The total quotient of the radiative intensity, which finally
reaches the interface B, is the sum of a geometric progression, that
is

h85(
i 51

`

xi5x1 /~12b1! (A8)

x15exp~2kbx~ I 11!b

B /mb!@12exp~2kbDxb /mb!#, (A9)

wherex1 , is the first term of the geometric progression, andb1 is
the same parameter as stated in A.1.1.

The radiative intensity emitted by the control volumeVI b
to-

wards the interface A finally attenuates to 0 after transferring
within the layer, and then the total quotient of the radiative inten-
sity finally reaching the interface B is the sum of another geomet-
ric progression

h95(
i 51

`

yi5y1 /~12b1! (A10)

y15r~ub!b,b21 exp@2kb~Lb1xI b

A !/mb#@12exp~2kbDxb /mb!#,

(A11)

wherey1 , is the first term of the geometric progression. So the
total quotient of the radiative intensity emitted by the control vol-
ume VI b

, transferring towards its both sides and finally reaching
the interface B can be expressed as

FVI b

Bb 5h81h95$exp~2kbx~ I 11!b

B /mb!1r~ub!b,b21

3exp@2kb~Lb1xI b

A !/mb#%

3@12exp~2kbDxb /mb!#/~12b1!.

(A12)

A.1.3 Interface Reflectivity and Total Reflection.The reflec-
tivity r(ub) in above equations is functions of the perpendicular
and parallel components. So each functionF in Eq. ~A2! to Eq.
~A12! has different forms corresponding to the two components.
For a perfect dielectric medium, the effect of the extinction coef-
ficient in the complex index of refraction can be neglected. When
a radiative intensity transfers frombth layer of refractive indexnb

towards its adjacentoth (o5b21 or b11) layer of refractive
index no , the interface reflectivityr(ub)bo is

r i~ub!bo5@ tan~ub2wo!/tan~ub1wo!#2

~ for parallel component! (A13a)

r'~ub!bo5@sin~ub2wo!/sin~ub1wo!#2

~ for perpendicular component!, (A13b)

where ub is the incident angle andwo is the refractive angle.
According to the Snell’s refractive law, the relationship between
the two angles is

wo5arcsin~sinubnb /no!. (A14)

Substituting Eq.~A1! into Eq. ~A13! and ~A14!, the reflectivity
r(ub)bo can be written asr(u)bo , which is only the function of
angleu. Whennb.no , and if ub.arcsin(no /nb), the total reflec-
tion occurs, andr(u)bo51. When a radiative intensity transfers in
the reverse direction, the reflectivityr(u)ob is r(u)ob5r(u)bo , if
the total reflection (r(u)ob51) does not occur. And ifnb5no ,
thenr(u)ob5r(u)bo50.

A.1.4 The Radiative Intensity Quotient Transfer Functions for
Each Layer. If the following replacement is made to Eq.
~A2!;Eq.~A12!, the radiative intensity quotient transfer functions
for each layer can be obtained:~1! for the first layer,Ab5S1 and
Bb5P1 ; ~2! for the second layer,Ab5P2 , Bb5Q2 , and VI b

5VI 2
; ~3! for the third layer,Ab5Q3 andBb5S2 .

A.2 Two-Layer Basic Radiative Intensity Transfer Model
Based on the one-layer basic radiative intensity transfer model,
the two-layer basic radiative intensity transfer model can be cre-
ated. As shown in Fig. 10 the radiative intensity emitted byVI 1

enters the two-layer model through the interfaceP, so EP2,2;3
Q3 and

EP2,2;3
P2 are employed in the deduction of RTC (VI 1

VI 2
)k,t2t

s , and

an analysis on the two quotient functions is presented below.
The radiative intensity traversed from the interfaceP, will be

attenuated and reflected repeatedly within the two layers until it
attenuates to 0. During the process, the total quotients of the ra-
diative intensity reaching the interfacesQ3 andP2 can be written
as EP2,2;3

Q3 and EP2,2;3
P2 respectively, where subscript ‘‘2;3’’ de-

notes that the two-layer model is composed of the second and the
third layers. And their detailed expressions are

EP2,2;3
Q3 5(

i 51

`

xi5x1 /~12b2!5FP2

Q2g~u!23FQ3

Q3/~12b2!

(A15)

EP2,2;3
P2 5y01(

i 51

`

yi5FP2

P21EP2,2;3
Q3 g~u!32FQ2

P2, (A16)

wherex1 is the first terms of the geometric progressionxi with a
common ratiob25g(u)32FQ2

Q2g(u)23FQ3

Q3 (b2,1). The relation

between geometric progressionyi andxi is yi5xig(u)32FQ2

P2.

Appendix B RTCs for a Three-Layer Semitransparent
Composite

The following RTC expressions fits for the condition that all the
surfaces and interfaces are semitransparent and specular as
well as n2,n1,n3 . And in following expressions,j151
2g(u)21FP1

P1g(u)12EP2,2;3
P2 , and j2512FQ3

Q3g(u)32EQ2,1;2
Q2

3g(u)23.

~S2`S1`!k,t2t
s 5E

0

p/2

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu, (B1)

whereG5g(u)3gg(u)g1ES1,1;2
Q2 g(u)23FQ3

S2 /j2 .

~S2`VI 1
!k,t2t

s 5E
0

p/2

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu, (B2)

whereG5g(u)g1F
S1

VI 11g(u)g1FS1

P1g(u)12EP2,2;3
P2 /j1g(u)21FP1

VI 1 .

Fig. 10 Two-layer basic radiative intensity transfer model
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~S1`VI 3
!k,t2t

s 5E
0

p/2

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu, (B3)

whereG5g(u)g3F
S2

VI 31g(u)g3FS2

Q3g(u)32EQ2,1;2
Q2 /j2g(u)23FQ3

VI 3 .

~VI 1
VJ1

!k,t2t
s

5H ~VI 1
VJ1

!9 ~ IÞJ!

4k1Dx122@122E3~k1Dx1!#1~VI 1
VJ1

!9 ~ I 5J!,

(B4)

where

~VI 1
VJ1

!95E
0

u1g

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u1g

u12

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u12

p/2

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu,

andG5F
VI 1

VJ11FVI 1

P1 g(u)12EP2,2;3
P2 /j1g(u)21FP1

VJ1 .

~VI 2
VJ2

!k,t2t
s

5H ~VI 2
VJ2

!9 ~ IÞJ!

4k2Dx222@122E3~k2Dx2!#1~VI 2
VJ2

!9 ~ I 5J!

(B5)

where (VI 2
VJ2

)95*0
u2g(G i1G')sinu cosudu1*u2g

p/2(G i

1G')sinu cosudu, and

G5F
VI 2

VJ21FVI 2

P2 g~u!21FP1

P1g~u!12~F
P2

VJ21EP2,2;3
Q3 g~u!32FQ2

VJ2!/j1

1FVI 2

P2 g~u!23FQ3

Q3g~u!32~EQ2,1;2
P1 g~u!12FP2

VJ21F
Q2

VJ2!/j2

~VI 3
VJ3

!k,t2t
s

5H ~VI 3
VJ3

!9 ~ IÞJ!

4k3Dx322@122E3~k3Dx3!#1~VI 3
VJ3

!9 ~ I 5J!

(B6)

where

~VI 3
VJ3

!95E
0

u1g

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u1g

u31

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u31

u32

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u32

p/2

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

andG5F
VI 3

VJ31FVI 3

Q3 g(u)32EQ2,1;2
Q2 /j2g(u)23FQ3

VJ3 .

~VI 1
VI 2

!k,t2t
s 5E

0

u1g

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u1g

u12

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu (B7)

whereG5@FVI 1

P1 g(u)12FP2

VI 21FVI 1

P1 g(u)12EP2,2;3
Q3 g(u)32FQ2

VI 2#/j1 .

~S2`S2`!k,t2t
s 5E

0

p/2

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu (B8)

where G5@g(u)g1FS1

S11g(u)g1FS1

P1g(u)12EP2,2;3
P2 g(u)21FP1

S1 /j1#

3g(u)1g1r(u)g1 .

~S1`S1`!k,t2t
s 5E

0

p/2

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu (B9)

where G5@g(u)g3FS2

S21g(u)g3FS2

Q3g(u)32EQ2,1;2
Q2 g(u)23FQ3

S2 /j2#

3g(u)3g1r(u)g3 .

~VI 3
VI 2

!k,t2t
s 5E

0

u3g

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u3g

u31

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u31

u32

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu (B10)

whereG5@FVI 3

Q3 g(u)32FQ2

VI 21FVI 3

Q3 g(u)32EQ2,1;2
P1 g(u)12FP2

VI 2#/j2 .

~VI 1
VI 3

!k,t2t
s 5E

0

u1g

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu

1E
u1g

u12

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu (B11)

whereG5FVI 1

P1 g(u)12EP2,2;3
Q2 /j1g(u)23FQ3

VI 3 .

~S2`VI 2
!k,t2t

s 5E
0

p/2

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu (B12)

whereG5g(u)g1FS1

P1g(u)12/j1(F
P2

VI 21EP2,2;3
Q3 g(u)32FQ2

VI 2).

~S1`VI 2
!k,t2t

s 5E
0

p/2

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu (B13)

whereG5g(u)g3FS2

Q3g(u)32/j2@F
Q2

VI 21EQ2,1;2
P1 g(u)12FP2

VI 2#.

~S2`VI 3
!k,t2t

s 5E
0

p/2

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu (B14)

whereG5g(u)g1ES1,1;2
P2 g(u)23FQ3

VI 3/j2 .

~S1`VI 1
!k,t2t

s 5E
0

p/2

~G i1G'!sinu cosudu (B15)

whereG5g(u)g3ES2,2;3
P2 g(u)21FP1

VI 1/j1 .
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The Spherical Surface
Symmetrical Equal Dividing
Angular Quadrature Scheme for
Discrete Ordinates Method
A new angular quadrature scheme named Spherical surface Symmetrical equal Dividing
(abbreviated to SSDN) is presented. The evaluations of double moments by SSDN and
other traditional quadrature sets show that the new SSDN is able to provide good accu-
racy and compete well with others (as for example the SN and LSN method). Radiative
predictions in a black-walled rectangular enclosure containing absorbing-emitting me-
dium indicate that, compared with SN , LSN , TN , and SRAPN , the SSDN can give
higher accuracy than SN under some order numbers N. Numerical experiments demon-
strate the computational economy of SSDN for some cases.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1459731#

Keywords: Computational, Heat Transfer, Modeling, Numerical Methods, Radiation

Introduction
During the last two decades, among many available approxi-

mate solution methods for radiative heat transfer, the discrete or-
dinates method~DOM! @1–4# has enjoyed many applications and
extensions. The reasons are the following:~1! The DOM can be
easily incorporated into computational fluid dynamic~CFD! for
the purpose of a complete description of thermal and fluid dy-
namical process in the furnaces or combustor chambers;~2! the
DOM has the potential of highly accurate predictions even for
multi-dimensional systems because it has been developed with
much effort in the past. Based on the above-stated points, the
DOM has a promising future and has achieved much progress in
the application in arbitrary geometrical enclosures@5–11#.

The selection of the angular quadrature scheme plays a funda-
mental role in the application of DOM. Up to now several kinds
of quadrature schemes have been proposed or used@2,12–23#. In
principle, the quadrature scheme can be chosen arbitrarily. How-
ever, a diligent choice of the quadrature set can positively affect
both the accuracy of the solution and the economy of computa-
tion. Restrictions, including both symmetry under reflection and
90 deg rotation of the coordinate axes@1#, must be imposed on the
direction set to preserve labeling and prevent biasing of any com-
puted quantity in orthogonal coordinate systems. One commonly
used criterion to check the quality of quadrature scheme is
moment-matching. Truelove@3# further emphasized that the cho-
sen quadrature scheme should also match the half range first mo-
ment to improve the low-order discrete ordinate solutions of the
radiative transport equation.

It is worthwhile to note that the YIX quadrature, proposed first
by Tan and Howell@17# and applied to multi-dimensional prob-
lems with participating media by Hsu et al.@18# later, has the
flexibility to use multiple discrete ordinates sets to deal with the
ray effect which is an advantage over conventional quadrature
sets.

From the view of geometrical and physical considerations,
Wakil and Sacadura@20# proposed the LSN quadrature set which
can feed high order approximation for anisotropic phase function
with high accuracy.

Another very useful quadrature is the ‘‘Double Cyclic Triangles

~DCT!’’ proposed by Koch et al.@21#. The authors presented a
sound mathematical methodology for the derivation of angular
quadrature. Due to this analysis, one can identify the computa-
tional errors using the collocation principle and the theory of or-
thogonal polynomials.

Among the several quadrature schemes proposed in the past,
the LSN @20#, the TN @22#, and SRAPN @23# schemes have some
advantages over the conventional level symmetric sets as they are
more accurate in computing the first-order moment and have no
upper limit for the number of directions. However, as pointed by
Thurgood et al.@22#, the TN is less accurate than the SN when the
discrete directions are the same. On the other hand, the SRAPN
cannot exactly satisfy the rotational invariance emphasized by
Koch et al.@21# to be of particular importance when the DOM is
applied to non-orthogonal grids.

The purpose of this study is to present a new Spherical surface
Symmetrical equal Dividing~SSDN , N is a n-order level integer
and equal to 0–4!angular quadrature scheme that has a different
arrangement of directions than the standard level symmetric sets.
Using double moment checking and one radiative heat transfer
case comparing to benchmark or exact solutions, the new scheme
is shown to be competitive with the LSN sets, even more accurate
than the SN sets for the same number of directions up to its limit.
As well as DCT sets, the SSDN sets satisfy the general principles
listed in Reference@21#, and also the rotational invariance empha-
sized by Koch@21#. Finally, same as those of SRAPN , all direc-
tions of SSDN have the same corresponding weights for the same
order N.

The SSDN Angular Quadrature Scheme
Because of symmetry it is sufficient to construct the SSDN

quadrature scheme for one octant. Similar to the SRAPN set, the
surface of the unit sphere is divided into equal contiguous ele-
ments. But different than SRAPN , the whole octant spherical sur-
face division is symmetrical along all threex, y, z axes, respec-
tively. Furthermore, the division is also symmetrical along the

direction OG
——→

which passes through the centroid of the whole
octant~see Fig. 1!. Thus, the total direction number in one octant
can be three times an integer or three times an integer plus one,
i.e., 33N ~denoted by indexa in the following! or 33N11
~denoted by the indexb!.
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In the SSDN method only one direction exists~ OG
——→

in Fig. 1!
for which the indexN is equal to 0. This direction is the same as
in S2 .

For the orderN51 there are two cases: one with three direc-
tions and one with 4 directions shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In the first
situation, three areas—enclosed by solid arc lines and numbered
1, 2, and 3—are arranged on the octant spherical surface.G on the
center of the octant surface is the intersection point of three an-
gular bisectors of spherical right-angled triangle AEC. Then, three

spherical pyramids, O—ADGF, O—FGBC, and O—DGBE can
be regarded as three solid angles in which three discrete directions
pass through their centroids. For the second situation three quar-
tered spherical crowns—numbered 1, 2, and 3—whose area is a
quarter of the whole octant spherical surface, can be defined. In
this way the three quartered tapers together with the residual part
of the octant constitute four solid angles. Then four discrete direc-
tions can be constructed connecting the origin point O and four
centroids of each solid angle.

For the orderN52a six discrete directions can be constructed
by two dividing methods, see Figs. 3 and 4. In the first method
~Fig. 3!, the spherical surface of the octant is directly divided into
6 equal areas~numbered 1 to 6!by three angular bisectors of the
spherical right-angled triangle AEC. Then each spherical wedge,
e.g., O—AGF numbered 1, is the solid angle in which the discrete
direction passes through the origin point O and its centroid. In the
second method~Fig. 4! three quartered spherical crowns—
numbered 1, 2, and 3—whose area is one sixth of the whole octant
spherical surface are defined. The rest of the octant spherical sur-
face is divided into three equal parts—numbered 4, 5, and 6—by
three arcs and three angular bisectors. As follows from the com-
parison in this paper, the accuracy of the two methods is very
different.

For the orderN52b the dividing method is very similar to that
of N52a ~method 2!except for two aspects: first, the three quar-
tered spherical crowns—numbered 1, 2, and 3—the area is one
seventh instead of one sixth of the whole octant spherical surface
~shown in Fig. 5!; second, another taper around the direction

Fig. 1 Spherical surface dividing of SSD 1a quadrature set

Fig. 2 Spherical surface dividing of SSD 1b quadrature set

Fig. 3 Spherical surface dividing of SSD 2a quadrature set
„method 1…

Fig. 4 Spherical surface dividing of SSD 2a quadrature set
„method 2…

Fig. 5 Spherical surface dividing of SSD 2b quadrature set
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OG
——→

is added. It has a spherical crown area~numbered 7!of one
seventh of the octant spherical area.

Figure 6 shows the orderN53a. The dividing method is also
similar to that ofN52a ~method 2!except that all three quartered
spherical crowns have two ninths of the octant spherical surface
area, and each quartered spherical crown is divided into two equal
parts by the bisector.

Figure 7 shows the orderN53b. Based on Fig. 6 one taper

around the direction OG
——→

which has a spherical crown area
~numbered 10!of one tenth of the octant spherical area is added.

Let us return to Fig. 5. First, let all three quartered spherical
crowns have one twelfth of the octant spherical surface; second,
let the crown area~numbered 7 in Fig. 5!of the taper around

OG
——→

be one fourth of the octant spherical surface. In this way
this crown can be divided into three equal parts~numbered 10, 11,
and 12 in Fig. 8!by three bisectors. Consequently, the remaining
three parts~numbered 4, 5, and 6 in Fig. 5!all have an area of one
sixth of the octant spherical surface and hence each one can be
divided into two equal parts by the bisector again. The deduced
Fig. 8 shows the orderN54a.

As can be seen from the illustration of the SSDN sets, all dis-
crete directions can be calculated after the evaluation of the cor-
responding centroids. The corresponding weights, i.e., the areas of
spherical surface element, can also easily be carried out. Using
spherical geometry one can compute the direction cosines of the
centroid by integration. For example, we will demonstrate the
computation on surface elements 1 and 4 from Fig. 4. For other
surface elements in Fig. 4 the direction cosines then follow from
symmetry. We first compute the centroid coordinates
( x̄m ,ȳm ,z̄m), then determine the corresponding direction cosine.

The geometrical meaning and the transformations between Carte-
sian and spherical coordinates systems are shown in Fig. 9.

Assuming a unit sphere the volume of the quartered taper O
;ABC corresponding to surface 1 in Fig. 4 is

V15
1

48
3

4

3
3p (1)

Using elementary geometry one finds the equation of the
tamper plane OCB in Cartesian coordinates system as

z25
25

11
~x21y2! (2)

which is

w5arctg
A11

5
(3)

in spherical coordinates system.
Then x̄1 , z̄1 can be calculated as integral over the domain of

O;ABC ~indicated by down case of 1!

z̄15

E E E
1

zdn

V1
5

1

V1
E

0

p/2

duE
0

arctgA11/5

sinw coswdwE
0

1

r 3dr

(4a)

Fig. 6 Spherical surface dividing of SSD 3a quadrature set

Fig. 7 Spherical surface dividing of SSD 3b quadrature set

Fig. 8 Spherical surface dividing of SSD 4a quadrature set

Fig. 9 Equalities between the Cartesian and spherical
coordinates
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x̄15

E E E
1

xdn

V1

5
1

V1
E

0

p/2

cosuduE
0

arctgA11/5

sinw sinwdwE
0

1

r 3dr (4b)

and due to the symmetry

ȳ15 x̄1 (4c)

Evaluating the integrals one finds the centroid coordinates
~0.1791112, 0.1791112, 0.6875000!.

To find (x̄4 ,ȳ4 ,z̄4) is more complicated than that of
( x̄1 ,ȳ1 ,z̄1). The volume O;CWGQS is surrounded by five side
planes and one spherical surface numbered 4 in Fig. 4. The equa-
tions in spherical coordinates system for each side plane are

w5arctg
5

A11236 sin2 u
for tamper plane OSQ,

w5arctg~cscu! for plane OQG,

u5
p

4
for plane GOW,

w5arctg
A11

5
for tamper plane COW,

u50 for plane COS.

Furthermore the volume O;CWGQS can be divided into two
parts by plane OAPQ which has the following constant angle of
u5arctgA22/10. Thus the integral over the whole domain of O
;CWGQS ~indicated by law case of 4!divides up itself into a
sum of two parts:

x̄45

E E E
4

xdn

V4
5

1

V4
F E

0

arctgA22/10

cosudu

3E
arctgA11/5

arctg5/A11236 sin2 u
sinw sinwdwE

0

t

r 3dr

1E
arctgA22/10

p/4

cosuduE
arctgA11/5

arctg~cscu!

sinw sinwdwE
0

1

r 3drG
(5a)

Table 1 Partial ordinates and weights for SSD N

Table 2 Percent error in estimating *2pmahbjcd V for a variety of quadrature sets
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ȳ45

E E E
4

ydn

V4
5

1

V4
F E

0

arctgA22/10

sinudu

3E
arctgA11/5

arctg5/A11236 sin2 u
sinw sinwdwE

0

1

r 3dr

1E
arctgA22/10

p/4

sinuduE
arctgA11/5

arctg~cscu!

sinw sinwdwE
0

1

r 3drG
(5b)

and due to the symmetry

z̄45 x̄4 (5c)

Finally, the centroid of O;CWGQS is~0.4971973, 0.2098830,
0.4971973!. The centroid coordinates determine the correspond-
ing direction cosines.

It should be noted that formulas~5! are much more complicated
than formulas~4!. As the volume faces become more and more
complicated the evaluation of the integrals becomes more and
more difficult, especially for the highest order case of SSDN .
Thus the computation of the direction cosines can be complicated.
But this work only has to be done once. When all discrete direc-
tions are determined, they can be used as common data for all.
Those cases SSD1a, SSD2a, and SSD3b that will be used for ra-
diative heat transfer prediction in this paper are listed in Table 1
together with the corresponding weights.

Double Moment Test for SSDN Angular Quadrature
Sets

In order to check the accuracy of the SSDN method, a compari-
son between the SSDN and other sets—including SN @19#, LSN
@20#, TN @22#, and SRAPN @23#—is made to evaluate the double
moments of the form*2pmahbzcdV over a hemisphere. The
highest value of N for SSDN used in this paper is 4. The results are
listed in Table 2. Like the TN and the SRAPN quadrature sets, all
SSDN quadrature sets have been found to exactly satisfy the
~0,0,0!moment and the~2,0,0!moment~the diffusion condition!,
and therefore have not been listed here.

From the results listed in Table 2 it can be seen that the SSDN
quadrature set globally matches the double moment very well. For
the same discrete direction number, the accuracy of the SSDN set
is high and even close to those of SN and LSN on the whole. The
SSDN set can also give high accuracy for the half-range-fluxes
(*2pmdV, first-order moment! which was pointed out by True-
love @3# to be an indicator for the precision of DOM method.
Therefore, there is another potential alternative quadrature set for
DOM giving more accurate solution but using less number of
discrete directions.

Prediction of Radiative Heat Transfer
In this section the DOM is evaluated for one typical case to

compare the accuracy of different quadrature sets. The computa-
tion was performed with the same number of discrete directions

Fig. 10 Comparisons between the exact values and SSD N , SN
and LS N predictions of dimensionless radiative energy source
terms along „xÄ0.25,yÄ0.25,z…: „a… N – totalÄ 24; „b… N – total
Ä48; „c… N – totalÄ 80.

Table 3 Dimensionless data for three-dimensional rectangular
system fed to DOM program
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for different quadrature sets so that the same quadrature set order
and computer memory were employed. For the sake of briefness
the discrete ordinates representations of RTE~radiative transfer
equations!for an absorbing-emitting, no scattering medium in 3D
system is not described here. Details about the execution of DOM
is available in many previous published References@1–4#, @21#,
@24#. In the present work the same weighted diamond-difference
scheme which relates the cell edge radiant intensities to the cell
center radiant intensity is used for different quadrature sets. Itera-
tion was ended when the convergence criterion was satisfied@25#

uI m,p
l 2I m,p

l* u/I m,p<1026 (6)

where theI m,p
1 and I m,p

1* represent previous iteration intensity val-
ues in any directionl at the center locationp of any control vol-
ume and its present one, respectively.

The test case employed here is a three-dimensional rectangular
enclosure containing an absorbing-emitting medium with steep
temperature gradients due to its available exact solution data. The
input dimensionless data for DOM program are listed in Table 3.
The detailed description of this problem together with its exact
solutions can be found in References@26#, @27#. As in @27#, the
test enclosure has been subdivided into 434324 control volumes
in x, y, z directions respectively, but is solved only for 232324
volumes due to the symmetry of the enclosure@26#.

Up to the discrete direction number limit of SN Figs. 10–12
show the comparisons between the exact solution and the predic-
tions of SSDN , SN , and LSN of dimensionless radiative energy
source terms along three lines within the enclosure. Figure 13
shows the comparison for radiative heat flux densities to the side

Fig. 11 Comparisons between the exact values and SSD N , SN ,
and LS N predictions of dimensionless radiative energy source
terms along „xÄ0.75,yÄ0.25,z…: „a… N – totalÄ 24; „b… N – total
Ä48; „c… N – totalÄ 80.

Fig. 12 Comparisons between the exact values and SSD N , SN
and LS N predictions of dimensionless radiative energy source
terms along „xÄ0.75,yÄ0.75,z…: „a… N – totalÄ 24; „b… N – total
Ä48; „c… N – totalÄ 80.
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wall alone two lines.N_total indicates the same total direction
number discretized within the whole solid angle 4p for SSDN ,
SN , and LSN .

From Figs. 10–13 it can be seen that different quadrature sets
give different accuracies. Figure 10 shows the most accurate
method is SSDN . Figure 11 shows that SSDN and SN have almost
identical accuracy, but the LSN has the lowest accuracy. Figure 12
shows results contrary to Fig. 11. From Fig. 13, the results of
dimensionless heat flux densities show LSN has the highest accu-
racy, the SSDN has the second, and the SN does the third. Finally,
the three sets can give excellent results competing well with exact
solutions. For other pairs of quadrature sets with the same number
of directions, sayT2 and SSD1b, T3 and SRAP3 and SSD3a, the
differences between them are very small and not shown here.

A more condensed comparison of the results presented in Fig-
ures 10 to 13 are given in Tables 4 and 5. The first three columns
give the average absolute errors compared to the exact solution,
and the last column gives the maximum relative errors for every
line. As can be seen in Table 4, all the maximum percentage errors
produced by SSDN are less than those produced by SN and LSN .
Table 5 shows the LSN can give the highest accuracy dimension-
less heat flux densities. Finally, those comparative results are con-
sistent with the trends shown in Figs. 10–13.

One important factor that largely affects the computational cost
of DOM, is the iteration times under the same convergence crite-
rion. A numerical comparison of iteration times between the SSDN
and SN , LSN , TN , SRAPN was made. The CPU time is directly
proportional to the iteration times, because the comparison was
based on the same direction number for pairs of different quadra-
ture sets. The comparison results are listed in Table 6. The results
indicate that almost 10 percent of CPU time can be saved when
using SSDN instead of SN , LSN , TN , SRAPN for coarse grid 4
34312. With increasing number of grid and discrete directions,
even more CPU time can be saved. For the case investigated here
the CPU time saved at most can amount up to 40 percent.

Conclusions and Discussions
A new spherical surface symmetrical equal dividing angular

quadrature scheme (SSDN) for discrete-ordinates method was de-
veloped. The double moment test and radiative heat transfer pre-
diction of a black-walled rectangular enclosure, with available
exact solution data for comparison, indicated that all results of
SSDN quadrature set agree well with the exact solution and are in
excellent agreement with the results of SN , LSN , TN , and
SRAPN . Comparison of computational iteration times showed
that 10 percent CPU time can be saved by SSDN relative to SN ,
LSN , TN and SRAPN for the present case. It should be noted that
the number of discrete directions of SSDN investigated in this
paper is limited to 96.

Fig. 13 Comparisons between the exact values and SSD N ,
SN , and LS N predictions of dimensionless radiative heat flux
densities to the side wall; „a… N – totalÄ 24; „b… N – totalÄ 48; „c…
N – totalÄ 80.

Table 4 Comparison of SSD N , SN , and LS N predictions of dimensionless source term distributions for medium grid points
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Nomenclature

d 5 slope of the axial temperature curve
I 5 radiant intensity, Wm22 sr21

L 5 half of the side lengths of the rectangular enclosure,
m

N 5 order of quadrature set
r 5 radial distance in spherical geometry, m
T 5 temperature, K
V 5 volume, m3

v 5 volume element, m3

x, y, z 5 coordinates in Cartesian geometry, m
Z8 5 dimensionless axial distance

Greek Symbols

u 5 azimuthal angles in spherical system
m, h, j 5 direction cosines inx, y, z directions

t 5 optical thickness
w 5 polar angles in spherical system
V 5 integral domain, sr

Subscripts

burner 5 burner wall
bw 5 black wall

e 5 end-face
end 5 end wall

i 5 inlet
m 5 discrete direction

max 5 maximum
p 5 center location of control

side 5 side wall

Superscripts

a, b, c 5 double moments degree index

— 5 values of centroid
* 5 present value

; 5 dimensionless
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Falling Film Transitions on Plain
and Enhanced Tubes
In falling film heat transfer on horizontal tube bundles, liquid flow from tube to tube
occurs as a falling jet that can take on different flow modes. At low flow rates, the liquid
film falls as discrete droplets. At higher flow rates, these droplets form discretely spaced
liquid columns. At still higher flow rates, the film falls as a continuous sheet of liquid.
Predicting the flow transitions between these flow modes is an essential step in determin-
ing the heat transfer coefficient for the particular flow mode, whether for a single phase
process or for falling film condensation or evaporation. Previous studies have centered
mostly on falling films on plain tube arrays. The objective of the present study is to extend
the investigation to tubes with enhanced surfaces: a low finned tube, an enhanced boiling
tube and an enhanced condensation tube. The effect of tube spacing on flow transition has
also been investigated. The test fluids were water, glycol and a glycol-water mixture. The
adiabatic experimental results show that the flow mode transition thresholds for the en-
hanced boiling tube are very similar to those of the plain tube while the fin structure of the
other two enhanced tubes can significantly shift their transition thresholds.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1458017#
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1 Introduction
The Jakob@1# tube row equation for falling film condensation

on plain tube bundles, i.e., the application of the Nusselt@2# ver-
tical plate theory to a vertical array of horizontal tubes, is a classic
in the heat transfer literature. In particular, Jakob modelled the
condensate flow from one tube to the next as if it occurred on a
continuous vertical plate formed of a series of half-tubes joined at
their top and bottom, that is assuming that the condensate flows as
a continuous sheet from the bottom of the upper tube onto the top
of the lower tube, such that

a~N!

a~N51!
5N3/42~N21!3/4, (1)

wherea(N) is the local coefficient on tubeN anda(N51) is the
Nusselt solution for the top tube. However, Kern@3# observed that
condensers designed with the Jakob tube row expression were
consistently oversurfaced and by inspection replaced the exponent
with another to reduce the tube row effect with the following
corresponding equation:

a~N!

a~N51!
5N5/62~N21!5/6. (2)

Even so, as can be seen from Fig. 1 compiled by Marto@4#, the
tube row effect measured experimentally may deviate substan-
tially from the two expressions of Jakob and Kern. Rather than
interpreting the wide variation in the normalized data as only be-
ing experimental error, it is proposed here that the scatter in the
data can be explained by the various film flow modes from tube to
tube. For instance, it can be deduced that the sheet mode has the
most severe tube row effect, i.e., that given by Jakob, since the
lower tubes are inundated along their entire length by the conden-
sate arriving from the tubes above. The column mode will have
less of a tube row effect since a large portion of the surface of the
lower tubes between the liquid columns is not inundated by con-
densate from above. Similarly, the droplet mode can be deduce to
have an even weaker tuberow effect since the droplets are spaced
apart like the columns and the flow rate of condensate is less than

in the column mode and is also intermittent. On the other hand,
the data falling below the Jakob curve at small tube row numbers
are probably the result of small amounts of non-condensables in
the vapor phase during those tests, which adversely affect heat
transfer.~Photographs of these modes are shown later in Section
3!.

It should be noted that falling film condensation can be mod-
eled in terms of the film Reynolds number of the condensate,
which can be either laminar or turbulent with or without interfa-
cial ripples, and hence some of the scatter in Fig. 1 may also be
due to this. For example, at large row numbers the film may have
converted from laminar to turbulent flow with a sharp increase in
local heat transfer, and, hence, these data would fall above the
Jakob curve.

Despite numerous observations of condensation and falling film
evaporation on rows of tubes, apparently no generalized flow
mode map is currently available for either plain or enhanced types
of tubes, although Honda et al.@5# have presented several transi-
tion expressions for fluids condensing on low finned tubes. These
processes however are similar to that of anadiabatic falling film
of liquid fed onto the top of a tube array, which has been studied
extensively by Hu and Jacobi@6# on plain tubes for a variety of
fluids, tube diameters, tube pitches and flow rates and with/
without cocurrent gas flow. Based on their observations, they pro-
posed a flow mode transition map with coordinates of film Rey-
nolds number~Re! versus the Galileo number~Ga!. The map
delineates the transitions between the three dominant modes
~sheet, column and droplet! with two mixed mode zones~column-
sheet and droplet-column! in which both modes are present. Their
corresponding four flow transition expressions between these five
zones are given below for plain tubes~valid for passing through
the transitions in either direction and hence the symbol⇔!:

Droplet⇔Droplet-Column: Re50.074 Ga0.302 (3)

Droplet-Column⇔Column: Re50.096 Ga0.301 (4)

Column⇔Column-Sheet: Re51.414 Ga0.233 (5)

Column-Sheet⇔Sheet: Re51.448 Ga0.236, (6)

where the modified Gallileo number of the liquid, which is the
ratio between the gravity and the viscous force based on the cap-
illary length scale, is defined as
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Ga5
rs3

m4g
, (7)

and the liquid film Reynolds number is defined as

Re5
2G

m
, (8)

whereG is the total flow rate on both sides of the tube@kg/m s#,r
is the density of the liquid,m is liquid dynamic viscosity,s is the
surface tension, andg is the acceleration due to gravity. This map
is applicable to plain tubes for cocurrent, i.e., downflow, air ve-
locities less than 15 m/s.

An extensive investigation on falling film flow mode transitions
of adiabatic and non-phase change films was presented for plain
tubes by Mitrovic@7#. Various other studies have investigated the
dynamics of transitions, droplet formation and column departure
wavelengths, such as those of Taghavi and Dhir@8#, Tang and Lu
@9# and Mitrovic and Ricoeur@10#. Hu and Jacobi@11# have re-
cently reported additional data on tube spacing effects on column
and droplet departure wavelengths.

Hu and Jacobi@12# correlated their subcooled heat transfer data
obtained with the same test stand by intertube flow mode, finding
a separate, distinct correlation for the heat transfer data for each
flow mode. Hence, the intertube flow mode approach appears to
be the right flow regime based heat transfer model to apply to
falling film condensation and falling film evaporation to obtain
improved accuracy for bundle design methods. Refer to Thome
@13# for a recent review of other work on falling film evaporation.

Hence, based on this approach, flow visualizations have been
made here on four types of tubes with three different fluids under
adiabatic flow conditions. The next sections present the experi-
mental setup, test conditions and results. This work is a funda-
mental first step towards developing future general design meth-
ods for falling film condensation and evaporation on plain and
enhanced tube bundles.

2 Description of the Test Facility

2.1 Test Facility. The test facility is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
It is composed of three main parts:

1 Fluid Circuit: The fluid starts first from thetank that serves
as a reservoir for the whole circuit, and then passes through a
centrifugal pump. This type of pump was chosen to avoid oscil-
lations in the mass flow and the pressure. A filter then eliminates
any dust or particles in the fluid. The flow rate is measured with
one of two rotameters, which are necessary because the ranges of
mass flow and viscosity were too large for only one rotameter.
The temperature in the liquid bath is measured with a thermo-
couple for calculation of the liquid properties.

2 Flow Tranquilization Chamber: Its function is to insure a
uniform flow from the top tube onto the second tube. It is a box of
3003260310 mm~inside Height3Width3Depth! in which the
flow enters at the top through two holes. For the lowest viscosity
fluid in this study~water!, a grid with foam is added in the middle
of this chamber to increase the homogenization effect. The fluid
leaves this box at the bottom through a flat plate with 1 mm
diameter holes spaced 2 mm apart. The length of this distribution
system~and the resulting film visualized! is 200 mm.

Fig. 1 Comparison of tuberow methods to experimental data
by Marto †4‡

Fig. 2 Diagram of the rig test

Fig. 3 Photos of the test section: „a… test section; and „b…
overall view.
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3 Test Section: It is comprised of three tubes on which the fluid
flows. They are held at one end and the distance between them is
fixed with appropriately manufacturedspacers. Care is taken to
obtain a precise alignment of the horizontal tubes into a vertical
array.

2.2 Tested Tubes. Figure 4 depicts photographs of the
Turbo-BII, Turbo-Chil and Thermoexcel-C tubes that were tested.
The first is an enhanced boiling tube, the second is a commonly
used integral low fin tube and the third is an enhanced condensa-
tion tube ~the helical deformation observable on the
Thermoexcel-C tube is from corrugation of the tube for inside
enhancement!.

Table 1 presents the fin dimensions of the enhanced tubes. The
fin height is~outside diameter-root diameter!/2 while the fin den-
sity is the number of enhanced periodic patterns observable per
inch.

All the tested tubes have been sanded before transition obser-
vations were made to remove any traces of oil. The result was an
increase of the surface roughness from 0.3mm to 2 mm ~measur-
able only on plain tubes!.

3 Measurements

3.1 Objectives of the Tests. The first objective was to ob-
serve the intertube flow modes and determine what transition
takes place as the flow rate is varied. Secondly, the flow rate was
measured in order to determine the flow rate at which the various
transitions take place. For the plain and Turbo-BII types of tubes,
the different flow modes are observed between the first tube~at
the top!and the second tube as depicted in Fig. 2, i.e., similar to
the test procedure utilized by Hu and Jacobi. This set up gives a
uniform film on the top of the first tube and the intertube flow
pattern between the first and second tube is that observed, and the
third tube’s purpose is to give continuation of the flow mode as if
the tubes were in a large array. For the low fin and Thermoexcel-C
tubes, the flow distribution from the tranquilization chamber onto

the top tube is not uniform if the top tube has projecting fins.
Hence, a plain tube was placed below the tranquilization chamber
and above the three enhanced tubes in this case, such that the
plain tube was in physical contact with the top of the upper en-
hanced tube. This gave a uniform film distribution onto the top of
the upper enhanced tube and flow mode observations were made
as before between the first and second enhanced tubes.

The flows between the tubes are classified into the five different
modes described below. For each transition from one mode to
another, the mass flow at which it occurs was recorded. A high
speed Kodak digital video system was used to record and observe
the phenomena in slow motion to facilitate detection of the mode.
Some pictures of these videos are presented in Fig. 5 for plain
tubes to illustrate the five different modes, where the dark zones
are the three horizontal tubes and the transparent fluid is the fall-
ing film. These flow modes are also typical of those observed in
condensation tests. The intertube flow modes have been defined as
follows for categorization purposes:

A. Droplet Mode. The flow is in droplet mode when only
droplets are falling between the tubes. To define this mode, the
following rule was applied: the mode is Droplet when on all the
video images~30 fps! it is always possible to draw a continuous
curve from one side of the picture to the other without crossing
any liquid. Note that the videos are essential to distinguish a rapid
sequence of droplets from a continuous column of liquid.

B. Droplet-Column Mode. This is an intermediate mode
that exists when there is at least one stable liquid column bridging
from the upper tube to the lower tube and the other fluid flows as
droplets. A column is a continuous liquid link between tubes. This
column can move horizontally along the axis of the tubes but has
to exist for at least 1 or 2 seconds to define this mode~otherwise
these are counted as droplets!.

C. Column Mode. This mode is when there are only liquid
columns between the tubes.

D. Column-Sheet Mode. In this intermediate mode, fluid
flows both in columns and as a liquid sheet simultaneously be-
tween the tubes. It is reached when at least one small sheet is
visible. This small sheet is formed by the merging of two neigh-
boring columns and has a triangular form~see photograph in
Fig. 5!.

Table 1 Fins dimensions of the enhanced tested tubes

Fig. 4 Photographs of the enhanced tubes
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E. Sheet Mode. This mode is when the fluid flows uni-
formly between the tubes as a continuous film or sheet.

The flow mode progresses from mode A to mode E as the mass
flow rate is increased.

3.2 Test Matrix. All the mode transitions are observed for a
variety of conditions. There are three main variables: tube spac-
ing, type of fluid and the type of tube. The tests covered the
following:

• Intertube spacings of 3.2, 4.8, 6.4, 9.5, 19.4, and 24.9 mm.
These spacings were chosen to represent those that would be typi-
cal on an inline or staggered tube bundle.

• Four types of tubes. All are copper. First is a conventional
19.05 mm diameter plain tube, then a 19.05 mm Turbo BII™ tube
~from Wolverine Tube Inc.!, third a 19.05 mm Turbo-Chil™ tube
~low finned with 28 fins/inch tube from Wolverine Tube Inc.! and
finally a 12.7 mm Thermoexcel-C™~from Hitachi!. @™ Trade-
mark of these companies#.

• Three fluids were tested: water, reagent grade ethylene glycol
and a 50 percent water/50 percent glycol mixture.

Typical fluid properties for the test fluids at 20°C are shown in
Table 2. Since all the fluid properties change with temperature, the
properties were measured over a range of temperatures and then
these values were used to find temperature dependant, interpolat-
ing equations. The dynamic viscosity was measured with a capil-
lary viscometer from 15°C to 35°C, the surface tension was mea-

sured with a wrenching tensiometer from 15°C to 45°C, and the
density was measured by weighing a known volume of liquid
from 15°C to 35°C. Uncertainties are specified in the Table 2. For
every flow mode tested, the temperature was measured and then
the physical properties of the fluid were determined for interpre-
tation of the results. The other measurement uncertainties in the
tests were: mass flow rate~63 percent!, temperature~60.5°C!
and tube spacings~61.5 percent!.

As there are three main variables~type of tube, particular fluid
and tube spacing!, once these three parameters are chosen, we
have a test configuration. For each configuration the mass flow
rate is increased and then decreased to go through all the modes
and also to detect any hysteresis effect on the transitions. This test
cycle is made twice to include the effect of reproducibility. There
are a total of about 1100 observations reported in this study, i.e.,
those required for observing 4 flow mode transitions~5 modes!32
~two cycles of the tests!32 types of flow~increasing and
decreasing!34 types of tubes36 tube spacings33 fluids. For each
observation, a small video sequence has been taken. These videos
last 1.3 s each~40 images obtained at 30 fps!. They are used to
keep a record of the observations and to compare the transitions
for the different flow configurations.

3.3 Classification Difficulties. A sensitive point is the sub-
jectivity of the observations. The modes are pretty well defined
but what we are interested in are the transitions between modes
and the transition is not always a discrete phenomenon. Some-
times, the change is continuous with the flow rate, so that it is
difficult to choose one particular value for it. Another problematic
point was to distinguish column mode from droplet mode at low
Ga ~viscous fluid!and small tube spacing. Indeed, at these condi-
tions when a droplet departs, it does so quite slowly~due to vis-
cosity and surface tension! and the liquid between the tubes re-
mains a long time so large droplets grow that bridge between the
two tubes, i.e., a large droplet itself bridges between the two tubes
forming the equivalent of a column. Hence, it is not so obvious to
say whether it is a column or a droplet in these cases.

Fig. 5 Intertube flow modes on plain tubes: „A… droplet; „B… droplet-column; „C… column; „D… column-sheet; and „E… sheet.

Table 2 Typical properties measured for the test fluids at 20°C
and their resulting values of Galileo number
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4 Results and Discussion
The results have been analyzed using three dimensionless

groups. The fluid type is characterized by the modified Gallileo
number~Ga!. The intertube spacing is represented by the ratio of
s/d wheres is the spacing between the tubes andd is the tube
diameter. The mass flow rate is included in the film Reynolds
number Re. The transition Reynolds number can thus be corre-
lated as a function of the Galileo number as

Re5a Gab. (9)

A transition is the change of the flow from one mode to another
one. As there are five modes, there are of course four transitions or
eight if one takes into account the variation of the flow rate~in-
creasing or decreasing!. Since we have observed only a small
degree of hysteresis, the observations of these two cases are put
together to find the following relations. In fact, neglecting the
effect of hysteresis is also practical since it is impossible to know
in an operating heat exchanger whether the flow was increasing or
decreasing before reaching a particular operating condition.

4.1 Tube Spacing Effect. The tube spacing effect data are
depicted for all the transitions for the plain tube in Fig. 6. The
effect of tube spacing on transition Reynolds number is complex.
At larges/d, it seems to be insensitive, at moderate values ofs/d
the Re transition threshold increases, and then it decreases rapidly
at smalls/d as the tubes approach one another. As visible on all
the graphs, the effect of the tube spacing is most important for

s/d,0.5, which is also the domain where the modes are most
difficult to distinguish from one another. As a first step, we will
ignore the tube spacing effect and only correlate with Re versus
Ga, which, hence, leads to some of the scatter in the resulting
equations.

Figure 7 shows correlations~described in Section 4.2!of all the
four transitions for a low fin tube compared to the observed data.
The data are grouped in three zones on each graph representing
each of the three fluids tested and also the small variations in fluid
temperature from one test to another. The plots show the transi-
tions ignoring the tube spacing effect, which is responsible for a
good part of the vertical scatter. The other configurations give
transitions with similar curvefits and trends.

4.2 Correlation of Transition Thresholds Without Tube
Spacing Effect. The correlation of the measurements with an
equation of the type Re5aGab as in Fig. 7 leads to the empirical
coefficients listed in Table 3. The values ofa andb were found by
minimizing the log transformation of Eq.~9!; that is

ln~Re!5 ln~a!1b ln~Ga!. (10)

A linear regression method has been used to calculate the relation-
ship between Re and Ga. But since the original expression is a
power law, the linear regression is between ln~Re!and ln~Ga!such
that the coefficientsa and b are chosen so as to minimize the
varianceS2, which is the square of the difference between the
predicted and measured values:

Fig. 6 Transition as a function of relative spacing for plain tube „Ga0.25É90…
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S25
1

N21 (
n

~ ln Remeas2 ln Repred!
2. (11)

The standard deviationS has the same dimensions as the log val-
ues and hence we have referred to this as the log deviation, which
is defined as

log deviation5e~A~1/N21!(n~ ln Remeas2 ln Repred!
2!}F S Remeas

Repred
D G . (12)

With this approach, we assume a Gaussian distribution of the
measurements around the prediction. Thus, we have about a 68
percent chance that the measurements will be within the interval
of 6S and about a 95 percent chance they will be within the
interval 62S. This means in our particular case that there is a 68
percent chance to have values within the log deviation shown in
Table 3, i.e., for a log deviation of 1.3256 there is a 68 percent
chance they fall within632.56 percent of the predicted value.

In this table, the two last columns describe the accuracy of the
relation. The first of these columns shows a comparison of our
empirical fit to the data and the last column shows a comparison
to the Hu-Jacobi transition equations. The closeness of the respec-
tive log deviation values for all four of the transitions illustrates
the relatively good agreement between our data set and the Hu-
Jacobi method.

It should be noted that the comparison of the Hu-Jacobi transi-
tion equations to the enhanced tube flow observations in Table 3 is

an extrapolation of their method~it was developed only for plain
tube observations!to determine the usefulness for these tubes.
This extension of the method is successful except where the en-
hanced tube transition occurs at significantly different Ga numbers
than for the plain tube.

Fig. 7 Transition Reynolds number for low fin tube without spacing effect

Table 3 Coefficients for transition relation without spacing
effect
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The transition relations with these coefficients are plotted in
Figs. 8–11 to demonstrate the type of tube effect on the various
flow mode transitions. Insets have been included in the graphs to
give a better view at low Ga.

First of all, one can see that the predictions of Hu-Jacobi for a
plain tube are similar to the curvefits of the present plain tube
observations for all four transitions, which confirms the validity of
their transition correlations. Secondly, the differences in transition
thresholds between the Turbo-BII tube and the plain tube are
small. This means that the pores in the Turbo-BII surface are too
small to have an effect on the film flow regime. Since the Sheet
mode is logically the most convenient mode of operation of a
falling film evaporator tube bundle so as to avoid dry patch for-
mation, the Turbo-BII tube benefits from its lower Re threshold
into the Sheet mode compared to the other enhanced tubes.

As a third observation, in the two regimes involving columns
~Droplet to/from Droplet-Column and Droplet-Column to/from
Column!, the Thermoexcel-C has a significantly lower transition
Reynolds number than the other tubes. Observing the flow on this
tube, one can in fact see that the columns are attached to the small
pikes of the surface, i.e. the notched fin tips. This attachment point

maintains the column mode stable to lower Reynolds numbers.
That is, when Re is increased, if a column is created by instability,
it is then attached and when Re is decreased, it has to reach a very
low value to break up the column. In both cases, this means that
the transition occurs at a low Re.

A fourth visible trend is the significantly higher Re number for
the transition Column-Sheet to/from Sheet for the Thermoexcel-C
and the low fin tubes. Due to surface tension forces, the interface
of a liquid sheet at the fin tips is nonuniform in thickness at the fin
tips and hence the film has to be thicker in order to be stable.
Furthermore, the Column mode is advantageous for condensation
compared to the Sheet mode because large parts of the surface are
not inundated with condensate from the upper tubes. Conse-
quently, the higher Re threshold of the Thermoexcel-C and low fin
tubes means that more tube rows may operate in the Column
mode than for a comparable plain tube bundle.

As a fifth point, it can be mentioned that the distance between
columns, whose mode is controlled by the Taylor instability, is
much larger than the low fin tube pitch and also larger than the fin
pitches of the other two enhanced tubes. So for now there appears
to not to be a fin pitch effect on column spacing.

Fig. 8 Reynolds transition number for droplet to Õfrom droplet-
column transition

Fig. 9 Reynolds transition number for droplet-column to Õfrom
column transition

Fig. 10 Reynolds transition number for column to Õfrom
column-sheet transition

Fig. 11 Reynolds transition number for column-sheet to Õfrom
sheet transition
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4.3 Comparison With Existing Correlation. Honda et al.
@5# have presented correlations for flow pattern transitions for a
low finned tube~27 fpi and 5/8 inch diameter!. Their experiments
were made with R113 (Ga1/45240), methanol (Ga1/45310) and
Propanol (Ga1/4582) and with tube spacings of 22 and 44 mm.
After rearrangements, their correlations lead to the following:

Droplet⇔Columns for propanol: Re50.244 Ga0.25 (13)

Droplet⇔Columns for R113: Re50.52 Ga0.25 (14)

Columns⇔Columns-Sheet for the three liquids:

Re51.28 Ga0.25 (15)

Columns-Sheet⇔Sheet for the three liquids:

Re51.48 to 1.88 Ga0.25 (16)

Correlations~13! and~14! do not predict the intermediate mode
Droplet-Columns so they have been compared in Fig. 12 with the
two transitions Droplet to/from Droplet-Columns and Droplet-
Columns to/from Columns. The extrapolated transition of Honda
for propanol is close to the Droplet to/from Droplet-Columns tran-
sition of this study while the Honda value for R113 has the same
shape as the Droplet-Columns to/form Columns curve but is

shifted to higher Re. In Fig. 13 the curves for the Columns to/form
Columns-Sheet transition are plotted. For this transition, Honda
has found that there is only one equation for his three tested fluids
which tends to prove that the Eq.~9! used in this study to describe
transitions is correct. The agreement between his results and ours
is very good for this transition. In Figure 14 the curves for the
Columns-Sheet to/form Sheet transition are plotted. For this tran-
sition, Honda has found one lower value and one higher value for
the coefficient in correlation~16!. The resulting scatter in the tran-
sitions is small and the correlation of this study is in between the
two Honda’s curves.

4.4 Predictive Relationships Including Spacing Effect
Some of the log deviation in Table 3 and scatter in Fig. 7 are from
the tube spacing effect on transition as can be deduced by the
results on spacing effect shown earlier in Fig. 6. Thus, tube spac-
ing is now included in the relationship. As the tubes have signifi-
cantly different surface geometries, it is not surprising that the
spacing effects are not the same for the four types of tubes. In the
new empirical relations, the spacing ratio is included in thea
coefficient, such thata becomes a third order polynomial in order
to fit the trends in the data in Fig. 6:

Re5a Gab (17)

in which a is:

Fig. 13 Comparison with Honda’s columns to Õfrom columns-
sheet correlation

Fig. 14 Comparison with Honda’s columns-sheet to Õfrom
sheet correlation

Table 4 Coefficients for transition relation with spacing effect

Fig. 12 Comparison with Honda’s droplet to Õfrom columns
correlation
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a5t1uS s

dD1vS s

dD 2

1wS s

dD 3

. (18)

To determine the values of these coefficients, a classical linear
regression is not sufficient because the variables are linked by a
combined addition and multiplication relationship. This problem
has been confronted as follows: The powerb on Ga has been
changed from 0.2 to 0.4 in very small steps. At each step the
coefficientst, u, v, andw are calculated with a classical regression
method withs/d as the variable. With this, one gets a relation for
each value ofb. The relation that gives the lowest log deviation
between the measured and the calculated Re values is selected as
the best. The resulting coefficients are listed in Table 4. Compared
to Table 3, there is a significant improvement by adding the spac-
ing effect for the Column to/from Column-Sheet transition for the
plain and Turbo-BII tubes and at lows/d for all tube types.

5 Conclusions
In this study, observations of the adiabatic flow modes between

horizontal tubes oriented in a vertical array have been made.
Based on these observations, relations to predict the flow mode
transitions between droplet, column and sheet flows are presented.
These relations concern four types of tubes: a low fin tube, a
Turbo-BII, a Thermoexcel-C and a plain tube. The plain tube cor-
relation allows a validation of the observation procedure by a
comparison with the existing correlation from Hu and Jacobi,
which are quite favorable. The four transition correlations per tube
are based on 350 observations each. Relations including the tube
spacing effect are also presented for all the tubes. They improve
the predictions for all the transitions, particularly at very small
tube spacings.
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Nomenclature

a 5 local heat transfer coefficient~W/m2 K!
m 5 dynamic viscosity~Ns/m2!
r 5 density~kg/m3!
s 5 surface tension~N/m!
G 5 total flow rate on both sides of the tube~kg/m s!
a 5 multiplicative factor in relations
b 5 power of Ga number
d 5 tube diameter~m!
g 5 gravitational constant~9.81 m/s2!

t, u, v, w 5 coefficients of the polynomial decomposition
Ga 5 modified Gallileo number
N 5 tube number

Re 5 film Reynolds number
s 5 intertube spacing~m!
S 5 standard deviation
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Mechanism of Nucleate Boiling
Heat Transfer Enhancement From
Microporous Surfaces in
Saturated FC-72
The present study is an experimental investigation of the nucleate pool boiling heat
transfer enhancement mechanism of microporous surfaces immersed in saturated FC-72.
Measurements of bubble size, frequency, and vapor flow rate from a plain and mi-
croporous coated 390mm diameter platinum wire using the consecutive-photo method
were taken to determine the effects of the coating on the convective and latent heat
transfer mechanisms. Results of the study showed that the microporous coating augments
nucleate boiling performance through increased latent heat transfer in the low heat flux
region and through increased convection heat transfer in the high heat flux region. The
critical heat flux for the microporous coated surface is significantly enhanced over the
plain surface due to decreased latent heat transfer (decreased vapor generation rate)
and/or increased hydrodynamic stability from increased vapor inertia; both of which are
a direct result of increased nucleation site density.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1469548#

Keywords: Boiling, Enhancement, Heat Transfer, Microstructures, Porous Media

Introduction
Efforts to maximize the boiling heat transfer efficiency have

resulted in the development of many different surface enhance-
ment techniques. One of the earliest methods used to produce an
enhanced boiling surface was to roughen a plain surface using
sandpaper or some other abrasive. Kurihara and Myers@1# showed
that the nucleate boiling enhancement from roughening was the
result of increased active nucleation site density. The increased
number of nucleation sites may enhance the heat transfer by pro-
viding more convection heat transfer from increased bubble agi-
tation and/or increased latent heat transport. With regard to CHF,
the effects of surface roughening are much less clear. Many re-
searchers have reported that CHF was independent of surface
roughness~Berenson@2#, Nishio and Chandratilleke@3#!. Alterna-
tively, Ramilison et al.@4#, using data for various fluids, showed
that surface roughness actually does influence CHF.

Griffith and Wallis @5# showed that the geometry of the micro-
cavity containing trapped vapor was directly related to the bubble
nucleation process. Most notably, they found that re-entrant type
cavities were stable, easily activated boiling sites. From their
study ~as well as others!, many enhancement techniques utilizing
re-entrant type cavities or grooves have been developed. Since
their first development, porous metallic coatings have received
much attention. Formed by bonding metal particles with diameters
ranging from 44 to 1000mm to a base surface~coating thickness
ranges from 250 to 2000mm!, porous metallic coatings have been
shown to significantly enhance nucleate boiling heat transfer per-
formance. Thome@6# concluded that the primary enhancement
mechanisms for re-entrant type enhanced surfaces were: enhanced
nucleation from the larger embryonic bubbles, increased thin film
evaporation due to the large internal surface area of the porous
structure, and two-phase convection within the porous structure.
The porous metallic coatings were also found to significantly en-

hance CHF. Polezhaev and Kovalev@7# suggested that the en-
hancement was due to decreased vapor jet spacing~increased va-
por jet velocity!while Tehver@8# proposed that the enhancement
was due to increased macrolayer evaporation time.

A relatively new method for surface enhancement is the mi-
croporous coating introduced by O’Connor and You@9#, refined
by Chang and You@10,11# and patented by You and O’Connor
@12#. The coating is a surface treatment technique used to increase
vapor/gas entrapment volume and active nucleation site density by
forming a porous structure of 1–20mm particles with cavities of
about 0.1–1mm and bonded together with epoxy. The mi-
croporous coating is different from conventional metallic porous
coatings because;~a! it uses much smaller particles;~b! the coat-
ing is much thinner~'50 mm!, and~c! the resulting porous struc-
ture has a low effective thermal conductivity~estimated as ap-
proximately 0.95 W/m-K by O’Connor and You@9#!. The
microporous coating has already shown to significantly enhance
the pool nucleate boiling heat transfer performance and critical
heat flux ~CHF! over plain surfaces in highly wetting fluids
@13,14#. Chang and You@11# attributed the enhancement of nucle-
ate boiling heat transfer performance to increased active nucle-
ation site density; however, the enhancement mechanisms of the
coating have not been thoroughly investigated.

The development of advanced surface microstructures for the
enhancement of nucleate boiling requires an understanding of
both the macro and micro-scale heat transfer mechanisms in-
volved. The objective of the present study is to investigate the
nucleate boiling and CHF enhancement mechanisms associated
with the microporous coating in saturated FC-72. To study the
nucleate boiling heat transfer mechanisms, plain and microporous
coated 390-mm diameter platinum wires were tested in saturated
FC-72 at atmospheric pressure. The consecutive-photo method de-
veloped by Ammerman and You@15# is utilized to determine the
effect that the microporous coating has on the heat transfer
mechanisms. To study the effect of the microporous coating on
CHF, data from previous studies are compiled and analyzed.
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Experimental Apparatus And Procedure
The experimental setup for this study is shown in Fig. 1. The

test fluid, FC-72, is a highly-wetting dielectric perfluorocarbon
produced by the 3M Industrial Chemical Products Division. The
test liquid was contained within an aluminum vessel~200 mm
wide3125 mm deep3200 mm high!with two tempered glass
viewports, which was heated by band heaters located on the sides
and bottom of the chamber. A cartridge heater was located in the
bottom of the chamber to provide additional heating/stirring dur-
ing the degassing process prior to testing. The test vessel was
insulated with 15 mm thick foam insulation. An external, water-
cooled condenser was used throughout the testing to prevent loss
of test liquid. A copper-constantan thermocouple was placed
within the test vessel to measure bulk liquid temperature. Atmo-
spheric pressure was maintained by venting the vessel to ambient.
The test heater assembly was mounted to a stainless steel support
bar immersed in the test liquid.

The test heater assembly is also shown in Fig. 1. The 390mm
diameter platinum wire test heater was mounted horizontally be-
tween two 4 mm diameter copper posts spaced 4 cm apart. The
heater wire was soldered to the top of each post. The electric
circuit used to provide power to the heater consisted of a DC
power supply connected in series with a precision shunt resistor
and the test heater. The shunt resistor was used to determine the
current in the electric circuit. The applied heat flux to the test
heater was calculated from the measured voltage drop across the
test heater and current through the shunt resistor. Since platinum
has a repeatable temperature-resistance relationship, the wire itself
was used to measure heater temperature. The wire was calibrated
prior to testing and then checked after testing to ensure accuracy.
For the microporous coated wire, the dielectric DOM~8-12 mm
synthetic Diamond particles/Omegabond 101 epoxy binder/
Methyl-ethyl-keytone carrier! microporous coating shown in Fig.
2 was used~the horizontal line at the top of the photograph is 50
mm long relative to the image!. The coating thickness increased
the wire diameter to'425 mm.

Prior to performing the experiments, the FC-72 test liquid was
heated to its saturation temperature and boiled vigorously for two
hours to remove noncondensible gases. Following this degassing
process, the testing was initiated. The heat flux controlled boiling
curves were generated by incrementally advancing the power sup-
plied to the wire heater until CHF was detected at which point the
power was shut off. Afterwards, the natural convection data was
compared with the correlation of Kuehn and Goldstein@16# ~not
shown! to confirm that the calibration method was accurate. All
measurements and control functions were performed through a
computer-controlled data acquisition system. Hong et al.@17#
should be referred to for a more detailed description of the test
procedures used.

Measurements of the bubble departure diameter, frequency, and
flow rate were performed at four different nucleate boiling heat

flux levels ~6, 11, 13, and 16 W/cm2! using the ‘‘Consecutive-
Photo Method’’ developed by Ammerman and You@15#. Briefly,
the consecutive-photo method uses consecutive images from a
high-speed digital video camera and image processing software to
measure bubble sizes and frequency. From this information the
vapor volume flow rate leaving the wire is calculated. The latent
heat flux contribution is then calculated from the following equa-
tion:

qLH9 5
rgV̇gh1g

pDL
(1)

For reference, the bubble measurements are taken at an imaginary
control line located 2 mm above the wire heater. A more detailed
description of the method is given by Ammerman and You@15#.

Uncertainties for this study were estimated using the method of
Kline and McClintock@18#. Considering the uncertainty in cali-
bration, the uncertainty in heater surface temperature measure-
ment was60.2 K. The total nucleate boiling heat flux uncertainty
~taking into account uncertainties in voltage, current, and area! is
estimated as64.1 percent. With regard to the uncertainties in
vapor volume flow rate and latent heat flux for the consecutive-
photo method, Ammerman and You@15# found that the uncer-
tainty was mainly due to image resolution and bubble shape ir-
regularity. The uncertainties in vapor volume flow rate and latent
heat flux for the present study were estimated to be no more than
66.6 percent and67.8 percent, respectively.

Results And Discussion
The present study is to understand the nucleate pool boiling and

CHF enhancement mechanisms of the microporous coating. In
general, the heat transfer mechanisms associated with pool boiling
are liquid convection and latent heat transfer. Liquid convection
could be further subdivided into natural convection~where nucle-
ation does not occur!, micro-convection~due to bubble motion!,
and Marangoni convection; however, only the total convective
heat transfer contribution is considered in the present study to
simplify the analysis. To determine the latent heat contribution to
heat transfer, the vapor flow rate leaving the test heater was mea-
sured using the consecutive-photo method developed by Ammer-
man and You@15#. From a practical viewpoint, it would have been
preferable to test flat, square heater surfaces; however, the
consecutive-photo method can only be used in situations where
the bubbles can be clearly seen in the photos such as the quasi-

Fig. 1 Pool boiling test facility

Fig. 2 SEM photo of DOM microporous coating „top view…
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two-dimensional, 390mm wire heater chosen for the present
study. All testing was performed in a pool of saturated FC-72 at
atmospheric pressure.

Reference Boiling Curves. Figure 3 illustrates the present
plain and microporous wire surfaces’ nucleate boiling heat trans-
fer test results. In addition, nucleate boiling curves of plain and
microporous coated 2 cm32 cm flat copper surfaces from Rainey
and You@14# are shown for comparison. The single-phase natural
convection data have been removed for clarity. Throughout the
nucleate boiling regime, the microporous coating consistently
augmented the heat transfer coefficients of the wire surface by
more than 600 percent when compared to those of the plain wire
surface which is similar but higher than the enhancement of1300
percent reported by Rainey and You for their 4 cm2 surfaces.
O’Connor and You@9# attributed the enhancement from the mi-
croporous coating to dramatically increased active nucleation site
density but gave no indication to the main enhancement mecha-
nism. In addition, the microporous coating enhanced the wire sur-
face CHF values by about 130 percent which is also similar but
higher than the enhancement of about 70 percent observed for the
4 cm2 surfaces. It has already been shown that below a certain
heater size~length-scale!, the nucleate boiling heat transfer coef-
ficient and CHF will increase with decreasing heater size~Hong
@19#, Bar-Cohen and McNeil@20#!. In addition, the wire surfaces
show higher levels of enhancement of nucleate boiling and CHF
with the addition of the microporous coating. This may be due to
increased sensitivity to changes in convection heat transfer from
the length-scale effects just mentioned. However, the important
observation to make from Fig. 3 is that the 390mm wire surface
behaves in a similar manner to the larger 4 cm2 flat surface with
regard to microporous coating enhancement, therefore, the con-
clusions drawn from the present heat transfer mechanism analysis
of 390 mm wire heaters can be applied to relatively larger, flat
surfaces.

The increased heat transfer coefficients of the microporous sur-
face are not due to increased surface area generated by the mi-
croporous coating. Fig. 4, previously reported by Rainey and You
@21#, shows the effect of adding square pin fins to a 1 cm2 ma-
chine roughened base surface along with a polished@22# and a
microporous coated@10# 1 cm2 flat surface for comparison. For
reference, all of the data in Fig. 4 was tested in saturated FC-72 at
atmospheric pressure and, for the finned surfaces, the heat flux is
based on the base area and the surface superheat is calculated
from the base of the fins. As can be seen from Fig. 4, an increase

in surface area shifts the boiling curve vertically, not horizontally
and has a significant effect on single-phase natural convection
heat transfer.

Visual Observations of Boiling Behavior. Figure 5 shows
photos of the plain and microporous wire heaters at 6 and 16
W/cm2. At 6 W/cm2, the photos show a much higher active nucle-
ation site density on the microporous wire compared to the plain
wire as previously reported by O’Connor and You@9#. When the
heat flux is increased to 16 W/cm2, the plain surface photos ex-
hibit an increase in active nucleation site density while the mi-
croporous wire site density appears unchanged~but still appears to
be higher than the plain wire!. This indicates that the active nucle-
ation site density of the microporous wire is already at or near a
maximum value at 6 W/cm2. Observations of bubble behavior
near the wire surface revealed that most of the bubbles would
merge with neighboring bubbles prior to or just after departure at
all analyzed heat fluxes for both the plain and microporous wires.
Very little bubble merging occurred at distances greater than about
2 mm above the wire surface. This means that the bubble diam-
eters and frequencies measured in the present study represent sec-
ondary or tertiary bubbles rather than departure bubbles. Rainey
and You@14# found that the transition from the isolated bubbles
regime to the slugs and columns regime~or regime of mutual
bubble interaction! for FC-72 occurred at a very low heat flux of
about 3 W/cm2 which is consistent with the observations of sig-
nificant bubble merging and means that the four heat fluxes ana-
lyzed in the present study are in the regime of mutual bubble
interaction.

Nucleate Boiling Enhancement Mechanisms. To determine
the relative contributions of convective and latent heat transfer to
the total heat transfer, measurements of vapor volume flow rate
from the plain and coated wire heaters were made at four different
total heat flux levels: 6, 11, 13, and 16 W/cm2. A plot of the
measured latent heat flux versus total heat flux is shown in Fig. 6.
The heavy solid line indicates the total heat flux or theoretical
upper limit on the latent heat flux. The present plain wire results in
Fig. 6 show that the latent heat flux contribution steadily increases
from about 40 percent of the total heat flux at 6 W/cm2 to about 94
percent near CHF at 16 W/cm2. The increased latent heat contri-
bution with increased heat flux is attributed to the increased num-
ber of active nucleation sites. Paul and Abdel-Khalik@23# also
observed a steady increase in latent heat flux contribution towards
CHF for their plain 300mm wire in saturated water at atmospheric

Fig. 3 Reference pool boiling curves
Fig. 4 Effect of area „fins… on boiling curve „Rainey and You
†21‡…
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pressure. In contrast, the microporous wire results show a rela-
tively constant latent heat flux contribution of around 70 percent
for the heat flux range tested. The relatively constant latent heat
flux contribution for the microporous wire appears to be consis-
tent with the observed lack of significant change in active nucle-

ation site density mentioned previously. When comparing the
plain to the microporous wire at 6 W/cm2 in Fig. 6, the mi-
croporous coating appears to augment heat transfer through in-
creased latent heat transfer from the higher active nucleation site
density. Due to its lower site density, the plain surface must dis-
sipate more heat through convection heat transfer, which in turn
requires a higher surface temperature to dissipate the same
amount of heat as the microporous surface. Conversely, at 16
W/cm2, the microporous coating appears to augment heat transfer
through increased convection and is most likely from higher
bubble departure frequencies.

To help explain the results from Fig. 6, the bubble diameter and
frequency versus total heat flux and the bubble frequency versus
size range for the two wires are plotted in Figs. 7 and 8, respec-
tively. As previously mentioned, the bubble diameters and fre-
quencies shown in Figs. 7 and 8 are not considered ‘‘departure’’
diameters and frequencies because most of the departing bubbles
~even at the lowest heat flux! had already merged with one or
more neighboring bubbles prior to being measured. From Fig. 7 at
6 W/cm2, the average bubble diameters for the plain and mi-
croporous wires were nearly the same, however, the frequency for
the microporous wire was 2.5 times higher due to its higher active
nucleation site density. As the heat flux is increased, the average
bubble diameters increased while the bubble frequencies de-
creased. Previous studies have shown that the departure diameter
remains relatively constant@24,25# in the isolated bubble regime
and then decreases@26,27#with increasing heat flux. This means
that the increased average bubble diameter and subsequent de-

Fig. 5 Photographs of boiling behavior from plain and microporous wires: „a… plain wire, 6.0
WÕcm2; „b… microporous wire, 6.2 W Õcm2; „c… plain wire; 16.0 W Õcm2; and „d… microporous wire,
16.2 WÕcm2.

Fig. 6 Latent heat flux contribution for plain and microporous
wires „increasing heat flux …
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creased frequency shown in Fig. 7 for both wires is mainly due to
increased bubble merging near the wire surface, which was visu-
ally confirmed from the videos.

Another observation from Fig. 7 is that the average bubble
diameter of the plain wire becomes much larger than the average
bubble diameter of the microporous wire as the heat flux is in-
creased which at first appears counter-intuitive because of the
plain wire’s lower active nucleation site density~less bubble
crowding!. It is expected that more merging among bubbles will
occur at higher heat fluxes due to a higher vapor flow rate~higher
departure frequency!, however, this does not offer an explanation
for the difference in plain and microporous wire bubble behavior
seen in Fig. 7. The following three possible bubble mechanisms,
which could explain this behavior:~1! First, consider that the
bubble will detach once it reaches the ‘‘critical’’ diameter when
the buoyancy and/or inertia force are greater than the surface ten-
sion force holding the bubble to the surface. When two bubbles of
the same size merge, the resulting bubble is twice the volume but
the diameter only changes by 26 percent. Since buoyancy is re-
lated to the bubble volume and the surface tension force is related
to bubble perimeter in contact with heater surface~bubble diam-
eter!, merging of bubbles will significantly accelerate the depar-
ture process. Therefore, when neighboring bubbles merge while
still attached to the wire, it is expected that the new, larger bubble
would become greater than the critical diameter and immediately
depart. The lower active site density of the plain wire would allow
an individual bubble to grow to a larger diameter prior to merging
with neighboring bubbles and thus have a larger diameter upon
departure than the microporous wire.~2! A second possible expla-
nation would be that increased bubble interaction on the mi-
croporous wire from its higher active site density might cause the
bubbles to depart earlier. In other words, the effective critical
bubble diameter would become smaller due to more turbulence
caused by more frequent and crowded bubble departures. A
smaller critical diameter due to a higher active site density for the
microporous wire may partially offset the effect of increased
merging at higher heat fluxes.~3! A third possible explanation
concerns the vapor behavior within the microporous coating.
O’Connor and You@9# estimated a low thermal conductivity for
the microporous coating layer, therefore, the majority of
nucleation/phase change is expected to occur inside the coating
near the heating surface. The rest of the coating would act to
distribute the vapor to all of the openings on the top surface~the
cavities within the coating are interconnected!. This would pro-
vide many more apparent nucleation sites than even a roughened
plain surface and would cause the bubble to be formed by a rela-
tively high velocity jet of vapor normal to the surface. The addi-
tion of internal vapor inertia on the bubbles could cause premature

departure. Evidence of this effect can be seen when comparing the
plain and microporous photos of Fig. 5. The microporous photos
show many bubbles protruding from the bottom of the wire while
the plain surface bubbles appear to slide upward before becoming
large. The addition of vapor inertia directed downward for the
microporous wire may delay the bubble from sliding upward until
the bubble is larger. Regardless of the actual explanation~s! for the
difference in average bubble size behavior between the plain and
microporous wire, the effect appears to be a direct result of dif-
ferences in the active or apparent nucleation site density which in
turn improves the convection heat transfer mechanism of the mi-
croporous wire over the plain wire at higher heat fluxes.

The enhancement of nucleate boiling performance from the mi-
croporous wire over the plain wire is surprisingly similar to the
enhancement from the addition of surfactant to water observed by
Ammerman and You@28#. Ammerman and You found that by
decreasing the surface tension of water the average bubble diam-
eter was reduced while the average bubble frequency per unit
length of wire increased. From their boiling photos, the active
nucleation site density appears to be significantly increased as
well. Ammerman and You further found that these effects on
bubble dynamics caused the enhancement of nucleate boiling
from increased latent heat at low heat fluxes and from increased
convection at high heat fluxes, which is strikingly similar to the
present results from Fig. 6. Ammerman and You attributed the

Fig. 7 Average diameter and frequency of bubbles departing
from the wire

Fig. 8 Bubble frequency distributions: „a… plain wire; „b… mi-
croporous wire.
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increased latent heat at low heat fluxes to the activation of nor-
mally dormant nucleation sites~increased active nucleation site
density!. At high heat fluxes, Ammerman and You said that the
reduction in surface tension decreased the amount of bubble ag-
glomeration at the surface~decreased diameter/increased fre-
quency!. The increased frequency was thought to reduce the su-
perheated liquid layer thickness at the surface, which would
inhibit boiling but increase the effective temperature gradient at
the surface and ultimately trade latent heat transfer for convection
heat transfer. Although the cause for the reduced bubble diameters
and increased bubble frequencies is different between the present
study and Ammerman and You’s study, the resulting effect on the
heat transfer mechanisms appears to be the same.

From the frequency plots in Fig. 8, some of the effects previ-
ously discussed can be seen. In Fig. 8~a!, the plain wire shows a
slight increase in the peak diameter from 6 to 10 W/cm2, remains
constant from 10 to 13 W/cm2, and then increases dramatically at
16 W/cm2. The dramatic change from 13 to 16 W/cm2 for the
plain wire can also be seen in Fig. 7 as a large increase in average
bubble diameter with a corresponding decrease in bubble fre-
quency. For the microporous wire in Fig. 8~b!, the frequency be-
havior from 6 to 10 W/cm2, is similar although with higher fre-
quencies. From 10 to 16 W/cm2, the microporous wire shows a
different behavior. The peak bubble diameter remains relatively
constant while the frequency decreases. This is showing a more
gradual increase in average bubble diameter through increased
bubble merging than the plain wire. Paul and Abdel-Khalik’s@23#
data also shows a relatively constant peak bubble diameter regard-
less of heat flux in saturated water. It is also interesting to observe
that at 6, 10 and 13 W/cm2 the peak diameters of the plain and
microporous wires are the same.

Critical Heat Flux Behavior. As previously mentioned, it
has already been shown that the microporous coating significantly
enhances CHF in saturated pool boiling of highly-wetting fluids
@13,14#, and is also observed in Fig. 3. Recently, using data from
their flat polished, roughened, and microporous surfaces, Rainey
and You@21# showed that the surface microstructure significantly
affects CHF in FC-72. They further suggested that the enhance-
ment was a direct result of increased active nucleation site density.
Combining Rainey and You’s observations with the results of the
present study allows for a more complete view of the CHF en-
hancement mechanism of the microporous coating.

As the heat flux approaches CHF for the plain wire, the latent
heat contribution increases towards 100 percent as shown in Fig.
6. Visual observations of the plain wire showed that the wire
surface became increasingly obscured by large vapor bubbles until
complete dryout occurred at CHF. The obscuring of the wire sur-
face by the bubbles from increased vapor generation rate would
increase the blockage to the fluid re-wetting the surface, which in
turn would reduce the convection heat transfer. Increased vapor
generation from the wire along with decreased convection would
also produce more vapor flow instability. Unfortunately the latent
heat contribution of the microporous wire could not be measured
close to CHF due to excessive bubble crowding in the photos so
its behavior near CHF is not known, however, it is expected that
the microporous wire latent heat contribution will eventually ap-
proach 100 percent at CHF similar to the plain wire. As previously
discussed, the microporous coating enhances nucleate boiling at
higher heat fluxes by providing better convection heat transfer. Its
increased active nucleation site density appears to prevent the
bubbles from becoming too large prior to departure and produces
significantly greater bubble departure frequencies which in turn
provides better convection heat transfer. In addition, if there is a
significant amount of vapor inertia normal to the surface as pos-
tulated above, this may increase the hydrodynamic stability of the
vapor flow from the surface and thus allow for higher vapor flow
generation rates prior to CHF which was previously proposed by
Polezhaev and Kovalev@7# for porous surfaces. From these dis-
cussions, it appears that the microporous coating delays CHF

through decreased bubble diameters and increased bubble fre-
quencies, which ultimately provides significantly more convection
heat transfer contribution than the plain surface and/or increased
hydrodynamic stability from increased vapor bubble inertia. These
phenomena would allow for the extension of the nucleate boiling
regime before hydrodynamic instability occurs~CHF!.

Conclusions
The macro and micro-scale heat transfer mechanisms of pool

boiling heat transfer from microporous surfaces immersed in satu-
rated FC-72 at atmospheric pressure were investigated using 390
mm diameter platinum wires~one plain and one coated with the
DOM microporous coating!. The consecutive-photo method de-
veloped by Ammerman and You@15# was utilized to determine the
differences in latent heat contribution as well as bubble diameter
and frequency leaving the surface. The effects of the coating on
CHF are also discussed. Following are the primary conclusions
made from this study:

1 It was confirmed that the microporous coating enhances
nucleate boiling heat transfer as a direct result of its significantly
higher active nucleation site density and is not due to an increase
in surface area.

2 Compared to the plain surface, the higher active nucleation
site density of the microporous coating reduces bubble diameters
while increases bubble frequency. At low heat fluxes~below about
12 W/cm2!, this produces more latent heat contribution by activat-
ing normally dormant nucleation sites. At high heat fluxes~above
about 12 W/cm2!, this reduces the superheated liquid layer at the
surface, which inhibits latent heat transfer but promotes convec-
tion heat transfer. In addition, the phenomenon is very similar to
the enhancement of nucleate boiling from the addition of surfac-
tant to water.

3 The microporous coating appears to delay CHF by increasing
the convection heat transfer contribution with a subsequent de-
crease in latent heat~vapor generation! and/or increasing the hy-
drodynamic stability of the vapor leaving the surface from in-
creased bubble vapor inertia, which would allow for more vapor
generation from the surface. Either or both of these possible ex-
planations would extend the nucleate boiling curve prior to CHF.

Nomenclature

D 5 wire diameter,@m#
h1g 5 latent heat of vaporization,@J/kg#

L 5 length of wire examined,@m#
qLH9 5 latent heat flux,@W/m2#

V̇g 5 vapor volumetric flow rate,@m3/s#
rg 5 density of saturated vapor,@kg/m3#
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Self-Organization and
Self-Similarity in Boiling Systems
Boiling system is a typical open dissipative structure. Focusing on the investigation of
boundary adjacent to heating plate surface in boiling system, nonlinear non-equilibrium
statistical thermodynamics theory of open systems was originally constructed. The com-
petitive bubble formation was realized by non-equilibrium phase transition caused by the
interactions among active sites or bubbles. The ‘‘natural selection’’ among all possible
sites was mathematically outlined. It was by the means of ‘‘natural selection’’ that a kind
of self-organized and self-similar structure was formed. The present studies theoretically
explained the experimental observations from other researchers, and gave more reason-
able guidance of enhancing boiling heat transfer, such as by way of installing artificial
cavities. Beyond the scope of boiling systems, the present studies not only have far-
reaching theoretical implications on explaining time, life, thermodynamic, self-similar,
fluctuation, order and chaos etc., but also can find many promising applications from new
perspectives, such as wider industrial optimization, the recognitions of pattern and repro-
duction pattern of by computer etc.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1470490#

Keywords: Boiling, Non-Equilibrium, Optimization, Thermodynamics, Nonlinear
Statistical

Introduction
Boiling process is encountered in a number of applications,

including not only in traditional industry such as metallurgical
quenching processes, flooded tube and shell evaporator, immer-
sion cooling of industrial components, to name only a few, but
also in modern heat transfer technologies related to space, elec-
tronics component and nuclear reactors etc. The importance of
boiling in a wide variety of applications has provided the incen-
tive for numerous investigations of its basic mechanisms over the
past several decades. A substantial number of such efforts have
been devoted to the understanding and modeling of the transport
during boiling process. A plethora of empirical correlations are
now available in the literature@1#. The characteristic of boiling
process varies considerably depending on the conditions at which
boiling occurs. The heat flux level, the thermo-physical properties
of medium, the wall material and finish, and size of heated wall all
may have an effect on the boiling processes. Because of the mul-
tiplicity of variables of boiling systems, it is more difficult to
suggest equations for the calculation of heat transfer coefficients
than it is in the case of other problems of heat transfer such as
conduction, convection and radiation. Also, we are far from hav-
ing worked out a complete theory, because the physical phenom-
ena are too complicated and in no way have been sufficiently
understood. Therefore, a satisfactory mechanism and modeling
description remain elusive though boiling phenomena have been
studied extensively for several decades.

It is becoming apparent that traditional methods still remain
principally an empirical art and traditional modeling efforts thus
far typically use a linearized approach@2#. For example, physical
phenomena and heat transfer are analyzed on the basis of a single
site or vapor bubble, by assuming uniform condition to obtain
results with a given active site density distribution. It is implied
that the formation of active sites or bubbles has no effect on the
formation of adjacent active sites or bubbles. Consequently poten-
tial important interactions between active sites are ignored. Tradi-
tional linear approaches provide doubtful mechanistic models@3#.

It is necessary to look at the whole picture of boiling process,
that is to say, to see the forest rather than the tree@4#. Considering

that the boiling system is characterized by the existence of
nonlinear, non-equilibrium, complexity and stochastic, it is neces-
sary to deal with potential nonlinear effects in boiling systems.
Introduction of nonlinear nonequilibrium statistical perspectives
may promise the eventual and complete understanding of boiling
processes.

In our viewpoints, among three zones of boiling system, as
shown in Fig. 1, the two-phase zone above heater surface could be
predicted by turbulent models, and the solid zone below the heater
surface could be modeled by conductive equation providing that
the boundary conditions at heater surface are known. Therefore,
the central point is how to model the coupled heater surface. The
present authors focus on analyzing the nonlinear interactions on
coupled complex heater surface caused all possible nonlinear fac-
tors by use of non-equilibrium statistical theories, which are still
elusive to this day@5,6#. Firstly, the nonlinear nonequilibrium sta-
tistical theory of arbitrary open systems is originally constructed
basing upon optimization viewpoints. Self-organized boiling pro-
cesses by means of non-equilibrium phase transition are then re-
vealed. It is mathematically demonstrated that the boiling process
is a kind of evolution by ‘‘natural selection.’’ The self-similar
dissipative structure is accordingly formed. Beyond the scope of
boiling systems, the present studies not only have far-reaching
theoretical implications on explaining time, life, thermodynamic,
self-similar, fluctuation, order and chaos etc., but also can find
many promising applications from new perspectives, such as
wider industrial optimization, the recognitions of pattern and re-
production of pattern by computer etc.

Boiling System: A Typical Complex System
The nonlinear effects involved in boiling systems include non-

uniform site distribution, the on/off behavior of sites, the forma-
tion and evaporation of micro-layers and macro-layers, bubble
generation, growth, departure and coalescence, and interactions
between bubbles or sites etc. Note that these nonlinear effects are
concentrated in the boundary layer near the heater surface. There-
fore, the nonlinear behavior of pool boiling systems can be par-
tially investigated by solving the controlling equations in a control
volume of the two-phase system in the boundary layer adjacent to
the heater surface@7#.

More importantly, in the boiling process, the parameters of
heater surface, such as temperature is extremely nonuniform and
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rapidly varies with time for the nonlinear interactions within tur-
bulent flow regime, heater regime and their interface@8#. It is
necessary to analyze heater surface characteristics from micro-
scopic view, for averaged ways would completely hide the non-
linear dynamic performance. Assuming macroscopic boundary
systems adjacent to heater surface consist of a large number of
objects, viewed as elementary, as shown in Fig. 2. Throughout the
whole volume, within each subsystem, the parameters of the two-
phase system near the surface are homogenized. Doubtless, for the
other wide spectrum and complexity of any open systems, a suf-
ficiently complete and adequate description in most cases can be
achieved in same way, on the basis of the statistical theory.

General Description. In classical statistical physics, in order
to describe a macroscopic system consisting of an enormous num-
ber of microscopic elements, the extremely complex motion of the
microscopic elements has to be projected, so to speak, onto a
much smaller number of macroscopic variables. The projection is
necessarily of a statistical character. In this sense, it is statistical
physics that synthesizes the microscopic world to the macroscopic
world. Basing on the assumption of equal weights of microstates,
the whole structure of the statistical mechanics for equilibrium
state was beautifully constructed by Boltzmann and Gibbs@9#. For
classical nonequilibrium statistical processes, there are two cat-
egories. One is kinetic method, such as Boltzmann-typed equation
or Markovian equation. The other is linear-response theory. How-
ever, as far as open systems far from equilibrium are concerned,
there is still lack of general methods@9#.

Anyway, the situation for open systems far from equilibrium is
completely different from that of equilibrium or near-equilibrium
systems. How to develop a method for open systems far from
equilibrium analogized to equilibrium systems then becomes a
central problem. Similar to the assumption of equal a priori prob-
ability, from which the whole classical statistical mechanics was
born, we propose the following assumption for open systems far
from equilibrium.

An open system far from equilibrium always seeks an optimi-
zation process so that the obtained fluxJ from outside is maximal
under given prices or constrains. Simultaneously, a kind of self-
organized and self-similar fractal structure will be formed.

We all know that the whole framework of equilibrium statistical
mechanics is constructed on the basis of the principle of equal
weights of microstates. Although the ergodic theories have pro-
gressed in recent years, we still lack a rigorous proof of the equal
weight principle. Despite this fact, no one doubts the validity of
equilibrium statistical mechanics. It is our idea that the nonequi-
librium statistical theory of open systems can also be constructed
by above assumption, which may be considered as a kind of ther-
modynamics law.

Assuming the driving forces of subsystems, as shown in Fig. 2,
i.e., the cause of receiving flux from environment, can be ex-
pressed asx1 ,x2 , ¯xn , which are lumped as a vectorx
5(x1 ,x2 , ¯xn), the driving forces may indicate velocity differ-
ence, temperature difference, concentration difference, etc. Simi-
lar to classical statistical theory, here we can consider that all
possible microstates compose a continuous scope in theG space.
dx5dx1dx2¯dxn is a volume unit inG space. The probability
for the state of the system existing within the volume unitdx at
time t is

r~x,t !dx (1)

r(x,t) is distribution function of ensemble, which satisfies the
normalization condition

E r~x,t !dx51 (2)

Assuming that the generalized flux isJ when the state of the
system exists within the volume unitdx at time t, the averaged
flux over all possible microstates is

J̄5E r~x,t !J~r!dx (3)

For discrete systems, Eq.~2! and Eq.~3! can be changed as

(
s

rs~ t !51 (4)

J̄5(
s

rs~ t !J~rs! (5)

By use of Lagrange multiplier, let us maximize the Eq.~3! or Eq.
~5! under the following constraints~indicate given prices!

^xi&5 f 1 (6)

^xixj&5 f 2 (7)

^xixjxk&5 f 3 (8)

^xixjxkxl&5 f 4 (9)

We obtain that

J~r!1rJ8~r!2a2(
i

b ixi2(
i j

b i j xixj2(
i jk

b i jkxixjxk

2(
i jkl

b i jkl xixjxkxl50 (10)

Equation~10! yields

J5a1(
i

b ixi1(
i j

b i j xixj1(
i jk

b i jkxixjxk

1(
i jkl

b i jkl xixjxkxl1
c

r
(11)

wherec is integration constant.

Fig. 1 Boiling system

Fig. 2 Sub-elements adjacent to heating plate surface
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Equation~11! can be changed as

r5
c

J2a2(
i

b ixi2(
i j

b i j xixj2(
i jk

b i jkxixjxk2(
i jkl

b i jkl xixjxkxl

(12)

It is noted that the generalized fluxJ can be described as

J5h1(
i

g ixi1(
i j

g i j xixj1(
i jk

g i jkxixjxk1(
i jkl

g i jkl xixjxkxl1¯ (13)

Obviously, it is the extended relation of classical linear thermodynamics.
Substituting Eq.~13! into Eq. ~12! yields

r5
c

h2a1(
i

~g i2b i !xi1(
i j

~g i j 2b i j !xixj1(
i jk

~g i jk2b i jk !xixjxk1(
i jkl

~g i jkl 2b i jkl !xixjxkxl1¯

(14)

As well known that

ex511x1
1

2!
x21

1

3!
x31¯ (15)

Equation~14! can be changed as

r5expS m1(
i

s ixi1(
i j

s i j xixj1(
i jk

s i jkxixjxk

1(
i jkl

s i jkl xixjxkxl1¯ D (16)

The constants in Eq.~16! are determined by the constants in Eq.
~14!. The exponential term can be considered as a potential func-
tion, which guarantees the asymptotic stability of reference-state.
It is interesting that Eq.~16! has the same form as the probability
function for open systems proposed by Haken@10#. For the state
that is far from the equilibrium-state, the sign of the potential
function is not fixed, which can be positive or negative depending
on specific situations. The characteristics of potential function de-
pend on the sign of depends on constants. If the constants of
second order terms would be less than zero, the bifurcation would
occur and new dissipative ordered structure will correspondingly
be formed.

Application to Boiling System. General description for arbi-
trary open systems is given above. Obviously, for boiling systems,
the driving forces indicate temperature difference, while the gen-
eralized flux will be heat flow. As for the optimization law for
boiling systems, we may say that the boiling systems are always
seeking an optimization process so that the maximum heat can be
transferred from the heater. All in same way, we can obtain the Eq.
~16!. By the diagnosis of the sign of second order term constants,
we may judge the occurrence of bifurcation, i.e., bubble forma-
tion, which stands a new boiling mode.

The Competitive Incipience of Order: Bubble Forma-
tion for Boiling Systems

General Analysis. Ideal systems are composed of elements
with negligible interactions and the treatments of these systems
can be reduced essentially to that of a single element. Complex
systems, in contrast to ideal systems, have strong interactions
among constituent elements, which can never be ignored. A coop-
erative phenomenon called a phase transition will be exhibited.
Through a phase transition, system will often acquire a new struc-
ture or a new property, which is absent before the phase transition.

According to above analyses, we have a general prescription for
writing down the probability function, just as one did for thermal
equilibrium systems in term of Gibbs statistical mechanics, pro-

viding that the elements of the system are known. The probability
function can be used to give any nonequilibrium properties of the
system, when suitably treated. Consequently, the feature for non-
equilibrium phase transition can be analyzed.

Defining the exponential term of Eq.~16! as potential function

F~s,x!5m1(
i

s ixi1(
i j

s i j xixj1(
i jk

s i jkxixjxk

1(
i jkl

s i jkl xixjxkxl1¯ (17)

Assuming@10#

x5x01w (18)

Here, potential function is most symmetric at pointx0 . Then

F~s,x!5F̄~s̄,w! (19)

and

F̄~ s̄,w!5m̄1(
i j

si j wiwj1¯ (20)

Where the constants are determined as

s̄ i j 5
1

2

]2F

]xi]xj
U

x0

(21)

Matrix ^s̄ i j & is diagonalizable under the transformation

wi5(
k

ckijk (22)

Accordingly, Eq.~20! can be changed as

F̄~l,j!5z1(
k

lkjk
21¯ (23)

Terms for lk.0 correspond to unstable modes and induce the
occurrence of non-equilibrium phase transitions. From the mean
molecular field of Van der Waals, Weiss, and Bethe to the phe-
nomenological theory of phase transition of Landau, the equilib-
rium phase transitions theory was beautifully constructed in uni-
fying fashion. In fact, here we try to show that non-equilibrium
phase transition can be developed in a deep analogy with the
equilibrium phase transitions. Furthermore, the present results
shed new lights on the more complete understanding of equilib-
rium phase transitions.
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Discussion on Boiling System. As far as boiling systems are
concerned, the unstable modes mean the formations of bubbles, in
other word, the appearances of a new boiling mode.

Natural Selection—Competition for Input Flux

General Analysis. Obviously, the generalized flux can be de-
scribed by new variables as

J̄5E
j
r~j,t !J~j!dj (24)

Considering the identifiable contributions of stable modes and un-
stable modes, the potential function can be decomposed as@10#

F̄~l,j!5z1F̄u~lu ,ju!1F̄s~lu ,ls ;ju ,js! (25)

where

F̄u~lu ,ju!5(
u

luju
21 (

uu8u9
luu8u9juju8ju9

1 (
uu8u9u-

luu8u9u-juju8ju9ju-1¯ (26)

F̄s~lu ,ls ;ju ,js!5(
s

(2ulsujs
21(

suu8
3lsuu8jsjuju8

1 (
suu8u9

4lsuu8u9jsjuju8ju9

1(
ss8u

lss8ujsjs8ju1 (
ss8s9

lss8s9jsjs8js9

1 (
ss8uu8

lss8uu8jsjs8juju8

1 (
ss8s9u

lss8s9ujsjs8js9ju

1 (
ss8s9s-

lss8s9s-jsjs8js9js-1¯ (27)

Therefore

r~x!5r~ju ,js!5exp@F̄~l,j!#5r~ju!r~js /ju! (28)

Defining

E exp~F̄s!d
Nsjs5g~ju!5exp@2h~ju!# (29)

Ns is the number of stable modes. Obviously

Ws5h~ju!1F̄s (30)

Wu5z1F̄u2h~ju! (31)

then

r~ju!5exp~Wu! (32)

r~js /ju!5exp@Ws~js /ju!# (33)

In order to show the competitive process, i.e., adiabatic elimi-
nation process in static mechanics and quantum mechanics@5,6#,
we now turn to the dynamics analyses. Equation~28! can be re-
garded as the solutions of Fokker-Planck equations, and therefore
we write down the corresponding generalized Langivan equations
as follows

j̇u5luju1Su~ju ,js!1Fu~ t ! (38)

j̇s5lsjs1Ts~ju!1Fs~ t ! (39)

Clearly, the functionsSu andTs are known. In fact, we obtained
the typical evolution equations for systems undergoing non-
equilibrium phase transitions.

Detailed adiabatic elimination process analyses are as follows.
According to Eq.~38! and Eq.~39!, equations that describe the
dynamic processes of subsystems are in the following form be-
cause of interactions among subsystems when considering the ex-
istence of multiple sub-elements

j̇152l1j11 f 1~j1 ,j2 , ¯jn!

j̇252l2j21 f 2~j1 ,j2 , ¯jn!
(40)

]

j̇n52lnjn1 f n~j1 ,j2 , ¯jn!

where first term on right side is linear effect, second term is non-
linear effect that is the function of multiple parameters when tak-
ing effects of interactions among subsystems into account. Equa-
tions ~40! can be classified into two groups: one isi 51,2,¯m,
which stands for small-damp modes, that is, smalll i , even
changes into unstable modes (l i'0). Another is s5m11,m
12,¯n, which stands for unstable modes, adiabatic elimination
principle takes effects. Letj̇50, the following equation is ob-
tained from Eqs.~40!

lsjs5 f s~j1 ,j2 , ¯jm ,jm11~j i !, ¯ ! (41)

which means the modeujsu induced byls is far less thanuj i u.
Thus for s5m11,m12, . . . n, js in f s can be neglected andjs
can be looked as known parameters.

In real evolution process in complex systems, as described
above, only one or a few modes in a unit will become unstable
while most other modes still remain damped. This gives the re-
sults that all damped modes follow the order parameters and even
complicated systems exhibit ordered behaviors: system with dis-
ordered motion of subsystems will change into a well-organized
system. Order parameter with less damped modes often dominants
the whole system behaviors.

If damped coefficients satisfy the situation,

l1@l2@l3@¯ (42)

We can first eliminate variables related toj1 with other variables
remaining untouched and then eliminate variables related toj2
with other variables untouched. Similar ways go on until only one
variable remains.

Analysis above supposes that Eq.~40! can be classified into two
groups by damp magnitude. Analyses of self-organization process
in complex systems without such limits are as follows. Assuming
arbitrary complex system, in which various parameters cannot be
explicitly grouped, therefore can be applied to any open dissipa-
tive systems

ṙ j5hj~r 1 ,r 2 , ¯r n! (43)

wherehj is nonlinear function ofr 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 , ¯r n . Assuming sta-
tionary solution of Eq.~43! is r j

0 and right side of Eq.~43! is
dependent on a group of parameters, which are chose in a way so
that r j

0 stands for static value and satisfies the condition when
moving r coordinate

r j
050 (44)

It stands for stationary state without any motion, let

r j~ t !5r j
01uj~ t ! (45)

rY~ t !5 rY01 uY ~ t ! (46)

which meanr is decomposed into base and perturbed compo-
nents. It is useful to do linear stability analysis of Eq.~43!. Con-
sidering the system is stable and thusuj is small enough, Eq.~43!
is lineaized by substituting Eq.~46! into Eq. ~43!
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u̇ j5(
j 8

L j j 8uj 8 (47)

Matrix L j j depends onrY 0 and controlling parameters. Equation
~47! is substituted by

uẎ 5L uY (48)

Equation~47! or Eq.~48! is one order ordinal differential equation
and the solution is the form

uY 5 uY (m)~0!exp~lmt ! (49)

wherelm is eigenvalue of the following equation

lmuY (m)~0!5LuY (m)~0!. (50)

uY (m)(0) is right eigen vector, generalized solution of Eq.~47! or
Eq. ~48! is the superimposition of Eq.~49!

uY 5(
m

jm exp~lmt !uY m~0!. (51)

jm is an arbitrary constant. Introducing left eigen vectorvY (m). and
requiring

lmvY (m)5vY (m)L. (52)

For the system is stable, the real parts oflm are all negative. If we
require that Eq.~48! satisfy the nonlinearity, Eq.~48! will have the
form

uẎ 5L uY 1 NY ~uY !. (53)

NY (uY ) results from nonlinear contribution. We can still expressu
in a form as Eq.~51! by finding appropriate expressionj(t) so
that the following relation is satisfied when left multiplying Eq.
~53!

^vY (m),uY (m8)&5dmm8. (54)

Equation~54! simply becomes as

j̇m5lmjm1gm~j1 ,j2 , . . . jn! (55)

wheregm5^vY (m),NY ((mjm u~m!!&.
Equation~55! is thoroughly same as Eq.~40! in form, which

implies that analysis in similar way as Eq.~40! can be conducted.
We can change parameters and thus destabilize Eq.~55!, that is to
say, let one or a fewlm equal to or greater than zero with others
having negative real part and thus being relating to damped
modes. Considering that modej r for Re(lm)>0 acts as order pa-
rameter and dominants other modes, adiabatic elimination prin-
ciple is effective. When adiabatic elimination principle takes no
effects, flashing phenomena will occur and chaos may follow. The
condition of chaos incipience isl1'l2'l3'¯ln .

According to above analysis of adiabatic elimination principle,
simultaneously, considering the decompositions ofJ(ju ,js), Eq.
~24! can be changed as

J̄5E
ju ,js

)
s

rs~js /ju!r~ju!FJ~ju!1(
s

Js~js /ju!Gdj

(56)

It is known that

E
js

rs~js /ju!]djs51 (57)

Equation~56! can be changed as

J̄5E
ju

r~ju!J~ju!dju1E
ju,s

r~ju!E
js

rs~js /ju!Js~js /ju!dj.

(58)

That is

J̄5E
ju

r~ju!J~ju!dju1E
ju

r~ju!E
js,s

rs~js /ju!Js~js /ju!dj

(59)

We now turn to considering the case of nonequilibrium phase
transition. If the system is controlled externally by a control pa-
rameter, then all the quantities on the right hands of Eq.~38! and
Eq. ~39! depend on that control parameter, but in different ways.

When we normalize the control parameter such that the insta-
bility occurring at a50, then lu and ls depend ona in the
following manners.

lu5ak (60)

ls5ls~0!10~a!'ls~0! (61)

where k is some positive number. Obviously,lu depends very
sensitively ona, whereasls depends only weakly on it because
the leading term is a no vanishing constant. Similarly, the func-
tions Su , Ts , Fu , andFs depend also only weakly ona.

According to adiabatic elimination technique@5,6#, we have

j̇s50. (62)

In term of Eq.~39!, we have

js52
Ts~ju!

ls~0!
2

Fs~ t !

ls~0!
. (63)

In other words,

Fs52ls~0!Fjs1
1

ls~0!
Ts~ju!G (64)

The fluctuation forces, as usual, Gaussian distribution, i.e., the
probability of finding Fs within the internalF<Fs<F1dF is
given by

r~F<Fs<F1dF!5N exp~2Fs
2/Q!dF. (65)

Therefore, the conditional probability can be expressed as

r~js /ju!5N expH 2Fjs1
Ts~ju!

ls~0! G2

Q21J . (66)

Obviously, by introducing the new variables, we can eliminate the
dependence of the probability distribution of the enslaved vari-
ables onjs so thatJs becomes independent ofju , therefore, in
Eq. ~59! we may perform the integration overju in the second
term of the right hand. We thus obtain that

J̄5Ju1(
s

Js (67)

where the second part does not depend ona, at least in the present
approximation. Therefore, the flux change close to the instability
point is governed by that of the order parameter alone

J̄~a1!2 J̄~a2!'Ju~a1!2Ju~a2!. (68)

Equation ~68! provides vivid physical picture: only unstable
subsystem with stronger ability can get flux and grow. For open
complex system that consists of many subsystems, some of them
can use the input of energy or matter better. In other words, energy
is concentrated in one or a few subsystems, which may dominant
the macroscopic behavior of the whole system. Equation~68! is
basic equation of analyzing synergetic phenomena in complex
system. Basic ideas of cooperative effects are intuitively incorpo-
rated in Eq.~68!.

Self-organization transition process from one state to another
state by symmetry breaking is analyzed above, which is a transi-
tion from a disordered state to another ordered state. Above analy-
sis provides a vivid picture of formation of this kind of ordered
dissipative structure: during the process of transition, system is
extremely non-uniform and subsystems exist at random. However,
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most subsystems will disappear rapidly for continuously being
damped. They can be eliminated by adiabatic principle for their
greater damped coefficients and thus be dominated by one or a
few subsystems with smaller damped coefficients. These predomi-
nant subsystems can grow steadily and eventually promise the
transition from disordered state to ordered state. It is a kind of
self-organized transition.

With the development of modern measurement and calculation
techniques, studies on view of self-organization process and co-
operative effects are available in microscopic levels.

In a word, the development of complex systems, as Darwin’s
picture of a flexible, continuously changing and adapting bio-
sphere under the selection pressure of competition and changing
environment conditions@11#, is an evolution kinetic process. Non-
linear characteristic existing in complex systems promises the
synergetic or cooperative effects and guarantees a certain self-
organized behaviors and functions. The evolution can be treated
as a sequence of nonequilibrium phase transitions leading to more
order and more organized structures.

Discussions on Boiling Phenomena.Above analysis can be
applied to the analysis of boiling system and is in good agreement
with actual boiling phenomena that we often observed. Numerous
sites exist on a unit volume or a unit area. However, only one or a
few can be destabilized and become visible bubbles while most
others will remain damped. Obviously, if we considered specific
boiling system, as shown in Fig. 2, by the ‘‘natural selection’’
principle analyzed above, we demonstrate that some subsystems
can use the input of heat better and generate bubbles, in other
word, heat is concentrated in a few subsystems, i.e., nucleate
bubble mode regimes, which dominate the macroscopic behavior
of the whole system.

The Formation of Self-Similar Structures

General Analysis. Based on the above mathematical theory
of natural selection, we turn to the analysis of the formation of
fractal self-similar structures, i.e., the increasing complex struc-
tures in boiling system and other systems we often observe in our
common experience: trees, blood vessels, nervous, streams,
streets, etc. We want to mathematically derive the geometric
forms of these natural structures.

Considering a finite-size systemV, which may be a certain
volume in heater surface when boiling system is considered, for as
shown in Fig. 3. We first choose a small unitV1 , which contains
m1 subsystems~the unit is chosen so that it contains potential

unstable subsystem, i.e., potential fast mode!. For simplicity, we
assume that the unitV1 is rectangle, as shown in Fig. 4.

Symmetry suggests that the unstable mode is placed in the
middle of unit V1 and is indicated by the number (m111)/2.
According to the above analyses, the change of the flux before and
after undergoing nonequilibrium phase change is mostly trans-
ferred through this section, that is

V1DJ95 J̄1~a1!2 J̄1~a2!'Ju1~a1!2Ju1~a2! (69)

whereDJ9 is the flux density change before and after undergoing
nonequilibrium phase transition. The structure formed here is the
innermost one.

Noticing the Fig. 3, with the growth of system, the smallest
element may continuously develop until the eventual coverage of
the total element the unitV. Obviously, we can repeat the above
process several times, each time for a larger element, until the
total elementV is reached.

Similarly, as time passes,V1 will develop in a larger space,
which may contain severalV1 . We correspondingly have the sec-
ond element regimeV2 , which containsm2 subsystems, as
shown in Fig. 5. Symmetry suggests again that the unstable mode
is placed in the middle of unitV2 and is indicated by the number
@(m21m1)11#/2. According to the natural selection principle,
the change of the flux before and after undergoing nonequilibrium
phase change is mostly transferred through this section and equal
to

V2DJ95 J̄2~a1!2 J̄2~a2!'Ju2~a1!2Ju2~a2!. (70)

Again, as time passes,V2 will develop in a larger space, which
may contain severalV2 . We correspondingly have the third ele-
ment regimeV3 , which containsm3 subsystems, as shown in Fig.
6. Symmetry suggests again that the unstable mode is placed in
the middle of unitV3 and is indicated by the number@(m3
1m2)11#/2. According to the natural selection principle, the

Fig. 3 Arbitrary open system

Fig. 4 Enlarged unit V1

Fig. 5 Enlarged unit V2
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change of the flux before and after undergoing nonequilibrium
phase change is mostly transferred through this section and equal
to

V3DJ95 J̄3~a1!2 J̄3~a2!'Ju3~a1!2Ju3~a2!. (71)

Similarly, for n-order element, we can obtain the tree-like struc-
ture as shown in Fig. 7. Again, we have

VnDJ95 J̄n~a1!2 J̄n~a2!'Jun~a1!2Jun~a2!. (72)

Obviously, we can write down

J̄n~a1!2 J̄n~a2!

J̄(n21)~a1!2 J̄(n21)~a2!
'

Jun~a1!2Jun~a2!

Ju(n21)~a1!2Ju(n21)~a2!
5

Vn

V (n21)

.

(73)

WhereJ̄i and J̄ui are the flux for the whole system and unstable
sub-systems with order parameter respectively,a is the control
parameter,V is growth unit. Eq.~73! evidently reveals the similar
fractal characteristics.

The simplified tree-like network is shown in Fig. 8. Obviously,
the network generated here from pure theoretical umbrella will
look more ‘‘natural’’ with the increase of given conditions.

Application to Boiling Systems. Obviously, we can conduct
similar analysis on boiling systems and surely the same results as
above will be yielded. Providing that the detailed conditions were
given, a certain expression for bubble distribution might be de-
rived. More importantly, according to present analysis, physical
interest may be found that the bubble distribution may exhibit
self-organized and self-similar performance. It is definitely neces-

sary for the available boiling models to incorporate the nonlinear
and nonequilibrium features of boiling processes.

Concluding Remarks
Boiling is a typical open system with input of heat from envi-

ronment. Focusing on the investigation of heater surface in boiling
system, nonlinear nonequilibrium statistical thermodynamics
theory is originally constructed. We show that the competitive
bubble formation is realized by non-equilibrium phase transition
caused by the interactions among lots of active sites or bubbles.
The natural selection among all possible sites is then mathemati-
cally outlined. It is by the means of natural selection that a kind of
self-organized and self-similar structure is formed.

In fact, to this end, our theory is very general. Beyond the scope
of boiling systems, our theory can be applied for any dissipative
open systems far from equilibrium, i.e., regardless what they are,
living or not living, discrete or continuous.

Academic Implications. The present paper has far-reaching
implications in unifying the natural science on both living and not
living:

1. Different from fossils and genetic analysis, the present paper
elaborates a complete mathematical theory on evolution of
living and not living systems by natural selection.

2. We mathematically demonstrated that the complex natural
occurrence of self-similar structures is realized by fluctua-
tions
and continuous bifurcations. In other word, we mathemati-
cally find the role of fluctuation and bifurcation in the pro-
cesses of evolution.

3. We mathematically demonstrated that the formation of in-
creasing complex natural self-similar structure is a process
of evolving growth, i.e., from small scale to large scale. The
process evidently reveals a direction of time. In other word,
the present theory brings the time into natural science and
provides a bridge between physics or chemistry and biology.
The law of thermodynamics, as proposed in section 1, means
that optimizing is to survive and persist in time, i.e., the
favored one replaces the old one. It is in this way that time
comes into our theory.

4. There is no difference between living systems and not living
systems when facing to competition for obtaining flux from
environment. The stronger and more efficient subsystems
can get more flux from environment, and then survive to
dominate the development of other subsystems.

Fig. 6 Enlarged unit V3

Fig. 7 Tree-like structure after n -order growth

Fig. 8 Tree-like network after n -order growth
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5. We demonstrate that the dominant subsystems often get
more flux by competition among enormous subsystems and
by symmetry breaking. In other word, order comes out of
chaos. The present paper not only reveals the origin of or-
dered structures, including the animate and inanimate, but
also sheds on new light on the reasons for the coexistence of
order and disorder in nature.

6. Compared to available theories, we may say that the dissi-
pative structure proposed by Prigogine@12# and Nicolis and
Prigogine@13# is mathematically obtained in the umbrella of
mathematical theory presented in this paper. The fractal ge-
ometry proposed by Mandelbrot@14# can be mathematically
derived in present theoretical fashions.

Industrial Implications. From optimization perspectives, the
present theory can give more reasonable guidance of enhancing
boiling heat transfer, such as by way of installing artificial cavi-
ties. Among other things, i.e., beyond the boiling systems, the
present investigation may find lots of practical implications in
wider scopes:

1. In nature, for one example, the streams often develop their
own network system, i.e., the coexistence of river having
high flux transfer rate with wet soil having low seeping flux
transfer rate. For another example, cities often form their
own network system, i.e., the coexistence of street having
high flux transfer rate with small roads having low flux
transfer rate. For one more example in living system, the
blood vessels, tissues etc., form their tree-like networks too.
Learning from natural complexity, there is great reason for
optimism. Natural systems display such a large number of
remarkable capabilities~and capabilities that are so clearly
complex! that their analysis will unquestionably be a rich
source of models for new areas of engineering. In Benard
flow system, the coexistence of the roll and diffusion parts
tends to transport heat most efficiently@15,16#. Doubtless,
design of artificial tree-like structures can often greatly pro-
mote the system performance in fluid or heat transfer sys-
tems and other systems.

2. The law for the natural selection proposed here can guide us
to recognize and reproduce pattern by the use of computers.

3. According to the present theory, natural selection can greatly
decrease system freedoms. This makes it possible for one to
easily analyze the key aspects of problems.

4. The present analyses provide theoretical and quantity basis
for the actual sizes design of the tree-like network.

Concluding Remarks. Most natural systems, regardless of
living or not living, are often open and dissipative structure far
from equilibrium through the exchange of generalized flux from
environment. Actually, the present paper proposed a universal
non-equilibrium statistical theory of open system and discussed
non-equilibrium phase transitions characteristics. Evolution pro-
cess by means of ‘‘natural selection’’ was mathematically re-
vealed. The formation of natural self-similar fractal structure was
then mathematically derived, which was a kind of self-organized
growth processes from small to large caused by the interactions
among sub-systems. The present studies not only have far-
reaching theoretical implications on explaining time, life, thermo-
dynamic, self-similar, fluctuation, order and chaos etc., but also
can find many promising applications from new perspective, such
as industrial optimization, the recognitions and reproduction of
pattern by computers etc.

In reality, the present investigation introduced new ideas of
exploring the theories of complex systems. The present investiga-
tions not only provide clear physical picture, but also are based on
firm theoretical foundation. The new theory of complex system
presented here significantly wins the advantage over the tradi-
tional theory.

From reductive science and the mechanized materialism of the
industrial revolution, and the reductionisms of modern physics

and chemistry, to the evolution theory of Darwin and self-
organization nonlinear sciences theories appearing in 1970s, the
continuous debate have taken place on whether the nature is re-
ductive or holistic@17#. According to the present paper, we show
that, in closed systems, things tend to be equilibrate, but for open
systems far from equilibrium, regardless of living or non-living,
equilibration means death. Molecular biology was born with the
recognition that the large molecular structures essential to living
cells give rise to autonomous feedback systems. All open systems
far from equilibrium can be seen as an interacting hierarchy of
feedback systems, from cells to individuals, and from populations
to communities and ecosystems.

Where to lead the developing the theories of complex system is
a serious problem. Currently, many problems, such as the reasons
for the formation of fractal structure, self-organization, etc., still
remain elusive. The present investigations provide a renewed ef-
fort in understanding these problems. The essence of fractal struc-
ture formation is a process of nonequilibrium phase change. How-
ever, the studies of the nonequilibrium phase change are far
behind the studies on phase change in thermal states. This paper
virtually provides instruction for investigations of more universal
nonequilibrium phase change.
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Nomenclature

c 5 constant
f 1; f 4 5 constants

f i 5 functions introduced in Eq.~40!
Fu ,Fs 5 fluctuation forces introduced in Eq.~38! and Eq.

~39!
g,h 5 functions defined in Eq.~29! and Eq.~55!
J,J̄ 5 flux, W
J9 5 flux density, W/m2

L 5 matrix defined in Eq.~47!
NW 5 function defined in Eq.~53!

Ns 5 the number of stable modes
Q 5 fluctuation coefficient
r 5 function defined in Eq.~43!
S 5 function defined in Eq.~38!
t 5 time, s

T 5 function introduced in Eq.~39!
u,v 5 vectors defined in Eq.~45! and Eq.~52!, respec-

tively
w 5 variables defined in Eq.~20!

Ws ,Wu 5 potential functions of stable modes and unstable
modes

x 5 driving force
x 5 driving force vector

Greek Symbols

r 5 probability density
s,s̄ 5 constants

h 5 constants
l 5 constants
a 5 controlling parameter defined in Eq.~60!

a,b,g 5 constants
F,F̄ 5 potential functions

z 5 constant
j 5 variables defined in Eq.~22!
m 5 constant
V 5 area or volume unit

Subscripts

0 5 reference state
m 5 integer
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i , j ,k,l 5 integer
s 5 integer

s,s8,s9,s- 5 stable modes
u,u8,u9,u- 5 unstable modes
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Experimental Investigation of
Convective Melting of Granular
Packed Bed Under Microgravity
To improve the understanding of convective melting of packed solid particles in a fluid, an
experimental investigation is conducted to study the melting characteristics of a packed
bed by unmasking the buoyancy forces due to the density difference between the melt and
solid particles. A close-loop apparatus, named the particle-melting-in-flow (PMF) mod-
ule, is designed to allow a steady-state liquid flow at a specified temperature. The module
is installed onboard NASA’s KC-135 reduced gravity aircraft using ice particles of desired
sizes and water as the test media. Experimentally determined melting rates are presented
as a function of upstream flow velocity, temperature and initial average particle size of the
packed bed. It is found that the melting rate is influenced mainly by the ratio of the
Reynolds number (Re, based on the initial particle diameter) to the square of the Froude
number (Fr), and the Stefan number (Ste). In general, the dimensionless melting rate
decreases as Re/Fr2 increases and increases as Ste increases. With the absence of gravity,
i.e., as the Froude number approaches infinity, a maximum melting rate can be achieved.
The increase in the melting rate proportional to the Stefan number also becomes more
pronounced under the zero gravity condition. The trend of average and local Nusselt
number of the melting packed bed under microgravity, as a function of Reynolds number
and Prandtl number, is discussed and compared with the case of nonmelting packed bed.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1469521#
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Introduction
Melting heat transfer that involves phase change of a porous

media matrix occurs in many industrial and environmental pro-
cesses. Examples include manufacturing of alloys, treatment of
hazardous waste, air conditioning, and melting of accumulated
packs of ice in rivers. In material processing and treatment of
hazardous waste, smelting, alloying, and nitrification operations
involve the melting of a packed bed of solids. Melting of materials
in the low gravity conditions of space finds applications in both
space-based materials processing and in space system thermal
management. Materials processing applications can be greatly en-
hanced by the use of the microgravity conditions available in
Earth orbit to reduce impurity levels in semiconductors, supercon-
ductors, superalloys, and other potentially important materials.
Recent studies include processing via containerless floating tech-
niques that can be used to grow single, high-mass crystals@1#,
comparison of eutectic structures which were formed in micro-
gravity and earth gravity@2#, numerical solution on the effect of
vibration on melting of unfixed rectangular phase-change material
under variable-gravity environment@3#. The use of phase change
materials~PCM! as heat transfer media has been studied for ther-
mal management in space. In cold region applications, the melting
of accumulated ice packs occurs in rivers, and packed ice
frequently forms in water pipes. To avoid a sudden release of
water as a result of an ice jam in a river or explosion of frozen
water pipes, accurate prediction of melting ice-water flow is
required@4#.

In this study, the melting rate in nonthermal equilibrium, con-
vective conditions is studied by unmasking the buoyancy effects
in coupled flow, phase change and heat transport phenomena. To

achieve this, a series of experiments are conducted under micro-
gravity conditions created onboard a KC-135 research aircraft. In
such an experiment involving melting solid particles and fluid
flow, the buoyancy effects include both thermal buoyancy, due to
temperature gradients in the fluid, and the buoyancy force due to
the density difference between solid and liquid phases, which is
more pronounced than the thermal buoyancy in our study. It is
expected that under any gravitational condition the solid particle
packing in a flow results from both the buoyancy force and iner-
tial force of flow, while under zero gravity, only inertial force
influences the packing. To develop a correlation that could be used
to represent the melting characteristics, a generalized momentum
equation is derived from the fluidized bed theory. Results are pre-
sented in terms of functional relationships between the Nusselt
number, Reynolds number, Froude number and Stefan number.
This study of melting of dispersed or packed solid particles in a
fluid under microgravity condition provides benchmark informa-
tion for various applications that involves packed or dispersed
solid particles interacting with fluid flow at above-melting tem-
peratures.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures
We first construct a flight module that consists of a flow system,

a heating control system, and a data recording system. Figure 1~a!
is an overview of the flow system. There are three flow paths in
the flow system, consisting of the main flow path, bypass path,
and drainage path. The main flow path is used to supply a con-
trolled constant-rate flow to the test section after the test section is
initially filled with ice particles. The bypass path is used to set the
liquid to the desired temperature. The drainage path is used to
drain liquid out of the test section and return it to the storage tank
after completion of a test. The test section consists of a Nylon
body with Plexiglas sidewindows for video imaging. On the top of
the test section, there are one sapphire window for infrared imag-
ing and one opening for ice feeding. The effective dimensions of
the test section for imaging melting packed bed and flow are 0.059
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Fig. 1 „a… Schematic, „b… test section, and „c… the photo of the Particle-Melting-in-Flow
„PMF… flight test module
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m in height and 0.229 m in length. The width of the flow cross-
section is 0.127 m. There is an additional 0.25 m long flow path,
including a divergent connector, before flow reaches a porous
metal plate and enters the packed bed. The porous plate has a
thickness of 0.0125 m and acts as a flow straightener. A perforated
Plexiglas plate is installed downstream of the packed bed to stop
the melting particles. Figures 1~b! and 1~c!show the configuration
of the test section and the photograph of entire system, respec-
tively.

Nineteen T-type thermocouples are placed in the inlet, outlet
and sidewall of the test section to measure the two-dimensional
liquid temperature distribution~in vertical and axial directions!.
The liquid temperature is recorded automatically through a data
acquisition unit connected to a laptop computer. The data acqui-
sition unit has a maximum speed of 2 Hz, and the maximum
resolution is 0.0015 percent. A large aluminum isothermal plate is
mounted in the data acquisition unit to improve accuracy by at-
tenuating temperature differences at the cold junction connector.
The uncertainty in the temperature measurement is60.7°C. A
gear-type flow meter is used to measure the flow rate, and a Cross-
bow CXL02LF3-R accelerometer is mounted on the test module
to recordin situ the vertical component of the acceleration force
acting on the test module. The readings from flow meter and ac-
celerometer are sent to the laptop computer through the data ac-
quisition unit. The uncertainty of the flow rate is60.013 GPM,
and for acceleration it is60.01 g. A digital video camera is placed
at the side of the test section to record the ice melting process in
the vertical and axial directions.

An infrared camera is mounted over the test section to obtain
the local thermal image of the liquid-solid mixture at a certain
location downstream from the entrance of the test section. To
achieve this, a sapphire window of 0.0765 m in diameter is de-
signed and mounted on the top surface of the test section. The
thermal image of ice-water mixture is taken every 5 sec. The
thermal image has a resolution of 0.1°C and accuracy of60.5°C.
The emissivity of both water and ice is very close to unity~0.95–
0.98!, and the transmissivity of sapphire window is also close to
unity ~at a thickness of 2 mm, it is greater than 0.9!. In addition,
the temperature difference between ice and water alone will be
used to reduce data, which further reduces the overall error by
subtracting the absolute error in temperature difference readings.
Therefore, the overall accuracy of the infrared imaging system is
reasonably acceptable.

In the present study, ice particles with square shape and con-
trollable thickness are produced using a portable icemaker and
filtered water. Four different thickness are used, which translates
into four volume-based equivalent particle diameters ofD
513 mm, 16.4 mm, 20.6 mm, and 26 mm, respectively. Four
different flow rates~0.0423, 0.0839, 0.126, and 0.158 liter per sec,
respectively!are tested. The supply liquid temperature ranges
from 278 K to 298 K. An error analysis, according to@5# yields
the Nth order uncertainty in the obtained Nusselt numbers that lie
in between6 3.2 and6 7 percent, whereas that in the Reynolds
numbers is between6 4.5 and6 8.2 percent. The uncertainty in
displacement measurement, resulting from the video image analy-
sis, was established to be less then6 5 percent.

The flight module achieves a typical test duration of 150 sec.
For a KC-135 flight test, this test duration is further divided into a
number of time periods corresponding to periodic, variable grav-
ity conditions. For example, after an initial high gravity~1.8 g!
period, a 25 sec, microgravity time segment is maintained, fol-
lowed by a 30 sec, high gravity duration, and again followed by a
25 sec, microgravity period, and so on. Depending on the flow
rate and supply water temperature, a complete melting process
typically needs three to six parabola cycles. Before a parabolic
flight starts, the water is pumped through the bypass path to obtain
the desired supply temperature. A control valve is preset at the
desired flow rate position. For each melting experiment, a prede-
termined amount of packed ice is fed to the test section, and a

switch on the control panel is then turned on to allow water flow-
ing steadily through the test section filled with packed ice. All the
variables are recorded automatically as described above. A test
matrix is developed to cover a range of variables parameters.

Results and Discussion

A. Melting Characteristics. Experiments are carried out
for packed beds of different initial particle sizes and different
supply water flow rates and temperatures. The initial mass and
volume fraction of particles in a full test section are determined in
separate experiments. The test section holds different initial mass
of ice particles if the different ice particle size is used. This is
because the ice volume fraction is different if the particle size is
different. Figure 2 shows typical melting phenomena of the
packed beds under gravity and microgravity condition, as viewed
from the side. Shown in Fig. 2~a! the thickness of the packed bed
at a given time is determined by first dividing thex-axis into a
number of equal intervals at locations ofx1 , x2 , etc. At eachxi ,
the number of pixels~calibrated against the physical distance!
between the top border of the top ice and bottom border of bottom
ice is measured from the digital image. As mentioned in the pre-
vious section, the accuracy of such a measurement is within6 5
percent. The variation of bed thickness in the third dimension, i.e.,
the direction parallel to the video camera is negligible under grav-
ity conditions, as confirmed by visual observation. This leads to a
reasonable assumption of two-dimensional flow and melting. Un-
der microgravity conditions, however, the bed thickness variation
is three-dimensional, as will be discussed later. Figure 2~b! shows
that under near-zero gravity conditions, the packed bed does not
float to the top as in gravity conditions; instead, the center of the
particles tend to remain at the same horizontal position when
melting occurs and may be inclined to move downstream under
the velocity pressure.

Figure 3 shows the typical infrared image of ice-water mixture.
The image is a top view of the ice-liquid through the top sapphire
window at a location centered in the flow axis and with a distance
about one third of test section length from the downstream stop
plate. Through an image analysis software, the local temperature
difference between the solid phase and liquid phase can be deter-
mined, and therefore the local Stefan and Nusselt numbers are
calculated, as will be discussed in the next section.

In Figure 4, the typical evolution of the arithmetically averaged
packed bed thickness is shown for the packed beds at a moderate
liquid velocity (v,50.0175 m/s). The initial particle diameter

Fig. 2 „a… Melting of packed bed under gravity condition, and
„b… under microgravity condition
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and mass of ice are 16.4 mm and 750 g, respectively. The aver-
aged thicknessd̄ is calculated from the following equation.

d̄5

(
i 51

n

xid i

(
i 51

n

xi

, (1)

whered i is the packed bed thickness measured at thei th point on
a video image,n is the total number of the measurement points,
andxi is the grid coefficient, the value of which depends on the
measurement location. If the grid of the measurement point is
uniform, the value forx1 ~at the inlet of the test section!andxn ~at
the outlet of the test section! is equal to 0.5, and the value for the
others is equal to 2. The graph shown in the up-right insert of Fig.
4 is the measured vertical acceleration history during a typical
test. From the acceleration data, it can be determined whether the
corresponding time segment of the test is conducted under micro-
gravity or high gravity~1.8 g! conditions. Under high gravity
conditions, the ice particles are quickly packed at the top of the
test section~Fig. 2~a!!. Under microgravity conditions, the packed
ice bed is suspended in the water. From data shown in Fig. 4, the
average packed bed thickness actually increases during the micro-
gravity process. This indicates that the ice particles are packed

loosely without the presence of buoyancy force. The interface area
between solid and liquid, therefore, increases. As a result, the
melting rate under microgravity conditions should be greater than
that under high gravity conditions. Assisted by those observations,
we may conclude that the two-dimensional melting pattern is only
valid for the conditions of gravity or high gravity. Under this
condition, we can estimate the melting rate by calculating the
slope of the curve shown in Fig. 4~also see Eq.~2! below!. Under
microgravity conditions, we calculate the average melting rate
using the value ofDd/Dt, whereDd is the thickness difference
between the beginning of the microgravity condition and the end
of microgravity condition, andDt is the duration of microgravity
time period.

B. Temperature and Nusselt Number. Figure 5 show the
typical liquid temperature distribution near the backside wall at 10
s, 30 s, 70 s, 110 s, and 150 s, respectively, for the conditions of
D516.4, Re5275,T,, in5293 K. The nondimensional tempera-
ture scale is defined as (T2Tm)/(T,, in2Tm) where T,, in is the
inlet liquid temperature~293 K! andTm is the melting temperature
~273 K!. From the acceleration graph~see Fig. 4!, it can be seen
that at 30 s and 110 s, the experiment proceeds under microgravity
conditions. For the rest of time indicated, the experiment is under
high gravity conditions. At 10 s, the low temperature region is at
the downstream upper corner. This indicates that the ice particles
are packed towards the upper side under high gravity conditions.
At 30 s, the low temperature region is the downstream, near the
center of the test section. From this temperature distribution, it can
also be seen that the packed ice bed is suspended in the test
section under microgravity conditions. At 70 s, it can be seen that
the lowest temperature region is not close to the outlet of the test
section, as observed in ground tests, but rather is at the upper

Fig. 3 Typical thermal image of ice-water mixture

Fig. 4 Time variation of the packed bed thickness: D
Ä16.4 mm, ReÄ275, Tø, inÄ293 K

Fig. 5 Time variation of liquid temperature distribution near
the side window: DÄ16.4, ReÄ275, Tø, inÄ293 K, tÄ„a… 10 s, „b…
30 s , „c… 70 s , „d… 110 s, and „e… 150 s.
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region about one third of the test section length away from the
downstream~Fig. 5~c!!. Again, this indicates that the ice particles
are more packed at the low temperature location, and not at the
outlet as occurs in ground test conditions. After 70 s, there exists
a distance between the side wall and the packed ice bed, which is
why the temperature distribution is uniform and the value is near
the supply water temperature~recall that the temperature was
measured by the thermocouples mounted on the side wall!.

Figure 6 shows the temperature distribution of the cross section

at the outlet. No matter whether the melting process occurs under
high gravity condition or microgravity condition, the temperature
distribution is symmetrical about the vertical center line at 10 s
and 30 s~see Fig. 6~a!and 6~b!!, and the temperature decreases
from bottom to top. This means that the packed ice bed is distrib-
uted symmetrically, and the melting rate increases from bottom to
top. After 70 s, the temperature distribution becomes asymmetri-
cal ~see Fig. 6~c!, 6~d!, and 6~e!!; in other words, the packed ice
bed is asymmetrical about the center of the test section. In order to
explain this phenomenon, the ground test is processed at the same
test condition, and the temperature distribution at the outlet is
shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the temperature distribution is

Fig. 7 Time variation of liquid temperature distribution at the
outlet of test section for ground tests: „the other conditions are
the same as those in Fig. 6 …Fig. 6 Time variation of liquid temperature distribution at the

outlet of test section: DÄ16.4, ReÄ275, Tø, inÄ293 K: tÄ„a… 10 s,
„b… 30 s, „c… 70 s, „d… 110 s, and „e… 150 s.
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almost symmetrical during the entire test. By comparing Fig. 6
with Fig. 7, we can conclude that the asymmetrical temperature
distribution in the traverse direction is due to the fact that there
exist additional acceleration components in the traverse direction
of the test section after a few parabolas, causing the packing pat-
tern to deviate from the two-dimensional assumption. This devia-
tion is, however, only significant during the later period of melting
process where the mass of ice particle is relatively small. Based
on this observation, we decide to use the results during the first
microgravity period to calculate the value of melting rate.

The melting rate of ice particles in an interval of timeDt can be
determined in terms of the volume variation in the same interval
of time:

ṁ52«srs

ADd

Dt
, (2)

whereA is the area of the top face of the test section, and«s is the
average volume fraction of ice particles duringDt. It is assumed
that under the gravity condition the packing of ice particles yields
a statistically constant volume fraction that only depends on the
ice particle size. This value can be determined separately by a
series of ground tests. In this study, the following specific melting
rate ~melting rate per unit volume! is defined by

ṁ-5
ṁ

Vs
52

rs

d

Dd

Dt
, (3)

whereVs is the volume of ice phase.
Based on the energy balance, the heat transfer rate from the

water to the ice particle should be equal to the rate used to melt
the ice particles~although, strictly speaking, a small portion of
less than 1 percent of energy is transferred to warm up the ice
particle from the initial temperature to the melting temperature!,
and its value is estimated by considering that the melt flows into
the liquid phase at the melting temperatureTm :

ṁhs,5hAs,~T,, in2Tm!, (4)

whereh is the average heat transfer coefficient assumed constant
over the area of interface between water and ice particles, and
T,, in is the supply water temperature. Using Eq.~4! as a guide, the
time ~and spatially!averaged Nusselt number is, therefore, deter-
mined as follow

Nu5
hD

k
5

ṁ-hs,dD

k~T,, in2Tm!
, (5)

whereD is the initial ice particle diameter.
Figure 8 shows the Nusselt number versus Reynolds number

for different initial ice particle size at range of Prandtl number
from 7 to 10.5 and under the microgravity condition. The solid
straight line in the figure is for the correlation obtained from the
single ice particle melting experiment by Hao and Tao@6#. From
Fig. 8, it can be seen that for the same Reynolds number, the value
of average Nusselt number~Fig. 8~a!! for the packed ice bed is
lower than that for the single ice particle, but the slope of average
Nusselt number versus Reynolds number for the packed ice bed is
greater than that for the single particle. This means that the total
heat transfer rate from water to the ice for packed ice bed is
smaller than that for single ice particle if the Reynolds number
and the temperature difference between solid and liquid are held
the same. It can also be concluded that the dependence of the
Nusselt number on the Reynolds number in the case of the packed
bed is stronger than that in the case of single ice particle. Consid-
ering that the average heat transfer coefficient is defined using the
supply temperature of liquid at the inlet of the packed bed~Eq. 5!,
the above conclusion may need further investigation. The heat
transfer coefficient obtained from the single particle melting ex-
periment @6# may be closer to the definition of the local heat
transfer coefficient in a no-phase-change packed bed, as will be
discussed later. This is because the temperature of liquid flowing

in the space between particles in a packed bed is conceptually
similar to the supply temperature in a single-particle experiment
@6#. It should be noted, however, that the comparison of the trend
in Nu-Re relation between the packed bed and single particle
shown here~i.e., the average Nu is lower for the packed bed! is
similar to the comparison between a fluidized bed and a single
particle @7#. The average Nusselt number obtained under gravity
conditions is also shown in Fig. 8~a!. In general, the average
Nusselt number under gravity conditions is lower than that under
microgravity.

To further facilitate the discussion, we develop the following
correlation between the average Nusselt number versus Reynolds
number and Prandtl number from the experimental data:

Nu51.510.085 Re0.808Pr1/3 ~7,Pr,10.5!. (6)

The dotted line in Fig. 8~a!show this equation at the average Pr
58.5. In Fig. 8~a!, the supplied liquid temperature is used to
calculate the heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number~see
Eqs. 4 and 5!. To illustrate the equivalency between the local
Nusselt number of a packed bed and Nu for a single melting
particle~as mentioned above!, we calculate the local Nusselt num-
ber using local liquid temperature measured from the infrared im-
age~see Fig. 3!. For microgravity conditions, the correlation for
Nusselt number versus Reynolds number and Prandtl number us-
ing local liquid temperature is obtained and shown as follows:

Nu51.2510.35 Re0.808Pr1/.3 ~7,Pr,10.5!. (7)

The results are shown in Fig. 8~b!. It can be seen that the Nusselt
number using local liquid temperature is four times that of the

Fig. 8 Nusselt number variation with Reynolds number for „a…
average Nu, and „b… local Nu
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value obtained by using the supplying liquid temperature and
higher than that obtained from the correlation for a single melting
particle.

Wakao and Kaguei@8# have critically examined the experimen-
tal results on the Nusselt number and have selected experiments
~steady state and transient! that they found to be reliable. They
achieved an improvement over the continuous-solid model for the
evaluation of Nu and have found the following correlation for Nu
for spherical particles

Nu5211.1 Re0.6Pr1/3. (8)

The above equation is widely used in simulation to calculate the
heat transfer coefficienth for both no-phase-change and phase-
change cases. Figure 9 shows the value of Nu calculated using Eq.
~8! with a comparison with our experimental data. To view the
comparison more clearly in Fig. 9, the squares of (Re0.6Pr1/3) are
plotted in the horizontal axis. Figure 9~a! shows experimental data
obtained by using the supply liquid temperature, and Fig. 9~b!
shows data using local liquid temperatures. It can be seen that the
results using the local temperature are reasonably close to the
correlation for the no-phase-change packed bed consisting of
spherical particles~Eq. 8!, although the slope of the curve is dif-
ferent. This comparison is interesting because Eq.~8! is used for
heat transfer problems in constant matrix porous media. Only re-
cently, the same correlation is extended to the numerical simula-
tion of heat transfer in packed beds with melting solid phase
@9–11#. This study presents for the first time an experimental com-
parison made to confirm that Eq.~8! could be used to estimate the

local heat transfer coefficient from melting particles only under
microgravity conditions. Under gravity conditions, Eq.~8! tends
to overestimate the Nusselt number because the Nusselt number
under gravity conditions is lower than that under microgravity
~see Fig. 8~a!. Because these observations are purely empirical,
further study is needed to explain the physical reasons behind the
phenomenon.

C. A Generalized Functional Relation for Nu. It can be
seen from Figs. 7–9 that there exists a significant scatter of data in
the Nu-Re, Pr relations. This suggests important effects of other
physical phenomena such as gravity and temperature difference
between two phases. In order to work towards obtaining a more
generalized correlation that includes all the dimensionless num-
bers, we first develop a functional relationship using the theoret-
ical foundation laid by the work in multiphase system modeling
@10,11,12#. Nondimensional, liquid and solid momentum equa-
tions in a phase change, packed bed are given as:

]

]t
~«,v,!1Re¹•~«,v,v,!

52¹p1¹•@m,~¹v,1¹v,
T!#1P1«,g2P3~v,2vs!

1«sD*
d

dt
~v,2vs!1ṁ* v, , (9a)

]

]t
~«srsvs!1Re¹•~«srsvsvs!

52«s¹p1¹•@«sms~¹vs1¹vs
T!#1P1«srsg2P2¹«s

1P3~v,2vs!2«sD*
d

dt
~v,2vs!2ṁ* vs . (9b)

The dimensionless parameters in Eq.~9! are defined as follows:

P15Gravitational dimensionless number

5
rgD2

mU
→ rUD/m

U2

gD

5
Body force

Viscous force
5

Re

Fr2

P25Particle interaction factor. For the liquid phase

momentum equation,P250.

P35Dimensionless drag coefficient.

Also, we have

ugu5H 1 in y

0 in x,z
,

where y is in the vertical direction, andx,z are the axial and
traverse directions, respectively. The definition of the other di-
mensionless variables is listed in the Appendix, under Nomencla-
ture.

The energy balance Eq.~4! also yields the following dimen-
sional form of the interfacial boundary condition between the
solid and liquid phases:

ṁhs,5kAs,UdT

dnU, (10)

where the fluid temperature gradient is normal to the fluid-solid
interface. Equation~10! indicates the local energy balance be-
tween phase change energy and thermal diffusion. The differential
equation of energy equation of a local averaged volume for a
porous medium@10# also points to the coupled transport mecha-

Fig. 9 Nusselt number versus „Pr1Õ3 Re0.6
…

2 for „a… average Nu,
and „b… local Nu †„Pr1Õ3 Re0.6

…

2 instead of Pr 1Õ3 Re0.6 shown here
for illustration only ‡
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nism in convective melting phenomena. To further assist in the
understanding of such complex phenomena, we define an average
Stefan number as follows

Ste5cp~T,, in2Tm!hs, . (11)

Equations 9 to 11 and the above discussion lead us to the fol-
lowing functional relationship:

Dimensionless melting rateṁ* 5 f ~Re,Re/Fr2,Ste,P2 ,P3!.
(12)

Due to the limited range of experiments, we do not attempt to
achieve the complete correlation, Eq.~12!. Instead, we present
some trends in terms of the effect of each variable. In Fig. 10, the
dimensionless melting rate is presented as a function of gravita-
tional dimensionless number, Re/Fr2, at different Stefan numbers.
It can be seen that the melting rate decreases with the increase in
Re/Fr2 for the same Ste. The increase in the gravity acceleration
results in the increase in Re/Fr2. Under those conditions, the ice
particles are packed tightly, which causes the interfacial area be-
tween the water and ice particle to decrease, and therefore, re-
duces the mass melting rate. On the other hand, for the same
Re/Fr2, the increase in Ste corresponds to an increase in water
temperature. For the range of liquid velocities studied, it can be
seen that gravity plays a very important role in non-thermal equi-
librium, convective melting of a packed bed. Near the zero gravity
range, the thermal diffusion effect is more pronounced, and the
melting rate reaches a maximum value under otherwise the same
condition.

Under microgravity condition, the Froude number becomes in-
finity, and therefore, Re/Fr2 reaches zero. Figure 10 cannot show
how the Reynolds number influences the melting rate. We then
plot in Fig. 11 the dimensionless melting rate versus the Stefan
number at different Reynolds numbers. The increase in the Stefan
number results in an increase in the dimensionless melting rate
regardless the Reynolds number. For the region of Stefan number
less than 0.25, there is no major difference in the melting rate for
different Reynolds number from 100 to 600. When the Stefan
number~Ste! is greater than 0.25, it is shown that for the same
Stefan number the increase in Reynolds number causes the in-
crease in the melting rate. Based on the experimental data, the
following correlation for the dimensionless melting rate can be
obtained:

ṁ* 5~0.04 Re12.1!Ste~20.355 ln Re13.275! ~Ste,0.4!, (13)

which is a reasonable representation of the trend ofṁ*
5 f (Ste,Re)

It can be seen that the Reynolds number does not greatly influ-
ence the melting rate in the region of Stefan numbers less than 0.4
and low Reynolds numbers. For the sake of simplicity, the dimen-
sionless melting rate may be calculate by the following correla-
tion:

ṁ* 515.75 Ste1.4. ~Ste<0.4 and Re<600! (14)

Conclusions
Based on the above discussion, the following conclusions may

be drawn:

1 Under the nonthermal equilibrium, convective melting con-
ditions, the packed bed tends to melt faster as the gravity de-
creases. The maximum melting rate can be achieved under the
zero gravity condition. This finding provides an important experi-
mental benchmark for validation of numerical simulation results.

2 For relatively low Stefan numbers~water!, thermal diffusion
proves to be an important factor contributing to the melting rate of
a packed bed. The dimensionless melting rate is directly propor-
tional to the Stefan number. Under the zero gravity condition, the
trend of increase in melting with the Stefan number is more pro-
nounced than normal and high gravity conditions.

3 Under the zero gravity condition, for Stefan numbers less
than 0.25 and for relative low Reynolds numbers (Re<600), the
melting rate does not depend on the Reynolds number and is only
influenced by the supply liquid temperature.

4 For the first time, an experimental comparison is made to
confirm that under microgravity conditions, the correlation of lo-
cal Nusselt number versus Prandtl and Reynolds numbers follows
closely the correlation for non-melting packed bed of spherical
particles. Further theoretical studies are needed to explain the
physical mechanisms
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Nomenclature

A 5 top test section area, m2

cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg K
D 5 initial average solid particle diameter, m

Fig. 10 Dimensionless average mass melting rate as a func-
tion of Re ÕFr2

Fig. 11 Dimensionless average mass melting rate as a func-
tion of Stefan number
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D* 5 virtual mass coefficient~dimensionless!
Fr 5 Froude number,U/(gD)1/2

g 5 gravitational acceleration, m/s2

h 5 heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K
hs, 5 latent heat, J/kg
ṁ 5 mass melting rate, kg/s

ṁ- 5 melting mass per unit ice volume, kg/m3 s
ṁ* 5 dimensionless melting rate,m̄̇-D2/m

p 5 pressure, Pa
Re 5 Reynolds number,rUD/m
Ste 5 Stefan number,cp(T,,in2Tm)/hs,

T 5 temperature, K
t 5 time, s

V 5 volume, m3

n 5 velocity, m/s
U 5 inlet liquid velocity, m/s

Greek Symbols

a 5 thermal diffusivity, m2/s
d 5 packed ice bed thickness, m
« 5 volume fraction
m 5 viscosity, kg/m2 s
n 5 kinematic viscosity, m2/s
r 5 density, kg/m3

Subscripts

D 5 particle diameter
in 5 test section inlet
, 5 liquid phase

s, 5 solid-liquid interface
m 5 melting
s 5 solid phase

Superscripts

* 5 non-dimensional

Others
- 5 dimensional~overbar!

Appendix
Table 1 lists the definitions of the variables appearing in Eq.~9!.
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Exact Solution for Determination
of the Maximum Sublimation
Rate in a Porous Medium
The optimum condition for the sublimation process taking place in a porous half space are
determined in this paper. The vapor mass concentration at the surface of the porous
medium and the initial frozen mass concentration in the frozen region are predetermined.
The optimum condition is found by determining the vapor mass concentration at the
sublimation front between the vapor and frozen phases, that yields the maximum flux of
the vapor mass at the sublimation front. Exact solutions of the temperature and vapor
mass concentration as well as the location of the moving sublimation front are obtained.
The surface temperature used as the thermal controller is also determined to match the
optimum sublimation condition.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1470168#

Keywords: Heat Transfer, Moving Boundaries, Phase Change, Porous Media

1 Introduction
The heat and mass transfer in a porous medium, such as evapo-

ration, condensation, sublimation and de-sublimation, have wide
applications in separation processes, food technology, heat and
moisture migration in soil and grounds, and so forth. Due to the
nonlinearity of the moving boundary problem, solutions usually
involve mathematical difficulties. Only a few exact solutions have
been obtained for idealized situations@1–6#.

The complication involved in the heat and mass transfer with
phase change is that the location of the moving phase boundary is
unknown. This is important because at this moving boundary the
heat transfer and mass transfer are related. In Refs.@4# and@5#, the
characteristics of the sublimation process were investigated. How-
ever, the optimum condition and thermal control of the sublima-
tion process were not addressed in these two studies.

The optimum condition and the thermal control of the sublima-
tion process in engineering applications are emphasized in the
present study. The optimum condition defines the maximum flux
of the vapor mass at the sublimation front. The surface tempera-
ture that is used as a thermal controller has to be determined to
match the optimum condition.

2 Mathematical Formulation of the Problem
A rigid, solid, porous half-space is considered, as shown in Fig.

1, initially containing a uniform frozen moistureCi and having an
initially uniform temperatureTi . In order to define the sublima-
tion process, the vapor mass concentration at the surface,x50, is
specified as a fixed value ofC0 . The vapor mass concentrationCs
and the corresponding equilibrium temperatureTs at the sublima-
tion front,x5s(t), for the optimum condition are unknown. They
will be determined as a part of the solution. After the determina-
tion of the optimum condition, the surface temperatureT0 at x
50, will then be determined. In order to formulate the sublima-
tion problem, the following assumptions are made:

1. In the frozen region,s(t),x,`, there is no moisture
movement, wherex5s(t) locates the sublimation front.

2. The convection in the vapor region and the heat transferred
by radiation are negligible.

3. The change of pressure caused by the nonuniformity of the
curvature of the frozen-moisture at the sublimation front
may be neglected.

4. The sensible heat absorbed by the vapor mass diffusing
through the vapor region is small in comparison with the
latent heat of sublimation, and may be neglected.

5. The properties of each phase remain constant but may differ
for different phases.

6. The Soret effect, or the thermal diffusion, gives rise to a
mass flux, which is usually very small relative to the normal
Fickian flux, and may be neglected.

The sublimation process can be described by three differential
equations.
For the frozen region, Region 1:

]T1~x,t !

]t
5a1

]2T1~x,t !

]x2 , s~ t !,x,` (1)

For the vapor region, Region 2:

]T2~x,t !

]t
5a2

]2T2~x,t !

]x2 , 0,x,s~ t ! (2)

]C~x,t !

]t
5am

]2C~x,t !

]x2 , 0,x,s~ t ! (3)

wherea1 anda2 are the volume averaged thermal diffusivities in
the frozen and vapor regions, respectively, andam is the volume
averaged mass diffusivity of the vapor moisture in the porous
medium. The method described by Slattery@7# may be used for
evaluation of the values ofa1 , a2 , andam .

The sublimation process in the two regions is subject to initial
and boundary conditions:

T1~x,0!5T1~`,t !5Ti (4)

s~ t50!50 (5)

T2~0,t!5T0 (6)

C~0,t!5C0 (7)

T1~s,t !5T2~s,t !5Ts (8)

C~s,t !5Cs (9)
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The surface temperatureT0 in Eq. ~6!, the temperature at the
sublimation frontTs in Eq. ~8! and the vapor mass concentration
at the sublimation frontCs in Eq. ~9! are unknown. They will be
determined as a part of the solution.

The energy and moisture mass balances at the sublimation front
can be expressed as

2k2

]T2~s,t !

]x
1k1

]T1~s,t !

]x
5CiL

ds~ t !

]t
(10)

am

]C~s,t !

]x
5~Ci2Cs!

]s~ t !

]t
(11)

wherek1 andk2 are the volume averaged thermal conductivities
in the frozen and vapor regions, respectively, andL is the latent
heat of sublimation of the moisture.

3 Solution of The Problem
The system of Eqs.~1–9! describing the distributions of the

temperature and vapor mass concentration in the frozen and vapor
regions in the sublimation process in a porous medium is similar
to that for the distributions of the temperatures in the solid and
liquid regions in a melting process for a pure substance used in
Reference@8#. Therefore, Neumann’s solution presented in Refer-
ence@8# can be used to obtain the temperature and vapor mass
concentration distributions.

Assume that the vapor mass concentrationCsat the sublimation
front is known. The solution of Eq.~3! for the vapor mass con-
centration that satisfies the boundary conditions of equations~7!
and ~9! is

C~x,t !5C01
Cs2C0

erf~p!
erfS x

2Aamt
D (12)

wherep is a dimensionless constant defined as

p5
s~ t !

2Aamt
(13)

The definition ofp presented in Eq.~13! is used to satisfy the
boundary condition of Eq.~9!. Substitution of Eqs.~12! and ~13!
into Eq. ~11! gives the constantp implicitly as

Appep2
erf~p!5

Cs2C0

Ci2Cs
(14)

Assume that the temperatures at the surface,x50, and at the
sublimation front,x5s(t), are known. Then the solutions of Eqs.

~1! and ~2! for the temperature distributions in the frozen and
vapor regions that satisfy the initial and boundary conditions of
Eqs.~4!, ~6!, and~8!, can be determined to be

T1~x,t !5Ti1
Ts2Ti

erfcS pAam

a1
D erfcS x

2Aa1t
D (15)

T2~x,t !5T02
T02Ts

erfS pAam

a2
D erfS x

2Aa2t
D (16)

The surface temperatureT0 in Eq. ~16! can be determined by
substituting Eqs.~13!, ~15! and ~16! into Eq. ~10! to obtain

k2~T02Ts!

a2CiL F expS 2p2
am

a2
D

erfS pAam

a2
D G2

k1~Ts2Ti !

Aa1a2CiL F expS 2p2
am

a1
D

erfcS pAam

a1
D G

5AppAam

a2

(17)

At this point, the solution of the sublimation process, with as-
sumed values ofCs , Ts , andT0 , is obtained.

4 Determination of the Optimum Condition
The optimum condition for the sublimation process is consid-

ered as a condition at which the maximum flux of the vapor mass
occurs at the sublimation front. Equation~11! gives the moisture
mass balance at the sublimation front. The left-hand side of Eq.
~11! shows the flux of the vapor mass at the sublimation front.
Substitution of Eq.~13! into Eq. ~11! yields

am

]C~s,t !

]x
5~Ci2Cs!pAam

t
(18)

From Eq. ~14! it can be seen that an increase of the value of
(Ci2Cs) results in a decrease of the value ofp if the left-hand
side is considered to be nearly constant. Therefore it is expected
that the flux of the vapor mass at the sublimation front on the
left-hand side of Eq.~18! has an optimum value. Differentiating
Eq. ~18! with respect toCs gives

d

dCs
Fam

]C~s,t !

]x G5Aam

t F ~Ci2Cs!
dp

dCs
1p~21!G (19)

When the right-hand side of Eq.~19! equals zero, the optimum
condition for the sublimation process is obtained. In this case

~Ci2Cs!
dp

dCs
5p (20)

Utilization of Eq. ~14! in the derivativedp/dCs in the above
equation gives

dp

dCs
5F 1

2p1~2p211!Ap exp~p2!erf~p!
G Ci2C0

~Ci2Cs!
2 (21)

Substitution of Eq.~21! into Eq. ~20! yields

Cs2C0

Ci2Cs
5

1

2p221 (22)

Utilization of Eq. ~14! again in Eq.~22! gives

App exp~p2!erf~p!5
1

2p221 (23)

The numerical solution of Eq.~23! gives the optimum value ofp
to be

Fig. 1 Two regions in sublimation process
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popt50.540388 (24)

With this value ofp, the value of the left-hand side of Eq.~22! for
the optimum condition is

S Cs2C0

Ci2Cs
D

opt

50.712216 (25)

or

~Cs!opt50.416Ci10.584C0 (26)

Note that the sum of the coefficients ofCi andC0 in Eq. ~26! is
equal to unity. Equation~26! can be written in dimensionless form
as

S Cs

Ci
D

opt

50.41610.584
C0

Ci
(27)

With the known value of (Cs)opt , the value of the corresponding
equilibrium temperature, (Ts)opt at the sublimation front, can be
determined by using the Clapeyron-Clausius equation that de-
scribes a pure substance undergoing a phase change process@9#.
The Clapeyron-Clausius equation is

dPs

dTs
5

L

Ts~vs-2vs8!
(28)

wherePs is the vapor pressure; whilevs8 andvs- are the specific
volumes of the frozen and vapor mass at the sublimation front,
respectively. Since the vapor pressure is small during the sublima-
tion process,vs8 is much smaller thanvs- and, therefore, may be
neglected. Equation~28! becomes

dPs

dTs
5

L

Tsvs-
(29)

Considering the vapor at the sublimation front to be an ideal gas,
we have

vs-5
RTs

Ps
(30)

whereR is the gas constant. Substitution of Eq.~30! into Eq.~29!
gives

dPs

dTs
5

LPs

RTs
2 (31)

Integration of Eq.~31! yields

ln
Ps

P3
5

L

R S 1

T3
2

1

Ts
D

or

CsTs

C3T3
5expFL

R S 1

T3
2

1

Ts
D G (32)

where P3 , T3 , and C3 are the pressure, temperature and vapor
mass concentration at the triple point of the moisture, respectively.
When the value ofCs in Eq. ~32! is set to the value of (Cs)opt , the
value of Ts determined from Eq.~32! is the value of the corre-
sponding optimum equilibrium temperature (Ts)opt . With the op-
timum values of (Cs)opt and (Ts)opt , the optimum surface tem-
perature (T0)opt , acting as the thermal controller to match the
optimum condition, can be determined from Eq.~17!. In order to
simplify Eq. ~17!, the following dimensionless parameters are in-
troduced:

p* 5poptAam

a2
, a215

a2

a1
(33)

~T0* !opt5
k2@~T0!opt2~Ts!opt#

a2CiL

exp~2p* 2!

erf~p* !
(34)

and

~Ts* !opt5
k1@~Ts!opt2Ti #

Aa1a2CiL

exp~2p* 2a21!

erfc~p* Aa21!
(35)

Equation~17! then becomes

~T0* !opt5~Ts* !opt1App* (36)

Substitution of the optimum value ofpopt into Eqs. ~13!, ~12!,
~15!, and~16! gives the optimum distributions of the locationsopt
of the sublimation front, the optimum vapor mass concentration
Copt , the optimum temperatures in the frozen region (T1)opt , and
in the vapor region (T2)opt , respectively, as

sopt~ t !5poptA4amt (37)

Copt~x,t !2C0

~Cs!opt2C0
5

erfS x

A4amt
D

erf~popt!
(38)

~T1!opt~x,t !2Ti

~Ts!opt2Ti
5

erfcS x

A4a1t
D

erfc~poptAam1!
(39)

~T2!opt~x,t !2~Ts!opt

~T0!opt2~Ts!opt
512

erfS x

A4a2t
D

erf~poptAam2!
(40)

where

am15
am

a1
, am25

am

a2
(41)

For the purpose of presentation of the results, dimensionless pa-
rameters are introduced:

Copt* 5
Copt~x,t !2C0

~Cs!opt2C0
(42)

~T1* !opt5
~T1!opt~x,t !2Ti

~Ts!opt2Ti
(43)

~T2* !opt5
~T2!opt~x,t !2~Ts!opt

~T0!opt2~Ts!opt
(44)

h05h5
x

A4amt
, p05popt (45)

h15hAam1, p15poptAam1 (46)

h25hAam2, p25poptAam2 (47)

With these dimensionless parameters, the optimum vapor mass
concentrationCopt , the optimum temperatures in the frozen re-
gion (T1)opt , and in the vapor region (T2)opt defined in Eqs.~38!,
~39! and ~40! can be written in dimensionless forms as

Copt* 5
erf~h0!

erf~p0!
(48)

~T1* !opt5
erfc~h1!

erfc~p1!
(49)

~T2* !opt512
erf~h2!

erf~p2!
(50)

The advantage of using the dimensionless expressions in Eqs.
~48!, ~49!, and~50! is that they can be all plotted in one diagram.
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5 Discussion and Conclusions
The functional relationship between the ratio of the moisture

mass concentration, (Cs2C0)/(Ci2Cs), and the dimensionless
constantp presented in Eq.~14! is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen
that the vapor mass concentration at the sublimation front has two
limiting values: one isCs5C0 , and the secondCs5Ci .

In the first case for whichCs5C0 , p is equal to 0 as shown in
Fig. 2. In this case, the vapor mass flux at the sublimation front
presented in Eq.~18! is equal to zero.

In the second case for whichCs approachesCi , (Cs
2C0)/(Ci2Cs) approaches a very large value, and the curve
shown in Fig. 2 has a very small slope. This means that the growth
of the value of (Cs2C0)/(Ci2Cs) is much faster than that ofp.
For example, when (Cs2C0)/(Ci2Cs) reaches a value of the
order of 6E11, the corresponding value ofp is only about 5.
Therefore it is expected that whenCs approaches the value ofCi ,
or (Cs2C0)/(Ci2Cs) approaches infinity as a limit,p will ap-
proach a finite value. This indicates that the flux of the vapor mass
at the sublimation front presented in Eq.~18! also approaches
zero.

From the above discussion it can be concluded that the two
extreme cases all result in zero values for the flux of the vapor
mass at the sublimation front. Hence there exists an optimum
condition to have a maximum value of the flux of the vapor mass
at the sublimation front. The optimum condition is determined in
Eqs.~24! and ~26! as

popt50.540 (24)

~Cs!opt50.416Ci10.584C0 (26)

Substitution of Eqs.~24! and ~26! into Eqs.~18! gives the opti-
mum flux of the vapor mass at the sublimation front to be

Fam

]C~s,t !

]x G
opt

50.2628Aam

t
~Ci2C0! (51)

The optimum surface temperature (T0)opt , or the dimensionless
optimum surface temperature (T0* )opt appearing in Eq.~36!, acts
as a thermal controller in matching the optimum condition for the
sublimation process. Its value as a function of (Ts* )opt , the dimen-
sionless optimum temperature at the sublimation front, is plotted
in Fig. 3. Based on Eq.~35!, it is seen that the initial frozen
temperatureTi should be equal to (Ts)opt so that the dimensionless
temperature (Ts* )opt at the sublimation front is zero in order to
achieve the most optimum condition. For such a case, the dimen-
sionless optimum surface temperature, (T0* )opt , shown in Eq.~36!
has a minimum value ofp* Ap.

The dimensionless optimum vapor mass concentrationCopt* , as
well as the temperatures (T1* )opt and (T2* )opt in Eqs. ~48!, ~49!,
and~50!, respectively, are plotted in Fig. 4 withh i as an abscissa
for i 50, 1, and 2. The frozen mass concentrationCi in the frozen
region is constant and is not shown in Fig. 4 because it does not fit
the ordinate scale in Fig. 4.
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Nomenclature

a 5 thermal diffusivity @m2/s#
am 5 mass diffusivity of vapor@m2/s#
a21 5 dimensionless thermal diffusivity ratio defined by

Eq. ~33!
am1 , am2 5 dimensionless diffusivity ratios defined by Eq.

~41!
C 5 vapor mass concentration@kg/m3#

erf ~ ! 5 error function
erfc~ ! 5 complimentary error function

k 5 thermal conductivity@W/Km#
L 5 latent heat of sublimation@kJ/kg#

Fig. 2 p as a function of „ CsÀC0…Õ„CiÀCs…

Fig. 3 „T0* …opt as function of „Ts* …opt

Fig. 4 Copt* , „T1* …opt and „T2* …opt as functions of h i for iÄ0, 1,
and 2 with p iÄ0.540
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p 5 dimensionless constant defined by Eq.~13!
pi 5 i 50,1,2, defined by Eqs.~45!, ~46!, and ~47!,

respectively
ps 5 vapor pressure at sublimation front
R 5 gas constant@kJ/kgK#

s(t) 5 position of sublimation front@m#
t 5 time @s#
T 5 temperature@K#

vs8 , vs- 5 specific volumes of frozen and vapor mass at sub-
limation front @m3/kg#

x 5 space coordinate@m#

Greek Symbols

h 5 dimensionless variable defined by Eq.~45!
h i 5 i 50,1,2 defined by Eqs.~45!, ~46!, and ~47!,

respectively

Subscripts

0 5 at surface,x50
1 5 frozen region,s(t),x,`
2 5 vapor region, 0,x,s(t)
3 5 triple point
i 5 initial condition in frozen region

opt 5 optimum condition

s 5 at sublimation front

Superscript

* 5 dimensionless quantity
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Empirical Evaluation of
Convective Heat and Moisture
Transport Coefficients in Porous
Cotton Medium
The air penetration within a porous clothing system on a moving human being is an
important physical process that considerably affects the heat and moisture resistance of
the textile material. This effect of the coupled convection heat and mass exchange within
the clothing system is experimentally investigated and theoretically modeled to determine
the heat and mass transfer coefficients between the air penetrating the void space and the
solid fiber as a function of the velocity of penetrating air. Experiments were conducted
inside environmentally controlled chambers to measure the transient moisture uptake of
untreated cotton fabric samples as well as the outer fabric temperature using an infrared
pyrometer. The moisture uptake was conducted at three different volumetric flow rates of
0.0067, 0.018 and 0.045 m3/sec/m2 of fabric area to represent airflow penetrations that
could result from slow, medium, and vigorous walking, respectively. The theoretical analy-
sis is based on a two-node adsorption model of the fibrous medium. A set of four coupled
differential equations were derived describing time-dependent convective heat and mass
transfer between the penetrating air and the solid fiber in terms of relevant unknown
transport coefficients. The unknown model parameters were adjusted to fit the experimen-
tal data. The outer heat and mass transfer coefficients were found to increase with the air
penetration flow rate. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1471524#

Keywords: Absorption, Mass Transfer, Porous Media

Introduction
The clothing system plays a very important role in human ther-

mal responses because it determines how much of the heat gener-
ated in the human body can be exchanged with the environment.
With the development of new technology, it is becoming impor-
tant to know how the human body will behave thermally under
different environmental conditions with various clothing systems.
Examples include working in a spaceship or in a harmful environ-
ment with special protective clothing.

The first clothing model that describes the mechanism of tran-
sient diffusion of heat and moisture transfer into an assembly of
hygroscopic textile materials was introduced and analyzed by
Henry @1#. He developed a set of two differential coupled govern-
ing equations for the mass and heat transfer in a small flat piece of
clothing material. Henry’s analysis was based on a simplified ana-
lytical solution. In order to describe the complicated process of
adsorption behavior in textile materials, David and Nordon@2#
presented a model in terms of experimentally adjustable param-
eters appropriate for a first stage of rapid moisture sorption fol-
lowed by a second stage of slow moisture sorption. However, their
model did not take into account the physical mechanisms of the
sorption process. For this reason, Li and Holcombe@3# introduced
a new two-stage adsorption model to better describe the coupled
heat and moisture transport in fabrics.

In addition to the above-mentioned models, which describe the
heat and mass transfer in a piece of a clothing material, there are
models that describe these processes in the whole clothing system.
Farnworth @4# developed a numerical model that takes into ac-
count the condensation and adsorption in a multi-layered clothing
system. Jones@5# developed another new unsteady-state thermal

model for the whole clothing system. The whole clothing system
model was based on simplified expressions of Henry’s model.
Recently, Li and Holocombe@3# presented a transient mathemati-
cal clothing model that describes the dynamic heat and moisture
transport behavior of clothing and human body.

The above-mentioned models, whether developed for a piece of
clothing material or for the whole clothing system, focused on the
diffusion process of heat and water vapor transport and assumed
instantaneous equilibrium between the local relative humidity of
the penetrating air and the moisture content of the fiber. However,
the hypothesis of local equilibrium was shown to be invalid dur-
ing periods of rapid transient heating or cooling in porous media
as reported by Minkowycz et al.@6#. Their results for a one-
dimensional porous layer show that in the presence of flow, local
thermal equilibrium is not valid if the ratio of the Sparrow number
to the Peclet number is small. In the absence of local thermal
equilibrium, the solid and fluid should be treated as two different
constituents. Gibson@7# conducted a two-dimensional numerical
modeling and experimental testing of steady diffusion/convection
processes in textiles, where pressure drops and relative humidities
across the fabric are compared. He used a dynamic moisture per-
meation cell for experimental testing@8–11#, where concentration
differences between top and bottom of the fabric were imposed,
induced by convective air flow streams above and below the fab-
ric that are parallel to the fabric surface. The numerical model of
Gibson included diffusion and convective transport of heat and
moisture as well as liquid water wicking through a porous textile
material. Gibson model was based on Whitaker’s theory for mass
and energy transport through porous media that assumes local
thermal equilibrium between the three phases of solid, liquid and
gas that could exist in the porous textile material and ignored the
possible existence of micro-scale pore-level heat and mass trans-
fer coefficients. Under vigorous movement of a relatively thin
porous textile material, the air will pass quickly between the fi-
bers, invalidating the local thermal equilibrium assumption. Dur-
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ing body motion, air must go in and out, and ventilation is ob-
tained without gross environmental air movement. Harter et al.
@12# called this particular aspect in clothing comfort ‘‘ventilation
of the microclimate within clothing.’’ The ventilation rate is af-
fected mainly by the walking velocity as described by Lotens@13#
who derived empirically the steady ventilation rate as function of
the air permeability of the fabric and the effective wind velocity.

The objective of this research is to develop a new simple one-
dimensional model that takes into account the ventilation effect on
the heat and mass transport through fibrous materials, and does
not assume local thermal equilibrium in the fiber. The airflow
through the fiber is induced by a bulk pressure gradient generated
by air with an elevated velocity impinging normal to the fabric.
Our purpose is not to perform the definitive description of
adsorption/desorption processes, but to develop a simulation
model that can accurately reflect the heat and mass transport be-
havior for fabrics or other similar highly porous adsorbing media
with bulk airflow. Such a model could be ultimately incorporated
into human body simulations to better predict the transient re-
sponse of a walking human.

Mathematical Formulation

The Two-Node Model. The theoretical analysis is based on a
two-node adsorption model of the fibrous medium. The outer node
represents the exposed surface of the yarns~yarns that are woven
into a fabric!, which is in direct contact with the penetrating air in
the void space between the yarns. The inner node represents the
inner portion of the ‘‘solid’’ yarn ~fibers on the interior of the
yarn!, which is completely surrounded by the outer node. The
outer node exchanges heat and moisture transfer with the flowing
air and with the inner node, while the inner node exchanges heat
and moisture by diffusion only with the outer node. The moisture
uptake in the fabric is initially very fast due to the convection
effect at the yarns surface, followed by diffusion to the yarn inte-
rior. The relation of the outer-node to the inner-node size is des-
ignated by the mass fractiong of the outer node mass of the fabric
to the total fabric mass. The parameterg is related to the internal
porosity of the fiber, and reflects the mass of the fiber with effec-
tive large size pores which the air penetrates to the mass of the
fiber that contains the micro pores in which diffusion process
dominates. The parameterg, will be dependent on fabric type and
possibly the air flow rate. A cylindrical representation of the two-
node model is shown in Fig. 1, where the air-fiber model can
hypothetically be visualized as an external flow of air around cyl-
inders~yarns! in cross flow. The fabric is represented by a large
number of these two-node modules in cross flow depending on the
fabric porosity. The fabric area isL3W and the fabric thickness is
t f . The airflow is normal to the fabric plane.

Governing Equations. The time-dependent mass and energy
balances are derived for the outer and inner nodes of the fabric
yarn in terms of the relevant unknown heat and mass transport
coefficients between the penetrating air and the outer node
and between inner and outer nodes. The outer node and the inner
node mass balances of moisture are given in Eqs.~1! and ~2!,
respectively:

rgt fAf S dRo

dt D5HmoAo~Pa2Po!1HmiAi~Pi2Po! (1)

r~12g!t fAf S dRi

dt D5HmiAi~Po2Pi ! (2)

whereRo is the regain of the outer node,Ri is the regain of the
inner node, andHmo is the mass transfer coefficients between the
outer node and the penetrating air, andHmi is the mass diffusion
coefficient between the outer node and the inner node. The total
regainR in the fiber, which is the mass of adsorbed water per unit
mass of the fiber, is then given by:

R5gRo1~12g!Ri (3)

where g is the fraction of mass in the outer node. An energy
balance on the outer nodes gives:

rgt fAf S duf

dt D5HmoAo~Pa2Po!hf g1HmiAi~Pi2Po!hf g

1HcoAo~Ta2To!1HciAi~Ti2To!

1hrAf~Ta2To! (4a)

whereHco is the heat transfer coefficients between the outer node
and the penetrating air,Hci is the diffusion coefficient between the
outer node and the inner node, respectively andhr is the linearized
radiation heat transfer coefficient based on average temperature
given by Holman@14#:

hr54s«S To1Ta

2
1273D 3

(4b)

The view factor for the fabric in its climatic enclosure is taken as
unity with the assumption that the walls of the climatic chamber
are atTa . The radiative heat transfer at the level of temperatures
present in the problem is fairly small compared to convective
transfer but it is simple to incorporate radiation heat transfer ef-
fects in the model for more accuracy of the heat balance on the
outer node as reported by Gibson@9# and Zhao@15#. The enthalpy
of the water vapor in air is approximated by the heat of vaporiza-
tion, hf g . The internal energy of the fabric can be divided into
two components, the internal energy of the solid fiber and the
internal energy of the adsorbed water vapor so that the rate of
internal energy change is expanded to:

duf

dt
5cf

dTo

dt
1

d~Ruad!

dt
(5a)

and

d~Ruad!

dt
5uad

dR

dt
1R

duad

dt
(5b)

The enthalpy of the adsorbed phase depends primarily on the fab-
ric regain, and to a much lesser extent on the fabric temperature.
Therefore, Eq.~5b! can be approximated as:

d~Ruad!

dt
5uad

dR

dt
1R

]uad

]R

dR

dt
(6)

The density of the adsorbed phase of water is similar to that of
liquid water. The high density results in the enthalpy and internal
energy of the adsorbed phases being very nearly the same. There-
fore, the internal energy,uad , can be replaced with the enthalpy of
the adsorbed water. Since liquid water represents the state of zero

Fig. 1 A cylindrical representation of the two-node model as
cross flow over cylinders
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enthalpy, then for consistency, the enthalpy of the adsorbed state
is (hf g2had). Data onhad as a function of relative humidity was
obtained from the work of Morton and Hearle@16#. Except for
very low regain values corresponding to very low relative humidi-
ties, the value of]had /]R is on the order of, or less than the value
of had . The regain is typically less than 0.1, which implies that
R(dR/dt)!(dR/dt) and this term can be dropped from Eq.~6!.
Substituting back in Eq.~5a! and then in the heat balance of the
outer node~Eq. ~4a!! leads to:

rgt fAfFcf

dTo

dt
1~hf g2had!

dRo

dt G5HmoAo~Pa2Po!hf g

1HmiAi~Pi2Po!hf g1HcoAo~Ta2To!1HciAi~Ti2To!

1hrAf~Ta2To! (7)

The mass balance of the outer node given in Eq.~1! can be sub-
stituted in Eq.~7! to express the terms that have the mass transfer
coefficientsHmo and Hmi in terms of the rate of change of the
outer regaindRo /dt. Then Eq.~7! simplifies to:

cf

dTo

dt
5had

dRo

dt
1

1

rgt f
FHco

Ao

Af
~Ta2To!

1Hci

Ai

Af
~Ti2To!1hr~Ta2To!G (8)

To generalize the mass and heat balances of the outer node, effec-
tive heat and mass transfer coefficients are defined such that these
equations are independent of the geometric model used to visual-
ize the system. The effective transport and diffusion coefficients
are defined as follows:

H8mo5Hmo

Ao

Af
, H8co5Hco

Ao

Af
, H8mi5Hmi

Ai

Af
,

H8ci5Hci

Ai

Af
(9)

The effective transport and diffusion coefficients are relevant to
what can be measured experimentally rather than being tied to a
specific micro-model. Substituting the effective coefficients in Eq.
~1! and Eq. ~8! yields to the following general mass and heat
balance equations for the outer node:

dRo

dt
5

1

rgt f
@H8mo~Pa2Po!1H8mi~Pi2Po!# (10)

dTo

dt
5

had

cf

dRo

dt
1

1

rcfgt f
@H8co~Ta2To!

1H8ci~Ti2To!1hr~Ta2To!# (11)

A similar derivation for the energy balance on the inner node is
done. The mass and heat transport equations are given in terms of
the effective diffusion coefficients as follows:

dRi

dt
5

1

~12g!rt f
@H8mi~Po2Pi !# (12)

cf

dTi

dt
5had

dRi

dt
1

1

~12g!rt f
@H8ci~To2Ti !# (13)

The previous set of four coupled differential Eqs.~10! to ~13!
describes the time-dependent convective mass and heat transfer
between the penetrating air and the solid fiber in terms of the
moisture regain in the outer and inner nodes and the temperature
of the inner and outer nodes. To numerically solve the equations
for the transient response, the mass fraction of the exposed yarn
‘‘ g’’ and the four unknown diffusion and transport coefficients,
namely H8mi , H8ci , H8mo , and H8co , have to be determined.
The determination of these coefficients is done with the aid of

experimental measurements of the moisture regain and fabric tem-
perature under forced air flow as a function of time as will be
explained in the next section.

Using the Lewis relation for the heat and mass transfer, the
unknown model parameters can be reduced to the internal heat or
mass diffusion coefficient, the outer heat or mass transfer coeffi-
cient and the mass fraction of the exposed ‘‘solid’’ yarn. The
Lewis relation for heat and mass transfer is given by:

Hc5Hm

hf g

i cl~16.5 K/kPa!
(14)

where i cl is the permeation efficiency factor and~16.5 K/kPa!is
the so-called Lewis constant@17#. For the outer transport coeffi-
cients, the situation is that of surface convection to air and the
value of i cl is unity. However, the heat and mass transfer mecha-
nism in the inner node is different. The relationship between heat
transport and water vapor mass transport in stagnant air layers can
be derived from a more fundamental consideration of heat con-
duction and mass diffusion without bulk flow of air. However, this
relationship is numerically nearly identical to the Lewis relation
modified with the permeation efficiency factor,i cl . Mathemati-
cally, the vapor permeation efficiency is defined as:i cl
5(Rd /Er)/LR, whereRd is the thermal resistance of a fabric
~m2 K/W!, Er is the evaporative resistance of the fabric
~m2 kPa/W!andLR is referred to as the Lewis ratio@17#. Conse-
quently, it is common in the field of clothing heat and mass trans-
port to refer to the relationship between heat transport and water
vapor mass transport in stagnant air layers as the Lewis relation-
ship @18#. The fabric is normally constructed of yarns~threads!
where each yarn consists of many fibers. The outer node consists
of fibers on the surface of the yarn and the interior node represents
the interior of the yarn. The interior node transport process is
dominated by diffusion/conduction within the yarn that still has
the very small pores of air. The value ofi cl ~0.3–0.8!is less than
unity because the presence of the fibers increases conduction and
decreases the moisture diffusion.

In the next section, a description is given of the experiments
carried out at various penetrating airflow rates to measure the
transient moisture regain and fabric temperature. The experimen-
tal data is combined with the solution of the coupled transport
equations of the two-node model to determine the unknown trans-
port parameters.

Experimental Setup and Procedure
Untreated cotton was chosen as a representative of a most

common worn fabric to test the model and determine the neces-
sary unknown parameters~the heat and mass transfer coefficients
for the inner and outer nodes as well as the mass fraction of the
two nodes!. The cotton was obtained from Test fabrics Inc.
~Middlesex, NJ 08846!, and is made of unmercerized cotton duck,
style #466.

Ten different fabric samples, each having an area of 0.457
30.457 m2 and thickness of 0.0010 m, were cut from different
locations in the fabric sample to minimize the effect of any local
nonhomogeneity that may exist within the cotton fabric sample.
The fabric samples were conditioned inside an environmental
chamber at an air temperature of 30°C and relative humidity of 30
percent for at least 24 hours. Following this conditioning period,
the fabric was weighed to determine their weight at these dry
conditions. After establishing the dry weight of the fabric at 30
percent relative humidity, these fabric samples were taped to a
steel frame by an aluminum tape. The fabric steel frame was fixed
to the top of a Styrofoam box having dimensions of 0.762
30.762 m2 and a depth of 0.457 meter. The top opening of the
box had some clearance to allow the fabric sample to be easily
placed and removed as shown in Fig. 2. The box also had an air
connection to a flow calibrator that allows the generation of very
low air flow rates at a reading accuracy of60.02 liter/min
~60.00000333 m3/s!. Before each experiment, the steel supported
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fabric samples were conditioned inside the dry chamber for at
least 16 hours and weighed. Inside the dry chamber, the fabric
sample was supported to the top of the Styrofoam box and the
whole box was covered by a plastic bag and carried to an adjacent
environmental chamber whose conditions were set at 30°C and 80
percent humidity. The precision in the set conditions of the cli-
matic chamber temperature was60.5°C and chamber relative hu-
midity was62 percent. Inside the moist chamber, the plastic bag
was quickly removed and air hose connection was quickly at-
tached to the calibrator. The whole process of moving the sample
box from the dry chamber to the moist chamber and attaching the
air hose took 25 sec. The sample is subject to the desired flow rate
for a designated length of time after which it would be weighed. A
different sample would then be used to get results for a longer
period of time. The experiments were conducted and repeated at
the following lengths of time in the moist chamber: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 25, and 30 min. At the end of each
designated length of time for the test, the fabric would quickly be
removed and placed inside a plastic bag for weighing using a
sensitive scale of accuracy60.01 gram. The weight gain of mois-
ture was determined at the end of each specified length of time for
the test. The weighing of the fabric is a straightforward and reli-
able method to measure moisture gain in the fabric, particularly
when moisture content of the air stream exiting the fabric is not
measured. To reduce uncertainty in the measurements, each data
point was repeated at least three times for three different samples
and the uncertainty in the repeated measurements of weight gain
was less than 5 percent.

The fabric temperature was recorded using an infrared Omega
pyrometer to determine the fabric temperature during the absorp-
tion process. The accuracy in temperature readings of the pyrom-
eter was60.55°C. The pyrometer was pointed normally to the
fabric and the surface temperature of the fabric was recorded ev-
ery 5 sec for the initial fifteen minutes of the moisture adsorption
process. The measurement of the fabric surface temperature may
not be exactly relevant to the predicted outer and inner node tem-
peratures of the fabric; rather it will be a combination of both at
the fabric surface temperature due to the fact that the fabric has a
high porosity close to 80 percent. It is not known what portion of
the radiation detected originates from the outer node and what
portion originates from the inner node, so the measured tempera-
ture could represent a value bounded between the inner and outer
nodes’ temperatures.

The whole experimental procedure was carried out for three
different flow rates of 0.0014, 0.00376, and 0.0094
~60.00000333m3/s! m3/sec, corresponding to flow rates per unit
area of 0.0067, 0.018, and 0.045~m3/sec•m2!, respectively. The

selected airflow rates represent flow rates movement through a
clothing system that could be generated during low, medium and
vigorous human activity, respectively.

Methodology for Calculation of the Transport Param-
eters

The coupled mass and heat transport Eqs.~10! through~13! of
the outer and inner nodes of the fabric are integrated numerically
using a time step size of 0.1 second. Initial values of the effective
mass transport parametersHmi8 andHmo8 are assumed. The effec-
tive heat transport coefficientsHci8 and Hco8 are then calculated
using the modified Lewis equation~14! with i cl51 for the outer
node coefficient andi cl50.7 for the inner node coefficient. The
mass fraction of the outer node,g, is taken as 0.6, although other
values have been also considered. The vapor pressure of the flow-
ing air, Pa , is related to the air relative humidity,RH, and tem-
perature and is calculated using the psychometric formulas of Hy-
land and Wexler @19# to predict the saturation water-vapor
pressure and the hence the vapor pressure at the specified relative
humidity. The regain of the cotton material has a definite relation
to the relative humidity of the water vapor through a property
curve of regain versus relative humidity@16#. The graphical rela-
tion of R as a function of relative humidity,RH, has been inter-
polated with 3rd order polynomials for 10 relative humidity inter-
vals from zero to 100 percent. The interpolation functions are used
in the simulation to calculate the inner and outer nodes’ relative
humidities corresponding to the values obtained of inner and outer
regains, respectively. The vapor pressures in the outer nodePo
and the inner nodePi are then obtained from the inner and outer
nodes’ relative humidities. A first order Euler-Forward numerical
integration is used as follows:

Ro
n115Ro

n1
Dt

grt f
@Hmo8 ~Pa2Po

n!1Hmi8 ~Pi
n2Po

n!# (15)

Ri
n115Ri

n1
Dt

~g21!rt f
@Hmi8 ~Po

n2Pi
n!# (16)

To
n115To

n1
had

cf
~Ro

n112Ro
n!1

Dt

grt fcf
@Hco8 ~Ta2To

n!

1Hci8 ~Ti
n2To

n!1hr
n~Ta2To

n!# (17)

where Dt is the time step, andn is the time step number
(t5nDt). Once the updated value of outer node regainRo

n11 is
obtained, then the corresponding relative humidity is found from
the cottonR-RH function and the vapor pressurePo

n11 is evalu-
ated atTo

n11 andRHo
n11. The outer node vapor pressure is then

used in the inner-node energy equation to update the inner tem-
perature value at timetn11.

Ti
n115Ti

n1
had

cf
~Ri

n112Ri
n!1

Dt

grt fcf
@Hci8 ~To

n112Ti
n!#

(18)

The inner node regain attn11 is used to find the new relative
humidity RHi

n11 and hence update the inner node vapor pressure
Pi

n11 at Ti
n11. At every time step, the total regain can be evalu-

ated using Eq.~3!.
Experimental data of the total regain and fabric temperature are

fed into the simulation program with their respective times. For
any assumed set of effective transport parameters, the simulation
program calculates the average relative regain error between the
measured regain and calculated regain. The simulations are re-
peated many times for each experiment, by assuming a different
set of effective transport parameters and mass fraction of the outer
node. In every run, the regain relative error is calculated as:

Fig. 2 A schematic of the experimental setup and the Styro-
foam box
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eR5
1

mtm
(
i 51

m uRexperimental
i 2Rnumerical

i uDt i

Rexperimental
i (19)

where ‘‘i’’ is the measurement number of total number ofm mea-
surements conducted over a period of timetm . The simulation
results are then used to determine the effective heat and mass
transfer coefficients by finding those transport coefficients that
best fit and predict the experimentally measured transient regain.
The results will be discussed in the next section.

Results and Discussion

Empirical Evaluation of Effective Transport Parameters
Using the Two-Node Model and Experimental Data. The fab-
ric in the two-node model can be visualized to be consisting of an
outer node, an inner node and a void space. The effective heat and
mass transfer coefficients for the outer node,Hco8 and Hmo8 , are
dependent on the external air bulk flow in the void space. The
inner coefficientsHci8 and Hmi8 are independent of the external
flow rate since the process here is diffusion. The other parameters
will be kept fixed at all flow rates, with the condition that they are
selected to give a good fit of the experimental data at any flow
rate. An initial good guess for the internal node effective mass
transfer coefficientHmi8 is derived from the known and experi-
mentally measured evaporative resistance ‘‘Er ’’ through the fab-
ric. The mass transfer diffusion coefficientHmi8 in the inner
node is diffusion through solid yarn that encloses the micro pores
of air and it can be assumed to be an order of magnitude smaller
than the overall conductance of the whole fiber. SoHmi8 can be
taken as:

Hmi8 5
1

k1Erhf g
(20)

where Er is the evaporative resistance of the cotton fiber~Er

50.00505 m2K/W, extracted from@17#!, andk1 is an empirical
factor that has been selected to be equal to 10~other values ofk1
have also been tested!. The mass fraction of the outer node,g,
which depends on the fabric type and fabric porosity, was taken as
0.6. It is not intended in the model to considerg as flow depen-
dent parameter, but rather as design parameter for the fabric. This
parameter is empirically determined such that a small or close to
minimum relative error is introduced in the predicted regain as
compared to the experimental results in the range of the imposed
flow rates. The permeability efficiency factori cl is taken as 0.4.
When the values ofi cl are varied from 0.05 to 0.7, the relative
error in the regain between predictions and experiment does not
significantly change at the flow rates under consideration. The
value of i cl50.4 is selected as optimal parameter, because a best
fit is obtained when predicted and measured temperatures are
compared. Experimentally it was evident that most of the regain
uptake occurred within the initial 3–5 minutes of the transient
uptake indicating that the mass fraction of the outer node is sub-
stantial. A high value ofi cl produces a higher inner node tempera-
ture because the effective conductive coefficientHci8 becomes
lower. The values of the effective external transport coefficients
Hmo8 and Hco8 are then found as given in Table 1, at each of the
three flow rates such that the relative regain error is minimum
while keeping all other parameters fixed~g and i cl!.

Figure 3 shows the average regain relative error at the flow
rates per unit area of 0.0067, 0.018, and 0.045 m3/sec.m2 for dif-
ferent values ofHco8 at i cl50.4 andg50.6. Figure 4 shows the
measuredtotal regain and the predicted total regain as a function
of time at various flow rates. The average regain relative error for
the cases presented in Fig. 4 are 0.067, 0.0744, and 0.0501 at the
flow rates of 0.0067, 0.018, and 0.045 m3/sec.m2, respectively.
The correlation factor calculated for the predicted regains to mea-
sured data for the two-node model are 0.9525, 0.9236, and
0.96107 at the flow rates of 0.0067, 0.018, and 0.045 m3/sec.m2,
respectively. The correlation factors are calculated using Pearson’s
method as reported by Walpole and Myers@20#. A sensitivity
analysis is performed on the predicted regain of the model to620
percent variation in the convective heat flux coefficients and re-
sults are shown in Fig. 5. The maximum variations were of66.5

Table 1 Effective heat transport parameters of the two-node adsorption model.

Fig. 3 The average regain relative error at the flow rates per
unit area of 0.0067, 0.018, and 0.045 m 3Õsec.m 2 for different
values of Hco8 at i clÄ0.4 and gÄ0.6

Fig. 4 A plot of the predicted total regain and the measured
regain as a function of time at different flow rates.
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percent,65.3 percent, and 3.4 percent from the optimal predicted
regain at the flow rates of 0.0067, 0.018, and 0.045 m3/sec.m2,
respectively. Another sensitivity analysis is performed on the pre-
dicted regain of the model to check the effect of varying the outer
node mass fractiong by 620 percent from its value of 0.6 at the
selected empirical transport coefficients. Results show that the
maximum variations were of67.5 percent,68.7 percent, and 9.3
percent from the predicted regain atg50.6 for the flow rates of
0.0067, 0.018, and 0.045 m3/sec.m2, respectively.

The predicted inner and outer nodes’ temperatures are shown as
a function of time in Figs. 6~a!, 6~b!, and 6~c!at the flow rates of
0.0067, 0.018, and 0.045 m3/sec.m2, respectively. On the same
Figs. 6~a–c!, the measured fabric temperatures are plotted as a
function of time at the respective flow rates. The model does show
that both the inner and outer nodes temperatures experience an
initial increase due to the release of heat from adsorption of the
water vapor and then the temperature curves drop gradually in
time to approach the chamber temperature after a relatively long
period of time. The inner node temperature is substantially higher
than the outer node temperature as should be expected. The higher
the flow rate, the smaller is the peak temperature in the fabric and
temperature transient is faster to reach the chamber air tempera-
ture. The measured fabric temperature should be more represen-
tative of the outer node than it is for the inner node. The fabric is
relatively thick and when there is initially no airflow through the
fabric, there may exist some temperature gradient in the fabric.
Once the airflow is established, the temperature gradients in the
fabric become minimal and the inner and outer nodes temperature
should approach equilibrium with the air stream. The predicted
peak outer node temperature is lower than the measured one. The
average relative error in the Celsius temperature between the mea-
sured and the predicted one at the optimal assumed parameters is
calculated for the three flow rates as 0.0641, 0.0609, and 0.0235 at
the flow rates of 0.0067, 0.018, and 0.045 m3/sec.m2, respectively.

The fabric has a high porosity close to 80 percent, and it is not
known which portion of the radiation detected originates from the
outer node and which portion originates from the inner node, so
the measured temperature could represent some temperature that
is bounded between the inner and outer nodes’ temperatures.
When the values of measured temperature are compared with the
predicted inner and outer temperature, the agreement is fair, par-
ticularly for the first few minutes. The discrepancy during the
initial period is attributed to the fact that when the fabric box was
placed in the humid chamber, the box was full of dry air. Once the
high humidity conditioned airflow started, the dry air passed first
into the fabric, followed by the humid air, which delayed the rise
in the fabric temperature due to moisture adsorption. Note that
this delay decreases as the flow rate increases. The other factor
that may cause some deviation of results after the initial period is
the precision at which ambient conditions are maintained in the
climatic chamber with an error of60.5°C.

Limiting Values of the Empirical Transport Parameters:
Outer Heat Transfer Coefficient. The fabric yarns may be
modeled as a group of cylinders in cross flow. Although heat and
mass transfer through hygroscopic textiles such as cotton are very
complicated, it is important to check if the coefficients obtained in
the model are not higher than what is expected in the simplest
case of cross flow around cylinders. The actual outer heat trans-
port coefficient ‘‘Hco’’ can be evaluated from the outer effective
heat transfer coefficientHco8 using Eq.~9!. The ratio ofAf /Ao is
the key factor in the physical verification of the two-node model.
The areaAo is the surface area of the exposed yarns to the airflow.
The fabric is visualized as made up ofN outer node cylinders of
diameterDo . Woven fabrics are 1–2 yarn diameter in thickness.
If the fabric is treated as two layers of equally spaced parallel
yarns running in perpendicular directions, then the cylinders di-
ameter can be reasonably taken as half the thickness (Do5t f /2),

Fig. 5 „a… The predicted regain at optimal Hco8 , 0.8Hco8 , and
1.2Hco8 at the flow rates of 0.0067, 0.018, and 0.045 m 3Õsec.m 2

Fig. 6 The predicted inner and outer node temperatures and
the measured fabric temperatures as a function of time at the
flow rates of „a… 0.0067 m3Õsec.m 2, „b… 0.018 m3Õsec.m 2, and „c…
0.045 m3Õsec.m 2
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i.e., the yarns that make up the fabric are on the order of 0.5 mm
diameter which is of the same order as the fabric thickness or less.
The fabric effective porosity« f can then be used to findN as:

N52
~12« f !Wtf

pDo
2 (21a)

Then using Eq. ~10!, the external heat transfer coefficient
becomes:

HCo5HCo8
LW

pDoLN
, Af5LW & Ao5pDoLN (21b)

Using DO5t f /2, the area ratioAf /Ao becomes:

Af

Ao
5

1

4~12« f !
(21c)

Much of the porosity comes from the void space within the yarn.
However, the restriction to flow within the yarn is much greater
than the restriction to flow between the yarns. Most of the airflow
will go through the lager pores between the yarns and the air
within the yarn is treated as immobile and does not contribute to
the external convection. So the effective porosity,« f , would only
reflect the space between the yarns and it is of the order of 50
percent of the volume compared to the total porosity of 80 per-
cent. The Nusselt number correlation for laminar cross-flow
around cylinders, presented in ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamen-
tals @17# is given by:

~NuDo!CF50.3210.43 ReDo
~0.52! (22)

where ReDo is the air flow Reynolds number. The tube flow heat
transfer coefficient can then be found as (Hco)CF
5NuDo .kair /Do , wherek is the thermal conductivity of air. The
calculations are done for air properties at 300 K, effective porosity
of 0.5 and forDo /t f ratio of 0.5. The accuracy of general, wide-
range correlations is often only about630 percent. Figure 7
shows a plot of the heat transfer coefficients obtained from the
experimental model and from the cross flow and internal flow
models. The predicted convective heat transfer coefficients by
cross flow physical model is substantially higher than our empiri-
cal model. It is expected to measure lower heat transfer coeffi-
cients through the fabric considering that the correlations used
were based on aligned cylinders in two rows, while the exact
physical situation has these cylinders woven perpendicular to each
other. This imposes additional resistance to heat convection. Note
that the two-node empirical results are still within the same order

of magnitude of the physical cross flow over cylinders indicating
a strong relationship to the real physical aspects of the flow in
such a complex domain as the fabric. At high flow rate, the mea-
sured and predicted outer-node temperatures are better correlated.
Generalization of the model can be done when more experiments
are performed on other types of fabric material.

Inner Heat Conductance Model. The internal conductance
coefficientHci for the inner node must be smaller than the overall
conductance of the fabric solid, since the inner node encloses the
micro immobile air pores. This will be a check on the limiting
value ofHci . The internal node size, (Di>0.63Do), is based on
the fact that the mass fraction of the outer nodeg is taken as 0.6.
The value ofHci was 2.35 W/K m2 at Do /t f50.5. From the dry
resistance data of the fabric, which is 0.029 m2°C/Watt, the con-
ductance of the solid fabric can be found and compared toHci .
Taking the fabric total porosity« t of 0.8, t f50.001 andkair
50.027 W/Km, and considering the solid yarn and void space
represent layers in parallel, then thermal conductance can be
found from:

1

0.029
5

~12« t!kyarn

t f
1

kair3« t

t f
(23)

Solving for conductivity of the solid yarn giveskyarn
50.016 W/Km and a yarn conductanceUyarn5(kyarn/t f)
56.1 W/K m2. The solid yarn conductance is higher than the em-
pirical Hci , which is expected.

Conclusion
The effect of the coupled convection heat and mass exchange

within the clothing system is experimentally investigated and
theoretically modeled to determine the heat and mass transfer co-
efficients between the air penetrating the void space and the solid
fiber as a function of the velocity of penetrating air. The theoret-
ical analysis is based on a two-node adsorption model of the fi-
brous medium. The simulation results are used for determining the
heat and mass transfer coefficients between the air penetrating the
void space and the solid fiber as function of the velocity of pen-
etrating air by finding those transport coefficients that best fit and
predict the experimentally measured transient regain in the fiber.

The heat and mass transfer coefficients that are determined em-
pirically from the model and experiment are then compared with
limiting values that are expected when a simple physical model of
the fiber and airflow within it is used. The physical model of the
system as a cross flow of air over a group of cylinders~yarns!has
given higher coefficients than the empirical values of the two-
node model as it should.

The developed model could be ultimately incorporated into hu-
man body simulations to better predict the transient response of a
walking human. The ventilation parameters, when evaluated for
other types of fabrics, may also be used in fabric selection of
garment design for various human activities.
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Nomenclature

Af 5 area of the fabric~m2!
Ai 5 inner node area in contact with the outer node~m2!
Ao 5 outer-node exposed surface area to air flow~m2!
Cf 5 fiber specific heat~J/kg K!
Do 5 outer-node diameter or yarn diameter

Fig. 7 Plot of the heat transfer coefficients obtained from
the experimental model and from the cross flow model at
Do Õt fÄ0.5
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Er 5 evaporative resistance of the cotton fiber~50.00505
m2kPa/W!

hf g 5 heat of vaporization of water~J/kg!
had 5 heat of adsorption~J/kg!
Hci 5 conduction heat transfer coefficient between inner

node and outer node~W/m2K!
Hco 5 convection heat transfer coefficient between outer

node and air flowing through fabric~W/m2K!
Hmi 5 diffusion mass transfer coefficient between inner

node and outer node~kg/m2 kPa sec!
Hmo 5 convection mass transfer coefficient between outer

node and air flowing through fabric~kg/m2 kPa sec!
kair 5 air thermal conductivity~W/mK!

L 5 fabric length~m!
N 5 number of cylindrical yarns in the fabric sample

Pa 5 air vapor pressure~kPa!
Nu 5 Nusselt number
Pi 5 vapor pressure of water vapor adsorbed in inner node

~kPa!
Po 5 vapor pressure of water vapor adsorbed in outer node

~kPa!
Pr 5 Prandtl number
R 5 total regain in fabric~kg of adsorbed H2O/kg fiber!

ReDo 5 Reynolds number of the air flow based on the effec-
tive pore size

RH 5 relative humidity
t 5 time ~s!
T 5 Temperature~°C or K!
t f 5 fabric thickness~m!

uad 5 internal energy of water in adsorbed state~J/kg H2O!
uf 5 total internal energy of fiber containing adsorbed

H2O ~J/kg of dry fiber!
W 5 fabric width ~m!

Greek

« 5 fabric emissivity
« f 5 fabric effective porosity
« t 5 fabric total porosity
r 5 mass density of fabric~kg/m3!
g 5 outer node mass fraction
s 5 Stefan-Boltzman constant55.66931028 W/m2 K4

Subscripts:

a 5 air
CF 5 cross flow over group of cylinders

i 5 inner node
o 5 outer node
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Two-Dimensional Simulations of
Enhanced Heat Transfer in an
Intermittently Grooved Channel
Two-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations of heat and momentum transport in an inter-
mittently grooved passage are performed using the spectral element technique for the
Reynolds number range 600<Re<1800. The computational domain has seven contigu-
ous transverse grooves cut symmetrically into opposite walls, followed by a flat section
with the same length. Periodic inflow/outflow boundary conditions are employed. The
development and decay of unsteady flow is observed in the grooved and flat sections,
respectively. The axial variation of the unsteady component of velocity is compared to the
local heat transfer, shear stress and pressure gradient. The results suggest that intermit-
tently grooved passages may offer even higher heat transfer for a given pumping power
than the levels observed in fully grooved passages.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1459730#

Keywords: Channel Flow, Computational, Enhancement, Forced Convection, Instability

Introduction

Engineering devices frequently employ enhanced heat transfer
surfaces@1#. Fins are typically used to extend surface areas while
offset strips are commonly used to promote thin boundary layers.
In recent years, a number of configurations that increase fluid
mixing by triggering flow instabilities have been considered.
Transversely grooved channel@2–5# passages with eddy promot-
ers @6,7# and communicating channels@8# all contain fairly large
features whose sizes are roughly half the channel wall to wall
spacing. These structures are designed to excite normally damped
Tollmien-Schlichting waves at moderately low Reynolds num-
bers.

The current authors have presented a series of articles on heat
transfer augmentation in rectangular cross section passages with
contiguous grooves cut into the walls. Experimental flow visual-
izations in a long grooved channel downstream of a laminar flat
passage show that two-dimensional waves appear after an initial
quiescent development length@9#. Unsteadiness is first observed
thirty-five hydraulic diameters downstream of the first groove at a
Reynolds number of Re5350. As the Reynolds number is in-
creased, the onset moves upstream and the flow behavior at a
given location becomes increasingly three-dimensional. Experi-
mental and numerical results in a passage with eddy promoters
indicate that the instability that leads to unsteady flow is convec-
tive rather than absolute in nature@10#. Measurements using air
show that fully developed heat transfer is enhanced relative to
laminar flat channel flow by as much as a factor of 4.6 at equal
Reynolds numbers and by a factor of 3.5 at equal pumping powers
@11,12#.

Numerical simulations of fully developed convection in trans-
versely grooved passages were performed using the spectral ele-
ment technique for Re<2000 @13,14#. Those simulations em-
ployed three-dimensional computational domains that represented
one periodicity cell of the contiguously grooved passage. The
pressure gradient and heat transfer results were within 20 percent
of the measured values. At Re51000two-dimensional simulations
gave Nusselt number values that were 20 percent belowthree-
dimensional results while friction factors were smaller by a factor

of two. This suggests that three-dimensionality strongly affects the
transport characteristics of these flows, especially drag.

Experimental measurements in a flat passage downstream of a
grooved channel were performed for Reynolds number range
1500<Re<5000@15,16,17#. These measurements show that the
heat transfer coefficient remained high for a substantial distance in
the flat region. The pressure gradient dropped down to the flat
passage value much more rapidly, especially for Re.2500. As a
result, the heat transfer for a given pumping power was even
greater in the first five hydraulic diameters of the decay region
than in the grooved passage itself.

Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations in a flat passage
downstream of afully developedgrooved channel were performed
for 405<Re<764 @17#. The grooved channel had transverse
grooves cut symmetrically into both walls. Two different compu-
tational sub-domains were employed. The first represented one
periodicity cell of a continuously grooved passage. It had periodic
inflow/outflow boundary conditions in order to simulate fully de-
veloped flow. The second sub-domain consisted of a single groove
cell coupled to a flat passage at the downstream end. The inflow
conditions to the grooved/flat sub-domain were taken from the
outflow of the fully developed domain. Unsteady flow from the
grooved region persisted several groove-lengths into the flat pas-
sage. This unsteadiness increased both local heat transfer and
pressure gradient relative to steady flat passage flow. Moreover,
the heat transfer for a given pumping power in the first three
groove-lengths of the flat passage was even greater than the high
levels observed in a fully developed grooved passage. However,
the numerical Nusselt number decayed more rapidly in the flat
passage than was expected from measurements.

The favorable heat transfer versus pumping power performance
of flat passages downstream from grooved channels suggests that
intermittently grooved passages, in which flat regions separate
grooved sections, may have significant advantages in engineering
heat transfer devices. However, the development of unsteady flow
in grooved regions as well as the decay of unsteady flow exiting
from a short grooved section must be investigated before the de-
sign of intermittently grooved passages can be optimized.

The current work is a two-dimensional numerical investigation
of heat transfer in an intermittently grooved passage for the Rey-
nolds number range 600<Re<1800. The grooved portions of this
passage have seven right-triangular slots cut symmetrically into
opposite walls. The flat portion is also seven groove-lengths long
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and its wall to wall spacing is the same as the minimum spacing in
the grooved section. The study of an intermittently grooved pas-
sage requires a very long computational domain. As pointed out
earlier, three-dimensional simulations predict the pressure gradi-
ent in fully developed grooved passages much more accurately
than two-dimensional calculations@13,14#. However, the re-
sources to perform three-dimensional simulations in this large do-
main are not available at the current time. The current two-
dimensional simulations afford an opportunity to learn more about
this flow and provide guidance to future three-dimensional
calculations.

Numerical Method

Computational Domain. Figure 1 shows the two-
dimensional spectral element mesh employed in this work. The
upper and lower boundaries are solid walls, and the flow is from
left to right. The domain consists of seven grooves, each of length
b50.024 m and depthd50.012 m, followed by a flat section of
length 7b. The total domain length isLd514b and the minimum
passage wall to wall spacing isH50.01 m. The groove length,b,
was chosen to be compatible with the wavelength of the most
slowly decaying Tollmien-Schlichting waves of the outer channel
flow @2#. Moreover, the groove and passage dimensions are the
same as the geometries studied in our earlier work on decaying
unsteadiness downstream of a grooved passage@12,16,17#. How-
ever, the current domain uses periodic inlet/outlet boundary con-
ditions and thus models fully developed flow in anarray of alter-
nating grooved and flat channels.

In the spectral element method@18,19# the velocity, data and
geometry are expressed as tensor-product polynomials of degree
N in each ofK quadrilateral spectral elements, corresponding to a
total grid point count of roughlyKN2. Numerical convergence is
achieved by increasing the spectral orderN. The present calcula-
tions were carried out at a base resolution ofK51960,N57 ~Fig.
1 shows theK spectral elements but not theKN2 grid points!.
Resolution tests were performed for Re51200 and Re51800 at
N58 andN59, respectively. The present simulations use consis-
tent approximation spaces for velocity and pressure, with pressure
represented as polynomials of degreeN22 @19,20#. The momen-
tum equations are advanced by first computing the convection
term, followed by a linear Stokes solve for the viscous and pres-
sure terms. The decoupling allows for convective Courant num-
bers greater than unity while maintaining second-order accuracy
in time. Full details of the method can be found in@20#.

The Periodic Domain. The flow is driven from left to right in
the periodic domain by applying a uniform body force. The level
of forcing is adjusted at each time step to ensure that the mass
flow rate through the domain is invariant with time. The approach
is outlined in Ghaddar et al.@21# and Fischer and Patera@22#. It
exploits the linearity of the implicit Stokes problem. One first
computes, in a preprocessing step, velocity and pressure fields for
the Stokes problem that result from application of unit forcing,
corresponding to a mean pressure gradient, in the absence of non-

linear terms. Then, at each time step, the implicit Stokes problem
is solved with the nonlinear terms treated explicitly, in the absence
of any mean pressure gradient. To this second solution, we add a
multiple of the first that yields the desired flow rate. The multi-
plier corresponds to the mean pressure gradient.

The thermal problem for the periodic domain requires careful
treatment. If one simply specifies zero-temperature conditions on
the walls then the solution eventually decays to zero. To produce
the desired spatially fully-developed state requires that the tem-
perature profiles at the inlet and outlet be self-similar, that is,

T~x5Ld ,y,t !5C T~x50,y,t !, (1)

with T>0 andC,1. The solution technique for computing the
fully developed temperature field for constant temperature bound-
ary conditions follows the analysis of Patankar et al.@23#. The
energy equation~neglecting viscous dissipation! and associated
initial and boundary conditions are

]T

]t
1UW •¹T5a•¹2T (2a)

T~x,y,t50!5Tinit~x,y! (2b)

T~x,y,t !50 on the walls (2c)

T~x5Ld ,y,t !5e2cLdT~x50,y,t ! (2d)

where UW 5(u,v) is the convecting velocity field determined by
the hydrodynamic part of the computation. Equation (2d) corre-
sponds to the fully developed condition where the temperature
profile is self-similar in each successive domain in the periodic
sequence, that isT(x1Ld ,y,t)5e2cLdT(x,y,t) for all (x,y,t),
wheree2cLd5C. The constantc is unknown and is a parameter to
be determined as part of the computation. The fact that each do-
main independently satisfies the homogeneous set in Eq.~2! and
that we are considering fully developed solutions that are indepen-
dent ofTinit implies that the solution to Eq.~2! for each domain
would yield the same value ofc. Hence,c cannot be a function of
x. Moreover, an energy balance on the computational domain
shows thatc is proportional to the log-mean Stanton number.
Since the Stanton number is constantc is not function of time
even when the flow is itself unsteady.

Any function satisfying the above self-similar condition has the
unique decomposition T(x,y,t)5e2cxu(x,y,t), where u(x
1Ld ,y,t)5u(x,y,t) is a periodic function. Thus, the computa-
tion of T is reduced to the computation of the periodic functionu,
and the constantc. Substituting this decomposition into Eq.~2!
yields:

]u

]t
1UW •¹u2a•¹2u5~a•c21uc!u22a•c

]u

]x
(3a)

u~x,y,t50!5u init~x,y! (3b)

u~x,y,t !50 on the walls (3c)

u~x5Ld ,y,t !5u~x50,y,t ! (3d)

Fig. 1 Computational domain and spectral element mesh
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Since the fully developed solution is independent of the initial
condition we may arbitrarily assignu init , which is typically set to
unity when starting from rest, or to a prior converged result when
starting from an existing flow-field. Equation (3a) is solved using
a semi-implicit time-stepping procedure similar to that of our
Navier-Stokes solver. The diffusive terms are treated implicitly
while the convective terms are treated explicitly. In addition, all
terms on the right of Eq. (3a) are treated explicitly using the
latest available value forc.

In the steady state case (]/]t50), Eq.~3! constitutes an eigen-
problem for the eigenpair (c,u). The constantc corresponds to
the decay rate of the mean temperature in thex-direction. As such,
a larger value ofc implies more rapid decay and more effective
heat transfer ~larger Stanton number!. In the convection-
dominated limit where the Peclet numberUmDh /a is large, Eq.
(3a) becomes a linear eigenvalue problem. In this case, standard
iterative methods for computing the lowest value ofc ~corre-
sponding to the most slowly decaying mode inx! can be used
even when the nonlinear (c2) term in Eq. (3a) is not identically
zero. We find that this method accurately computes the decay rate
and Nusselt numbers for steady flows in square and round ducts
@24#.

For steady-periodic flows with periodt, the temperature is pe-
riodic in time, implyingT(x,y,t1t)5T(x,y,t). Sincec is inde-
pendent of time, this implies thatu(x,y,t1t)5u(x,y,t). If the
value ofc is not chosen correctly, this condition will not be sat-
isfied. Unfortunately,t is not known a priori but is a result of the
hydrodynamic part of the calculation. A robust approach to com-
puting c is obtained by multiplying Eq. (3a) by u, integrating
over the domainV, and simplifying to yield:

1

2

d

dt EV
u2dV5E

V
@~ac21uc!u22a¹u•¹u#dV (4)

While we do not expect the time derivative of the average tem-
perature~represented by the left-hand side of Eq.~4!! to be iden-
tically zero, it will in general be less than the time derivative ofu
at any one point in the domain. Moreover, if we integrate the
right-hand side of Eq.~4! from time t to t1t, the resultant quan-
tity must be zero due to the temporal periodicity.

This suggests a two-tier strategy for computingc in the un-
steady case. Initially, we determinec such that the right hand side
of Eq. ~4! is identically zero at each time step. This permits a
relatively coarse but quick determination ofc and u. Oncet is
well established, we use this value ofc to advanceu for one or
more periods, and monitor the decay or growth of*u2 dV. At the

end of each trial period, we adjustc until convergence is attained.
Typical values ofcLd over the range of Re considered are 0.55 to
1.0, corresponding to 42 percent to 63 percent drops in mean
temperature over the domain length.

The simulations at Re5600 were initialized usingu50 andu
51. Subsequent cases were initialized from converged results at
lower Reynolds numbers. Because of the extreme length of the
domain~14b, versusb for our earlier computations@13,14#!, very
long time integrations were required to reach a quasi-steady-
periodic state at the higher Reynolds numbers. For example, the
Re51800 case was initiated from the Re51200 final solution and
run for a physical time of 2.9 sec~corresponding to 9.6 convective
passages through the domain based on mean flow-rate and domain
length! before ‘‘steady state’’ statistics were calculated. The sta-
tistics were calculated based on a simulation with spectral order
N59 and a time step of 0.000016 sec~corresponding to a con-
vective Courant number of 3.0!. Solution files were extracted ev-
ery 100 time steps, and a total of 580 such files were used to
compute the time-averaged and rms data. This sampling rate cor-
responds to roughly 50 samples per oscillation in the solution
signal.

Adequacy of the spatial resolution was determined by compar-
ing the results for the most difficult case (Re5 1800) computed
using polynomial orderN57 with those obtained usingN59.
Figures 4 and 5 show the axial variations of the fluctuating veloc-
ity and the bulk Nusselt number. The results forN57 and 9 are
virtually indistinguishable. The maximum difference in the fluc-
tuating velocity is less than 4 percent of the average value. The
Nusselt number is based on thederivative of temperature. The
maximum difference is always less than 3 percent, except at the
singular points located at the groove peaks. Given the unsteady
nature of these flows, this close agreement indicates both adequate
spatial resolution and sufficiently long time integration to obtain
meaningful statistics.

The simulations were performed on 8, 16, and 32 processors of
a 96 processor SGI Origin2000. Each processor is a MIPS
R10000 running at 250 MHz and shares 24 GB of memory. The
Re51800,N59 computation required 2.5 CPU sec/step on 32
nodes.

Results
Figure 2 shows three contour plots of the dimensionless peri-

odic temperatureu. These plots are typical snapshots at Reynolds
numbers Re5600, 1200, and 1800. In this work the Reynolds
number is Re5UmDH /n. The average velocity through the mini-

Fig. 2 Snapshot contour plots of periodic temperature u at ReÄ600, 1200 and 1800
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mum channel cross section isUm5(*VudA)/(14bH), where the
integration is taken over the entire area of the computational do-
main, V. The minimum channel hydraulic diameter isDH52H,
andn is the fluid kinematic viscosity. Other researchers have used
the Orr-Sommerfeld definition of the Reynolds number, which is
ReOS5(3/8)Re@2#.

For Re5600, temperature contours lines in the open passage
are virtually parallel to thex-axis. Streamline plots~not shown!
indicate that the central portion of the passage has essentially no
transverse motion and the grooves contain slowly turning vortices.
The effect of the vortices on the contour lines in the grooves is
evident. In contrast, long contiguously grooved channels exhibit
two-dimensional waves for Re>350 @9,13,14#. The steady behav-
ior of the current intermittently grooved passage indicates that the
development length for unsteady flow at Re5600 is longer than
the groove section length, 7b. This result is consistent with the
convective nature of the instability@10#.

At Re51200 a wavy structure develops in the third groove and
its amplitude grows in thex-direction. This transverse motion
persists for the remainder of the grooved section and for several
groove-lengths into the flat region. At Re51800, the transverse
motion is stronger and more irregular than it is at Re51200. It
develops more rapidly in the grooved section and decays more
slowly in the flat region.

Figure 3 shows contours plots of the root-mean-squared com-
ponent of the dimensionless periodic temperatureu rms, for Re
5600, 1200, and 1800. While the isotherms for Re5600 in Fig. 2
are nearly parallel to thex-axis, Fig. 3 shows that some unsteadi-
ness develops in the fifth groove and persists roughly three groove
lengths into the flat region. This unsteadiness is concentrated in
the region across the groove opening, and does not penetrate
deeply into the grooves. The contour plots for Re51200 and 1800
show that as the Reynolds number is increased, unsteadiness ap-
pears closer to the first groove and it persists further into the flat
region. Moreover, the flow exhibits high levels of unsteadiness
deep in the grooves. For Re51800 a significant level of unsteadi-
ness is present at the end of the flat section~entrance to the groove
region!.

Figure 4 shows dimensionless axial velocity unsteadiness
u8/Um versus location and Reynolds numbers. This unsteadiness
is defined asu8/Um5(1/Dh)*(urms/Um)dy, where urms is the
root-mean-squared deviation of the axial velocity from its local
time mean value, and the integration is taken from the bottom to
the top of the channel. The region 0<x/b<7 corresponds to the

grooved portion of the domain, while 7<x/b<14 represents the
flat section. Two traces are included for Re51800 with spectral
orders ofN57 and 9.

At Re5600, the velocity unsteadiness reaches maximum values
of less than 2 percent near the end of the grooved section. For
Re51200, the unsteadiness grows in the first four grooves (0
<x/b<4), drops off slightly in the next groove (4<x/b<5),
and then increases in the two last grooves. The unsteadiness re-
mains near the high values observed in the grooved section for the
first half-groove-length of the flat region. It drops off very rapidly
for the next two groove-lengths and then decreases at a much
slower rate. For Re51800, the unsteadiness grows rapidly in the
first three grooves, drops off in the fourth groove, grows again in
the next two grooves and then drops off slightly in the last groove.
Once again the unsteadiness remains high in the first half-groove-
length of the flat region before dropping off. Time dependent
streamline plots show that the velocity field exhibits a traveling
wave structure. In Fig. 4, the local rises and dips in the time-
averaged data indicate that the flow field exhibits standing waves
as well.

The thinner solid lines in Fig. 5 show bulk Nusselt number
versus axial location and Reynolds number. A dashed horizontal
line in the region 7<x/b<14 shows the Nusselt number in a fully
developed flat passage. The thicker line in the domain 5<x/b

Fig. 3 Contour plots of the root-mean-squared component of periodic temperature u rms at ReÄ600, 1200, and 1800

Fig. 4 Unsteady component of axial velocity versus location
and Reynolds number
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<12 shows results at Re5640 from athree-dimensionalsimula-
tion of a flat passage downstream of afully developedgrooved
channel@17#.

The bulk Nusselt number is defined as NuB5(Dh /k)
3(^q9/DTB&), where the pointed brackets (^ &) indicate a time
average. In this expression the fluid thermal conductivity isk and
DTB is the local temperature difference between the surface and
bulk fluid. The bulk temperature at any axial locationx and time
t is defined asTB(x,t)5(*uT dy)/(*u dy), where both integra-
tions in they direction are taken from the bottom to the top of the
domain. The heat transfer to the fluid per unitprojectedsurface
area isq9(x,t)52k(dT/dn)wall /m, whereT is temperature,n is
the direction normal to the wall,m is the wall surface direction
cosine, and the temperature gradient is evaluated at the wall. The
direction cosine in the flat region ism51, while it is m50.7071
in the grooved region. Two traces are included for Re51800 with
spectral orders ofN57 and 9.

The strong singularities atx/b50, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 are
caused by the sharp edges of the groove peaks. At all other loca-
tions NuB increases with Reynolds number. The heat transfer in
the first groove is very similar for all three Reynolds numbers. We
see that the Nusselt number on the downstream~windward! sur-
face (0.5<x/b<1) is significantly higher than that on the up-
stream~leeward!side (0<x/b<0.5). This is due to the location
and rotation direction of the groove vortex flow. The upstream
surface exhibits a local plateau centered atx/b50.3. The groove
vortex impinges against the wall at that location.

For Re5600, the shape of the Nusselt number profile is similar
in all seven grooves. At Re51200 the profile shape in the second
groove is similar to that in the first. Its shape then changes sub-
stantially in subsequent grooves and its magnitude increases. The
heat transfer on the windward side of each groove is greater than
the level exhibited at Re5600. Moreover, the groove vortex im-
pingement plateau grows stronger in the third through fifth
groove. Its shape is essentially the same in the fifth, sixth and
seventh grooves, indicating that the heat transfer has approached
its fully developed condition. The profile shape has a number of
local peaks especially on the leeward face. This suggests the time-
averaged flow field has small secondary vortices that impinge
against the walls at the locations of the peaks. For Re51800, the
Nusselt number profile in the second groove is substantially dif-
ferent form its shape in the first groove. Moreover, its shape does
not appear to stabilize until the sixth or seventh groove, although
it is difficult to say whether it would continue to change if the
grooved section were longer.

The heat transfer at the inlet of the flat region (x/b57) is well
above the fully developed flat passage value for all three Reynolds
numbers. Very steep velocity and temperature gradients near the
walls cause this. The heat transfer for Re5600 drops to the flat

passage value after three groove lengths as its wall gradients ap-
proach the fully developed levels. Examining the Re51200 and
1800 traces shows that both the level of heat transfer enhancement
and the length of the flat region where augmentation is observed
increase with Reynolds number. The steeper velocity and tempera-
ture gradients as well as the higher levels of unsteadiness cause
these increases. For Re51200 and 1800, the heat transfer drop off
is inflected one-half of a groove-length downstream from the
grooved section. This corresponds to the location where the ve-
locity unsteadiness in Fig. 4 begins to decrease. At Re51800, heat
transfer enhancement persists for the full length of the flat region.

The three-dimensional results for Re5640~thicker line, Greiner
et al. @17#! give heat transfer levels that are substantially higher
than the current Re5600 data. As mentioned earlier, the three-
dimensional results are for a flat passage downstream of afully
developedgrooved channel. The flow in a fully developed
grooved channel is unsteady for Re>350, while the current inter-
mittently grooved passage is essentially steady at Re5600. The
unsteady structure of the three-dimensional simulation increases
the heat transfer level well beyond that predicted by the current
work for Re5600. In fact, its level is closer to the current Re
51200 results. Moreover, the three-dimensional simulations do
not predict the inflection atx/b57.5 or the secondary vortices in
the grooves.

Figure 6 shows the bulk Nusselt number averaged over differ-
ent groove-length regions of the domain. A thicker solid line
shows the fully developed flat passage Nusselt number. The hori-
zontal line segments with solid squares representfully developed
grooved channel results from two-dimensional simulations at Re
5600, 1200 and 1800@14#. Those simulations employed a com-
putational domain that represents one periodicity cell of the
grooved channel and periodic inlet/outlet boundary conditions.

For Re5600 the average Nusselt number increases slightly for
the first four grooves and then reaches a fully developed value.
This value is below the flat passage level. The thermal resistance
of the slowly turning groove-vortices causes this reduction in heat
transfer. For Re51200, the average heat transfer in the first
groove is the same as that at Re5600, but its value increases
substantially in the second, third and fourth grooves. After reach-
ing a local maximum the heat transfer drops slightly in the fifth
notch and then rises slightly in the sixth and seventh grooves.
However, the heat transfer level in the last four groove-lengths is
fairly uniform. Moreover, this level is greater than the value for a
fully developed flat passage. The unsteady mixing at Re51200 is
sufficient to overcome the thermal resistance of the groove
vortices.

At Re51800 the heat transfer in the first groove is slightly
higher than the level exhibited at Re5600 and 1200. This may be
caused by the unsteadiness at the exit of the flat section~Figs. 3
and 4!. The heat transfer exhibits a substantial rise in the next two

Fig. 5 Bulk Nusselt number versus location and Reynolds
number

Fig. 6 Groove-length averaged Nusselt number versus loca-
tion and Reynolds number
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grooves. It drops in the fourth groove and rises for the next two
grooves before dropping slightly in the final groove. The average
Nusselt numbers in all but the first groove are greater than the
fully developed flat passage value. The rise and fall of heat trans-
fer in the interior grooves at Re51200 and 1800 are closely cor-
related with the unsteady velocity levels described in Fig. 4.

At Re5600, the heat transfer in the seventh groove is substan-
tially less than the level predicted for fully developed flow. The
unsteadiness present in the fully developed simulation causes this
difference. At Re51200 and 1800 the heat transfer in the seventh
groove is, respectively, 2 percent and 7 percent higher than the
fully developed values.

In the flat region (7<x/b<14), the heat transfer begins at very
high levels. It decreases as distance from the grooves increases,
eventually approaching the fully developed rate. The heat transfer
development length in the grooved region~as demonstrated by a
rise in heat transfer!decreasesas Reynolds number increases,
while the heat transfer decay-length in the flat regionincreases.
As a result, the length of the region of enhanced heat transfer
increases with Reynolds number.

Figure 7 shows the dimensionlessx-component of shear stress
f S52tx /rUm

2 versus axial location and Reynolds number. In this
expression the x-component of wall shear stress istx
52m(dut /dn)wall /m, where ut is time average component of
fluid velocity tangential to the wall,r is the fluid density, andm is
the fluid dynamic viscosity. The strong negative singularities are
caused by the sharp groove peaks atx/b50, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

For Re5600, the shape of the shear stress profile in the grooves
(0<x/b<7) has a number of similarities to the Nusselt number
profiles seen in Fig. 5. For instance, the shear stress is signifi-
cantly higher on the downstream surface of each groove than it is
on the upstream side. Moreover, the shear stress exhibits a plateau
0.3-groove-lengths downstream from the leading edge of each
groove. These similarities are caused by the analogous behavior of
heat and momentum transport in the absence of strong pressure
gradients.

At Re5600 the shear stress is positive throughout the grooved
region ~with the exception of the singular points!. This indicates
that the fluid near the groove surfaces is always moving in the
negativex-direction. For Re51200 and 1800, on the other hand,
the shear stress is negative in certain locations. This implies that
fluid in these regions moves in thepositive x-direction, indicating
the existence of secondary vortices, as described in connection
with Fig. 5. In the flat region downstream of the grooves, the
dimensionless shear stress is in the negativex-direction. The mag-
nitude of the shear stress in the flat region is much higher than it
is in the grooved region.

Comparing Figs. 5 and 7 shows that the wall shear stress is
analogous to heat transfer. However, thepressure gradientis the

drag characteristic that affects the pumping power per unit pas-
sage volume required of the prime mover, (dp/dx)Um . This
prime mover power is of great importance to many engineering
devices. We now relate the Fanning pressure gradientf P

5(2dFp /dx)(1/2rUm
2) to the wall shear stress. In this expres-

sion the time averaged pressure force isFp5^*p dy&, wherep is
the local pressure and the integration is performed from the top to
the bottom of the channel. A time-averaged force balance on a
control volume of axial lengthdx shows that the Fanning pressure
gradient is composed of wall shear stress and momentum flux
gradient components, that isf P5 f M2 f S . The axial gradient of
the momentum flux is defined asf M5d/dx@*(^u2&/Um

2)dy#,
where^u2& is the time average of the square of thex-velocity, and
the integration is performed from the bottom to the top of the
passage.

Figure 8 shows the axial gradient of the momentum fluxf M
versus location and Reynolds number. In the first groove, the mo-
mentum flux gradient is similar for all three Reynolds numbers. In
subsequent grooves, the magnitude off M increases with Reynolds
numbers. This indicates that the fluid experiences large levels of
acceleration and deceleration. In the flat region downstream of the
grooves, the axial variation of the velocity is small andf M drops
to zero very quickly. Comparing Figs. 7 and 8~and noting the
y-axis scales!, we see that the magnitude of the momentum flux
gradient is much larger than that of the shear stress in the grooved
regions, while the opposite is true in the flat portion of the pas-
sage. The local Fanning pressure gradient is the difference be-
tween the traces in these figures,f P5 f M2 f S .

Figure 9 shows the productf P,avgRe versus location and Rey-
nolds number. In this product,f P,avg is the Fanning pressure gra-
dient averaged over different groove-length regions. The dotted

Fig. 7 Dimensionless axial shear stress versus location and
Reynolds number

Fig. 8 Dimensionless momentum flux gradient versus loca-
tion and Reynolds number

Fig. 9 Groove-length average Fanning pressure gradient ver-
sus location and Reynolds number
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horizontal line in the region 7<x/b<14 shows the fully devel-
oped flat channel valuef P,avgRe524. In the first groovef P,avgRe
is negative for all three Reynolds numbers indicating that the di-
mensional pressure actuallyincreasesacross this region. This
pressure rise is caused by fluid deceleration. The expansion of the
channel cross section as the flow exits a flat passage and enters the
grooved region causes this deceleration. For Re5600, the friction
factor becomes positive in the second groove and continues to
increase with distance from the inlet of the grooved section. The
increment inf P,avgRe decreases with increasingx/b until the last
groove. The pressure decrease across the last groove is larger than
in the internal grooves because the flow accelerates as it exits the
grooved section and enters the flat region.

For Re51200,f P,avgRe increases for the first five grooves, then
decreases in the next groove, and finally increases in the last
groove. The pressure gradient for Re51800 increases for the first
four grooves, decreases in the next groove, and rises in the final
two grooves. We see that the pressure gradient development
length in the grooved section decreases with Reynolds number.

In the first groove-length of the flat region,f P,avgRe is very
high for all three Reynolds numbers due to the high shear stress
~sharp velocity gradients! at x/b57. The pressure gradients then
approach their fully developed values after only three groove
lengths. The pressure gradient in the last groove-length of the flat
region is below the fully developed flat passage value. This is due
to the decelerating flow caused by the expanding cross sectional
area atx/b514.

Comparing Figs. 6 and 9, we see that while the heat transfer
remains enhanced for up to six groove-lengths in the flat region,
the pressure gradient drops back to the flat passage value in only
three groove lengths. Moreover, while the decay length for heat
transfer increases with Reynolds numbers, the pressure gradient
decay length is rather insensitive to Reynolds number.

Conclusions
Two-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations of heat and mo-

mentum transport in an intermittently grooved passage were per-
formed using the spectral element technique for the Reynolds
number range 600<Re<1800. The computational domain had
seven contiguous transverse grooves cut symmetrically into oppo-
site walls, followed by a flat section of the same length. This
domain employed periodic inflow/outflow boundary conditions.

The flow is essentially steady at Re5600. However, traveling
waves develop near the inlet of the grooved section at Re51200
and 1800 and persist several groove lengths into the flat region.
The axial variation of unsteady velocity within the grooved sec-
tion is closely correlated with increases in heat transfer, shear
stress and pressure gradient. In the grooved region the develop-
ment lengths for heat transfer and pressure gradient both decrease
with increasing Reynolds number. While the length of the flat
region where heat transfer augmentation is observed increases
with Reynolds number, the pressure gradient returns to the flat
passage value in roughly three groove lengths for the entire Rey-
nolds number range considered in this work.

The current two-dimensional simulations in an intermittently
grooved passage exhibit a number of differences from three-
dimensional results in fully developed grooved channels and
downstream flat passages. However the current calculations will
provide guidance for future three-dimensional calculations in in-
termittently grooved passages. Finally, these results suggest that
intermittently grooved passages may offer very favorable heat
transfer versus pumping power performance for engineering de-
vices.
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Nomenclature

b 5 groove length
c 5 decay constant
d 5 groove depth

Dh 5 minimum hydraulic diameter, 2H
f M 5 dimensionless momentum flux gradient
f P 5 fanning pressure gradient
f S 5 dimensionless axial shear stress
H 5 minimum channel wall to wall spacing
k 5 fluid thermal conductivity, 0.0263 W/m°C
K 5 number of spectral elements

Ld 5 domain length, 14b
N 5 spectral element order

NuB 5 bulk Nusselt number based on projected area
Pr 5 fluid molecular Prandtl number, 0.70
Re 5 Reynolds number,UmDh /n

t 5 time
T 5 temperature

Tb 5 bulk temperature
u, v 5 velocity components in thex andy directions

u8 5 axial velocity unsteadiness
Um 5 meanx-velocity at the minimum channel cross-

section

Greek

a 5 thermal diffusivity, 2.6331025 m2/s
n 5 fluid kinematic viscosity, 1.8431025 m2/s
u 5 periodic temperature
r 5 fluid density, 1.006 kg/m3

t 5 period of local time variations
tx 5 x-component of wall shear stress
V 5 computation domain
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Local and Average Characteristics
of Heat/Mass Transfer Over Flat
Tube Bank Fin With Four Vortex
Generators per Tube
The analogy between heat and mass transfer has been used to obtain local and average
heat transfer characteristics over a complete flat tube-fin element with four vortex gen-
erators (VGs) per tube. Several types of surfaces involved in heat transfer process such as
fin surface mounted with VGs, its back surface (mounted without VGs) and flat tube
surface are considered. The mass transfer experiments are performed using naphthalene
sublimation method. The effects of the fin spacing and VG parameters such as height and
attack angle on heat transfer and pressure drop are investigated. The comparisons of heat
transfer enhancement with flat tube-fin element without VG enhancement under three
constraints are carried out. The local Nusselt number distribution reveals that VGs can
efficiently enhance the heat transfer in the region near flat tube on fin surface mounted
with VGs. On its back surface the enhancement is almost the same as on the fin surface
mounted with VGs but enhanced region is away from flat tube wall with some distance.
Average results reveal that increasing of VG height and attack angle increases the en-
hancement of heat transfer and pressure drop, whereas small fin spacing causes greater
increase of pressure drop. The heat transfer performance, correlations of Nusselt number
and friction factor are also given.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1423905#

Keywords: Enhancement, Finned Surfaces, Heat Transfer, Heat Exchangers, Vortex

Introduction
Fin and tube heat exchangers are employed in a wide variety of

engineering applications. Flat tube bank fin heat exchangers~typi-
cally shown in Fig. 1!are frequently used in transportation equip-
ment due to their significant advantages comparing with circular
tube bank fin heat exchangers. Generally, a flat tube has a smaller
hydraulic diameter than that of a circular tube with the same cross
section area; and in particular the flat tube bank fin heat exchanger
has a small pressure drop characteristic. Louvred fins have been
frequently used in flat tube bank fin heat exchangers to enhance
heat transfer, but the heat transfer enhancement can be achieved
only at the very beginning of the leading edges of Louvred fin
@1–3# and the pressure drop increases greatly@2,3#. Since flat tube
bank fin has small fin efficiency, the heat transfer enhancement on
large part of louvred fin is inefficient comparing with the penalty
of pressure drop increase.

Wing-type vortex generators~VGs!, which have been inten-
sively investigated recently@4–7#, can generate developing
boundary layers, swirl and flow destabilization mechanisms for
passive heat transfer enhancement. Many research works on heat
transfer enhancement with VGs have been carried out for plate
heat exchangers and finned circular tubes. For a finned flat tube
with a mounted delta winglet pair, experimental investigations
show that the effect of delta winglet type VG pair on heat transfer
enhancement is more pronounced than that of a finned circular
tube and the VG pair should be located at the upstream side of the
flat tube with a distance of two tube widths between the winglets
@6,7#. Liquid crystal thermography is used to deduce the local heat
transfer rate in these studies. In order to get local heat transfer
coefficient, heat conduction on the fin surface and temperature
gradient over the fin thickness is neglected and heat transfer co-

efficients on studied fin surface~mounted with VGs!and its back
surface is assumed the same. However our experiments show
somewhat large differences between the heat transfer coefficients
on fin surface mounted with VGs and its back surface mounted
without VGs.

Regarding a complete flat tube-fin element, several types of
surfaces are involved in heat transfer process: fin face mounted
with VGs ~fin surface I in Fig. 2~d!!, back surface of fin mounted
with VGs ~fin surface II in Fig. 2~e!!and flat tube surface~Fig.
2~f!!. In the references@6,7# only surface I was studied. The char-
acteristics of heat transfer enhancement of VGs on all the surfaces
and the effects of VG parameters~attack angle, height! and fin
spacing on heat transfer performance are very important in engi-
neering application. To the best of our knowledge, nobody has
reported these effects in published literature so far. It motivates us
to carry out the present experiments to study them. The local and
average heat transfer coefficients are measured by using naphtha-
lene sublimation method. The heat transfer enhancements are

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division December 15,
2000; revision received September 24, 2001. Associate Editor: G. P. Peterson.

Fig. 1 Schematic view of flat tube bank fin arrays embedded
with vortex generators
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evaluated by comparison of flat tube-fin element with and without
VG enhancement under the identical mass flow rate, pumping
power and pressure drop constraints.

Test Apparatus and Experimental Methods
The description of the experimental test setup is facilitated by

reference to Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2~a!, the flow passages
walled with flat tube and plates~to model the fins!mounted with
VGs are presented. Two plates with 6 mm thickness shown in Fig.
2~b! and one plate with same thickness shown in Fig. 2~c! are
used in test channel. On the plate shown in Fig. 2~b!, there is a
void region marked withabcd on which we put the experimen-
tally measured plates which are presented in Fig. 2~d! named with
‘‘fin surface I’’ and Fig. 2~e! named with ‘‘fin surface II’’. One of
the surfaces of experimentally measured plates is cast from naph-

thalene. The depth of naphthalene is about one half of the plate
thickness. VGs are mounted on the fin surface I and the back
surface of fin surface II. Fin surfaces I and II are arranged face to
face, as Fig. 2~a!shows, so that fin surface II can be used for
modeling the back side surface of the fin mounted with VGs. The
stakes with 8 mm in width and 4 mm, 5 mm, and 6 mm in heights
are used to set up the fin spacing (Tp). Two flat tubes cast from
naphthalene shown in Fig. 2~f! are put in the regions labeled with
B in Fig. 2~a! to measure the sublimation of flat tubes. Other flat
tubes and plates except the parts of fin surface I and fin surface II
serve only to model the fluid mechanics of the tubes and fins in a
fin and tube heat exchanger, they do not participate directly in the
mass transfer process.

The flat tube fin geometries and positions of VGs are presented
in Fig. 2~g!. In the present study the geometrical parameters are
S1540 mm,S2555 mm,b546.3 mm anda56.3 mm. As shown
in Fig. 2~g!, the leading points of first VG pair are on the line
tangent to the flat tube and two tube widths apart. The leading
points of second VG pair are located on the mid line of the flat
tube with the same width apart as that of the first pair. The geom-
etry of VG is a delta winglet~see Fig. 2~h!!with the base side
edge length twice the trailing edge length.

In this study, the average experiments are carried out for pa-
rameter combinations of three attack angles~u525 deg, 35 deg,
and 45 deg!, three relative heights of VG (H/Tp50.6, 0.8, and
0.975!, and three types of fin spacings (Tp54 mm, 5 mm, and 6
mm!. Thus the total experimental data sets are 33.

The experimental method used in the present study is the naph-
thalene sublimation technique via the heat-mass transfer analogy.
The preparation of naphthalene plates is as follows. Firstly the
naphthalene plates~fin surfaces I and II!are cast in a specially
designed mold. Using this mold, the surface of the cast plates
possess a high quality of flatness and smoothness. Secondly, the
VGs are mounted at the given positions on the fin surfaces I and
fin surface II by quick-drying glue. With special care, the use of
this glue does not damage naphthalene surface. Finally, each cast
plate is sealed in a special glass container and placed in a
temperature-controlled experimental room having temperature
fluctuation less than60.1°C for a time period of about 24 hours
prior to a test run.

Measurements of the surface contour of the naphthalene plates
before and after a test run are made with a sensitive dial gauge
with the resolution of 1mm. The dial gauge is mounted on a fixed
strut that over hung a movable coordinate table. The coordinate
table enables the surface to be independently traversed in two
directions in the horizontal plane. The traversing is controlled by a
micrometer head and can be read with a resolution of 0.05 mm.
The sublimation depth on the plate is measured on the entire sur-
face and a symmetrical mass transfer is obtained in some pre-test
experiments. In the formal experiments, only half of fin surfaces I
and II are measured~hatched areas in Fig. 2~d!and ~e!! due to
symmetry. The total measured points are 3300 on the half fin
surfaces I or II. The interval of any two neighboring points is 1
mm in both the streamwise direction~y! and spanwise direction
~x!.

The net change in local elevation of the naphthalene surface
resulting from the mass transfer during a test run is determined by
the contour measurements. The measured local elevation should
be corrected due to the natural convection sublimation from the
surface during the contour measurements. The mass loss caused
by natural convection sublimation is estimated by measuring the
weight of the naphthalene plates before and after a measurement
of local elevation. We assume the mass loss at any measured point
is the same and then an average height reduction can be calcu-
lated. From this average height reduction and the time needed for
counter measurement, we can get the average height reduction
rate. We assume also the natural convection sublimation is linearly
proportional to the time needed for counter measurement. The real
elevation of the naphthalene is corrected by subtracting a value
which is average height reduction rate multiplied by time interval

Fig. 2 Experimental setup: „a… flow passages; „b… measured
plate supporting; „c… plate constructing flow passage; „d… fin
surface I; „e… fin surface II; „f… flat tube cast from naphthalene;
„g… flat tube bank parameters and positions of vortex genera-
tors; and „h… geometry of vortex generator.
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between the beginning of counter measurement and when the cor-
rected point is measured. In the present experiments, the mass loss
by natural convection sublimation is below 1.5 percent of the
mass sublimated in the test run. The local changes in elevation are
integrated over the surface of the plates in order to yield the over-
all mass transfer. This overall mass transfer is compared with the
average mass transfer obtained by directly weighing with a sensi-
tive balance before and after the test run. The difference of these
two overall mass transfers is well below 8 percent.

The average mass transfer is measured with a precision balance
capable of discriminating to within 0.1 mg for specimens having a
mass up to 200 g. A volumetric flow meter is used to measure the
flow with precision of 0.1/3600 m3/s. The temperature of air en-
tering test section is sensed by a precision grade laboratory ther-
mometer, which can be read to 0.1°C. A digital timer is used to
measure the duration of a test run as well as the time required for
setting up the experiment and for executing the surface contour
measurements. The pressure drops are measured by a micro pres-
sure gauge with a precision of 0.2 mm water column. VGs are
manufactured with copper plate of 0.8 mm thickness by a line
milling method.

Data Reduction
The surface profile measurements yield the surface distribution

of the sublimation depthdz. Using the densityrs of the solid
naphthalene and the sublimation time intervaldt, the local mass
sublimation rate per unit area is evaluated from

m85rsdz/dt. (1)

Then the local mass transfer coefficienthm can be determined as:

hm5m8/~rn,w2rn,b!, (2)

wherern,w , is determined by using the perfect gas law and the
vapor pressure-temperature relation for naphthalene@8#

rn,w5Pn,w /~RTw! (3)

log Pn,w511.5523765/Tw . (4)

The local Sherwood number is defined as

Sh5hm•D/Dnaph, (5)

whereDnaph is diffusion of naphthalene, andD the hydraulic di-
ameter of flat tube bank fin channel. The diffusion of naphthalene
is calculated by

Dnaph50.0681~T/298.10!1.93~1.0133105/Patm!31026. (6)

The definition ofD in the present study is

D54~S12a!Tp /~2~S12a!12Tp!. (7)

It should be noted that in the subsequent section of comparison
with different types of fin spacing, the hydraulic diameter is sim-
ply set to the width of flat tubea. The reason is that the changes of
fin spacing make the hydraulic diameter, see Eq.~7!, to get dif-
ferent values and then comparison with different hydraulic diam-
eters becomes meaningless.

Average mass transfer coefficient and Sherwood number are
defined as

hm5dm/~~rn,w2rn,b!•dt•A! (8)

Sh5hmD/Dnaph. (9)

After obtaining the local and average Sherwood number, the anal-
ogy between heat and mass transfers is employed to determine the
local and average Nusselt number by

Nu5Sh~Pr/Sc)n, (10)

where Sc and Nu are defined as

Sc52.28~T/298.10!20.1526 (11)

Nu5a•D/l. (12)

The exponentn is in the range of 1/3 to 0.4. According to the
suggestion of@8# n50.4 is adopted in this study.

The Reynolds number and the friction factor are defined as

Re5r•umax•D/m (13)

f 5DpD/~Lrumax
2 /2!, (14)

whereumax5Q/Amin .

Validation of Experimental Method and Uncertainty
The validation of experimental method has been carried out by

a group of test runs for the flat tube bank fin without VG enhance-
ment. We compared our results with the published data in@9#. The
experimental results shown in Fig. 3 are found in good agreement
with the published data, which indicates the following experimen-
tal data obtained by using the present experimental apparatus and
methods are convincible.

The data uncertainty is estimated by a single sample theory of
@10#. The uncertainties of sublimation depthdz, average mass
transfer coefficienthm , Sherwood number Sh, Nusselt number Nu
and friction factor f are 4, 5.78, 5.86, 5.86, and 7.3 percent,
respectively.

Experimental Results
The presentation of the results will begin with the local Nusselt

number, followed by the spanwise integrated local Nusselt num-
ber results, the average Nusselt number and friction factor for the
entire flat fin-tube element with different parameters of VG~attack
angle, height!and fin spacing, and finally the comparison of heat
transfer performance between flat fin-tube elements with and
without VG enhancement.

Local Results. In Fig. 4, a presentation of representative re-
sults for the distribution of the local Nusselt number on the fin
surfaces is given. Figure 4~a! is the image figure of local Nusselt
number distribution on the fin surface I without VG enhancement.
With VG enhancement, the image figures of local Nusselt number
distribution on the fin surfaces II and I are presented in Fig. 4~b!
and Fig. 4~c!, respectively. As Fig. 4~a! shows, without VG en-
hancement, the Nusselt number on the fin surface has large value
only at the leading edge of the flat tube and the small region near
the flat tube. Whereas, large part of the fin surface has small value
of Nusselt number. Figures 4~b! and 4~c!show the Nusselt num-
ber distributions on fin surface II and fin surface I change drasti-
cally. On the fin surface I, the enhancement is appreciable, espe-
cially around flat tube. The area with larger Nusselt number
increases distinctly. On fin surface II, the enhancement of heat
transfer is also quite distinct, but in a region away from the flat
tube. On this surface, between the enhanced narrow region and the
flat tube, there exists a region with lower Nusselt number. Unlike
on the surface I, in the region between the first pair VGs and

Fig. 3 Validation of experimental method
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second pair VGs, the enhancement is not so significant. The main
reason is that the vortex is in its developing process and its inten-
sity is not strong.

The local distributions of Nusselt number along 18 spanwise
cross sections as labeled in Fig. 5 are presented in Fig. 6. The
compared base is the flat tube-fin without VG enhancement. From
Fig. 6, it can be seen that VGs have changed the Nusselt number
distribution drastically and enhanced the Nusselt number effi-
ciently. At enhanced and un-enhanced surfaces, irrespective of
surfaces I or II, the Nusselt numbers have nearly the same ampli-
tudes near flat tube, whereas the distribution of Nusselt number
along spanwise direction is different. On fin surfaces II, VGs can
enhance the region beside the flat tube and there is a small Nusselt
number region near flat tube, the Nusselt number on cross sections
of first tube row is small comparing with that of other two rows.
The peak position of Nusselt number is at about 0.2S1 from flat
tube wall for all of the cross sections. The width of the region
having larger Nusselt number is about 0.2S1 . On the fin surface I,
the region of enhanced Nusselt number is near the flat tube. This
enhancement becomes weaker for the region far from the flat tube.
This is very important since large fin efficiency exists in the re-
gion near flat tube. The peak position of Nusselt number is at
about 0.11S1 from flat tube wall for most of the cross sections.
The width of the region having larger Nusselt number is also
about 0.2S1 . On this surface, immediately after vortex genera-
tors, the Nusselt number has two peak values~see Fig. 6 labeled
with 4, 11, and 16!. This is the effect of vortex generated by the

trailing edge of VGs.
In Fig. 7, the spanwise average Nusselt number along stream

wise direction on the fin surfaces I and II is presented. This figure
shows that without VG enhancement Nusselt number at leading
edge of flat tube is large but decreases rapidly along the stream-
wise direction. After mounting of VGs on fin surface, Nusselt
number has large value both on the fin surfaces I and II. There
exist periodic peak values for Nusselt number near the positions
mounted with VGs. The peaks around the second row tube are
much larger on fin surface II. As for fin surface I, the similar trend
has been reported in@6#. We do not try to compare the present
results with the published ones@6# as there are large differences in
geometrical parameters in both the cases.

Average Results. The effects of attack angleu, relative height
H/Tp of VG and fin spacingTp on average Nusselt number and
friction factor are presented in Figs. 8–10. The results of flat
tube-fin element without using VG enhancement are also pre-
sented in these figures for comparison. As the attack angle in-
creases from 25 deg to 45 deg at fixedH/Tp and Tp , shown in
Fig. 8~a!, the average Nusselt number increases slightly. With the
increase of attack angle, the friction increases as shown in Fig.
8~b!. The enhancement of Nusselt number and increase of friction
factor are clearly compared with flat tube-fin element without VG
enhancement.

In Fig. 9~a!, the effects of relative heightH/Tp of VG on the
Nusselt number and friction factor atu545 deg, andTp54 mm
are presented. It is seen that asH/Tp increases, the Nusselt num-
ber has weaker enhancement. The reason may be that the fin sur-
face has dominant effect on the formation and developing of vor-
tex when theTp is small enough. Compared with the results of flat
tube-fin element without VG enhancement the Nusselt number
also increases. Figure 9~b! shows that the friction factor increases
with the increase ofH/Tp due to the increase of flow blockage in
flow passage.

In Fig. 10, the effects of fin spacingTp on the Nusselt number
and friction factor atu545 deg,H/Tp50.6 are presented. Note
that in this figure the width of the flat tube is used as a character-
istic length to evaluate the Nusselt number, Reynolds number and
friction factor. Figure 10~a! shows that the Nusselt number is
almost independent to theTp as it increases from 4 mm to 6 mm,
which agrees with the results reported in@11#. The friction factors
for Tp55 mm andTp56 mm are almost the same, but the friction
factor forTp54 mm is much larger than those forTp55 mm and
6 mm, especially in the small Re number region. In the present
study, a scale factor of 2.5 is adopted to model the practical flat
tube bank geometries.Tp54 mm means 1.6 mm fin spacing in
real geometry, which may be too small to be used in the practical
engineering application.

Considering the practical application, it is useful to correlate the
average results. The experimental average Nusselt number and
friction factor are correlated by a least square curve-fitting method
and the resulted correlation equations are

Nu50.128 Re0.674S Tp

a D 0.455S H

Tp
D 0.299S u

45D
0.131

. (15)

f 56.23 Re20.464S Tp

a D 0.593S H

Tp
D 0.618S u

45D
0.270

. (16)

500,Re,4100, 25 deg<u<45 deg, 0.635<Tp /a<0.952.

The maximum deviations are 7.6 and 8.3 percent for Nusselt num-
ber and friction factor, respectively.

Performance Comparison. There are many constraints and
criteria for heat transfer performance comparison. The heat trans-
fer boundary condition simulated by naphthalene sublimation can
be considered as constant wall temperature. So the identical mass
flow rate constraint, the identical pumping power constraint, and
the identical pressure drop constraint are used to evaluate the heat
transfer enhancement compared with flat tube-fin element without

Fig. 4 Comparison of local Nu distribution on fin surfaces: „a…
fin surface I, without VGs enhancement Re Ä2681, TpÄ5 mm;
„b… fin surface II, with VGs enhancement Re Ä2739, TpÄ5 mm,
uÄ35 deg, HÕt pÄ0.8; and „c… fin surface I, with VGs enhance-
ment ReÄ2739, TpÄ5 mm, uÄ35 deg, HÕt pÄ0.8.

Fig. 5 Cross section position labels for local Nu number
presentation
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VG enhancement. The comparisons of heat transfer performance
under identical mass flow rate, pumping power and pressure drop
are given below.

(1) Identical Mass Flow Rate Constraint.

~m!* 5m (17)

Re* 5ReD* /D (18)

(2) Identical Pumping Power Constraint.

~Dpm/r!* 5~Dpm/r! (19)

Re* 5Re•~D* /D !A3 D* ~A f !/~~A f !* D ! (20)

(3) Identical Pressure Drop Constraint.

~Dp!* 5~Dp! (21)

Fig. 6 Comparison of span wise local Nu on fin surfaces

Fig. 7 Comparison of span wise average Nu along streamwise
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Re* 5Re•D* /DA A f

~A f !*
D*

D
, (22)

where the superscript* refers to flat tube fin with VG enhance-
ment. The ratio of heat transfer at the same temperature difference
can be evaluated by

Q̇*

Q̇
5

A* Nu* ~Re* !

A Nu~Re!

D

D*
. (23)

The performance comparisons are presented in Tables 1–3. In
these tables, the enhancements of heat transfer at some geometri-

Fig. 8 Effect of attack angle on the average Nu and f

Fig. 9 Effect of relative height of vortex generator on the av-
erage Nu and f

Fig. 10 Effect of fin spacing on the average Nu and f

Table 1 Heat transfer enhancement under identical mass flow
rate constraint HÕTpÄ0.975, and Tp ÕaÄ0.952

Table 2 Heat transfer enhancement under identical pumping
power constraint HÕTpÄ0.975, and Tp ÕaÄ0.952

Table 3 Heat transfer enhancement under identical pressure
drop constraint HÕTpÄ0.975, and Tp ÕaÄ0.952
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cal combinations with different Reynolds numbers are given. As
Tables 1–3 show, with Tp /a50.952 (Tp56 mm), H/Tp
50.975,u545 deg, and Re54050, the heat transfer enhancement
is about 47.5, 41.4, and 37.5 percent for identical mass flow rate,
identical pumping power, and identical pressure drop constraints,
respectively. From Table 1, it is clear that at identical mass flow
rate constraint, heat transfer enhancement weakly depends on the
Re, but it depends largely on attack angle of VGs. Tables 2 and 3
reveal that heat transfer enhancement has a strong dependence on
Re, but a weak dependence on attack angle of VG, especially for
the identical pressure drop constraint.

Conclusions
Local and average heat transfer characteristics over a complete

flat tube-fin element with four vortex generators per tube have
been measured by using the naphthalene sublimation method. The
effects of fin spacing and VGs parameters such as height and
attack angle on heat transfer and pressure drop are investigated.
The comparisons of heat transfer enhancement with flat tube-fin
element without VG enhancement under three constraints are car-
ried out. The following conclusion can be drawn:

1. The use of VGs can efficiently enhance the heat transfer on
both fin surface mounted with VGs and its back surface.

2. VGs can greatly enhance the heat transfer in the region near
flat tube with 230.2S1 width per tube on the fin surface
mounted with VGs.

3. On the fin surface mounted without VGs, heat transfer can
be enhanced in the region with 230.2S1 width per tube, but
the centerline of this region is away from flat tube wall with
0.2S1 distance.

4. Increasing of VG height and attack angle increases the en-
hancements of heat transfer and pressure drop.

5. The Nusselt number is almost independent ofTp with flat
tube width as the characteristic length.

6. Small fin spacing causes great increase of pressure drop.
7. Compared with the flat tube-fin element without VG en-

hancement, the heat transfer enhancement can reach 47.5,
41.4, and 37.5 percent at identical mass flow rate, identical
pumping power and identical pressure drop constraints,
respectively.
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Nomenclature

A 5 area of heat/mass transfer@m2#
Amim 5 minimum flow area@m2#

a 5 width of flat tube@m#
b 5 length of flat tube@m#
D 5 hydraulic diameter of flow channel@m#

Dnath 5 diffusion of naphthalene@m2/s#
f 5 friction factor

hm 5 local mass transfer coefficient@m/s#
H 5 height of winglet type vortex generators@m#
L 5 stream wise length of fin@m#
m 5 mass@kg#

m8 5 mass sublimation rate of naphthalene@kg/~m2
•s!#

Nu 5 Nusselt number

P 5 pressure of naphthalene vapor@Pa#
Pr 5 Prandlt number
Q 5 volumetric flow rate of air@m3/s#

Q̇ 5 heat transfer rate@W#
R 5 universal gas constant@m2/s2

•K#
Re 5 Reynolds number
S1 5 transversal distance of flat tubes@m#
S2 5 longitudinal distance of flat tubes@m#
Sc 5 Schmidt number
Sh 5 Sherwood number
Tp 5 fin spacing@m#
T 5 temperature@K#

umax 5 maximum velocity@m/s#
x,y 5 coordinates

z 5 sublimation depth@m#

Greek

a 5 heat transfer coefficient@W/m2
•K#

l 5 heat conductivity@W/m•K#
m 5 viscosity @kg/m•s#
r 5 density@kg/m3#
u 5 attack angle of vortex generator@deg#
t 5 time interval for naphthalene sublimation@s#
d 5 small value or interval when combine with other

characters
Dp 5 pressure drop@Pa#

Subscript

a 5 characteristic length based on flat tube widtha
atm 5 atmosphere

naph 5 naphthalene
m 5 average
w 5 wall

n,b 5 naphthalene at bulk flow temperature
n,w 5 naphthalene at wall temperature
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Simulations and experiments are performed to investigate the coupled thermal and mor-
phological response of polymer material during non-isothermal sintering. The experimen-
tal results are utilized to validate a numerical model that describes the response of the
system. Predictions of the material expansion, its subsequent contraction due to sintering,
and the temperature evolution are obtained and favorably compared with experimental
results. Parametric simulations are performed to acquire additional insight into the dy-
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ratio of the sintering penetration depth to the thermal penetration depth and its depen-
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Introduction
Sintering of powder occurs in a variety of industrial processes

including glass fiber manufacturing@1#, rotational molding@2# and
fabrication of net shape structures@3,4#. In these operations, the
initially-porous material is heated and the powder particles coa-
lesce, leading to shrinkage and densification of the bulk matter.
The change in the porosity modifies the internal temperature dis-
tribution, which in turn changes local sintering rates. In general,
prediction of the porosity distribution within, as well as the over-
all shape of the bulk material after thermal processing involves a
coupled analysis.

Historically, most studies of powder sintering have dealt with
microscale~particle-to-particle! material flow that leads to the
change of the geometric shape of adjacent particles. Since many
powders are micron-sized, spatial temperature gradients are neg-
ligible and heat transfer is of no concern@5,6#. Frenkel@7# first
analyzed the coalescence of two isothermal spheres as represen-
tative of the initial sintering of a powder material. It was postu-
lated that densification occurred by Newtonian viscous flow
driven by surface tension forces, and it was suggested that the
rate of deformation of the adjacent particles could be found by
equating the time rate of change in the surface energy to the
rate of energy dissipation due to liquid flow. Frenkel’s model did
not accurately account for mass conservation, and was later cor-
rected by Eshelby@8# and the correction is known as the Frenkel-
Eshelby model. Subsequently, Scherer@9# also corrected Frenkel’s
analysis. More recently, Pokluda et al.@10# developed a sintering
model that describes the complete fusing of two spherical par-
ticles where the completion of the process is defined as the ulti-
mate formation of a single, large spherical particle from adjacent
particles.

A number of detailed particle-level modeling efforts@5,6,11–
13# have been made. Jagota and Dawson@11# as well as Martinez-
Herrera and Derby@5# used finite element methods to describe the
shape evolution of adjacent sintering particles. Other studies have
concentrated on the final stages of sintering when closed pores
develop during multiple-particle sintering@14#. The influence of
the geometry of the microstructure on the sintering rate has also

been investigated@15,16# and it has been found that, for many
different particle geometries, sintering relationship based upon an
assumed spherical particle shape can be applied successfully to
predict sintering dynamics.

Macroscopic sintering has received little attention due to the
difficulty of describing the geometrical response of the bulk mat-
ter in terms of local material transport associated with sintering at
the particulate level@17#. Several models exist to describe the
macroscopic shape evolution of isothermally sintered materials.
For example, Reid@18# developed a model that treats the powder
as a continuous medium with spatially varying porosity. This ap-
proach allows description of the macroscopic sintering response
using equations for mass conservation and force balances coupled
with a microscale sintering submodel.

Although no industrial sintering process occurs under spatially
isothermal conditions, non-isothermal macroscopic sintering has
received little attention until recently. As the material sinters,
morphological changes at the microscale affect heat transfer in-
ternal to the material and, in turn, modify local temperatures.
Local sintering rates are usually highly dependent upon the local
temperature@19#. Kandis and Bergman@20# experimentally ob-
served and numerically predicted the shape evolution induced by
non-isothermal sintering of polymer powder. The model was
extended to consider highly non-isothermal sintering of poly-
carbonate powder. In these models, temperature distributions
were predicted within the bulk material by application of a porous
medium based analysis using the continuum approach, local sin-
tering rates were predicted using Frenkel’s equation, and solid as
well as interstitial gas phase velocities were predicted using a
novel computational method described in detail by Kandis and
Bergman @20#. Because of the modeling and experimental ap-
proaches taken, however, conclusions regarding~for example!the
interplay between thermal expansion of the powder at low tem-
peratures and the coalescence of particles induced by high tem-
peratures which may occur simultaneously in different regions of
the bulk matter could not be drawn. Although insight was gained
regarding the connection between penetration depths associated
with the thermal and morpho- logical response of the material,
no general relationships were developed. Existing models for
the effective thermal conductivity of the porous medium were
employed.
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The objectives of this study are to~1! develop a non-isothermal
sintering model that explicitly accounts for variations in
local morphologies on the effective transport properties~density
and thermal conductivity! of the bulk matter,~2! acquire data
regarding the expansion and contraction of material undergoing
highly non-isothermal sintering,~3! use the experimentally-
generated data to validate the sintering model,~4! perform para-
metric simulations to observe the influence of particle diameters
and applied thermal boundary and initial conditions on the me-
chanical response of the material, and finally~5! develop a
correlation that relates the sintering penetration depth to the ther-
mal penetration depth for various dimensionless thermal con-
ditions. The material considered here is amorphous polycarbonate,
a material used in commercial fabrication of net shape structures
@21#.

Mathematical Model
A one-dimensional, non-isothermal sintering situation is shown

schematically in Fig. 1. A loosely packed powder is initially at a
temperature belowTg and is of height,hi . Consider the case
where the bottom surface of the powder region is raised to a
temperature aboveTg . Warm temperatures propagate into the
powder, resulting in the thermal expansion of the material which
induces an increase of the powder bed height~see timet l!. Sin-
tering begins as local temperatures exceedTg , resulting in local
densification of the medium in the lower regions of the domain.
With loss of porosity, the effective thermal conductivity and ther-
mal capacitance of the medium increase. A thermal penetration
depth (dT) may be defined as thez location where (T2Tb)/(Ti
2Tb)50.99, and a sintering penetration depth (ds) may be de-
fined as the location wherex/aÞ0 wherex/a is the dimensionless
neck radius of two particles that are in contact.

In this study, the sintering rate is determined using an analytical
relationship developed by Pokluda et al.@10# that has been veri-
fied experimentally and relevant definitions are shown in Fig. 2.
The neck radius between adjacent spherical particles of instanta-
neous radiusa.ai is determined by integrating the time history
of the neck radius angle,u which is described by

du

dt
5

G

aih

225/3 cos~u!sin~u!@22cos~u!#1/3

@12cos~u!#@11cos~u!#1/3 . (1)

Equation~1! takes into account the driving forces associated with
surface tension and the resistances to material flow associated
with the viscosity of the material. The sintering rate,du/dt, in-
creases as the surface tension of the material is increased, and
decreases as the viscosity of the material increases or asu be-

comes larger. Ultimately, a single solid sphere of radiusaf
is formed. For polymeric materials,h is expected to follow anAr-
rhenius form@21# with h5Av exp(Ev /RT). The relationship be-
tweena(t) and u(t) is obtained from the conservation of mass
principle using the assumption of a constant density

a~ t !5ai S 4

$11cos@u~ t !#%2$22cos@u~ t !#% D
1/3

(2)

while the half distance between the centers of the two adjacent
spheres is expressed as

d~ t !5a~ t !cosu~ t ! (3)

Thermal expansion occurs during the heating of the material from
the initial temperature toTg and is expressed asDV/V5xxDT
where,xv5xx1xy1xz @22#. In this case the material is isotropic
so xv53x @22#. Consistent with the use of Eq.~2!, thermal ex-
pansion after the onset of sintering is neglected. Note that sinter-
ing causes changes in the size and shape of individual spheres that
are several orders of magnitude larger than changes due to thermal
expansion.

The one-dimensional sintering model may be developed by
coupling a straightforward heat transfer analysis to the sintering
and thermal expansion analysis for a column composed of spheri-
cal particles. The material~powder and air!is treated as a con-
tinuum ~pseudo single phase system!. Heat transfer is assumed
to be one-dimensional and occurs by combined conduction and
surface radiation across interstitial regions. Convection in the
interstitial regions and advection~of the solid and the air!associ-
ated with shrinkage of the column of spheres due to sintering
are assumed to be negligible. Therefore, the one-dimensional

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of one dimensional sintering of a
porous medium. The conditions illustrated are the initial condi-
tion „left… an intermediate time „middle… and later time „right….
Thermal and sintering penetration depths are noted.

Fig. 2 Shape evolution of two equal sized spheres with de-
finitions of variables. The initial „top left…, intermediate
„top right… and complete „bottom… sintering conditions are
shown.
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temperature distribution is obtained from the heat diffusion
equation

]

]z S keff

]T

]z D5cp

]T

]t
(4)

Numerical Model
Features of the heat transfer model are shown in Fig. 3~a!. Note

that a continuum approach is used with a~cylindrical! control
volume placed about each sphere. Each control volume consists
ofthe solid material and air. The integrated form of Eq.~4! is used
to predict the temperature distribution. The boundary conditions
are applied to the bottom and top surfaces of the column of
spheres as shown in Fig. 3~a!. With this approach, the midpoint
temperature of each control volume is predicted. Specifically,

S keffA
dT

dzD
in

2S keffA
dT

dzD
out

5meffcp,eff

dT

dt
(5)

is solved wheremeff andcp,eff are expressed asmeff5ms1ma and
cp,eff5cp,srs(12f)/reff1cp,araf/reff . Note that reff5rs(12f)
1raf. The porosity of each control volume is determined by a
straightforward calculation based upon the instantaneous shape of
the solid particle that is predicted by time integration of Eqs.
~1–3!. A piecewise linear temperature distribution is assumed to

exist between the center points of the control volumes. As will be
described shortly,keff is evaluated by taking into account both
conduction and surface radiative heat transfer.

Initially, due to the rise of temperatures within each control
volume the spheres thermally expand as shown in Fig. 3~b!.
Therefore, during the thermal expansion phase both the tempera-
tures and the sizes of the spheres will increase and as a result the
control volumes surrounding the spheres are allowed to increase
in size. The expansion of the spheres will continue until the sphere
temperature reachesTg .

Once local sintering begins, the value ofx/a becomes non-zero,
and the morphology of the column evolves to one that can no
longer be characterized by packed spheres. Rather, each sintered
interface is similar to the one shown in the RHS of Fig. 2 and
values ofx/a can be significantly different at various locations
within the porous medium. Note that the effective diameter~a! of
the spheres increases upon sintering, as required by conservation
of mass principles. Because of the evolution of the morphology,
the effective density within each control volume increases. More
important,keff increases because constriction resistances associ-
ated with the particle-to-particle interfaces are reduced asx/a be-
comes larger. The augmentation of conduction heat transfer by
radiation across the air gap is reduced asx/a increases and at
small initial sphere diameters.

Because of the strong dependence ofkeff upon x/a, values of
keff were calculated for a range ofx/a values, temperatures, and
sphere sizes using a commercial CFD package. To do so, tempera-
tures at the horizontal planes associated with points A and B~Fig.
2! were specified and heat transfer rates from or to horizontal

Fig. 3 Diagram of „a… control volumes associated with a column of spheres and „b… thermal
expansion of the lower spheres in the column
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planes at A to B were calculated. Conduction in the solid and in
the air was accounted for, as was gray, diffuse surface-to-surface
radiation heat transfer across the air gap. The cylindrical surface
of the surrounding integral control volume was considered to be
adiabatic and re-radiating. Values ofkeff were found based upon
the predicted heat transfer rates and the separation distance, 2d,
associated with variousx/a. Predictions ofkeff values associated
with 0,x/a,0.8 and for 290 K,Tavg,475 K whereTavg5(TA
1TB)/2 for sphere sizes ranging from 0.03 mm to approximately
3 mm were obtained. The resulting values ofkeff range from ap-
proximately 0.12 W/mK~for the lowest average temperature, the
smallest sphere size andx/a50! to approximately 0.23 W/mK
~for the highest average temperature, the largest particle size, and
x/a50.8!. The predictions were correlated, and the correlations
were used in the sintering model described here. Details of the
prediction method, the grid size independence study, sample re-
sults, and correlations forkeff are included in@23#. Note that for
sphere radii less than approximately 0.3 mm, radiation heat
transfer across the air gap is negligible for the temperature ranges
of interest here. With the approach taken to evaluate the effec-
tive thermal conductivity, constriction resistances are taken into
account.

Several assumptions are employed to predict the contraction of
the particles associated with sintering. They are~1! sintering will
start when the average temperature of two adjacent spheres or
particles reachTg , ~2! sintering rates are evaluated using the av-
erage radius of two adjacent particles,~3! keff is evaluated using
the average radius of two adjacent particles, and~4! the flattening
of the bottom surface of sphere 1~Fig. 3! is predicted by assuming
that it sinters to an adjacent~underlying! particle at the same
temperature as sphere 1. Note that Eq.~1! is singular atu50. A
discussion regarding treatment of the singularity in the intitial
stages of the simulation is included in@23#. This study is limited
to polycarbonate material and air as the interstitial gas. With the
numerical approach taken here, one control volume is associated
with each particle~and as will become evident, hundreds of par-
ticles will be considered in each parametric simulation!. There-
fore, the grid dependence of the solution is not relevant. The dis-
cretized form of Eq.~5! was solved using numerical time steps of
0.0001 and 0.0005 s with no discernable difference in the predic-
tions. A time step of 0.0001 s was used here. Properties are listed
in Table 1.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
The model described above includes a number of assumptions

and, as such, an experiment was conducted to validate the model
to the extent possible. Specifically, a test procedure was designed
to measure the values ofx/a that develop at the interfaces be-
tween adjacent spheres in a column that is heated beyond the glass
transition temperature in a highly non-isothermal fashion. In ad-
dition, the evolution of the overall height of the column of spheres
due to thermal expansion at local temperatures belowTg and sin-
tering at local temperatures exceedingTg was measured. Note that
accurate and non-intrusive measurement of internal temperatures
within individual, small diameter and low thermal conductivity
spheres is not considered feasible.

Non-intrusive measurement of local temperatures and sintering
rates is difficult due to the particles’ low thermal conductivity and
small size. In order to acquire meaningful data the experiment was
conducted using larger spheres~3.175 mm diameter, grade2 poly-
carbonate spheres withTg5418 K!.

The spheres were placed in a test cell constructed of a bakelite
cylinder ~Fig. 4~a!!. Rather than measure the temperature of indi-
vidual spheres, the temperature distribution in the bakelite was
measured and it is assumed thatT(z,t) within the sphere column
is approximately equal toT(z,t) within the bakelite. The test cell

is placed upon a bottom, multipass aluminum heat exchanger
while a top multipass aluminum heat exchanger is set atop the
bakelite cylinder. The cylinder~25.25 mm diameter by 27.4 mm
long! is molded from black bakelite powder and is made of a large
diameter to promote one dimensional heat transfer in thez direc-
tion. The cavity that houses the spheres is 3.3 mm in diameter and
was sized as a compromise between~1! ensuring a nearly co-
linear column of spheres, and~2! ~as will become evident! maxi-
mizing the degree of sintering that could be observed in a typical
experiment. Eight 0.9 mm diameter, 8 mm deep holes are drilled
~3.175 mm apart!along the height of the cylinder and house
K-type thermocouples. The test cell and the heat exchangers were
insulated with approximately 15 loose wraps of aluminum foil and
glass wool board to minimize heat losses and further promote
one-dimensional heat transfer in the bakelite.

The entire experimental apparatus~Fig. 4~b!!consists of the test
cell, a stand to hold a LVDT that is used to measure the height of
the sphere column, the two heat exchangers, andK-type thermo-
couples embedded in the bakelite and in the heat exchangers. A
pulley arrangement was used to counterbalance the weight of the
core of the LVDT so that sintering proceeds with minimal applied
compressive force on the spheres. Each heat exchanger is supplied
by hot fluid from two high temperature circulating baths. The
fluids used are ethylene glycol and silicone oil in the top~cool!
and bottom~hot! heat exchangers, respectively.

To conduct an experiment, eight spheres are placed in the test
cell. The 1 mm diameter copper tube that connects the LVDT to
the column of spheres is then placed through the top heat ex-
changer to rest on the top sphere. In the meantime, the fluids are
pre-heated in the high temperature baths until they reached a de-
sired temperature. At the onset of the experiment, the hot fluids

Table 1 Actual and effective thermophysical properties
†21,23,24‡
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are diverted to the heat exchangers. A Keithley Metrabyte data
acquisition system is used to acquire thermocouple and LVDT
data. The thermal expansion of the bottom heat exchanger is taken
into account when interpreting the LVDT measurements and esti-
mates of the uncertainty are determined using standard
methods.

Results
Experimental conditions~in terms of the maximum top and

bottom heat exchanger temperatures! are listed in Table 2. To
compare predictions and experimental measurements, the heat
transfer model was modified to predict the transient temperature
distribution within the bakelite~properties are listed in Table 1.!
Measured temperature histories in the top and bottom heat ex-
changers were used as boundary conditions in the model. As ex-
pected, because of the straightforward nature of this heat transfer
analysis, the predicted temperatures within the bakelite are in ex-
cellent agreement with measured values@23# and are not reported
here.

Measurements and predictions for the expansion and contrac-
tion of the polycarbonate column height are presented in Fig. 5.
Overall, good agreement exists between the measurements and the
predictions, except at times greater than indicated by the vertical
mark shown on each predicted response.

The column of spheres is measured and predicted to expand
until approximately 900 s in Experiment 1, 700 s in Experiment 2
and 600 s in Experiment 3. The accelerated transition from expan-
sion to contraction is due to the higher operating temperatures
associated with Experiments 2 and 3. The degree of column
shrinkage is different in the various experiments and is maximum
for Experiment 3. Because the contraction is proportional to the

sintering rate, it is expected that Experiment 1 and Experiment 3
will have the minimum and maximum rates of contraction,
respectively.

As previously noted, the experimental results and numerical
predictions deviate after approximately 2400 s in Experiment 1,
1950 s in Experiment 2 and 1800 s in Experiment 3 as indicated
by the vertical marks. The deviation is attributed to the fact that,
as sintering progresses the diameter of the spheres increase in the
manner shown in Fig. 2. At these particular times, the largest
sphere diameters are predicted to be equal to the diameter of the
cavity in the bakelite test cell. Hence, after this time there will be
no increase in the diameter of the largest particles, and shrinkage
of the sphere column will be suppressed. The duration of non-
interference between the spheres and the bakelite test cell could be
increased, but only at the expense of reducing the co-linearity of
the column of spheres.

At the conclusion of each experiment, the sintered columns of
spheres were carefully removed from the test cell. A Nikon Meta-
phot Reflected Light microscope~model VMS! was used to ob-
serve the structurally-intact, sintered particles. Clear evidence of
the interference described in the previous paragraph was noted
with the bottom most spheres taking on a more cylindrical shape.
More important, the neck radii at each interface were measured
and compared with the predicted values ofx. Note that each in-
terface was viewed from orthogonal directions and no dependence
of the measured neck radius with viewing angle could be ob-
served.

Figure 6 shows the measured and predicted neck radii for Ex-
periments 1, 2, and 3. Note that interface number ‘‘n’’ corresponds
to the junction between sphere ‘‘n’’ and sphere ‘‘n11.’’ The small
differences between the predicted and the measured values of the
neck radii are due to various reasons. In the model, it is assumed
that two adjacent spheres begin sintering when the average center

Table 1 Continued.
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point temperature of the two particles reachesTg . Because the
particles used in the experiments are relatively large, spatial tem-
perature variations will exist within each sphere, leading to some
discrepancy between measurement and prediction. As previously
discussed, the diameter of the sintering spheres is restricted by the
test cell hole dimension and, as a result, smallerx/a values are
expected in the experiments. Despite the potential for discrepan-
cies, the comparison between actual and predicted morphological
evolution of the medium in response to heating is deemed to be
very good.

Parametric Simulations
With agreement between the predictions and the measurements

established, the model was then used to conduct parametric inves-
tigations. For these simulations, a domain filled with spherical
polycarbonate powder in a column was considered. The bottom
and the top surfaces of the domain are subjected to two different
temperatures. The physical processes~heat transfer and sintering!
are considered to be one-dimensional. The initial height of the
powder layer is 25 mm and three different sized particles~diam-
eters of 50, 100, and 250mm! are considered. As before, each
computational control volume is associated with an individual
powder particle, necessitating predictions using 500, 250, and 100
control volumes.

Predicted temperature distributions associated with a 100mm
particle case are shown in Fig. 7. In this result,Tb5180°C, Tt
530°C, andTi530°C. The temperature distributions are nearly
independent of the particle size@23#.

Neck radii at the particle interfaces at various times for 50, 100,
and 250mm particle powder layers are presented in Figs. 8~a!–
8~c!. For each case, the degree of sintering increases at any loca-
tion with time, but the sintering rate decreases with increasing
x/a and concurrent loss of surface energy. The smallest particles
undergo more extensive sintering, as anticipated by inspection of
Eq. ~1!. In each case, a sintering penetration depth of approxi-
mately 12 percent of the initial powder layer thickness exists at
t5300 s.

Figure 8~d! shows the changes in the height of the powder
region for the different diameter particles. Here,DL is the differ-
ence between the height at any instant and the initial height. At
300 s the powder bed associated with 50mm and 100mm particles
contract from the initial height~this contraction can be noted upon

Fig. 4 Diagram of „a… the test cell and „b… the experimental
apparatus

Fig. 5 Experimental measurements and predictions of the ex-
pansion and contraction of the column of spheres for Experi-
ments 1, 2, and 3. The vertical fiducial marks are associated
with the time when there is predicted interference between the
medium and the walls of the test cell.

Fig. 6 Predicted and measured neck radii for Experiments 1,
2, and 3

Table 2 Maximum temperatures applied to bottom and top
heat exchangers for Experiments 1, 2, and 3
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careful inspection of Fig. 7!, while the powder bed composed of
250 mm particles is slightly larger than its initial thickness. This
behavior is directly related to the degree of sintering noted in Figs.
8~a!–8~c!.

Additional simulations were performed with various initial and
boundary thermal conditions applied to the system. In the cases
that follow, adiabatic conditions were applied to the top surface of
the powder layer, and the simulations were curtailed prior to the
top surface temperature rising by more than 0.1°C. BecausedT
.ds , the following results are associated with a semi-infinite me-
dium. The following predictions are associated with two dimen-
sionless temperatures that are defined as

u15u2[~Tg2Ti !/~Tb2Ti ! (6)

whereu1 is used to denote cases whereTb is varied, andTi is held
constant, whileu2 is defined for cases whenTi is varied andTb is
held constant.

Figure 9 includesx/ai distributions as well as the change in

Fig. 7 The predicted temperature distributions for a medium
composed of 100 mm particles with 180°C bottom surface
temperature. Distributions are shown at 60 s, 180 s, and
300 s.

Fig. 8 Dimensionless neck radii distributions for media composed of „a… 50 mm,
„b… 100 mm, and „c… 250 mm particles at different times with 180°C and 30°C bottom
and initial temperatures. Also shown is „d… the change in the height of the medium
with time.
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height of the powder layer height for different diameter particles.
Here, Tb5170°C andTi530°C yieldingu15u250.82. A com-
parison of Figs. 9~a!through 9~c!with Figs. 8~a! through 8~c!
shows thatx/ai is reduced as the bottom surface temperature is
decreased as expected. In addition, changes in the powder layer
thickness are less significant as the bottom temperature is reduced,
as noted by comparing Fig. 9~d! with Fig. 8~d!.

The dynamic response of the semi-infinite medium may be il-
lustrated by inspecting the time variation ofdT andds . Analytical
expressions for the thermal penetration depth may be used yield-
ing

0.99[erf~0.5dT /~aefft !
1/2! (7)

In addition, the sintering penetration depth may be approximated
as the vertical location at which the medium reachesTg

~Tg2Tb!/~Ti2Tb![erf~0.5ds /~aefft !
1/2! (8)

whereaeff is evaluated at (Ti1Tb)/2 andx/a50 in Eqs.~8! and
~9!.

Predicted and calculateddT histories for differentu1 values
associated with a medium composed of 100mm diameter particles
are presented in Fig. 10~a!. Three different values ofTb ~158°C,

170°C, and 183°C!lead tou150.75, 0.82, and 0.9 respectively.
The analytical and predicted values ofdT are slightly different
because of the variable properties used in the numerical solution.

Inspection of Fig. 10~b!shows that the predicted value ofds is
greater than the analytical value, and the predicted value exhibits
a high frequency response. The fluctuating response is related to
the particulate nature of the medium. Specifically, the predicted
value ofds is defined as the height where the neck radius at the
interface between the particles of the column is minimum but not
equal to zero. Hence, as sintering propagates upward from
interface-to-interface, discontinuous behavior occurs. The pre-
dicted value ofds is greater than the analytical value because the
thermal diffusivity in the sintered region is larger than the value
used in the analytical expression.

The value ofR[ds /dT for the 100mm particle size medium is
presented in Fig. 10~c!. The analytical value ofR is found by
manipulating Eqs.~7! and ~8! yielding

R[0.55 erf21~~Tg2Tb!/~Ti2Tb!!50.55u (9)

where erf21 is defined as follows. Ify5erf(x), thenx5erf21(y).
Because the predicted value ofds exceeds the analytical value, the
predicted value ofR exceeds its analytical value as well. Note
that the results for the 50 and 250mm particle diameter cases are
similar to those shown in Fig. 10, except the response of the

Fig. 9 Dimensionless neck radii distributions for media composed of „a… 50 mm, „b… 100 mm,
and „c… 250 mm particles at different times with 170°C and 30°C bottom and initial temperatures
yielding u1Ä0.82. Also shown is „d… the change in the height of the medium with time.
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sintering penetration depth is of lower~higher! amplitude and
higher ~lower! frequency for the medium composed of smaller
~larger!particle @23#.

Figure 11 is included to show the effect of different values of
u2 on thedT , ds , andR behavior for the medium composed of
100mm diameter particles. In this case three different values ofTi
were used~98.57°C, 70°C, and 45°C! while Tb was held at 170°C.
As required, the predicteddT values are same foru250.65, 0.75,
and 0.8 as evident in Fig. 11~a!. The results of Fig. 11~b!suggest
that ds becomes larger asu2 is reduced. That is, higher initial
temperatures promote larger sintering penetration depths. The
larger values ofds associated with smaller values ofu2 induce
higher values ofR for smaller values ofu2 ~Fig. 11~c!!.

From the practical point of view, it is desirable to be able to
predict the value ofdS for purposes of controlling thermal pro-
cessing conditions, especially in net shape manufacturing pro-
cesses. To this end, a relationship betweenR andu1 ~as well as
u2! is presented in Fig. 12. The predicted values ofR for different
values ofu1 and u2 are associated with the ratio of penetration
depth averaged over the time span 5 s<t<300 s and are shown as

data points. Slight variations in the predicted values ofR occur
due to the highly variable properties and the discontinuous nature
of the medium. The average predicted value ofR was used to
construct the curve fit shown in Fig. 12. Agreement between the
curve fit and any predicted value ofR is within 3 percent. The
analytical expression forR is taken from Eq.~9!. The predicted
and the analytical relationship are within 20 percent of each other.
Note that these relationships are valid for a packing of spherical
polycarbonate particles with 0,x/ai<0.8, 158°C<Tb<183°C,
and 30°C<Ti<98°C.

Conclusions
A model has been developed to analyze the coupled thermal

and morphological response of polycarbonate powder subjected to
spatially non-isothermal conditions. Experiments were performed
to generate data that was subsequently used to validate the model.
A number of interesting features~expansion and contraction of
powder during non-isothermal heating! are predicted using the
model and these predicted features were corroborated with the
experimental results. Parametric simulations were performed to
examine the physical and thermal responses to various initial and
thermal conditions and also to different sizes of the powder. From

Fig. 10 Results showing „a… the thermal penetration depth „b…
the sintering penetration depth and „c… ratio of the penetration
depths for a medium composed of 100 mm particles column
with different u1

Fig. 11 Results showing „a… the thermal penetration depth „b…
the sintering penetration depth and „c… ratio of the penetration
depths for a medium composed of 100 mm particles column
with different u2 .
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the parametric investigations it was concluded that by controlling
the boundary and initial conditions one can control the sintering
penetration depth in the porous medium. A relationship was
established between the ratio of the sintering penetration depth to
the thermal penetration depth and the non-dimensional boundary
and initial temperatures, allowing easy estimation of sintering
penetration depths given knowledge of the thermal processing
temperatures.

In actual sintering processes the particles may be arranged in a
random manner which may affect the results presented here. In
addition, due to the thermal and contraction of the particles, multi-
dimensional mechanical responses are likely to occur, even in
systems characterized by one-dimensional heat transfer. Addi-
tional areas of investigations might include sintering of different
types of amorphous, crystalline or semi-crystalline materials, sin-
tering of randomly-shaped particles, or processing of particles that
have a wide size and shape distribution.
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Nomenclature

A 5 cross-sectional area, m2

a 5 sphere radius, m
Av 5 viscosity rate constant, N"s/m2

cp 5 specific heat, J/kg"K
d 5 particle separation half distance, m

Ev 5 activation energy, kcal/mol
k 5 thermal conductivity, W/m•K
h 5 medium height, m

DL 5 change in height, m
m 5 mass, kg
R 5 universal gas constant, kcal/mol•K
R 5 ratio of penetration depths
T 5 temperature, K

t 5 time, s
V 5 volume, m3

x 5 neck radius, m
z 5 vertical coordinate direction

Greek Symbols

a 5 thermal diffusivity, m2/s
ds 5 sintering penetration depth, m
dT 5 thermal penetration depth, m
« 5 emissivity
f 5 porosity
h 5 viscosity, N"s/m2

G 5 surface tension, N/m
r 5 density, kg/m3

u 5 angle of intersection, dimensionless temperature
x 5 linear expansion coefficient, K21

Subscripts

a 5 air
b 5 bottom

eff 5 effective
f 5 final
g 5 glass transition
i 5 initial

m 5 mean
s 5 solid
t 5 top
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Flow Visualizations and Transient
Temperature Measurements in an
Axisymmetric Impinging Jet
Rapid Thermal Chemical Vapor
Deposition Reactor
Carrier gas flow in a rapid thermal chemical vapor deposition (RTCVD) reactor was
studied using flow visualization and laser induced Rayleigh light scattering (RLS). The
flow field consists of a downward axisymmetric jet of carrier gas impinging on a wafer
which undergoes transient heating. Flow visualization results showed three stable flow
regimes as the surface rose from ambient to high temperature: momentum dominated,
buoyancy dominated, and a second momentum dominated regime at high temperature;
each separated by unstable, chaotic flows. RLS temperature measurements provided tran-
sient gas temperature histories, documenting flow visualization results. Regions of mo-
mentum dominated, buoyancy dominated, and unstable flows were defined as a function of
Grashof number, Reynolds number, pressure, and wafer temperature.
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Introduction

The formation of thin films of semiconductors is an important
technology to the microelectronics industry. The most common
processes of depositing thin silicon films are by quasi-steady state
chemical vapor deposition~CVD! and by transient rapid thermal
chemical vapor deposition~RTCVD!. In RTCVD, a non-reactive
carrier gas is used to deliver silicon to the surface of a single
substrate wafer. Transient radiative heating of the wafer surface
causes the silicon to automatically deposit on the wafer surface.
This technology has several advantages, including short process-
ing times and the ability to form high quality films because of
better control of temperature and carrier gas behavior~Fair @1#!.
There are many different geometries used in CVD and RTCVD
processing, including, for example, horizontal reactors, vertical
pedestal reactors and barrel reactors. Two commonly studied re-
actor configurations are the horizontal duct and the vertical axi-
symmetric because of their fundamental nature. Regardless of ge-
ometry, however, knowledge of conditions leading to carrier gas
stability is critical for film uniformity, and the goal of many nu-
merical and experimental projects.

The focus of the present work is the experimental simulation
and characterization of carrier gas fluid mechanics in a vertical
axisymmetric impinging jet reactor during a transient heating pro-
cess. A schematic of the test section is seen in Fig. 1. When the
disc surface is heated, the flow field consists of an opposition of
downward jet momentum versus upward disc buoyancy. The nu-
merous length scales required to define the geometry in Fig. 1
make clear the complexity of the problem, and an objective of the
project was to find which of these lengths is useful to characterize
flow transitions. Flow visualizations were performed first to ob-
tain an overall picture of flow field stability and transitions under
conditions typical of the RTCVD transient heating process. Laser

induced Raleigh light scattering temperature measurements were
then used to provide quantitative documentation of gas transient
temperatures and transitions.

Rapid Thermal Chemical Vapor Deposition
Numerical simulations of the CVD and RTCVD processes are

limited by the inherent complexity of the problem. While Coltrin
@2,3# focused on the chemical kinetics and rate equations, most
simulations decouple the chemical rate equations, or neglect them
completely. This is an appropriate simplification because the sili-
con laden reactants are present in the carrier gas only in dilute
amounts, and the heats of reaction during RTCVD do not contrib-
ute significantly to the energy conservation equation~Jensen@4#!.

However, the carrier gas is usually numerically modeled as
non-Boussinesq, thus other simplifications are required to make
the problem tractable. Evans and Grief@5–7# focused on instabili-
ties and asymmetries resulting from buoyancy in both horizontal
and vertical axisymmetric CVD reactors. Mahajan and Wei@8#
examined buoyancy as well as Soret, Dufour and variable prop-
erty effects commonly neglected in other models. Fotiadis et al.
@9–11# established CVD operation regions where multiple steady
flows are possible. Many of these were unsteady and asymmetric,
and some depended on flow history. Jensen et al.@4# provide an
excellent summary and discussion of the modeling of the CVD
and RTCVD process including sections on both horizontal and
vertical geometries and effects of boundary conditions, the exis-
tence of multiple stable flows, lack of symmetry and the depen-
dence of start up procedure. Merchant@12#developed a systematic
modeling approach to aid in design and optimization of CVD
reactors. Hebb and Jensen@13# used a detailed radiation model to
examine the effect of variable radiative properties of a patterned
wafer on temperature distribution in RTCVD. More recently two-
dimensional~2D! and three-dimensional~3D! models have been
compared by Kelkar and Mahajan@14# and Mihopoulos et al.
@15#. Soong et al.@16# numerically studied a rotating disc CVD
reactor and created a parameter map that showed transitions be-
tween three different types of flows: rotational, buoyant and plug.
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Experimental verification of carrier gas flow and temperature
has been limited. Flow visualizations were used to study effects of
reactor geometry and wafer rotation~Wang et al.@17#, Gadgil
@18#!. Fotiadis et al.@10,11# used flow visualization and Raman
light scattering to find CVD reactor gas flow patterns and tem-
perature. The weak signal characteristic of Raman scattering re-
quired long averaging times and made transient effects impossible
to distinguish. Salim et al.@19# used infrared spectroscopy to ob-
tain path averaged information in a vertical rotating CVD reactor,
while Johnson et al.@20# evaluated infrared thermography for
CVD applications. Laser induced Rayleigh scattering~RLS! was
used by Horton and Peterson@21,22# to find transient carrier gas
temperature in a RTCVD reactor. This method yielded real time
transient temperature measurements in a discrete control volume,
and established the method as a viable one for non-invasively
finding temperature with high temporal and spatial resolution.

Experimental Apparatus

Flow Visualization. Flow visualizations were used to obtain
overall information about flow phenomenon in the test section.
Apparatus consisted of a 4 watt argon ionlaser beam of 1 mm
diameter which was expanded into a light sheet using a cylindrical
lens, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The flow visualizations were con-
ducted by first establishing the target mass flow rate and pressure
in the test section. The carrier gas was seeded with smoke par-
ticles. The disc heater was turned on and a step power input of
825 watts was applied to the heater. This power level, test section
pressure and inlet flow rate remained constant until the end of the
test. When the disc reachedTmax the power was turned off and the
test ended. Each test run was video taped or photographed for
subsequent analysis. Transients were characterized in terms of
Grashof number, GrH , based on inlet to disc distance,H, with
both the thermal expansion coefficient and the kinematic viscosity
evaluated at a film temperatureTfilm[(Tw2Tin)/2. The Reynolds
number, Rein , was based on test section inlet diameter and fluid

properties evaluated at the inlet temperature. Numerical simula-
tions have well established the non-Boussinesq nature of this
problem, thus non-dimensionalization of the governing equations
indicates a third parameter of importance; dimensionless tempera-
ture ratio defined as:

x5
Tw2Tin

Tin
. (1)

In the present work, Reynolds number and maximum Grashof
number were chosen to simulate typical RTCVD operating condi-
tions and to match the large body of existing numerical studies.
Maximum value ofx was limited to 1.6 by the melting tempera-
ture of the aluminum disc. Typical test section pressures studied in
numerical works ranged from 0.05 ATM to 1 ATM, and typical
Reynolds numbers ranged from 1 to 100. Preliminary flow visu-
alizations revealed that for pressures above 0.3 ATM the flow was
very strongly dominated by buoyant forces. Limits on the capa-
bilities of the vacuum pump also restricted the upper limit of the
inlet flow rate. From this a test matrix was developed and flow
visualization were conducted at Reynolds numbers of 15, 30, 45,
and 60, at pressures of 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 ATM and for inlet
to disc ratios ofH/Dw50.35 and 0.55. Flow visualizations were
also conducted for Rein530, H/Dw50.28, and pressures of 0.05,
0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 ATM.

The dominant uncertainty was estimation of the disc tempera-
ture when transitions in gas flow occurred. Transitions occurred
over a period of time, usually less than 5 sec, while the disc
surface temperature was constantly increasing. Therefore the tran-
sition temperature was estimated to be the disc temperature at the
midpoint of the transition period. The uncertainty in the disc tran-
sition temperature due to estimation of the instant of transition
was approximately612°C. The following values for uncertainty
were used to calculate uncertainty of the Grashof number: disc
temperature612°C, gas inlet temperature65°C, inlet to disc dis-
tance60.0025 m, pressure6.002 ATM, and fluid dynamic vis-
cosity 61.5 percent. Using a propagated error analysis~Holman
@23#!, uncertainty in transitional Grashof number was found to be
67 percent at test section pressures of 0.2 ATM, 8 percent at 0.15
ATM, 12 percent at 0.1 ATM and 23 percent at 0.05 ATM, with
the dominant uncertainty due to run to run variation in transition
temperature.

Fig. 1 Schematic of test section used to simulate an axisym-
metric, impinging jet RTCVD reactor

Fig. 2 Schematic of flow visualization apparatus
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Rayleigh Light Scattering
Laser-induced Rayleigh light scattering occurs when the elec-

tric field of gas molecules interacts with the electric field of an
incident laser beam, causing the gas molecules to resonate in uni-
son with the laser. This causes a small amount light to be scattered
in directions other than that of the incident beam. The total
amount of light scattered is directly proportional to the molecular
number density inside the control volume formed by the laser and
the collection optics. Hence if the pressure is known, the tempera-
ture can be determined from the intensity of the scattered light. By
first measuring the scattered light as a known reference tempera-
ture,Tref , and pressure, the instantaneous temperature,Tj , can be
determined as:

Tj5
TrefI scat,ref

I scatj
(2)

whereI scat is the intensity of scattered light.
The basics of Mie and Rayleigh light scattering theory are

given in Van de Hulst@24#, Kerker@25#, and Bohren and Huffman
@26#. Rayleigh light scattering has been used to study gas concen-
trations in turbulent mixing~Pitz et al.@27#, by Pitz and Kashi-
wagi @28#! and a good background discussion can be found in
those works. A schematic of the RLS system is seen in Fig. 3, and
detailed description and evaluation of the system used in the
present work is found in@21#. The control volume is defined by
the laser beam diameter and collection optics, and was a 1 mm
diameter by 0.15 mm in length.

The RLS signal is contaminated by glare reflected off the disc
and test section. Glare is measured by filling the test section with
helium as the initial step of each test run. The scattering cross
section of helium is only about 0.015 of that of air, so intensity of
scattered light from a helium filled test section is an excellent
estimate of glare. The test section is refilled with air, a reference
voltage at known ambient temperature is recorded, and the tran-
sient heating process initiated. The instantaneous gas temperature
is found as:

Tj5TrefFVscat,ref2Vglare

Vscat,i2Vglare
G (3)

Disc surface temperature was allowed to rise to 500 °C, and at
each half second interval four PMT readings were sampled at 12

Hz and averaged to get a data point. Data from the photodiode
~monitoring incident laser light power! pressure transducer and
thermocouple were also stored in the computer for later analysis.
The uncertainty in the RLS gas temperature measurements is dis-
cussed in detail by Horton and Peterson@21,22#, and was esti-
mated at6224 °C.

Results: Flow Visualization
Flow visualization results showed three stable flow regimes

during the transient heating process, and also unstable transitional
flows. The flow visualizations were carried out for each set of
parameters given in the test matrix and the Grashof number at
each transition was calculated. Flow visualization photographs are
seen in Figs. 4~a–e!. In these photographs, the vertical dark line
near the middle of the photograph is a test section support struc-
ture, and the horizontal lines are shadows from the extruded
quartz cylinder wall. Bright regions show the highly seeded inlet
flow. Smoke particles used to seed the flow were driven away
from the heater surface by thermophoretic forces, thus dark areas
in Figs. 4~b–e! show high temperature fluid. While the flow struc-
tures were all initially momentum dominated~Fig. 4~a!, in most
cases the flow became unstable, and then either dominated by a
stable buoyant regime or a stable momentum flow regime as the
disc temperature rose. These transitions are best interpreted in
terms of Grashof number as a function of dimensionless tempera-
ture, x. Transitions are graphed in Fig. 5~a–e! for the five Rey-
nolds numbers tested, and discussed below. Also graphed in Figs.
5 is disc Grashof number based on film properties. It is seen that
peak buoyancy occurs atx'0.58, and that decreased fluid density
at higher temperature causes buoyancy at the surface to decrease.
When as discussed below are examined together, regions of mo-
mentum dominated flows~shown shaded gray in Fig. 5!, and
buoyancy dominated~cross hatched area!could be estimated.
These are separated by a region where fluid is unstable or, at
times, in unstable equilibrium—either momentum or buoyancy
dominated. The various areas and transitions were evaluated as
follows:

Momentum Dominated. At test initiation, the wafer was at
ambient temperature, and a stable momentum dominated flow re-
gime formed~Fig. 4~a!!. Carrier gas entered the test section and
impinged smoothly on the wafer surface, remaining laminar to
exit. Recirculation regions were caused by the sudden expansion
inlet geometry.

First Instability: Momentum ×Buoyant. After initiation of
heating, buoyancy increased at the wafer surface, opposing the
downward impinging jet momentum. The first instability was de-
fined as the Grashof number when the system became unstable.
As seen in Fig. 4~b!, the impinging jet flow was disrupted by
periodic thermal plumes bursting up from the surface due to the
classic Rayleigh-Benard instability. These plumes formed at the
stagnation region where the inlet air met the disc. Figure 5~a!
shows this first instability occurs at Grashof numbers below 5000
when Rein515. The Grashof number of the first instability in-
creased with Reynolds number. Figure 5~d! shows the highest
Reynolds number tested (Rein'60), where stable momentum flow
was retained to Grashof numbers in the order of 25,000 at higher
pressures.

Analysis of this initial instability showed the complexity of this
problem. The relative importance of the four principle variables
~pressure, Reynolds number, temperature ratiox, and geometric
ratio H/Dw! was assumed to be exponential. A four factor, multi-
level analysis of the experimental data was performed. A multiple
regression of the four parameters and their cross products was
used to evaluate their importance and their interaction. Results
shows all terms and cross products were of approximately equal
significance. Figure 6 shows the initial instability for all test con-
ditions, along with a correlation forH/Dw50.3526 stating the
initial instability as a function of Grashof number. They-axis in-

Fig. 3 Schematic of laser induced Rayleigh light scattering
optical components
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tercept ~for Rein50! of 1950 compares well with estimates of
Behringer and Ahlers@29#, who used instability theory to analyti-
cally predict critical Grashof number for the onset of convection
in shallow cylinders. Their results applied to the current geometry
predicts at transition at GrH52188, only 1 percent higher than that
predicted in Fig. 6. Figure 6 shows considerable scatter because
the pressure dependence of this transition has not been consid-
ered; that is all pressures have been lumped together. Even so, it is
clear that the two lower aspect ratios (H/Dw50.3526 and 0.2756!
are similar, while the highest aspect ratio has significantly higher
transitions and does not appear to be headed towards they inter-
cept predicted by the other data and from shallow cylinder theory.

Depending on the test parameters this first unstable flow pre-
ceded either a buoyancy dominated or a high temperature momen-
tum dominated flow as described below.

Buoyancy Dominated. Continued temperature increase led
to formation of a stable buoyancy dominated flow easily seen in
the strong thermal plume rising from the hot disc surface~Fig.
4~c!!. The buoyant hot air would rise from the center of the disc
surface almost to the inlet where it would meet the cool incoming
air and deflect to the walls of the test section. The cool inlet air
was deflected from the wafer surface, and would flow radially

Fig. 4 „a… Momentum dominated flow „ReiÄ30; GrHÄ0…; „b… first instability „ReiÄ30; GrHÉ3500…; „c… stable buoyant flow „Rei
Ä45; GrHÉ31,000…; „d… second instability „ReiÄ45; GrHÉ30,000…; and „e… momentum dominated, high temperature „Rei
Ä30; GrHÉ11,500…
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outward and down the walls and out the exhaust. Figure 5~a!
shows stable buoyant flow was established below Grashof number
of 20,000 at low Reynolds number, but is increasingly delayed
~Figs. 5~b!, 5~c!!, not forming until Grashof numbers of 40000 to
50000 for an inlet Reynolds number of 60~Fig. 5~d!. Figure 5~e!
shows the highest aspect ratio examined (H/Dw50.5513!. In this
case, buoyancy was very strong, and buoyant flow dominated
throughout the majority of the test space. In all cases buoyant flow
occurred before the temperature of peak buoyancy.

Second Instability, Buoyant×Momentum. At high tem-
peratures~x.0.58! the maximum Grashof number had been ex-
ceeded, and decrease in fluid density at the disc surface resulted in
decreased buoyancy. Density of the hot rising fluid decreased to

the point that buoyant forces weakened and could no longer de-
flect the momentum driven gas. The interface where the hot, rising
air met the cool inlet air would then deform, waiver and a column
of denser inlet air would periodically pierce the rising hot air and
reach the disc~Fig. 4~d!!. This unstable flow continued until the
maximum test temperature was reached in some tests. The insta-
bility marks the end of buoyancy dominated flow, and entry to the
unstable~white! graph areas of Fig. 5.

Momentum Dominated, High Temperature. A second mo-
mentum dominated regime formed in some tests, and is seen in
Fig. 4~c!. As the disc temperature rose past temperature of peak
buoyancy, jet momentum is again important. The impinging jet
stabilized and formed momentum dominated flow, this time at

Fig. 5 Flow transitions as a function of Grashof and dimensionless wafer temperature for Reynolds numbers from 15 to 60,
HÕDwÄ0.2756 to 0.5513, and pressures of 0.02 ATM to 0.05 ATM. The shaded area at the bottom of each graph indicates stable
momentum driven flow, and the striped area at the top is a region of stable, buoyancy dominated flow. The central white area flow
conditions create either unstable flows, or in some cases apparently stable momentum dominated flow which subsequently
becomes unstable. „a… ReiÄ15, HÕDwÄ0.3526; „b… ReiÄ30, HÕDwÄ0.2756 „gray symbols…, HÕDwÄ0.3526 „black symbols …; „c…
ReiÄ45, HÕDwÄ0.3526; „d… ReiÄ60, HÕDwÄ0.3526; and „e… ReiÄ30, HÕDwÄ0.5513.
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high temperature. Stable flows in this regime are short lived, seem
to be in ‘‘unstable equilibrium’’, and the competition of buoyancy
and momentum is well matched.

Third Instability, Momentum ×Unsteady. The high tem-
perature momentum driven flows became unstable as temperature
continued to increase. Plumes would again begin bursting off the
disc surface at the stagnation point of the impinging jet. Both the
high temperature momentum dominated transition and the third
instability are graphed in the white area of the graph. This region
seems to be the region of multiple steady flow solutions men-
tioned by Fotiadis et al.@9# to exist for apparently identical oper-
ating conditions. In this region flow visualization showed that the
buoyant forces and the momentum forces were well matched so
that neither type of flow could dominate, hence the flow was an
unstable momentum driven flow.

From Figs. 5, graph regions where certain types of flows occur
can be seen. The regions were drawn so that as a test run followed
the Grashof curve from left to right, the flow would be stable
buoyant while in the striped region and stable momentum domi-
nated while in the gray region. It should be stressed that the loca-
tion of the borders is very approximate. On the left side of the
Grashof number peak~prior to peak buoyancy! the first instability
and buoyant stable flow occurs. These transitions do not occur
past peak buoyancy. Conversely, the second instability, high tem-
perature momentum dominated flow and the third instability tran-
sitions occur past peak Grashof number. As expected, the type of
flow existing over the top of the Grashof number curve is either a
buoyant flow or an unstable buoyancy/momentum driven flow.

In order to better understand the general trends, a graph was
made mapping stable buoyant or stable momentum flow of Grmax
and Rei ~Fig. 7!. Test runs marked as stable momentum were
never dominated by buoyant forces. A line that estimates the ap-
proximate division of the parameters that produce a buoyant or a
momentum dominated flow is stated as

GrH
Rein

2 54.6Rein
1/2 (4)

Equation ~4! is approximate and is likely to be specific to the
exact geometry of the test section. A more universal method may
not be possible because of the complexity of all the interrelated
variables and lengths involved. It is interesting to note that Fig. 7
shows that test runs where a buoyant stable flow followed by a
high temperature momentum stable flow~marked ‘‘both’’! were
seen only at Reynolds numbers higher than 15. Multiple steady
flow patterns at apparently identical boundary conditions were
numerically predicted by Fotiadis et al.@9# at similar Reynolds
number andx values.

Results: Transient Temperature Measurements. Laser in-
duced Rayleigh light scattering was used to measure instantaneous
gas temperatures for two sets of flow parameters, and results are
seen in Figs. 8~a!and 8~b!. The results provide quantitative docu-
mentation of the events visualized previously. It should be empha-
sized that each RLS transient heating curve~two shown in Fig.
8~a! and three in 8~b!!is a different experimental test run.

Figure 8~a!shows that the boundary layer at the disc surface
becomes unstable at 25 to 30 seconds as a couple of thermal

Fig. 6 Initial instability „all pressures included …. The two lower
length ratios approach the analytic solution for a cylinder
heated from below †29‡. The highest length ratio appears sig-
nificantly different.

Fig. 7 Stable flows at peak Gr H for various Reynolds numbers.
Triangles indicate conditions that led to first a stable buoyant
flow followed by a high temperature momentum dominated
flow.

Fig. 8 „a… Rayleigh light scattering measurements of tempera-
ture for pressure of 0.15 ATM, HÕDwÄ0.3526 and ReiÄ45. Sym-
bols are the same as those used in Fig. 4; „b … Rayleigh light
scattering measurements of temperature for pressure of 0.1
ATM, HÕDwÄ0.3526 and ReiÄ30. Symbols are the same as
those used in Fig. 4.
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plumes rise. The temperature at both locations rises rapidly at
about 50 seconds, indicating the establishment of stable buoyancy
dominated flow. The thermal energy from the disc is convected
directly up to the 42 mm location, and no low temperature en-
trance gas reaches either level. After the peak Grashof number is
passed, however, the buoyant flow is no longer able to dominate
the cool downward impinging jet, and large temperature oscilla-
tions begin to occur as the control volume is alternately exposed
to thermal plumes from the surface and cool entrance gas. These
oscillations continued to the end of these two test runs.

Figure 8~bshows transient gas temperature at 7.5 mm, 20.5
mm, and 42 mm above the wafer surface. Heating is initiated, and
the momentum dominated flow becomes unstable at about 25 sec.
Temperature in the boundary layer at the surface continues to rise,
but by about 100 s has become increasingly unstable. This is seen
in the temperature oscillations which occur as thermal plumes
burst from the surface. At that time, temperature oscillations also
begin at the 20.5 and 42 mm measurement heights, as the control
volume is alternately exposed to a hot plume from the heated
surface, or the cool downward entrance gas. At about 175 sec-
onds, the high temperature momentum dominated regime forms.
This is seen because the disc temperature continues to rise, but the
temperature in the boundary layer as~7.5 mm! drops and stabi-
lizes, indicating the cooler gas entering the test section is again
reaching the disc surface. The temperature at the two upper mea-
surement levels also stabilizes at close to the inlet temperature,
clearly indicating the established momentum dominated flow at
high disc temperature. Finally, around 275 and 300 sec, the high
disc temperature momentum dominated flow becomes unstable,
and large temperature oscillations are again seen at all three mea-
surement locations.

Summary and Conclusions
A study has been conducted of an axisymmetric jet of gas im-

pinging downward on a flat disc as the disc undergoes a transient
heating process. This geometry is typical of that studied in relation
to the rapid chemical vapor deposition process. The study in-
volved flow visualization to find overall effects, and laser induced
Rayleigh light scattering for transient temperature measurements.

Grashof number based on film temperature helped explain com-
plicated transitions seen with increasing temperature. Momentum
dominated flow was seen at low temperature and also at high
temperature when fluid density at the disc surface was low and
buoyancy thus reduced. Graphs of transitional Grashof number as
a function of dimensionless disc temperature for a variety of pres-
sures, height ratios and inlet Reynolds numbers describe stable
momentum and stable buoyant flow regions separated by a region
of chaotic and unstable flow. At higher inlet Reynolds number,
this separation region at time showed different flows resulting
from apparently identical flow histories and boundary conditions.

The characterization of the flow field as an enclosed heating
from below ~that is, basing Grashof number onH! appears to be
appropriate for the two lower height ratios. Significant differences
and much more scatter in transitions were seen at the greatest
height ratio, indicating that it was not appropriately described as
the other two. Laser induced Rayleigh light scattering was used
for instantaneous temperature measurements. These quantitatively
support the interpretations of flow visualization data.

Nomenclature

V 5 voltage~V!
x 5 dimensionless surface temperature~Eq. 1!

Subscripts

ref 5 reference
scat 5 scatttered

w 5 wafer
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Introduction
Flow past bluff bodies between two parallel walls has been

investigated by many researchers both numerically and experi-
mentally. This flow situation is popular not only because of its
academic attractiveness but also owing to its related technical
problems associated with energy conservation and structural de-
sign. This type of flow is of relevance for many practical applica-
tions, such as electronic cooling and heat exchanger systems.

The incompressible flow around a circular cylinder represents
one of the most investigated prototypes of bluff body wakes. The
flow around a rectangular cylinder has received far less attention
than the flow around a circular cylinder, but no references have
been found which simulate the laminar flow around a triangular
prism placed in a channel. Furthermore the effect of presence of
bluff body in the heat transfer in a flow with heat source has not
yet been investigated. This has motivated the present work that is
concerned with structure of laminar flow and heat transfer in a
two dimensional channel differentially heated with a built-in tri-
angular prism. This specifically shaped cylinder is specially used
in systems of vortex flowmeters and flame stabilizer in combus-
tion chambers. The investigation is carried out from the numerical
solutions of complete Navier-Stokes and energy equations by
Control Volume Finite Element Method. The effects of presence
of triangular prism on the flow structure and heat transfer are the
subject of the present work.

Results and Discussion
The system of interest is a horizontal plane channel, a triangular

prism is symmetrically placed in the channel axis as indicated in
Fig. 1. Boundary conditions expressed in dimensionless form are
as follows:

at 0<x<L/B;y50:u5v50,u51

at 0<x<L/B;y54:u5v50,u50

at x50;0<y<4:u5y~42y!/4,v50,u50

at x5L/B;0<y<4:
]u

]x
5

]v
]x

5
]u
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0
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udy58/3

The thermal heat flux transferred from the hot bottom wall to
the flow is characterized by the space-averaged Nusselt number
evaluated as follows:

Nu5
1

L/B E
0

L/B

Nudx,

where Nu is the local Nusselt number defined as

Nu52
]u

]y
.

The space- and time-averaged Nusselt number is defined as

^Nu&5S 1

t22t1
D E

t1

t2

Nudt,

where the time interval (t22t1) is the period of oscillation of the
space-averaged Nusselt number Nu.

A modified version of Control Volume Finite-Element Method
~CVFEM! of Saabas and Baliga@1# is adapted to the standard
staggered grid for solving the dimensionless equations of continu-
ity, momentum, and energy. The obtained numerical code was
successfully validated with many standard test flows. We can
quote the flow in a horizontal channel with a built-in square cyl-
inder where results obtained are in good agreement with those
reported by Davis et al.@2# as indicated in Table 1. The maximum
error committed in the Strouhal numbers is less than 6.5 percent
by report to numerical values and less than 9.3 percent in com-
parison with experimental measurements. We can also quote the
Poiseuille-Benard channel flow at Re510, Pe520/3, and Ra
5104 ~see Table 2!. Especially our results are close to that re-
ported by Evans and Paolucci@3# where the errors in the period
and in the space- and time-averaged Nusselt number are respec-
tively 4.7 percent and 0.9 percent. These results demonstrate good
accuracy and competence of our numerical code.

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division October 18,
1999; revision received November 13, 2000. Associate Editor: C. T. Avedisian.

Fig. 1 Flow in a horizontal channel with built-in triangular
prism
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After verifying that the implemented numerical code gives ac-
curate results for laminar two dimensional flows, a solution for the
flow described in Fig. 1 is next sought. Grid refinement tests have
been performed for the case Re5100 using three non uniform
grids 72313, 105321, and 131332. Results shows that when we
pass from a grid of 105321 to a grid of 131332 the space and
time-averaged Nusselt number^Nu& and the Strouhal number St
undergoes an increase of only 4.2 percent and 2.8 percent respec-
tively, then, for reasons of calculation coast, the grid of 105321 is
retained.

Solutions are first obtained for Re530. For this relatively low
Reynolds number, the convergence of the numerical procedure is
easily obtained. The velocity profiles at different axial locations in
the channel are symmetrical about the channel axis. Two sym-
metrical vortices appear behind the triangular prism on each side
of the wake turning in place in opposite sense. The flow is steady
state.

A series of computations were carried out, by increasing slowly
the Reynolds number to determine the critical Reynolds number
separating the symmetric and periodic flows. At Re545 the wake
loses its original symmetry. Oscillations in the wake grow in mag-
nitude, and it begins to shed vortices into the stream. The flow in
the wake becomes periodic. As in references@2,5#, the destabili-
zation of the flow happens without any need of imposing external
perturbations, the action of small truncation errors and computer’s
round-off errors were sufficient to initiate vortex shedding. Jack-
son @6# report a critical Reynolds number of 31 from numerical
investigation of flow around a triangular prism of the same geom-
etry as ours but placed in an infinite medium~0 percent blockage!.
We estimate that this difference in Rec is due to the presence of an
important blockage~25 percent!in our configuration. As men-
tioned by Sohankar et al.@7#, it may be conjectured that the criti-
cal Reynolds number characterizing the onset of vortex shedding
increases with increasing blockage.

Recently, Fey et al.@8#, based on their experiments, propose a
new law for the vortex shedding from a circular cylinder which
describes the Strouhal-Reynolds number dependency as: St5a
1b/ARe. They have shown that such a formula seems to fit the
data to some extent. In fact, this law, represents the first two terms
of a series expansion in 1/root~Re! @St5a1b/ARe1c/Re
1 . . . #. In the range 47,Re,180, coefficients area50.2684 and
b521.0356. For the triangular prism, this law is also in good
agreement with numerical results, but coefficients are different
and takes the valuesa50.2294 andb520.4736. Comparing the
coefficientsb we deduce that the Strouhal number varies more
quickly with Reynolds number for the circular cylinder placed in
an infinite media than for triangular prism placed between two
parallel plates.

Fig. 2 Local Nusselt number distribution along the lower wall:
Solid line: flow with triangular prism; dashed: flow without tri-
angular prism

Fig. 3 Variation of the space and time-averaged Nusselt num-
bers with Reynolds numbers: „a… flow without; and „b… flow with
triangular prism

Fig. 4 Isotherms at Re Ä100 for the flow with triangular prism
from 1 „at the bottom wall … to 0 „at the top wall… by interval 0.1

Table 1 Flow in a horizontal channel with a built-in square
cylinder: Variation of Strouhal numbers with Reynolds num-
bers.

Table 2 Poiseuille-Benard channel flow at Re Ä10, PeÄ20Õ3,
and RaÄ 104
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In the following study our attention will be focused on the
effect of the presence of the triangular prism on the heat trans-
ferred from the hot wall to the flow. Figure 2 is a plot of the local
Nusselt number along the hot plate. At Re530, the presence of
triangular prism has just a little local effect by increasing slowly
the local Nusselt number. In contrast, at Re5100 the effect of the
presence of the triangular prism is more important, the solid line is
well disturbed, but appears floating above the dashed line. An
immediate conclusion can be made: the periodic flow leads to
favor the heat transfer from the hot plate to the near flow, this heat
is immediately transported by the Von Karmen street to the me-
dium flow.

Figure 3 summarizes the variation of the space and time-
averaged Nusselt numbers with Reynolds numbers. At relatively
low Reynolds numbers corresponding to the symmetric and
the beginning of periodic flows~Re<50!the presence of the tri-
angular prism has no significant effect in the space and time-

averaged Nusselt number^Nu&. Increasing Reynolds number,
curves start to separate, the presence of the triangular prism leads
to an important increase of the space and time-averaged Nusselt
number compared with that obtained without prism. At Re5250
this augmentation is about 85 percent. Indeed, in presence of the
triangular prism, and for the fully periodic flow, the thermal
boundary layer is well disturbed by the Von Karman street leading
enhance heat transfer from the bottom wall to the flow~Fig. 4!.

Conclusion

For the studied configuration shown in Fig. 1, results are sum-
marized as follows:~1! the transition from symmetric flow to
periodic flow is observed at Reynolds number in the vicinity of
45; ~2! the Strouhal number of the periodic flow behaves as St
50.229420.4736/ARe; and~3! for the symmetric flow~Re,45!
the presence of the triangular prism has only a local weak effects
on the heat transfer and on the flow pattern, while, in periodic
flow ~Re>45!, heat transfer is seen to increase strongly with Rey-
nolds number in presence of the triangular prism. This result can
be of interest in engineering.
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Mixed-convection film condensation with downward flowing va-
pors onto a finite-size horizontal wavy plate is studied by a simple
mathematical model and the spline alternating-direction implicit
method. Effects of the wavy geometry, the interfacial vapor shear
and the pressure gradient on the local condensate film thickness
and the heat transfer characteristics have been studied indepen-
dently. Results show that the pressure gradient tends to increase
the heat transfer rate and to decrease the influence of the wavy
amplitude. The appropriate wave number which can enhance the
maximum condensation heat transfer rate is found in the neigh-
borhood of lunder all circumstances.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1458019#

Keywords: Condensation, Film Cooling, Heat Transfer, Two-
Phase, Wavy

Introduction
The problem of laminar film condensation of pure vapor on

surfaces of various forms has been studied since Nusselt@1# ob-
tained simple and explicit solutions for varied parameters. Follow-
ing this, geometries such as plates and tubes have been studied
under various conditions by many investigators. The free convec-
tion film condensation on the horizontal flat plate has been studied
by Leppert and Nimmo@2# and Shigechi et al.@3#. Moreover,
Shigechi proposed the following equation:

Num50.82~Ra/Ja!0.2. (1)

In previous studies, the film condensation thickness at the plate
edge ~a necessary boundary condition! is either arbitrarily as-
sumed or established by means of ‘‘trial and error’’. In fact, the
above problem can be dealt with the concept of minimum me-
chanical energy in open-channel flow@4#.

The prediction of heat transfer from irregular surface is a topic
of fundamental importance. Irregularities frequently occur in the
process of manufacture. Moreover, surfaces are sometimes inten-
tionally roughened to enhance heat transfer since the presence of
rough surfaces disturbs the flow and alter the heat transfer rate
@5,6#. Another method to enhance heat transfer rate is about the
velocity of the oncoming vapor. When the vapor surrounding a
horizontal plate is moving with velocity, the problem becomes a
type of mixed-convection film condensation and the analysis must
consider the gravity, interfacial vapor shear force and the pressure
gradient force. The objective of this study is to analyze the mixed-
convection film condensation on a finite-size horizontal wavy
plate, which is based on Nusselt’s assumptions, together with
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adopting the vapor shear model of Shekriladze and Gomelauri.
Moreover, the film thickness at the plate edge will be determined
by the concept of minimum mechanical energy.

Mathematical Formulation
The physical model and the coordinate system used are shown

in Fig. 1. A wavy horizontal plate described byS(x)
5a cos(npx/L) is immersed in downward flowing pure vapor
which is at its saturation temperatureTs and moves at uniform
velocity U` . This horizontal wavy plate is cooled internally thus
the wall temperatureTw is uniform and lower than the vapor
saturation temperatureTs . Therefore, a continuous condensate
film will occur on the wall and run outward from the plate center
to the plate edge under the combined effect of gravity, pressure
gradient force, and interfacial vapor shear force. Based on these
assumptions of Nusselt@1#, the mass equation, momentum equa-
tions and the energy balance equation for the liquid laminar flow
are described by the following equations:

ṁ5E
S~x!

d~x!

rudy (2)

052
]p

]x
1m

]2u

]y2 (3)

052
]p

]y
2rg (4)

hf g8 ṁ85k
]T

]y U
y5S

'k
Ts2Tw

d2S
5k

DT

d2S
(5)

with the boundary and interface conditions

~a! at the wavy-wall ~i.e., y5S):u50 (6)

~b! at the interface~i.e., y5d):m
]u

]y
'ṁ8ue , (7)

wherehf g8 5hf g13CpDT/8 is the modified latent heat of conden-
sate proposed by Rohsenow@7# to account for the effects of heat
convection in the film. And at the liquid-vapor interface, the shear
stress is equal to the loss of momentum flux of condensing vapor
which is similar to that of Shekriladze and Gomelauri’s@8#.

Solveu in Eq. ~3! and use Eqs.~4!, ~6! and ~7!, the following
equation can be obtained:

u5
1

m
~rgd82rvueue8!S y21S2

2
2yd1dSD1

ṁ8

m
ue~y2S!,

(8)

whereue is the tangential vapor velocity at the edge of the bound-
ary layer. It can be obtained by potential flow theory.

Substitute Eqs.~2! and ~8! into Eq. ~5! and use the following
dimensionless variables

x̄5
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L
, d̄5
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L
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.

The dimensionless governing equation may then become

~ d̄2S̄!
d

dx̄ H ~F d̄82Pūeūe8!
~S̄2 d̄ !3

3
1ūe

d̄2S̄

2 J 51 (10)

with the following boundary conditions:

~a! at x̄50:
dd̄

dx̄
50 (11)

~b! at x̄51:3456ṁ̄31180ṁ̄2ūe2S 2240
Pr

Ja
Fṁ̄~ d̄2S̄!1ūe

3D
50, (12)

where

ṁ̄5
ūe

2
1

1

3
~Pūeūe82F d̄8!~ d̄2S̄!2. (13)

In Eq. ~12!, the film thickness at the plate edge is established by
the application of minimum mechanical energy principle, i.e.,

F ]

]d ES

dS u2

2
1gy1

p

r D rudyGU
ṁc

50. (14)

The mean Nusselt number is defined as

Num5
hmL

k

s~x!

x
5

ARe

x̄ E
0

x̄ 1

d̄2S̄
dx̄, (15)

where

hm5
2k

s~Tw2T`! E0

s

A~]T/]x!21~]T/]y!2ds (16)

s5E
0

x

~11S82!1/2dx. (17)

Fig. 1 Physic model and coordinate system

Table 1 A comparison of d and ReÀ1Õ2 Num for different grid
numbers „FÄ20, PÄ1, aÄ0.05, nÄ5.5…

Table 2 A comparison of mean Nusselt numbers, Nu m , for-
natural film condensation on a horizontal flat plate „FÄ20, P
Ä1, aÄ0.05, nÄ5.5, grid number Ä300…
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It should be noted that the mean Nusselt number is obtained by
averaging the heat transfer flux over the surface from the plate
center tos(x).

Results and Discussion
Equation~22! is solved numerically by using the cubic spline

approximation@9#. This method can evaluate the spatial derivative
terms directly without any finite difference discretization and the
requirement of a uniform mesh is not necessary. As shown in
Table 1, the test of grid independence, which shows that the dif-
ference between results of grids of 300 and 500 is less than 0.1
percent in both condensate film thickness and mean Nusselt num-
ber. Therefore, the nonuniform grid of 300 with smaller spacing
mesh near the plate edge is employed in this study. To verify the
accuracy of the present method, comparing with Shigechi@3# has
also been shown in Table 2 and finds to agree favorably.

Figure 2 shows the variation of the film thickness along the
wavy plate, the film thickness at the middle plate increases with
the dimensionless wavy amplitude. Next, the dimensionless film
thickness of the wavy plate tends to decrease rapidly near the
plate edge as the fluid moves downstream, which is different from
the behavior of the flat plate. It is also found that the amplitude of
the dimensionless film thickness tends to increase with the axial
coordinatex̄ and the wavy amplitude.

Figure 3 shows the variation of Re21/2 Num with x̄. As the axial
coordinate increases or the dimensionless wavy amplitude de-
creases, the amplitude of the mean Nusselt number will decrease.
Therefore, we can observe that the variation of the mean Nusselt
number only occurs near the plate center when larger wavy am-
plitudes are used. Also, a lowerF results in a lower Re21/2 Num
for all wavy surfaces.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the mean Nusselt number with
Pr/Ja. The parameter Pr/Ja is only found in Eq.~12! that can
determine the film thicknessd̄min at the plate edge. In cases of the

Fig. 2 Normalized film thickness along wavy plates for P
Ä0.5, nÄ7, and PrÕJaÄ50

Fig. 3 Distribution of mean Nusselt number for PÄ0.5, nÄ7,
and PrÕJaÄ50

Fig. 4 A comparison of mean Nusselt numbers for a flat plate
and wavy plates „FÄ10, nÄ7…

Fig. 5 Dependence of mean Nusselt number on wave number
for FÄ10 and PrÕJaÄ100
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flat surface and the wavy surface, both mean Nusselt numbers
increase with parameter Pr/Ja and approach constant values.
Moreover, the mean Nusselt number of wavy surface is higher
than that of the flat plate, especially if the pressure gradient pa-
rameter is small.

Figure 5 show the dependence of the mean Nusselt number on
the wave number. It is found that, for increasing the wave number
the mean Nusselt numbers of the wavy surface show the sinu-
soidal curves, whose amplitudes decrease with the pressure gradi-
ent and increase with the wave amplitude. Peaks of the mean
Nusselt number curres will occur under the wave number ap-
proaches to be odd~i.e., 1,3,5 . . . !. As the wave number is quite
large~i.e., the case of a rough surface!, the mean Nusselt number
tends to be a constant value, which equals that of the flat plate
~i.e.,n50!. This outcome is due to that although the wavy surface
has a larger heat transfer area, the thermal resistance will also
increase for the condensate accumulates between the trough and
crest.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the mean Nusselt number on
F. It is seen that asF is greater than 100, all solutions in Eq.~10!
tend to blend with the free convection~quiescent vapor! film con-
densation solution. For the other extreme, whenF decreases to be
zero ~e.g., vapor velocity increases and the effect of gravity de-
creases!, the mean heat transfer will change from the free-
convection region into the forced-convection region through a
transition zone. Moreover, increasing the pressure gradient makes
the mean heat transfer coefficient increase, especially in the
forced-condensation region.

Conclusions Remarks

1. The harmonic curves of the film thickness and mean Nusselt
numbers have the same frequency as that of the wavy sur-
face.

2. A larger pressure gradient will increase the total heat transfer
rate but decrease the influence of wavy amplitude.

3. The maximum enhancement in heat transfer rate is found as
only one wavy surface exists in the plate. It is due to that the
special case has the smallest thermal resistance and the best
angle to accelerate the flow outward at the plate edge.

Nomenclature

Cp 5 specific heat of the fluid at constant pressure
F 5 dimensionless parameter
g 5 acceleration of gravity

hf g 5 latent heat of condensate
Ja 5 Jacob number
k 5 thermal conductivity of condensate
L 5 plate half length
ṁ 5 condensate mass flow rate
n 5 wavy number

Nux , Num 5 local and mean Nusselt number
p 5 pressure
P 5 dimensionless pressure gradient parameter
Pr 5 Prandtl number
Ra 5 Rayleigh number
Re 5 generalized Reynolds number
ue 5 vapor velocity at the edge of the boundary

layer
T 5 temperature

u,v 5 velocity components

Greek Symbols

a 5 amplitude of wavy surface
d 5 condensate film thickness
m 5 dynamic viscosity

r, rv 5 density of condensate and vapor, respectively

Superscripts

¯ 5 dimensionless variables
8 5 derivative with respect tox, i.e.,d/dx
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1 Introduction
Buoyant convection in an enclosure induced by uniform inter-

nal heat generation has been extensively studied~Acharya and
Goldstein@1#, Bergholz@3#, Fusegi et al.@4#, Kulacki and Gold-
stein@6#, May @10#!. One canonical layout is a rectangular cavity
with two vertical sidewalls at constant temperatures and two in-
sulated horizontal endwalls, with large Rayleigh number Ra
(.105), Prandtl number O~1!and cavity aspect ratio O~1!. In
particular, when both vertical sidewalls are maintained at the same
temperatureT0 , the overall flow is expectedly symmetric about
the vertical centerline. In each half-cavity, the fluid rises~sinks!
near the centerline~near the vertical sidewall! region, which forms
a single circulation cell.

Recently, buoyant flows induced by time-periodic boundary
conditions, with no internal heat generation, emerge to be a sub-
ject of considerable interest~Antohe and Lage@2#, Kwak and
Hyun @7#, Kwak et al.@8#, Lage and Bejan@9#!. The overriding
concern here is the existence of resonance, which was first ob-
served in the numerical studies of Lage and Bejan@9# and was
corroborated later by Antohe and Lage@2#. It was illustrated that,
when the frequency of the time-periodic boundary condition
matches the proper resonance frequency, convective activities in
the cavity are invigorated. This gives rise to a substantial increase
in the amplitude of the fluctuating heat transfer coefficient in the
cavity interior. The analytical endeavor of Lage and Bejan@9#,
based on the concept of a fluid wheel inside the cavity, suggested
ways to make an order-of-magnitude estimate of the resonance
frequency. In a related effort, Kwak and Hyun@7# and Kwak et al.
@8# asserted that resonance is anticipated when the basic mode of
the system eigenfrequencies is excited. They further argued that
the system eigenfrequencies are characterized by the internal
gravity oscillations in the interior, which are supported by the
prevailing stratification.

This paper describes the time-dependent buoyant convection in
an enclosure, with the presence of internal heat generation, under

a time-periodic thermal boundary condition. Estimations of the
resonance frequencies will be made, and physical explanations
will be offered. This configuration simulates simplified models of
post-accident heat removal in nuclear reactors and geophysical
problems. Also, natural convection is important in fluids undergo-
ing electrolytic processes or exothermic chemical reactions. As
emphasized earlier, utilization of time-periodic thermal boundary
conditions is explored as a possible means to control these pro-
cesses or reactions. Convection in an air-conditioned room, sub-
ject to the daily-varying environmental temperature, provides an
easy example of technological applications of the flow configura-
tion under present study.

2 Formulation
Consider a square cavity, filled with an incompressible Newton-

ian fluid with spatially-uniform internal heat generation of con-
stant strengthq0- , as sketched in Fig. 1. The left vertical sidewall
is maintained at constant temperatureT0 . The temperatureTr at
the right vertical sidewall varies aboutT0 sinusoidally with time,
Tr5T01DT8 sin(ft), in whichDT8 andf denote, respectively, the
amplitude and frequency of oscillation.

Flow is governed by the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, with the invocation of the Boussinesq-fluid relationshipr
5r0@12b(T2T0)#, which, after non-dimensionalization, read
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The associated boundary conditions can be expressed as

U5V5
]u

]Y
50, at Y50,1; (5)

U5V5u50, at X50; (6)

U5V50, u5« sin~vt!, at X51. (7)

In the above, dimensionless quantities are defined as

t5t~RaIPr!1/2
k

H2 ; ~X,Y!5
~x,y!

H
;

~U,V!5~u,v !~RaIPr!21/2
H

k
;

(8)

u5
k~T2T0!

H2q0-
; P5

~p1r0gy!H2

r0k2RaIPr
; Pr5n/k;

RaI5
gbq0-H5

knk
,

where (u,v) indicate dimensional velocity components in the
horizontal ~x! and vertical~y! directions, andr0 the reference
density evaluated at the cold-wall temperature (T0), andn andk
denote the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity, respec-
tively, andb the isobaric coefficient of volumetric thermal expan-
sion. The strength of internal heat generation is represented by the
internal Rayleigh number, RaI . All fluid properties are assumed to
be constant.
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Time is nondimensionalized by using the system Brunt-Va¨isäla
frequencyN, i.e.,

N[Fgb~q0-H2/k!

H G1/2

5~RaIPr!1/2
k

H2 . (9)

The nondimensional amplitude and frequency of the right-
sidewall temperature fluctuation are

«[
kDT8

q0-H2 ; v[
f

N
. (10a,b)

In the above development, the system-wide temperature scale is
derived from the internal heat generation, i.e.,q0-H2/k, and this
scale is employed consistently, e.g., in Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and~10a!.

Numerical solutions are acquired by using the well-documented
finite-volume computational procedure~e.g., Hayase et al.@5#,
Patankar@12#!.

3 Results and Discussion
For all the computations, the Prandtl number was set Pr57.0 to

simulate water.
In the computations, the value of« was set«/um50.3. This

choice of « was based on the considerations explained below.
First, « should be small enough not to seriously distort the pre-
vailing steady-state flow. In a series of detailed calculations, Kwak
et al. @8# demonstrated that, when« is small, i.e.,«<0.5, the am-
plitude of fluctuating Nusselt number in the interior is approxi-
mately proportional to«. Secondly, the presence of multiple reso-
nance was observed by Antohe and Lage@2# when the
nondimensional amplitude of wall heat flux oscillation was larger
than 0.1. The value of«/um50.3 was selected to meet the afore-
mentioned two dynamical issues. The nondimensional frequency
of oscillationv encompasses a wide range, 0.005<v<O~1!.

In the analysis of the computed results, it is advantageous to
introduce the following notations, i.e.,

NuX* ~t![
NuX~t!2NuX

B

NuX51
B , (11a)

A~NuX* ![
Max$NuX* ~t!%2Min$NuX* ~t!%

2
, t0<t<t01

2p

v
.

(11b)

In the above, NuX* (t) indicates the difference between the instan-
taneous Nu value~at X5X andt5t! and the corresponding value

NuX
B of the case of non-oscillating sidewall temperature~«50!.

The amplitude of Nu-value fluctuations is expressed byA(NuX* ).
As stressed by Lage and Bejan@9#, the amplitude of Nu-

fluctuation, A(Nu* ), at the centerline (X50.5) is of particular
interest. This is representative of the intensity of time-dependent
heat transfer activities in the interior core. Figure 2 displays the
collection of numerical data ofA(NuX* ) in the interior region ver-
sus v for varying RaI . It is clear that the amplitude of Nu-
fluctuation,A(NuX* ), peaks at certain particular frequencies; this
was interpreted to manifest the existence of resonance in the con-
text of enclosed buoyant convection~Lage and Bejan@9#!. Frames
~a!, ~b!, and~c! of Fig. 2 show that the frequency at which the
primary peak occurs,v r1 , is largely unaffected by RaI . Further-
more, the secondary peak atv r2 is visible for very high values of
RaI , i.e., RaI>109.

Fig. 1 Flow configuration

Fig. 2 A „Nu* … versus v plots: „a… RaIÄ108; „b… RaIÄ109; and
„c… RaIÄ1010.
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The prior expositions by Kwak et al.@7–8# ascertained that
resonance is anticipated when the eigenfrequencies of the system
are excited. Furthermore, these intrinsic eigenfrequencies are
characterized by the internal gravity oscillations in the stably
stratified interior core. Paolucci and Chenoweth@11# calculated
the modes of these oscillations, which, for a square cavity, can be
expressed, in the present nondimensional form, as

vn[
f n

N
5

~]u/]Y!1/2

~111/n2!1/2. (12)

In the above,]u/]Y denotes the average strength of stratification
in the interior. In the practical calculation of]u/]Y, a linear
curve-fitting was applied to the interior vertical temperature pro-
file at a given locationX. Here,n is the mode index, which is the
ratio of the wave numbers in the horizontal and vertical directions.
The primary mode is identified to ben51, i.e., the scale of the
whole cavity. The theoretical values ofv1 obtainable from Eq.
~12! are 0.098, 0.079, and 0.062 for RaI5108, 109, and 1010,

respectively. The computed primary resonance frequenciesv r1 ,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, are respectively 0.098, 0.080, and 0.065,
which are in close agreement with the results of Eq.~12!. This
comparison gives credence to the assertion that the resonance fre-
quencies are determined by the modes of internal gravity oscilla-
tions. The secondary peak in Fig. 2 is identified to be the conse-
quence of the excitation ofv2 mode of Eq.~12!. In this case, fluid
motions based onn52, which have the size of half-cavity, are
under focus. Again,v2 , calculated by Eq.~12!, are 0.124, 0.100,
and 0.078, while the present computed data forv r2 are 0.123,
0.103, and 0.082, respectively, for RaI5108, 109 and 1010. As
before, this favorable agreement reinforces the finding that the
modes of internal gravity oscillations are the principal eigenfre-
quencies of the system.

The time histories of NuX* are revealing. For the primary reso-
nance mode (v>v r1), as demonstrated in Fig. 3~a!, convective
fluid motions are intensified throughout the entire interior region
of the cavity. Because of the dominant convective activities, the
amplitudes of Nu-oscillation are substantial. The invigorated con-
vective flows are propagated to the bulk of the interior from the
sidewall of oscillating temperature; much of Nu in the cavity in-
terior core does not show appreciable phase lags. When the side-
wall temperature oscillates at the secondary resonance frequency
(v>v r2), as depicted in Fig. 3~b!, considerable phase lags are
discernible in the interior. The phase lag isp radian betweenX
50.25 andX50.75. This implies that the convective motions at
v r2 take place with opposite phases between these two locations.

Fig. 3 Time history of Nu * at resonance frequencies. Ra I
Ä1010. Symbols h, n, and s denote the positions, XÄ0.25, 0.5,
and 0.75, respectively: „a… vÄ0.065„Év r 1…; and „b… vÄ0.082
„Év r 2….

Fig. 4 Temperature fluctuations relative to the basic state. Y
Ä0.5, RaIÄ1010: „a… vÄ0.065„Év r 1…; and „b… vÄ0.082„Év r 2….
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At higher values ofv, the effect of sidewall temperature oscilla-
tion is confined to the region close to the wall, and the influence of
sidewall temperature oscillation is meager at far-away locations.
As a result, the amplitude of NuX* oscillation atX50.75 is larger
than at other locations.

The behavior of temperature fluctuation in the interior at reso-
nance is plotted in Fig. 4. The horizontal profiles of interior tem-
perature oscillation at mid-height (Y50.5) clearly exhibit@see
Fig. 4~a!#the periodic tilting withv r1 , which points to the source
of internal gravity oscillations. This pattern is qualitatively similar
to the observations of Kwak and Hyun@7# for a differentially-
heated cavity withq0-50. The spatial behavior of thermal field
fluctuations at the secondary resonance frequency (v r2) is slightly
more complex. A closer inspection of Fig. 4~b! discloses that there
exist two branches of tilting, with a phase difference of approxi-
mately p radian, in the left and right regions of the cavity. This
points to the fact that the gradients of fluctuating temperature in
both regions have opposite signs at each time instant.

4 Concluding Remarks
The primary-peak resonance atv r1 is distinct. The secondary-

peak resonance atv r2 is detected for higher RaI . The instanta-
neous Nusselt number fluctuation atv r1 indicates the presence of
cavity—scale motions, which are qualitatively similar to those of
a differentially—heated cavity. For the secondary resonance fre-
quencyv r2 , the tilting of the interior isotherms is of a concave/
convex shape. The theoretical predictions of the resonance fre-
quencies, based on the modes of internal gravity oscillations, are
in accord with the present numerical data.
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A Method to Accelerate Convergence
and to Preserve Radiative
Energy Balance in Solving theP1
Equation by Iterative Methods
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An acceleration method is proposed particularly for the P1 equa-
tion. The radiative energy balance is used as a constraint to cor-
rect iterative solutions. The method not only accelerates conver-
gence but also preserves the radiative energy balance, the latter
being of great importance when radiation calculations are
coupled with flow calculations. This acceleration method can be
applied to other elliptical problems with boundary conditions of
the second and/or the third kind.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1423318#

Keywords: Computational, Numerical Methods, Radiation, Ac-
celeration, Iterative Method

Introduction
The P1 approximation reduces the equation of transfer from a

very complicated integro-differential equation to a relatively
simple partial differential equation~the P1 equation!. Yet, theP1
approximation is powerful, allowing non-black surfaces, non-
constant properties, anisotropic scattering, etc. For the vast major-
ity of important engineering problems~i.e., in the absence of ex-
treme anisotropy in the intensity field!, the method provides high
accuracy at very reasonable computational cost. Furthermore, the
P1 approximation can easily be combined with sophisticated spec-
tral models such as the Weighted-Sum-of-Gray-Gases method
~WSGG! @1#. Currently, many commercial CFD codes such as
FLUENT @2# have theP1 approximation as an optional solution
technique for radiation calculations.

The P1 equation is a Helmholtz equation and it is conceptually
simple to solve numerically. The only problem is that the bound-
ary condition for this equation is of the third kind, which causes
the convergence of the solution, by even the most sophisticated
iterative methods, to be quite slow, especially when the absorption
coefficient of the medium is small. A parallel problem is that
unconverged, intermediate solutions of theP1 equation during the
iterative process do not satisfy the basic energy balance–
computed total radiative heat source within the medium is not
equal to computed total radiative heat flux through boundaries.
When such a radiation calculation, without a fully-converged so-
lution, is coupled with a flow calculation, the total energy balance
is destroyed during the iterative process and may not converge.

Many approaches have been devised to speed up convergence
of iterative methods such as block correction@3# and multigrid
acceleration techniques@4#. While these approaches are effective
in general and are already widely used in commercial CFD codes,
they are not efficient enough, in particular, for equations with
boundary conditions of the second and/or the third kind only, e.g.,
the P1 approximation. This is because boundary conditions of the
second and third kind prescribe only the gradient of an unknown,
or a relation between the gradient of an unknown and the un-
known itself. A large number of iterations are required for interior
nodes as well as boundary nodes to adjust themselves to satisfy
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their governing equations and boundary conditions. Traditional
acceleration techniques such as block correction and multigrid
acceleration speed up convergence by adding some corrections to
drive the solution toward global conservation. Such techniques
may not be effective for elliptic equations with boundary condi-
tions of the second and/or third kind. Another acceleration ap-
proach is the mesh rebalance method, which was developed by
Wachspress@5# and Reed@6# in the context of neutron transport.
The characteristic of the mesh rebalance method is that it corrects
base iterative results by multiplying with correction factors to
speed up convergence. This method has been applied to the dis-
crete ordinated method~DOM! to solve the radiative transfer
equation~RTE! @7#.

A reduced mesh rebalance acceleration method, which corrects
intermediate iterations by a uniform multiplication factor to sat-
isfy the total radiative energy balance, is proposed in this note
specifically for theP1 approximation~a Helmholtz equation with
boundary conditions of the second and/or third kind!. The method
can be used in conjunction with any existing iterative method to
achieve faster convergence when solving theP1 equation.

The Correction Procedure
In the P1 approximation, the incident radiation,G, is governed

by the Helmholtz equation@1#

¹•S 1

k1s
¹GD523k~4pI b2G! (1)

subject to the boundary condition,

2
22e

e

2

3
n̂•¹G5~k1s!~4pI bw2G!, (2)

wherek ands are the absorption and scattering coefficients of the
radiating gas, respectively,I b is the Planck function,e is the sur-
face emissivity, andn̂ is the surface normal. In practice, the dis-
cretizedP1 equation is solved by iterative methods. Due to the
nature of the boundary condition of the third kind, convergence of
the solution tends to be very slow.

Conservation of radiative energy states that total radiative heat
source in a radiating medium is always equal to total radiative
heat flux through its boundaries, i.e.,

E E E
V

¹•qRdV52E E
S

n̂•qRdS, (3)

whereqR is the radiative heat flux vector, which also follows from
the divergence theorem. In theP1 approximation, the divergence
of the radiative heat flux vector and the radiative heat flux at the
boundaries are calculated as@1#

¹•qR5k~4pI b2G!, 2n̂•qR5
e

2~22e!
~G24pI bw!. (4)

In iterative methods the converged solution of theP1 equation
satisfies the above energy balance; intermediate solutions during
iterative process, however, often do not. In any realistic fire/
combustion simulation, the solution to radiative transfer equation
is coupled with the solution to the overall energy equation. Since
¹•qR enters the energy equation as a source, while2n̂•qR ap-
pears in the boundary conditions of the energy equation, it is
apparent that the total energy balance will also be destroyed dur-

ing the iterative process, if a partially converged radiative solution
is employed. This, in turn, may slow down convergence of the
overall energy equation as well.

To speed up convergence and to preserve radiative energy bal-
ance, Eq.~3! can be used as a constraint to correct the computed
incident radiation field. The computed incident radiation at any
node i after thenth iteration,Gi

(n) , is multiplied uniformly by a
factor f (n) to satisfy the discretized form of the energy balance.
That is,

(
i 51

N

k i~4pI b,i2 f ~n!Gi
~n!!Vi

5(
j 51

M
e j

2~22e j !
~ f ~n!Gj

~n!24pI bw,j !Aj , (5)

whereN is the total number of nodes throughout the whole com-
putational domain andM is the total number of boundary nodes;
andVi andAj are the nodal volume of thei th node and the bound-
ary surface area of thej th node, respectively.

The correction factor for thenth iteration, f (n), is determined
from the above equation as

f ~n!5

(
i 51

N

4pk i I b,iVi1(
j 51

M
e j

22e j
2pI bw,jAj

(
i 51

N

k iGi
~n!Vi1(

j 51

M
e j

2~22e j !
Gi

~n!Aj

. (6)

To implement this method, after each iteration the correction
factor is calculated based on Eq.~6!. The whole incident radiation
field is then corrected by multiplication with the correction factor,
f (n), guaranteeing that Eq.~3! is satisfied. As the solution con-
verges, the correction factor gradually moves toward unity. There-
fore, the correction procedure does not change the converged in-
cident radiation field.

This correction method not only preserves the total radiative
energy balance for partially converged solutions, but also acceler-
ates convergence of theP1 equation. This is because the correc-
tion procedure connects the incident radiation at boundary nodes
directly to those of interior nodes, allowing the boundary condi-
tion to propagate much more quickly to the inner points, which
usually means that the solution converges faster.

Test Problem
A simple two-dimensional problem has been chosen to test the

convergence rate of the method, namely a cylindrical combustion
chamber, which is 4 m long and 1 m in radius. The temperature
field is given by T(x,r )58000(x/L)(12x/L)(12r /R) ~K!,
wherex,r, are axial and radial coordinates, respectively. The inci-
dent radiation field is to be calculated for different constant ab-
sorption coefficients. The problem is axisymmetric and an
equally-spaced nodal system with 20320 nodes is used. TheP1
equation is discretized at these nodes and different iterative meth-
ods are used to solve the discretized linear equations. The initial
field of incident radiation is set to zero and the convergence cri-
terion is set tou f 21u<1.031025. The Gauss-Seidel and the al-
ternating direction line-by-line TDMA iterative methods~supple-
mented with block correction@3#! will be used with and without
our new acceleration scheme. The latter iterative method is widely
used and is the main iterative method adopted by many commer-
cial CFD codes. In this method one complete iteration consists of
block corrections and line-by-line TDMA sweeps in the row di-
rection and in the column direction. The computed radiative heat
sources and the number of iterations to reach the converged solu-
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tion are summarized in Table 1. From the table it is seen that the
correction procedure is very effective, especially for optically thin
media. For an absorption coefficient ofk50.01 m21 the required
number of iterations, or, essentially, the cpu time~since the over-
head of cpu time spent in the correction procedure is small—only
about five percent of that used in the original base iteration! is
reduced to less than 1 percent, regardless of whether the Gauss-
Seidel or the line-by-line TDMA iterative methods are employed.
Although the line-by-line TDMA iterative method converges after
fewer iterations than the Gauss-Seidel method, the correction pro-
cedure is equally effective with either one, especially for optically

thin media. To further evaluate the performance gains from the
correction method, a relative error, defined as 1/N( i 51

N uGi

2Gconv,i u/Gconv,i , whereGconv,i denotes the converged solution at
nodei, is plotted versus the number of iterations in Fig. 1 for the
case ofk51 m21. It is clear that the solution converges after
fewer iterations to the exact solution if the correction procedure is
applied. The evolution of the computed total radiative heat source
and the total radiative heat flux along the iterative process is
shown in Fig. 2. Although an energy balance is ultimately reached
when the solution has converged, the total radiative heat source is
not equal to the total radiative heat flux through the boundaries
during the iterative process if the conventional method is used. In
contrast, the method with correction procedure always maintains
equilibrium between radiative heat source and the radiative wall
flux throughout the iterative process.

While theP1 approximation with its Helmholtz equation was of
particular interest here, its applicability is not limited to this type
of problem. The method should perform equally well for all ellip-
tic problems with boundary conditions of the second~specified
gradient!and/or third ~mixed! kind. For example, applying the
method to steady-state conduction of a two-dimensional cylinder
with convective boundary conditions leads to very similar results
and conclusions~i.e., best acceleration for small heat transfer co-
efficients, corresponding to small absorption coefficients in theP1
approximation, and preservation of the conductive energy balance
during iterative process!.

Conclusions

A corrective acceleration procedure is proposed for the iterative
solution of the discretizedP1 equation~or any other elliptical
partial differential equations subject to boundary conditions of the
second or third kind!, which can be used in conjunction with any
iterative method. The procedure not only accelerates the conver-
gence rate of the solution, but also preserves the radiative energy
balance during the iterative process, which is desirable when ra-
diation calculations are coupled with flow field calculations. A test
problem demonstrated that accelerated iteration is achieved for all
optical regimes, with speed-up of more than 100 times for opti-
cally thin situations.
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Fig. 1 Relative error change versus number of iterations

Fig. 2 Computed radiative heat source and radiative heat flux
versus number of iterations

Table 1 Summary of numerical results from test problem
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An experimental study has been performed to investigate the effect
of freestream vortical structures and vorticity on stagnation re-
gion heat transfer. A heat transfer model with a cylindrical lead-
ing edge was tested in a wind tunnel at Reynolds numbers ranging
from 67,750 to 142,250 based on leading edge diameter of the
model. Grids of parallel rods were placed at several locations
upstream of the heat transfer model in orientations where the rods
were perpendicular and parallel to the stagnation line to generate
freestream turbulence with distinct vortical structures. All three
components of turbulence intensity, integral length scale and the
spanwise and transverse vorticity were measured to characterize
the freestream turbulence. The measured heat transfer data and
freestream turbulence characteristics were compared with existing
empirical models for the stagnation line heat transfer. A new cor-
relation for the stagnation line heat transfer has been developed
that includes the spanwise fluctuating vorticity components.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1471526#

Keywords: Convection, Enhancement, Heat Transfer, Turbu-
lence, Vortex

Introduction
Heat transfer augmentation in the stagnation region due to

freestream turbulence has been studied extensively@1–7#. Several
studies@1–3,6,7#have been performed to understand the physics
of the turbulent heat transport mechanism in the stagnation region
and to develop empirical models of the heat transfer augmentation
due to freestream turbulence. In most studies, the freestream tur-
bulence is nearly isotropic generated using square-meshed grids.
However, isotropic turbulence is more the exception in real life
engineering applications. It is well established that the coherent
vortical structures in a turbulent flow play an important role in
momentum and heat transfer. However, attempts to examine the
relationship between freestream vortical structures and stagnation
region heat transfer are very limited. Oo and Ching@8# performed
an experiment where grids of parallel rods were used to generate
freestream turbulence with different orientations of vortical struc-
tures. They determined that heat transfer in the stagnation region
due to freestream turbulence with different coherent structures had
distinct characteristics.

A knowledge of the interaction of freestream vortical structures
with the stagnation region boundary layer should lead to improved
models of stagnation region heat transfer. The vorticity field is

closely related with the turbulence structure and dissipation rate
@9#. Analyzing the correlation between the vorticity field and the
heat transfer augmentation should, therefore, provide further in-
sight to the turbulent heat transfer mechanism in the stagnation
region. There are several empirical models@1–3,6,7#that relate
stagnation line heat transfer with the characteristics of the
freestream turbulence, namely Reynolds number, streamwise tur-
bulence intensity and the integral length scale. These empirical
models, however, fail to reveal the influence of vorticity and vor-
tical structures of the freestream turbulence.

Characterizing freestream turbulence with Tu, ReD , and lx
does not provide a complete picture of the turbulence, especially
when the turbulence is anisotropic. Freestream turbulence can be
better described if information pertaining to the vorticity field and
the coherent vortical structures are included. The objective of this
technical note is to present a relationship between the character-
istics of the freestream turbulence, including the vorticity field,
and stagnation region heat transfer presented in a previous paper
@8#. The freestream vorticity was measured and an empirical
model for the heat transfer augmentation that includes the
freestream vorticity field developed.

Experimental Details
Heat transfer in the stagnation region was measured using a

model with a cylindrical leading edge in a low-speed wind tunnel.
Freestream turbulence with different orientations of primary vor-
tices was generated using grids of 2.86 cm, 1.59 cm, and 0.95 cm
diameter parallel rods. The grids were arranged in two different
orientations, perpendicular and parallel to the stagnation line~Fig.
1!. Heat transfer measurements were made with the grids 25d to
125d upstream of the model at three different ReD of 67,750,
108,350, and 142,250. The experimental details and data reduc-
tion for the turbulence intensity and integral length scale are given
in Oo and Ching@8#. The spanwise fluctuating vorticity compo-
nents,vz andvy , were measured using a vorticity probe similar
to the design of Foss and Haw@10#. The vorticity probe consists
of a pair of parallel wires and anX-wire. The two spanwise fluc-
tuating vorticity components were obtained separately by rotating
the vorticity probe 90 deg. The hot wires were operated using
DANTEC 55M01 constant temperature bridges, and the output
voltages of the anemometers were digitized using a 16 channel 12
bit Keithley 570 SystemA/D converter, interfaced to a personal
computer. The frequency response of each circuit was determined
by standard square-wave test, and found to be about 30 kHz. The
sampling frequency of the study ranged from 20 to 30 kHz.

The spanwise vorticity components were measured using the
vorticity probe and approximated by:

Vz5
DV

Dx
2

DU

Dy
52

1

U

DV

Dt
2

DU

Dy
(1.a)

Vy5
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Dz
2
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Dx
5

DU

Dz
1

1

U

DW

Dt
(1.b)

whereDU is the difference between the instantaneous streamwise
velocity measured by a pair of parallel wires separated in span-
wise directions,Dy and Dz. The spanwise velocity derivatives,
DV/Dx and DW/Dx, were estimated using Taylor’s hypothesis,
i.e., D/Dx52U21 D/Dt. The performance of the vorticity probe
was tested in the wake of a circular cylinder and the results are
in agreement with those of Antonia et al.@11#. Experimental
uncertainties in fluctuating vorticity components based on the un-
certainty analysis of hot wire data by Yavuzkurt@12#, was esti-
mated to be 9.43 percent. The details of the uncertainty analysis
are provided in a later section and the results presented in Tables
1 and 2.
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Results and Discussion
The turbulence intensity, integral length scale and spanwise ve-

locity fluctuations downstream of the turbulence generating grids
were presented in a previous paper@8#. The streamwise distribu-
tion of spanwise vorticity, normalized with the mean freestream
velocity and diameter of the leading edge, are presented in Fig. 2
for ReD5108,350. Since greater vorticity is usually associated
with the smaller eddies in turbulence@9#, the fluctuating vorticity
component increases with smaller grid-rod for a given mean
freestream velocity. For instance, atx/d525, vU/D ranges from
about 20 to 25 for the 2.86 cm grid while it varies from about 32
to 39 for the 0.95 cm grid. An attempt to examine the isotropy of
the rod-grid turbulence was made by estimating the degree of
isotropy of the turbulence from the measurements taken with the
single wire and the vorticity probe. For isotropic turbulence,

5(]u/]x)2 is equal tovz
2 and vy

2 @13#. Therefore, the degree of
isotropy is defined as:

Table 1 Experimental uncertainty in Fr „percent…

Table 2 Experimental uncertainty in Tu, lx , and v „percent…

Fig. 1 Arrangements of grids

Fig. 2 RMS fluctuating vorticity components of grids in per-
pendicular orientation for Re DÄ108,350 „2.86 cm rod-grid: L,
vz ; h, vy ; 1.59 cm rod-grid: n, vz ; Ã, vy ; 0.95 cm rod-grid:
s, vz ; ¿, vy…
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Iso5
v2

5S ]u

]x
D 2

(2)

wherev2 is the mean square value of fluctuating vorticity com-
ponents and]u/]x is estimated from single wire measurements.
The streamwise distributions of the estimated degree of isotropy,
which is calculated from the best-fit curves of vorticity compo-
nents and]u/]x, are shown in Fig. 3. For the 2.86 cm rod-grid,
deviation from isotropy is highest~Iso of an order of 7 atx/d
525! at the lowest Reynolds number. At freestream ReD of
67,750, the grid turbulence approaches isotropy with downstream
distance for all grids~Iso;1 at x/d5125!. Deviation from isot-
ropy is higher for the higher Reynolds numbers~Iso;2 at x/d
5125 for ReD of 108,350 and 142,250!. The general trend is that
turbulence approaches isotropy as downstream distance increases,
and the degree of anisotropy is highest with the biggest rod-grid.

The stagnation line heat transfer data from the three grids are
compared with the correlation of VanFossen et al.@7# in Fig. 4.

Fr50.008ATu ReD
0.8S lx

D D 20.574

10.939 (3)

There is a significant discrepancy between the present experimen-
tal data and Eq.~3! for the 2.86 cm rod-grid, but the agreement
improves with decreasing size of rod. For the 0.95 cm rod-grid, 87
percent of data falls within64 percent of Eq.~3!. It is clear from
Fig. 4 that correlations developed for isotropic turbulence gener-
ated by square mesh grids should be corrected to predict the heat
transfer due to turbulence with distinct coherent vortical struc-
tures. The errors are larger for the 2.86 cm rod-grid, where the
freestream turbulence has a greater distinction between the pri-
mary and secondary vortices. It is unlikely that correlations devel-
oped for isotropic turbulence can be used to estimate heat transfer
to gas turbine blades, where the turbulence from the combustor
and wakes from the upstream blades is highly anisotropic and
laced with well-defined vortical structures.

The freestream turbulence needs to be characterized more com-
prehensively to obtain more accurate empirical models. It seems
plausible that incorporating the vorticity field and spanwise veloc-

Fig. 3 Streamwise trends of the degree of isotropy „rod-grids of: —, 2.86 cm; - — -, 1.59 cm; - - -, 0.95 cm …
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ity fluctuations would improve the correlation, since they high-
light the distinct structure of turbulence. Since vorticity amplifi-
cation due to vortex stretching is hypothesized to influence the
stagnation region heat transfer, the fluctuating vorticity compo-
nent of primary vortices, i.e.,vz andvy for turbulence generated
by the rod-grids in perpendicular and parallel orientations, respec-
tively, were considered to form a new turbulence parameter. The
products of spanwise vorticity and velocity fluctuating compo-
nents,vvz and wvy , are taken as additional parameters to be
included in the correlation. The products,vvz andwvy , can be
interpreted to represent the vortex forces in turbulence, which are
analogous to the Coriolis forces@9#. The additional turbulence
parameter used to develop a new correlation for the stagnation
line heat transfer is defined as:

Fn5
nvzD

U2 for grid-rods in perpendicular orientation

(4.a)

Fn5
wvyD

U2 for grid-rods in parallel orientation

(4.b)

Therefore, the additional parameter is the vortex force due to
primary vortices of freestream normalized by the diameter of the
leading edge and the mean freestream velocity. The new correla-
tion is obtained by a regression analysis and is presented in Fig. 5.
It can be seen that 95 percent of experimental data fall within the
64 percent of the new correlation given by:

Fr50.00021AReD
1.2146Tu0.4845S lx

D D 20.0752

Fn
0.383310.939

(5)

The improved correlation suggests that the inclusion of the vor-
ticity field and spanwise velocity components takes into account
the vortical structures of the freestream to a certain extent. It is
clear that freestream turbulence with different orientations of co-
herent vortical structures have different influences over the heat
transfer in the stagnation region, and the consideration of vortical
structures of turbulence would improve the empirical models for
prediction of gas turbine heat transfer.

Conclusions
Heat transfer enhancement in the stagnation region by

freestream turbulence with distinct coherent vortical structures is
different to that by turbulence generated using square-mesh grids.
The present heat transfer data, obtained using an array of parallel
rods in different orientations, are poorly predicted by existing
correlation models. A new correlation model was developed by

including the lateral fluctuating velocity and vorticity components
of the freestream. The new correlation model predicts the heat
transfer data of this study within64 percent. Any empirical
model should take into account the distinct nature of the coherent
vortical structures of the turbulence to improve its predictive
capability.
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Appendix

Analysis of Experimental Uncertainties. Following the un-
certainty analysis methods of Moffat@14# the uncertainty in Fr can
be expressed as:

~UnFr!
25~UnNu!

210.25~UnReD!2

whereUnFr5Uncertainty in Fr~%!
UnNu5Uncertainty in Nu~%!
UnReD5Uncertainty in ReD ~%!
The uncertainty in Fr and the influencing variables with 95

percent confidence levels are given in Table 1 for both maximum
and minimum freestream velocities. Uncertainties in temperature
were considered in estimating conduction heat loss, radiation heat
losses and convection heat transfer. Uncertainties associated with
leading edge diameter (D), thermal conductivity (k), and area~A!
are assumed to be negligible since these values are based on the
data specified by manufacturers.

The techniques proposed by Yavuzkurt@12# were used to esti-
mate the uncertainties in Tu andlx andv. The uncertainties are
given in Table 2.

Nomenclature

d 5 diameter of a grid-rod~m!
D 5 diameter of cylindrical leading edge~m!
Fr 5 Frossling number (Nu/AReD)
Fn 5 dimensionless vortex force
Iso 5 degree of isotropy

ReD 5 Reynolds number based onD
t 5 time ~s!

Tu 5 streamwise turbulence intensity
u 5 rms of fluctuating velocity component in streamwise

direction ~m/s!
U 5 mean freestream velocity~m/s!
v 5 rms of fluctuating velocity component in spanwise

Y-direction~parallel to stagnation line! ~m/s!
w 5 rms of fluctuating velocity component in spanwise

Z-direction~m/s!
x 5 distance downstream of the grid~m!

Fig. 5 Stagnation line Fr versus correlation parameter with
spanwise vorticity and velocity fluctuations for both grid orien-
tations „L, data, correlation lines: —, Eq. „5…; - - -, ¿4%; - " - ",
À4%…

Fig. 4 Stagnation line Fr versus correlation parameter pro-
posed by VanFossen et al. †7‡ „perpendicular Rod-grids: L,
2.86 cm; n, 1.59 cm; * , 0.95 cm; parallel rod-grids: h, 2.86 cm;
s, 1.59 cm; ¿, 0.95 cm; correlation lines: —, VanFossen et al.
†7‡; – - –, ¿4%; - - -, À4%…
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Vy 5 instantaneous vorticity in spanwiseY-direction~l/s!
Vz 5 instantaneous vorticity in spanwiseZ-direction~l/s!
lx 5 streamwise integral length scale of turbulence~m!
vy 5 rms of fluctuating vorticity component in spanwise

Y-direction~l/s!
vz 5 rms of fluctuating vorticity component in spanwise

Z-direction~l/s!
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A similarity solution is presented for Marangoni flow over a flat
surface for both the velocity and temperature profiles assuming
developing boundary layer flow along the surface with various
imposed temperature profiles. Marangoni flow results from varia-
tions of the surface tension along a liquid-vapor interface and is
especially noticeable in microgravity. Solutions are presented for
the surface velocity, the total flow rate and the heat transfer for
various temperature profiles and various Prandtl numbers.
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Introduction
Marangoni flow due to surface tension variations is of impor-

tance in various processes including the flow in crystal growth
melts in both microgravity and normal earth gravity conditions
where the Marangoni flow can affect crystal quality and in boiling
where the Marangoni flow may significantly affect the heat trans-
fer as shown by boiling tests in microgravity@1,2#.

The numerous investigations of Marangoni flow have been re-
viewed in the literature~e.g., @3,4#! so only the studies most
closely related to this paper are reviewed here. Okano et al.@5#
presented an order-of-magnitude analysis of Marangoni flow that
showed the general trends for the Grashof number, Marangoni
number, and Prandtl number dependence on the Reynolds number.
Banks and Zaturska@6# and Arafune and Hirata@7# presented a
similarity solution for the momentum boundary layer equations
with the flat surface velocity specified as a function of the distance
along the surface. Arafune and Hirata@7# also presented experi-
mental results for Marangoni flow along a flat surface. Schwabe
and Metzger@8# experimentally investigated Marangoni flow on a
flat surface combined with natural convection in a unique geom-
etry where the Marangoni and buoyancy effects could be varied
independently.

This paper presents a similarity solution for both the momen-
tum and energy boundary layer equations for Marangoni flow over
a flat surface with an imposed surface temperature gradient that is
a power-law function of the location. The resulting family of so-
lutions can also be applied qualitatively to other flows that have
surface temperature variations that can be related to the assumed
temperature variation as has been done with the Falkner-Skan
family of flows @6#. The momentum and energy boundary layer
equations are transformed to ordinary differential equations which
are then solved using the Runge-Kutta method. The present results
extend previous solutions by including the solution of the energy
equation so that the velocity distribution is related to the specified
temperature distribution through the Marangoni boundary condi-
tion rather than just specifying the surface velocity distribution as
done previously.

Theoretical Analysis
The continuity equation and the momentum and energy equa-

tions are solved for laminar boundary layer flow of a Newtonian
fluid in the half plane 0,y,` having a flat surface in thex
direction starting atx50. The boundary conditions at the surface
are:

m
]u

]yU
y50

52
ds

dT

]T

]xU
y50

n~x,0!50 (1)

T~x,0!5T~0,0!1Axk11

Far from the surface, the boundary conditions are:

u~x,`!50
(2)

T~x,`!5T`5T~0,0!

Using the standard definition of the stream function, similarity
variables are introduced as:

h5C1xdy

f ~h!5C2xac~x,y! (3)

w~h!5~T~x,y!2T~0,0!!xh/A

so the governing equations can be written as:
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f m5 f 82~d2a!1a f f9
(4)

w95Pr~a fw82h f8w!

The coefficients are defined as:

C15
A3 ds

dT
Ar

m2 ; C25A
3

r2

ds

dT
Am

(5)

For similarity, the exponents are related tok in Eq. ~1! by:

d5
k21

3
; a5

222k

3
; h5212k (6)

The boundary conditions are:

f ~0!50; f 9~0!521; f 8~`!50 (7)

w~0!51; w~`!50 (8)

The surface velocity given by the similarity solution is:

u~x,0!5
A3 S ds

dT
AD 2

rm
f 8~0!x~2k11!/3 (9)

The temperature gradient coefficient can be defined in terms of the
total temperature difference along a surface of lengthL as A
5DT/Lk11 so that the Marangoni number can then be defined for
a general temperature profile as:

MaL5

ds

dT

DT

Lk11 Lk12

ma
5

ds

dT
DTL

ma
(10)

The Reynolds number defined in terms of the surface velocity is
then related to the Marangoni number as:

ReL5
u~x,0!L

n
5 f 8~0!MaL

2/3Pr22/3 (11)

The total mass flow in the boundary layer per unit width can be
written as:

ṁ5E
0

`

rudy5A3 ds

dT
Armx~k12!/3f ~`! (12)

The problem statement in this analysis differs in several ways
from that used by Arafune and Hirata@7#, Banks and Zaturska@6#
and others. While the definitions of the similarity variables are
only slightly different, the surface boundary condition for the mo-
mentum equation in this analysis is based on the Marangoni
boundary condition rather than the specified velocity variation as
in previous works. In addition, the current derivation is extended
to include the energy equation so that the velocity distribution
throughout the liquid region is a function of the temperature dis-
tribution. The surface velocity distribution given in Eq.~9!, while
similar to the form of the velocity distribution used by others, is a
result of the derivation that clarifies the relationship between the
velocity and temperature distributions.

Discussion of Similarity Results
The governing equations, Eq.~4!, were solved numerically us-

ing the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with at least 20,000
steps. The shooting method was used to determine the unknown
boundary conditions ath50, f 8(0) for the momentum equation
and f8(0) for the energy equation. The maximum value for the
independent variable,h, which was a function of the Prandtl num-
ber, was always chosen to be at least 4 times the maximum mo-
mentum or thermal boundary layer thickness. The results pre-
sented in the following section were all independent of the
number of steps and the maximum value ofh.

The similarity stream function,f, is a function of the exponent,
k, while the temperature function,f, is a function of bothk and
the Prandtl number. The governing equations were solved subject
to the boundary conditions in Eqs.~7! and ~8! for various values
of k and Pr. Typical velocity and temperature profiles are given in
Fig. 1 for several representative values of the Prandtl number and
for k50 which is a linear surface temperature profile.

The variations of the surface velocity, the boundary layer thick-
ness and the total flow rate in the boundary layer are given as
functions ofk in Fig. 2, of whichk50 refers to a linear profile
and k51 is quadratic, whilek520.5 would be a temperature
variation relative to the square root ofx. The minimum value ofk
is 21, which results in no temperature variation on the surface
and thus no Marangoni flow. The momentum boundary layer
thickness is defined as the point where the velocity function,f, is
1 percent of the value at the surface. The surface velocity for
small values ofk is greater because for a fixed total temperature
difference across the surface~i.e., fixedA!, the profile for a small
value ofk is steeper near the leading edge which provides more
flow. For larger values ofk, the slope of the temperature profile is
larger near the trailing edge where the boundary layer is thicker
and the additional acceleration of the flow has less effect. The
mass flow rate follows the same trend. The boundary layer thick-
ness is greatest for the uniformly increasing temperature profile,
k50. For k greater than or less than 0, the temperature profile
over part of the surface is relatively flat, so the flow does not
accelerate much in that region and the boundary layer does not
grow.

Fig. 1 Velocity and temperature profiles for kÄ0

Fig. 2 Variations of surface velocity, boundary layer thick-
ness, and flow rate for various temperature gradient exponents
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The predicted surface velocities fork50 agree well with the
surface velocities measured by Arafune and Hirata@7# for Ma-
rangoni driven flow of gallium and indium in a shallow pool
shown in Fig. 3. The slopes of the similarity and experimental
results also agree with the analysis of Okano et al.@5# which
showed that the Reynolds number should vary as the two-thirds
root of the Marangoni number for large Reynolds numbers.

The variation of the surface heat flux as a function of the
Prandtl number and the temperature gradient exponent is shown in
Fig. 4. The local Nusselt number is:

Nux5
q9~x!x

l~T~x,0!2T~x,`!!
52Max

1/3Pr21/3S x

L D ~k12!/3

f8~0!

(13)

The similarity analysis is based on the boundary layer equations
which assume that the transverse derivatives of the velocity and
temperature are much larger than their axial derivatives. Analysis
of the similarity transformation shows that both are true if:

C1L ~k12!/35
A3 ds

dT
ArLk12

m2 5MaL
1/3Pr21/3@1 (14)

Conclusions
A similarity solution was given for Marangoni boundary layer

flow over a flat surface with an imposed temperature gradient. The
predicted surface velocities agree well with measured values for
shallow pools of liquid indium and gallium@7#.

The analysis gives the variations of the velocity and tempera-
ture distributions in the boundary layer for power-law variations
of the surface temperature gradient. Equations are then given for
the surface velocity, the total mass flow rate and the heat flux at
the interface as functions of the Marangoni, Prandtl and Reynolds
numbers, the exponentk and the location. Fork50, the analysis
agrees with previous results using a specified surface velocity dis-
tribution @5# that the Reynolds number based on the surface ve-
locity varies as the two-thirds power of the Marangoni number.
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Nomenclature

a, d, h 5 exponents in similarity transformation
A 5 temperature gradient coefficient~K/mk11!

C1 5 similarity transformation coefficient~ma!
C2 5 similarity transformation coefficient~s m(k24)/3!

f (h) 5 stream function similarity variable
k 5 temperature gradient exponent

ṁ 5 mass flow rate per unit width~kg/m s!
Ma 5 Marangoni number, Eq.~10!
Nu 5 Nusselt number, Eq.~13!
Pr 5 Prandtl number
q9 5 heat flux~W/m2!
Re 5 Reynolds number, Eq.~11!
T 5 temperature~K!

u, v 5 velocities~m/s!
x, y 5 coordinates~m!

Greek

a 5 thermal diffusivity ~m2/s!
f 5 dimensionless similarity temperature
h 5 location similarity variable

hd 5 dimensionless momentum boundary layer thickness
l 5 thermal conductivity~W/mK!
m 5 dynamic viscosity~Ns/m2!
n 5 kinematic viscosity~m2/s!
r 5 density~kg/m3!
s 5 surface tension~N/m!
c 5 stream function~m2/s!

Subscripts

L 5 average over surface length
x 5 local value
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Hirata †7‡ with the predicted surface velocities for kÄ0

Fig. 4 Variation of the surface heat flux
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Introduction
Flow past bluff bodies between two parallel walls has been

investigated by many researchers both numerically and experi-
mentally. This flow situation is popular not only because of its
academic attractiveness but also owing to its related technical
problems associated with energy conservation and structural de-
sign. This type of flow is of relevance for many practical applica-
tions, such as electronic cooling and heat exchanger systems.

The incompressible flow around a circular cylinder represents
one of the most investigated prototypes of bluff body wakes. The
flow around a rectangular cylinder has received far less attention
than the flow around a circular cylinder, but no references have
been found which simulate the laminar flow around a triangular
prism placed in a channel. Furthermore the effect of presence of
bluff body in the heat transfer in a flow with heat source has not
yet been investigated. This has motivated the present work that is
concerned with structure of laminar flow and heat transfer in a
two dimensional channel differentially heated with a built-in tri-
angular prism. This specifically shaped cylinder is specially used
in systems of vortex flowmeters and flame stabilizer in combus-
tion chambers. The investigation is carried out from the numerical
solutions of complete Navier-Stokes and energy equations by
Control Volume Finite Element Method. The effects of presence
of triangular prism on the flow structure and heat transfer are the
subject of the present work.

Results and Discussion
The system of interest is a horizontal plane channel, a triangular

prism is symmetrically placed in the channel axis as indicated in
Fig. 1. Boundary conditions expressed in dimensionless form are
as follows:

at 0<x<L/B;y50:u5v50,u51

at 0<x<L/B;y54:u5v50,u50

at x50;0<y<4:u5y~42y!/4,v50,u50

at x5L/B;0<y<4:
]u

]x
5

]v
]x

5
]u

]x
50; E

0

4

udy58/3

The thermal heat flux transferred from the hot bottom wall to
the flow is characterized by the space-averaged Nusselt number
evaluated as follows:

Nu5
1

L/B E
0

L/B

Nudx,

where Nu is the local Nusselt number defined as

Nu52
]u

]y
.

The space- and time-averaged Nusselt number is defined as

^Nu&5S 1

t22t1
D E

t1

t2

Nudt,

where the time interval (t22t1) is the period of oscillation of the
space-averaged Nusselt number Nu.

A modified version of Control Volume Finite-Element Method
~CVFEM! of Saabas and Baliga@1# is adapted to the standard
staggered grid for solving the dimensionless equations of continu-
ity, momentum, and energy. The obtained numerical code was
successfully validated with many standard test flows. We can
quote the flow in a horizontal channel with a built-in square cyl-
inder where results obtained are in good agreement with those
reported by Davis et al.@2# as indicated in Table 1. The maximum
error committed in the Strouhal numbers is less than 6.5 percent
by report to numerical values and less than 9.3 percent in com-
parison with experimental measurements. We can also quote the
Poiseuille-Benard channel flow at Re510, Pe520/3, and Ra
5104 ~see Table 2!. Especially our results are close to that re-
ported by Evans and Paolucci@3# where the errors in the period
and in the space- and time-averaged Nusselt number are respec-
tively 4.7 percent and 0.9 percent. These results demonstrate good
accuracy and competence of our numerical code.
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Fig. 1 Flow in a horizontal channel with built-in triangular
prism
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After verifying that the implemented numerical code gives ac-
curate results for laminar two dimensional flows, a solution for the
flow described in Fig. 1 is next sought. Grid refinement tests have
been performed for the case Re5100 using three non uniform
grids 72313, 105321, and 131332. Results shows that when we
pass from a grid of 105321 to a grid of 131332 the space and
time-averaged Nusselt number^Nu& and the Strouhal number St
undergoes an increase of only 4.2 percent and 2.8 percent respec-
tively, then, for reasons of calculation coast, the grid of 105321 is
retained.

Solutions are first obtained for Re530. For this relatively low
Reynolds number, the convergence of the numerical procedure is
easily obtained. The velocity profiles at different axial locations in
the channel are symmetrical about the channel axis. Two sym-
metrical vortices appear behind the triangular prism on each side
of the wake turning in place in opposite sense. The flow is steady
state.

A series of computations were carried out, by increasing slowly
the Reynolds number to determine the critical Reynolds number
separating the symmetric and periodic flows. At Re545 the wake
loses its original symmetry. Oscillations in the wake grow in mag-
nitude, and it begins to shed vortices into the stream. The flow in
the wake becomes periodic. As in references@2,5#, the destabili-
zation of the flow happens without any need of imposing external
perturbations, the action of small truncation errors and computer’s
round-off errors were sufficient to initiate vortex shedding. Jack-
son @6# report a critical Reynolds number of 31 from numerical
investigation of flow around a triangular prism of the same geom-
etry as ours but placed in an infinite medium~0 percent blockage!.
We estimate that this difference in Rec is due to the presence of an
important blockage~25 percent!in our configuration. As men-
tioned by Sohankar et al.@7#, it may be conjectured that the criti-
cal Reynolds number characterizing the onset of vortex shedding
increases with increasing blockage.

Recently, Fey et al.@8#, based on their experiments, propose a
new law for the vortex shedding from a circular cylinder which
describes the Strouhal-Reynolds number dependency as: St5a
1b/ARe. They have shown that such a formula seems to fit the
data to some extent. In fact, this law, represents the first two terms
of a series expansion in 1/root~Re! @St5a1b/ARe1c/Re
1 . . . #. In the range 47,Re,180, coefficients area50.2684 and
b521.0356. For the triangular prism, this law is also in good
agreement with numerical results, but coefficients are different
and takes the valuesa50.2294 andb520.4736. Comparing the
coefficientsb we deduce that the Strouhal number varies more
quickly with Reynolds number for the circular cylinder placed in
an infinite media than for triangular prism placed between two
parallel plates.

Fig. 2 Local Nusselt number distribution along the lower wall:
Solid line: flow with triangular prism; dashed: flow without tri-
angular prism

Fig. 3 Variation of the space and time-averaged Nusselt num-
bers with Reynolds numbers: „a… flow without; and „b… flow with
triangular prism

Fig. 4 Isotherms at Re Ä100 for the flow with triangular prism
from 1 „at the bottom wall … to 0 „at the top wall… by interval 0.1

Table 1 Flow in a horizontal channel with a built-in square
cylinder: Variation of Strouhal numbers with Reynolds num-
bers.

Table 2 Poiseuille-Benard channel flow at Re Ä10, PeÄ20Õ3,
and RaÄ 104
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In the following study our attention will be focused on the
effect of the presence of the triangular prism on the heat trans-
ferred from the hot wall to the flow. Figure 2 is a plot of the local
Nusselt number along the hot plate. At Re530, the presence of
triangular prism has just a little local effect by increasing slowly
the local Nusselt number. In contrast, at Re5100 the effect of the
presence of the triangular prism is more important, the solid line is
well disturbed, but appears floating above the dashed line. An
immediate conclusion can be made: the periodic flow leads to
favor the heat transfer from the hot plate to the near flow, this heat
is immediately transported by the Von Karmen street to the me-
dium flow.

Figure 3 summarizes the variation of the space and time-
averaged Nusselt numbers with Reynolds numbers. At relatively
low Reynolds numbers corresponding to the symmetric and
the beginning of periodic flows~Re<50!the presence of the tri-
angular prism has no significant effect in the space and time-

averaged Nusselt number^Nu&. Increasing Reynolds number,
curves start to separate, the presence of the triangular prism leads
to an important increase of the space and time-averaged Nusselt
number compared with that obtained without prism. At Re5250
this augmentation is about 85 percent. Indeed, in presence of the
triangular prism, and for the fully periodic flow, the thermal
boundary layer is well disturbed by the Von Karman street leading
enhance heat transfer from the bottom wall to the flow~Fig. 4!.

Conclusion

For the studied configuration shown in Fig. 1, results are sum-
marized as follows:~1! the transition from symmetric flow to
periodic flow is observed at Reynolds number in the vicinity of
45; ~2! the Strouhal number of the periodic flow behaves as St
50.229420.4736/ARe; and~3! for the symmetric flow~Re,45!
the presence of the triangular prism has only a local weak effects
on the heat transfer and on the flow pattern, while, in periodic
flow ~Re>45!, heat transfer is seen to increase strongly with Rey-
nolds number in presence of the triangular prism. This result can
be of interest in engineering.
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Introduction
The problem of laminar film condensation of pure vapor on

surfaces of various forms has been studied since Nusselt@1# ob-
tained simple and explicit solutions for varied parameters. Follow-
ing this, geometries such as plates and tubes have been studied
under various conditions by many investigators. The free convec-
tion film condensation on the horizontal flat plate has been studied
by Leppert and Nimmo@2# and Shigechi et al.@3#. Moreover,
Shigechi proposed the following equation:

Num50.82~Ra/Ja!0.2. (1)

In previous studies, the film condensation thickness at the plate
edge ~a necessary boundary condition! is either arbitrarily as-
sumed or established by means of ‘‘trial and error’’. In fact, the
above problem can be dealt with the concept of minimum me-
chanical energy in open-channel flow@4#.

The prediction of heat transfer from irregular surface is a topic
of fundamental importance. Irregularities frequently occur in the
process of manufacture. Moreover, surfaces are sometimes inten-
tionally roughened to enhance heat transfer since the presence of
rough surfaces disturbs the flow and alter the heat transfer rate
@5,6#. Another method to enhance heat transfer rate is about the
velocity of the oncoming vapor. When the vapor surrounding a
horizontal plate is moving with velocity, the problem becomes a
type of mixed-convection film condensation and the analysis must
consider the gravity, interfacial vapor shear force and the pressure
gradient force. The objective of this study is to analyze the mixed-
convection film condensation on a finite-size horizontal wavy
plate, which is based on Nusselt’s assumptions, together with
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adopting the vapor shear model of Shekriladze and Gomelauri.
Moreover, the film thickness at the plate edge will be determined
by the concept of minimum mechanical energy.

Mathematical Formulation
The physical model and the coordinate system used are shown

in Fig. 1. A wavy horizontal plate described byS(x)
5a cos(npx/L) is immersed in downward flowing pure vapor
which is at its saturation temperatureTs and moves at uniform
velocity U` . This horizontal wavy plate is cooled internally thus
the wall temperatureTw is uniform and lower than the vapor
saturation temperatureTs . Therefore, a continuous condensate
film will occur on the wall and run outward from the plate center
to the plate edge under the combined effect of gravity, pressure
gradient force, and interfacial vapor shear force. Based on these
assumptions of Nusselt@1#, the mass equation, momentum equa-
tions and the energy balance equation for the liquid laminar flow
are described by the following equations:

ṁ5E
S~x!

d~x!

rudy (2)

052
]p

]x
1m

]2u

]y2 (3)

052
]p

]y
2rg (4)

hf g8 ṁ85k
]T

]y U
y5S

'k
Ts2Tw

d2S
5k

DT

d2S
(5)

with the boundary and interface conditions

~a! at the wavy-wall ~i.e., y5S):u50 (6)

~b! at the interface~i.e., y5d):m
]u

]y
'ṁ8ue , (7)

wherehf g8 5hf g13CpDT/8 is the modified latent heat of conden-
sate proposed by Rohsenow@7# to account for the effects of heat
convection in the film. And at the liquid-vapor interface, the shear
stress is equal to the loss of momentum flux of condensing vapor
which is similar to that of Shekriladze and Gomelauri’s@8#.

Solveu in Eq. ~3! and use Eqs.~4!, ~6! and ~7!, the following
equation can be obtained:

u5
1

m
~rgd82rvueue8!S y21S2

2
2yd1dSD1

ṁ8

m
ue~y2S!,

(8)

whereue is the tangential vapor velocity at the edge of the bound-
ary layer. It can be obtained by potential flow theory.

Substitute Eqs.~2! and ~8! into Eq. ~5! and use the following
dimensionless variables

x̄5
x

L
, d̄5

d

L
ARe, ā5

a

L
ARe, ūe5

ue

U`
, Ja5

CpDT

hf g8 (9)

Ra5
r2g PrL3

m
, Re5

rU`L

m
, Pr5

mCp

k
, F5

Ra

Ja Re5/2,

P5
Pr

Ja

rv

r
.

The dimensionless governing equation may then become

~ d̄2S̄!
d

dx̄ H ~F d̄82Pūeūe8!
~S̄2 d̄ !3

3
1ūe

d̄2S̄

2 J 51 (10)

with the following boundary conditions:

~a! at x̄50:
dd̄

dx̄
50 (11)

~b! at x̄51:3456ṁ̄31180ṁ̄2ūe2S 2240
Pr

Ja
Fṁ̄~ d̄2S̄!1ūe

3D
50, (12)

where

ṁ̄5
ūe

2
1

1

3
~Pūeūe82F d̄8!~ d̄2S̄!2. (13)

In Eq. ~12!, the film thickness at the plate edge is established by
the application of minimum mechanical energy principle, i.e.,

F ]

]d ES

dS u2

2
1gy1

p

r D rudyGU
ṁc

50. (14)

The mean Nusselt number is defined as

Num5
hmL

k

s~x!

x
5

ARe

x̄ E
0

x̄ 1

d̄2S̄
dx̄, (15)

where

hm5
2k

s~Tw2T`! E0

s

A~]T/]x!21~]T/]y!2ds (16)

s5E
0

x

~11S82!1/2dx. (17)

Fig. 1 Physic model and coordinate system

Table 1 A comparison of d and ReÀ1Õ2 Num for different grid
numbers „FÄ20, PÄ1, aÄ0.05, nÄ5.5…

Table 2 A comparison of mean Nusselt numbers, Nu m , for-
natural film condensation on a horizontal flat plate „FÄ20, P
Ä1, aÄ0.05, nÄ5.5, grid number Ä300…
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It should be noted that the mean Nusselt number is obtained by
averaging the heat transfer flux over the surface from the plate
center tos(x).

Results and Discussion
Equation~22! is solved numerically by using the cubic spline

approximation@9#. This method can evaluate the spatial derivative
terms directly without any finite difference discretization and the
requirement of a uniform mesh is not necessary. As shown in
Table 1, the test of grid independence, which shows that the dif-
ference between results of grids of 300 and 500 is less than 0.1
percent in both condensate film thickness and mean Nusselt num-
ber. Therefore, the nonuniform grid of 300 with smaller spacing
mesh near the plate edge is employed in this study. To verify the
accuracy of the present method, comparing with Shigechi@3# has
also been shown in Table 2 and finds to agree favorably.

Figure 2 shows the variation of the film thickness along the
wavy plate, the film thickness at the middle plate increases with
the dimensionless wavy amplitude. Next, the dimensionless film
thickness of the wavy plate tends to decrease rapidly near the
plate edge as the fluid moves downstream, which is different from
the behavior of the flat plate. It is also found that the amplitude of
the dimensionless film thickness tends to increase with the axial
coordinatex̄ and the wavy amplitude.

Figure 3 shows the variation of Re21/2 Num with x̄. As the axial
coordinate increases or the dimensionless wavy amplitude de-
creases, the amplitude of the mean Nusselt number will decrease.
Therefore, we can observe that the variation of the mean Nusselt
number only occurs near the plate center when larger wavy am-
plitudes are used. Also, a lowerF results in a lower Re21/2 Num
for all wavy surfaces.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the mean Nusselt number with
Pr/Ja. The parameter Pr/Ja is only found in Eq.~12! that can
determine the film thicknessd̄min at the plate edge. In cases of the

Fig. 2 Normalized film thickness along wavy plates for P
Ä0.5, nÄ7, and PrÕJaÄ50

Fig. 3 Distribution of mean Nusselt number for PÄ0.5, nÄ7,
and PrÕJaÄ50

Fig. 4 A comparison of mean Nusselt numbers for a flat plate
and wavy plates „FÄ10, nÄ7…

Fig. 5 Dependence of mean Nusselt number on wave number
for FÄ10 and PrÕJaÄ100
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flat surface and the wavy surface, both mean Nusselt numbers
increase with parameter Pr/Ja and approach constant values.
Moreover, the mean Nusselt number of wavy surface is higher
than that of the flat plate, especially if the pressure gradient pa-
rameter is small.

Figure 5 show the dependence of the mean Nusselt number on
the wave number. It is found that, for increasing the wave number
the mean Nusselt numbers of the wavy surface show the sinu-
soidal curves, whose amplitudes decrease with the pressure gradi-
ent and increase with the wave amplitude. Peaks of the mean
Nusselt number curres will occur under the wave number ap-
proaches to be odd~i.e., 1,3,5 . . . !. As the wave number is quite
large~i.e., the case of a rough surface!, the mean Nusselt number
tends to be a constant value, which equals that of the flat plate
~i.e.,n50!. This outcome is due to that although the wavy surface
has a larger heat transfer area, the thermal resistance will also
increase for the condensate accumulates between the trough and
crest.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the mean Nusselt number on
F. It is seen that asF is greater than 100, all solutions in Eq.~10!
tend to blend with the free convection~quiescent vapor! film con-
densation solution. For the other extreme, whenF decreases to be
zero ~e.g., vapor velocity increases and the effect of gravity de-
creases!, the mean heat transfer will change from the free-
convection region into the forced-convection region through a
transition zone. Moreover, increasing the pressure gradient makes
the mean heat transfer coefficient increase, especially in the
forced-condensation region.

Conclusions Remarks

1. The harmonic curves of the film thickness and mean Nusselt
numbers have the same frequency as that of the wavy sur-
face.

2. A larger pressure gradient will increase the total heat transfer
rate but decrease the influence of wavy amplitude.

3. The maximum enhancement in heat transfer rate is found as
only one wavy surface exists in the plate. It is due to that the
special case has the smallest thermal resistance and the best
angle to accelerate the flow outward at the plate edge.

Nomenclature

Cp 5 specific heat of the fluid at constant pressure
F 5 dimensionless parameter
g 5 acceleration of gravity

hf g 5 latent heat of condensate
Ja 5 Jacob number
k 5 thermal conductivity of condensate
L 5 plate half length
ṁ 5 condensate mass flow rate
n 5 wavy number

Nux , Num 5 local and mean Nusselt number
p 5 pressure
P 5 dimensionless pressure gradient parameter
Pr 5 Prandtl number
Ra 5 Rayleigh number
Re 5 generalized Reynolds number
ue 5 vapor velocity at the edge of the boundary

layer
T 5 temperature

u,v 5 velocity components

Greek Symbols

a 5 amplitude of wavy surface
d 5 condensate film thickness
m 5 dynamic viscosity

r, rv 5 density of condensate and vapor, respectively

Superscripts

¯ 5 dimensionless variables
8 5 derivative with respect tox, i.e.,d/dx
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1 Introduction
Buoyant convection in an enclosure induced by uniform inter-

nal heat generation has been extensively studied~Acharya and
Goldstein@1#, Bergholz@3#, Fusegi et al.@4#, Kulacki and Gold-
stein@6#, May @10#!. One canonical layout is a rectangular cavity
with two vertical sidewalls at constant temperatures and two in-
sulated horizontal endwalls, with large Rayleigh number Ra
(.105), Prandtl number O~1!and cavity aspect ratio O~1!. In
particular, when both vertical sidewalls are maintained at the same
temperatureT0 , the overall flow is expectedly symmetric about
the vertical centerline. In each half-cavity, the fluid rises~sinks!
near the centerline~near the vertical sidewall! region, which forms
a single circulation cell.

Recently, buoyant flows induced by time-periodic boundary
conditions, with no internal heat generation, emerge to be a sub-
ject of considerable interest~Antohe and Lage@2#, Kwak and
Hyun @7#, Kwak et al.@8#, Lage and Bejan@9#!. The overriding
concern here is the existence of resonance, which was first ob-
served in the numerical studies of Lage and Bejan@9# and was
corroborated later by Antohe and Lage@2#. It was illustrated that,
when the frequency of the time-periodic boundary condition
matches the proper resonance frequency, convective activities in
the cavity are invigorated. This gives rise to a substantial increase
in the amplitude of the fluctuating heat transfer coefficient in the
cavity interior. The analytical endeavor of Lage and Bejan@9#,
based on the concept of a fluid wheel inside the cavity, suggested
ways to make an order-of-magnitude estimate of the resonance
frequency. In a related effort, Kwak and Hyun@7# and Kwak et al.
@8# asserted that resonance is anticipated when the basic mode of
the system eigenfrequencies is excited. They further argued that
the system eigenfrequencies are characterized by the internal
gravity oscillations in the interior, which are supported by the
prevailing stratification.

This paper describes the time-dependent buoyant convection in
an enclosure, with the presence of internal heat generation, under

a time-periodic thermal boundary condition. Estimations of the
resonance frequencies will be made, and physical explanations
will be offered. This configuration simulates simplified models of
post-accident heat removal in nuclear reactors and geophysical
problems. Also, natural convection is important in fluids undergo-
ing electrolytic processes or exothermic chemical reactions. As
emphasized earlier, utilization of time-periodic thermal boundary
conditions is explored as a possible means to control these pro-
cesses or reactions. Convection in an air-conditioned room, sub-
ject to the daily-varying environmental temperature, provides an
easy example of technological applications of the flow configura-
tion under present study.

2 Formulation
Consider a square cavity, filled with an incompressible Newton-

ian fluid with spatially-uniform internal heat generation of con-
stant strengthq0- , as sketched in Fig. 1. The left vertical sidewall
is maintained at constant temperatureT0 . The temperatureTr at
the right vertical sidewall varies aboutT0 sinusoidally with time,
Tr5T01DT8 sin(ft), in whichDT8 andf denote, respectively, the
amplitude and frequency of oscillation.

Flow is governed by the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, with the invocation of the Boussinesq-fluid relationshipr
5r0@12b(T2T0)#, which, after non-dimensionalization, read
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The associated boundary conditions can be expressed as

U5V5
]u

]Y
50, at Y50,1; (5)

U5V5u50, at X50; (6)

U5V50, u5« sin~vt!, at X51. (7)

In the above, dimensionless quantities are defined as

t5t~RaIPr!1/2
k

H2 ; ~X,Y!5
~x,y!

H
;

~U,V!5~u,v !~RaIPr!21/2
H

k
;

(8)

u5
k~T2T0!

H2q0-
; P5

~p1r0gy!H2

r0k2RaIPr
; Pr5n/k;

RaI5
gbq0-H5

knk
,

where (u,v) indicate dimensional velocity components in the
horizontal ~x! and vertical~y! directions, andr0 the reference
density evaluated at the cold-wall temperature (T0), andn andk
denote the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity, respec-
tively, andb the isobaric coefficient of volumetric thermal expan-
sion. The strength of internal heat generation is represented by the
internal Rayleigh number, RaI . All fluid properties are assumed to
be constant.
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Time is nondimensionalized by using the system Brunt-Va¨isäla
frequencyN, i.e.,

N[Fgb~q0-H2/k!

H G1/2

5~RaIPr!1/2
k

H2 . (9)

The nondimensional amplitude and frequency of the right-
sidewall temperature fluctuation are

«[
kDT8

q0-H2 ; v[
f

N
. (10a,b)

In the above development, the system-wide temperature scale is
derived from the internal heat generation, i.e.,q0-H2/k, and this
scale is employed consistently, e.g., in Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and~10a!.

Numerical solutions are acquired by using the well-documented
finite-volume computational procedure~e.g., Hayase et al.@5#,
Patankar@12#!.

3 Results and Discussion
For all the computations, the Prandtl number was set Pr57.0 to

simulate water.
In the computations, the value of« was set«/um50.3. This

choice of « was based on the considerations explained below.
First, « should be small enough not to seriously distort the pre-
vailing steady-state flow. In a series of detailed calculations, Kwak
et al. @8# demonstrated that, when« is small, i.e.,«<0.5, the am-
plitude of fluctuating Nusselt number in the interior is approxi-
mately proportional to«. Secondly, the presence of multiple reso-
nance was observed by Antohe and Lage@2# when the
nondimensional amplitude of wall heat flux oscillation was larger
than 0.1. The value of«/um50.3 was selected to meet the afore-
mentioned two dynamical issues. The nondimensional frequency
of oscillationv encompasses a wide range, 0.005<v<O~1!.

In the analysis of the computed results, it is advantageous to
introduce the following notations, i.e.,

NuX* ~t![
NuX~t!2NuX

B

NuX51
B , (11a)

A~NuX* ![
Max$NuX* ~t!%2Min$NuX* ~t!%

2
, t0<t<t01

2p

v
.

(11b)

In the above, NuX* (t) indicates the difference between the instan-
taneous Nu value~at X5X andt5t! and the corresponding value

NuX
B of the case of non-oscillating sidewall temperature~«50!.

The amplitude of Nu-value fluctuations is expressed byA(NuX* ).
As stressed by Lage and Bejan@9#, the amplitude of Nu-

fluctuation, A(Nu* ), at the centerline (X50.5) is of particular
interest. This is representative of the intensity of time-dependent
heat transfer activities in the interior core. Figure 2 displays the
collection of numerical data ofA(NuX* ) in the interior region ver-
sus v for varying RaI . It is clear that the amplitude of Nu-
fluctuation,A(NuX* ), peaks at certain particular frequencies; this
was interpreted to manifest the existence of resonance in the con-
text of enclosed buoyant convection~Lage and Bejan@9#!. Frames
~a!, ~b!, and~c! of Fig. 2 show that the frequency at which the
primary peak occurs,v r1 , is largely unaffected by RaI . Further-
more, the secondary peak atv r2 is visible for very high values of
RaI , i.e., RaI>109.

Fig. 1 Flow configuration

Fig. 2 A „Nu* … versus v plots: „a… RaIÄ108; „b… RaIÄ109; and
„c… RaIÄ1010.
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The prior expositions by Kwak et al.@7–8# ascertained that
resonance is anticipated when the eigenfrequencies of the system
are excited. Furthermore, these intrinsic eigenfrequencies are
characterized by the internal gravity oscillations in the stably
stratified interior core. Paolucci and Chenoweth@11# calculated
the modes of these oscillations, which, for a square cavity, can be
expressed, in the present nondimensional form, as

vn[
f n

N
5

~]u/]Y!1/2

~111/n2!1/2. (12)

In the above,]u/]Y denotes the average strength of stratification
in the interior. In the practical calculation of]u/]Y, a linear
curve-fitting was applied to the interior vertical temperature pro-
file at a given locationX. Here,n is the mode index, which is the
ratio of the wave numbers in the horizontal and vertical directions.
The primary mode is identified to ben51, i.e., the scale of the
whole cavity. The theoretical values ofv1 obtainable from Eq.
~12! are 0.098, 0.079, and 0.062 for RaI5108, 109, and 1010,

respectively. The computed primary resonance frequenciesv r1 ,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, are respectively 0.098, 0.080, and 0.065,
which are in close agreement with the results of Eq.~12!. This
comparison gives credence to the assertion that the resonance fre-
quencies are determined by the modes of internal gravity oscilla-
tions. The secondary peak in Fig. 2 is identified to be the conse-
quence of the excitation ofv2 mode of Eq.~12!. In this case, fluid
motions based onn52, which have the size of half-cavity, are
under focus. Again,v2 , calculated by Eq.~12!, are 0.124, 0.100,
and 0.078, while the present computed data forv r2 are 0.123,
0.103, and 0.082, respectively, for RaI5108, 109 and 1010. As
before, this favorable agreement reinforces the finding that the
modes of internal gravity oscillations are the principal eigenfre-
quencies of the system.

The time histories of NuX* are revealing. For the primary reso-
nance mode (v>v r1), as demonstrated in Fig. 3~a!, convective
fluid motions are intensified throughout the entire interior region
of the cavity. Because of the dominant convective activities, the
amplitudes of Nu-oscillation are substantial. The invigorated con-
vective flows are propagated to the bulk of the interior from the
sidewall of oscillating temperature; much of Nu in the cavity in-
terior core does not show appreciable phase lags. When the side-
wall temperature oscillates at the secondary resonance frequency
(v>v r2), as depicted in Fig. 3~b!, considerable phase lags are
discernible in the interior. The phase lag isp radian betweenX
50.25 andX50.75. This implies that the convective motions at
v r2 take place with opposite phases between these two locations.

Fig. 3 Time history of Nu * at resonance frequencies. Ra I
Ä1010. Symbols h, n, and s denote the positions, XÄ0.25, 0.5,
and 0.75, respectively: „a… vÄ0.065„Év r 1…; and „b… vÄ0.082
„Év r 2….

Fig. 4 Temperature fluctuations relative to the basic state. Y
Ä0.5, RaIÄ1010: „a… vÄ0.065„Év r 1…; and „b… vÄ0.082„Év r 2….
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At higher values ofv, the effect of sidewall temperature oscilla-
tion is confined to the region close to the wall, and the influence of
sidewall temperature oscillation is meager at far-away locations.
As a result, the amplitude of NuX* oscillation atX50.75 is larger
than at other locations.

The behavior of temperature fluctuation in the interior at reso-
nance is plotted in Fig. 4. The horizontal profiles of interior tem-
perature oscillation at mid-height (Y50.5) clearly exhibit@see
Fig. 4~a!#the periodic tilting withv r1 , which points to the source
of internal gravity oscillations. This pattern is qualitatively similar
to the observations of Kwak and Hyun@7# for a differentially-
heated cavity withq0-50. The spatial behavior of thermal field
fluctuations at the secondary resonance frequency (v r2) is slightly
more complex. A closer inspection of Fig. 4~b! discloses that there
exist two branches of tilting, with a phase difference of approxi-
mately p radian, in the left and right regions of the cavity. This
points to the fact that the gradients of fluctuating temperature in
both regions have opposite signs at each time instant.

4 Concluding Remarks
The primary-peak resonance atv r1 is distinct. The secondary-

peak resonance atv r2 is detected for higher RaI . The instanta-
neous Nusselt number fluctuation atv r1 indicates the presence of
cavity—scale motions, which are qualitatively similar to those of
a differentially—heated cavity. For the secondary resonance fre-
quencyv r2 , the tilting of the interior isotherms is of a concave/
convex shape. The theoretical predictions of the resonance fre-
quencies, based on the modes of internal gravity oscillations, are
in accord with the present numerical data.
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A Method to Accelerate Convergence
and to Preserve Radiative
Energy Balance in Solving theP1
Equation by Iterative Methods

Genong Li and Michael F. Modest
Department of Mechanical Engineering, The Pennsylvania
State University, University Park, PA 16802

An acceleration method is proposed particularly for the P1 equa-
tion. The radiative energy balance is used as a constraint to cor-
rect iterative solutions. The method not only accelerates conver-
gence but also preserves the radiative energy balance, the latter
being of great importance when radiation calculations are
coupled with flow calculations. This acceleration method can be
applied to other elliptical problems with boundary conditions of
the second and/or the third kind.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1423318#

Keywords: Computational, Numerical Methods, Radiation, Ac-
celeration, Iterative Method

Introduction
The P1 approximation reduces the equation of transfer from a

very complicated integro-differential equation to a relatively
simple partial differential equation~the P1 equation!. Yet, theP1
approximation is powerful, allowing non-black surfaces, non-
constant properties, anisotropic scattering, etc. For the vast major-
ity of important engineering problems~i.e., in the absence of ex-
treme anisotropy in the intensity field!, the method provides high
accuracy at very reasonable computational cost. Furthermore, the
P1 approximation can easily be combined with sophisticated spec-
tral models such as the Weighted-Sum-of-Gray-Gases method
~WSGG! @1#. Currently, many commercial CFD codes such as
FLUENT @2# have theP1 approximation as an optional solution
technique for radiation calculations.

The P1 equation is a Helmholtz equation and it is conceptually
simple to solve numerically. The only problem is that the bound-
ary condition for this equation is of the third kind, which causes
the convergence of the solution, by even the most sophisticated
iterative methods, to be quite slow, especially when the absorption
coefficient of the medium is small. A parallel problem is that
unconverged, intermediate solutions of theP1 equation during the
iterative process do not satisfy the basic energy balance–
computed total radiative heat source within the medium is not
equal to computed total radiative heat flux through boundaries.
When such a radiation calculation, without a fully-converged so-
lution, is coupled with a flow calculation, the total energy balance
is destroyed during the iterative process and may not converge.

Many approaches have been devised to speed up convergence
of iterative methods such as block correction@3# and multigrid
acceleration techniques@4#. While these approaches are effective
in general and are already widely used in commercial CFD codes,
they are not efficient enough, in particular, for equations with
boundary conditions of the second and/or the third kind only, e.g.,
the P1 approximation. This is because boundary conditions of the
second and third kind prescribe only the gradient of an unknown,
or a relation between the gradient of an unknown and the un-
known itself. A large number of iterations are required for interior
nodes as well as boundary nodes to adjust themselves to satisfy
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their governing equations and boundary conditions. Traditional
acceleration techniques such as block correction and multigrid
acceleration speed up convergence by adding some corrections to
drive the solution toward global conservation. Such techniques
may not be effective for elliptic equations with boundary condi-
tions of the second and/or third kind. Another acceleration ap-
proach is the mesh rebalance method, which was developed by
Wachspress@5# and Reed@6# in the context of neutron transport.
The characteristic of the mesh rebalance method is that it corrects
base iterative results by multiplying with correction factors to
speed up convergence. This method has been applied to the dis-
crete ordinated method~DOM! to solve the radiative transfer
equation~RTE! @7#.

A reduced mesh rebalance acceleration method, which corrects
intermediate iterations by a uniform multiplication factor to sat-
isfy the total radiative energy balance, is proposed in this note
specifically for theP1 approximation~a Helmholtz equation with
boundary conditions of the second and/or third kind!. The method
can be used in conjunction with any existing iterative method to
achieve faster convergence when solving theP1 equation.

The Correction Procedure
In the P1 approximation, the incident radiation,G, is governed

by the Helmholtz equation@1#

¹•S 1

k1s
¹GD523k~4pI b2G! (1)

subject to the boundary condition,

2
22e

e

2

3
n̂•¹G5~k1s!~4pI bw2G!, (2)

wherek ands are the absorption and scattering coefficients of the
radiating gas, respectively,I b is the Planck function,e is the sur-
face emissivity, andn̂ is the surface normal. In practice, the dis-
cretizedP1 equation is solved by iterative methods. Due to the
nature of the boundary condition of the third kind, convergence of
the solution tends to be very slow.

Conservation of radiative energy states that total radiative heat
source in a radiating medium is always equal to total radiative
heat flux through its boundaries, i.e.,

E E E
V

¹•qRdV52E E
S

n̂•qRdS, (3)

whereqR is the radiative heat flux vector, which also follows from
the divergence theorem. In theP1 approximation, the divergence
of the radiative heat flux vector and the radiative heat flux at the
boundaries are calculated as@1#

¹•qR5k~4pI b2G!, 2n̂•qR5
e

2~22e!
~G24pI bw!. (4)

In iterative methods the converged solution of theP1 equation
satisfies the above energy balance; intermediate solutions during
iterative process, however, often do not. In any realistic fire/
combustion simulation, the solution to radiative transfer equation
is coupled with the solution to the overall energy equation. Since
¹•qR enters the energy equation as a source, while2n̂•qR ap-
pears in the boundary conditions of the energy equation, it is
apparent that the total energy balance will also be destroyed dur-

ing the iterative process, if a partially converged radiative solution
is employed. This, in turn, may slow down convergence of the
overall energy equation as well.

To speed up convergence and to preserve radiative energy bal-
ance, Eq.~3! can be used as a constraint to correct the computed
incident radiation field. The computed incident radiation at any
node i after thenth iteration,Gi

(n) , is multiplied uniformly by a
factor f (n) to satisfy the discretized form of the energy balance.
That is,

(
i 51

N

k i~4pI b,i2 f ~n!Gi
~n!!Vi

5(
j 51

M
e j

2~22e j !
~ f ~n!Gj

~n!24pI bw,j !Aj , (5)

whereN is the total number of nodes throughout the whole com-
putational domain andM is the total number of boundary nodes;
andVi andAj are the nodal volume of thei th node and the bound-
ary surface area of thej th node, respectively.

The correction factor for thenth iteration, f (n), is determined
from the above equation as

f ~n!5

(
i 51

N

4pk i I b,iVi1(
j 51

M
e j

22e j
2pI bw,jAj

(
i 51

N

k iGi
~n!Vi1(

j 51

M
e j

2~22e j !
Gi

~n!Aj

. (6)

To implement this method, after each iteration the correction
factor is calculated based on Eq.~6!. The whole incident radiation
field is then corrected by multiplication with the correction factor,
f (n), guaranteeing that Eq.~3! is satisfied. As the solution con-
verges, the correction factor gradually moves toward unity. There-
fore, the correction procedure does not change the converged in-
cident radiation field.

This correction method not only preserves the total radiative
energy balance for partially converged solutions, but also acceler-
ates convergence of theP1 equation. This is because the correc-
tion procedure connects the incident radiation at boundary nodes
directly to those of interior nodes, allowing the boundary condi-
tion to propagate much more quickly to the inner points, which
usually means that the solution converges faster.

Test Problem
A simple two-dimensional problem has been chosen to test the

convergence rate of the method, namely a cylindrical combustion
chamber, which is 4 m long and 1 m in radius. The temperature
field is given by T(x,r )58000(x/L)(12x/L)(12r /R) ~K!,
wherex,r, are axial and radial coordinates, respectively. The inci-
dent radiation field is to be calculated for different constant ab-
sorption coefficients. The problem is axisymmetric and an
equally-spaced nodal system with 20320 nodes is used. TheP1
equation is discretized at these nodes and different iterative meth-
ods are used to solve the discretized linear equations. The initial
field of incident radiation is set to zero and the convergence cri-
terion is set tou f 21u<1.031025. The Gauss-Seidel and the al-
ternating direction line-by-line TDMA iterative methods~supple-
mented with block correction@3#! will be used with and without
our new acceleration scheme. The latter iterative method is widely
used and is the main iterative method adopted by many commer-
cial CFD codes. In this method one complete iteration consists of
block corrections and line-by-line TDMA sweeps in the row di-
rection and in the column direction. The computed radiative heat
sources and the number of iterations to reach the converged solu-
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tion are summarized in Table 1. From the table it is seen that the
correction procedure is very effective, especially for optically thin
media. For an absorption coefficient ofk50.01 m21 the required
number of iterations, or, essentially, the cpu time~since the over-
head of cpu time spent in the correction procedure is small—only
about five percent of that used in the original base iteration! is
reduced to less than 1 percent, regardless of whether the Gauss-
Seidel or the line-by-line TDMA iterative methods are employed.
Although the line-by-line TDMA iterative method converges after
fewer iterations than the Gauss-Seidel method, the correction pro-
cedure is equally effective with either one, especially for optically

thin media. To further evaluate the performance gains from the
correction method, a relative error, defined as 1/N( i 51

N uGi

2Gconv,i u/Gconv,i , whereGconv,i denotes the converged solution at
nodei, is plotted versus the number of iterations in Fig. 1 for the
case ofk51 m21. It is clear that the solution converges after
fewer iterations to the exact solution if the correction procedure is
applied. The evolution of the computed total radiative heat source
and the total radiative heat flux along the iterative process is
shown in Fig. 2. Although an energy balance is ultimately reached
when the solution has converged, the total radiative heat source is
not equal to the total radiative heat flux through the boundaries
during the iterative process if the conventional method is used. In
contrast, the method with correction procedure always maintains
equilibrium between radiative heat source and the radiative wall
flux throughout the iterative process.

While theP1 approximation with its Helmholtz equation was of
particular interest here, its applicability is not limited to this type
of problem. The method should perform equally well for all ellip-
tic problems with boundary conditions of the second~specified
gradient!and/or third ~mixed! kind. For example, applying the
method to steady-state conduction of a two-dimensional cylinder
with convective boundary conditions leads to very similar results
and conclusions~i.e., best acceleration for small heat transfer co-
efficients, corresponding to small absorption coefficients in theP1
approximation, and preservation of the conductive energy balance
during iterative process!.

Conclusions

A corrective acceleration procedure is proposed for the iterative
solution of the discretizedP1 equation~or any other elliptical
partial differential equations subject to boundary conditions of the
second or third kind!, which can be used in conjunction with any
iterative method. The procedure not only accelerates the conver-
gence rate of the solution, but also preserves the radiative energy
balance during the iterative process, which is desirable when ra-
diation calculations are coupled with flow field calculations. A test
problem demonstrated that accelerated iteration is achieved for all
optical regimes, with speed-up of more than 100 times for opti-
cally thin situations.
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Fig. 1 Relative error change versus number of iterations

Fig. 2 Computed radiative heat source and radiative heat flux
versus number of iterations

Table 1 Summary of numerical results from test problem
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An experimental study has been performed to investigate the effect
of freestream vortical structures and vorticity on stagnation re-
gion heat transfer. A heat transfer model with a cylindrical lead-
ing edge was tested in a wind tunnel at Reynolds numbers ranging
from 67,750 to 142,250 based on leading edge diameter of the
model. Grids of parallel rods were placed at several locations
upstream of the heat transfer model in orientations where the rods
were perpendicular and parallel to the stagnation line to generate
freestream turbulence with distinct vortical structures. All three
components of turbulence intensity, integral length scale and the
spanwise and transverse vorticity were measured to characterize
the freestream turbulence. The measured heat transfer data and
freestream turbulence characteristics were compared with existing
empirical models for the stagnation line heat transfer. A new cor-
relation for the stagnation line heat transfer has been developed
that includes the spanwise fluctuating vorticity components.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1471526#

Keywords: Convection, Enhancement, Heat Transfer, Turbu-
lence, Vortex

Introduction
Heat transfer augmentation in the stagnation region due to

freestream turbulence has been studied extensively@1–7#. Several
studies@1–3,6,7#have been performed to understand the physics
of the turbulent heat transport mechanism in the stagnation region
and to develop empirical models of the heat transfer augmentation
due to freestream turbulence. In most studies, the freestream tur-
bulence is nearly isotropic generated using square-meshed grids.
However, isotropic turbulence is more the exception in real life
engineering applications. It is well established that the coherent
vortical structures in a turbulent flow play an important role in
momentum and heat transfer. However, attempts to examine the
relationship between freestream vortical structures and stagnation
region heat transfer are very limited. Oo and Ching@8# performed
an experiment where grids of parallel rods were used to generate
freestream turbulence with different orientations of vortical struc-
tures. They determined that heat transfer in the stagnation region
due to freestream turbulence with different coherent structures had
distinct characteristics.

A knowledge of the interaction of freestream vortical structures
with the stagnation region boundary layer should lead to improved
models of stagnation region heat transfer. The vorticity field is

closely related with the turbulence structure and dissipation rate
@9#. Analyzing the correlation between the vorticity field and the
heat transfer augmentation should, therefore, provide further in-
sight to the turbulent heat transfer mechanism in the stagnation
region. There are several empirical models@1–3,6,7#that relate
stagnation line heat transfer with the characteristics of the
freestream turbulence, namely Reynolds number, streamwise tur-
bulence intensity and the integral length scale. These empirical
models, however, fail to reveal the influence of vorticity and vor-
tical structures of the freestream turbulence.

Characterizing freestream turbulence with Tu, ReD , and lx
does not provide a complete picture of the turbulence, especially
when the turbulence is anisotropic. Freestream turbulence can be
better described if information pertaining to the vorticity field and
the coherent vortical structures are included. The objective of this
technical note is to present a relationship between the character-
istics of the freestream turbulence, including the vorticity field,
and stagnation region heat transfer presented in a previous paper
@8#. The freestream vorticity was measured and an empirical
model for the heat transfer augmentation that includes the
freestream vorticity field developed.

Experimental Details
Heat transfer in the stagnation region was measured using a

model with a cylindrical leading edge in a low-speed wind tunnel.
Freestream turbulence with different orientations of primary vor-
tices was generated using grids of 2.86 cm, 1.59 cm, and 0.95 cm
diameter parallel rods. The grids were arranged in two different
orientations, perpendicular and parallel to the stagnation line~Fig.
1!. Heat transfer measurements were made with the grids 25d to
125d upstream of the model at three different ReD of 67,750,
108,350, and 142,250. The experimental details and data reduc-
tion for the turbulence intensity and integral length scale are given
in Oo and Ching@8#. The spanwise fluctuating vorticity compo-
nents,vz andvy , were measured using a vorticity probe similar
to the design of Foss and Haw@10#. The vorticity probe consists
of a pair of parallel wires and anX-wire. The two spanwise fluc-
tuating vorticity components were obtained separately by rotating
the vorticity probe 90 deg. The hot wires were operated using
DANTEC 55M01 constant temperature bridges, and the output
voltages of the anemometers were digitized using a 16 channel 12
bit Keithley 570 SystemA/D converter, interfaced to a personal
computer. The frequency response of each circuit was determined
by standard square-wave test, and found to be about 30 kHz. The
sampling frequency of the study ranged from 20 to 30 kHz.

The spanwise vorticity components were measured using the
vorticity probe and approximated by:

Vz5
DV
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2

DU

Dy
52
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Dy
(1.a)
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Dz
1

1

U

DW

Dt
(1.b)

whereDU is the difference between the instantaneous streamwise
velocity measured by a pair of parallel wires separated in span-
wise directions,Dy and Dz. The spanwise velocity derivatives,
DV/Dx and DW/Dx, were estimated using Taylor’s hypothesis,
i.e., D/Dx52U21 D/Dt. The performance of the vorticity probe
was tested in the wake of a circular cylinder and the results are
in agreement with those of Antonia et al.@11#. Experimental
uncertainties in fluctuating vorticity components based on the un-
certainty analysis of hot wire data by Yavuzkurt@12#, was esti-
mated to be 9.43 percent. The details of the uncertainty analysis
are provided in a later section and the results presented in Tables
1 and 2.
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Results and Discussion
The turbulence intensity, integral length scale and spanwise ve-

locity fluctuations downstream of the turbulence generating grids
were presented in a previous paper@8#. The streamwise distribu-
tion of spanwise vorticity, normalized with the mean freestream
velocity and diameter of the leading edge, are presented in Fig. 2
for ReD5108,350. Since greater vorticity is usually associated
with the smaller eddies in turbulence@9#, the fluctuating vorticity
component increases with smaller grid-rod for a given mean
freestream velocity. For instance, atx/d525, vU/D ranges from
about 20 to 25 for the 2.86 cm grid while it varies from about 32
to 39 for the 0.95 cm grid. An attempt to examine the isotropy of
the rod-grid turbulence was made by estimating the degree of
isotropy of the turbulence from the measurements taken with the
single wire and the vorticity probe. For isotropic turbulence,

5(]u/]x)2 is equal tovz
2 and vy

2 @13#. Therefore, the degree of
isotropy is defined as:

Table 1 Experimental uncertainty in Fr „percent…

Table 2 Experimental uncertainty in Tu, lx , and v „percent…

Fig. 1 Arrangements of grids

Fig. 2 RMS fluctuating vorticity components of grids in per-
pendicular orientation for Re DÄ108,350 „2.86 cm rod-grid: L,
vz ; h, vy ; 1.59 cm rod-grid: n, vz ; Ã, vy ; 0.95 cm rod-grid:
s, vz ; ¿, vy…
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Iso5
v2

5S ]u

]x
D 2

(2)

wherev2 is the mean square value of fluctuating vorticity com-
ponents and]u/]x is estimated from single wire measurements.
The streamwise distributions of the estimated degree of isotropy,
which is calculated from the best-fit curves of vorticity compo-
nents and]u/]x, are shown in Fig. 3. For the 2.86 cm rod-grid,
deviation from isotropy is highest~Iso of an order of 7 atx/d
525! at the lowest Reynolds number. At freestream ReD of
67,750, the grid turbulence approaches isotropy with downstream
distance for all grids~Iso;1 at x/d5125!. Deviation from isot-
ropy is higher for the higher Reynolds numbers~Iso;2 at x/d
5125 for ReD of 108,350 and 142,250!. The general trend is that
turbulence approaches isotropy as downstream distance increases,
and the degree of anisotropy is highest with the biggest rod-grid.

The stagnation line heat transfer data from the three grids are
compared with the correlation of VanFossen et al.@7# in Fig. 4.

Fr50.008ATu ReD
0.8S lx

D D 20.574

10.939 (3)

There is a significant discrepancy between the present experimen-
tal data and Eq.~3! for the 2.86 cm rod-grid, but the agreement
improves with decreasing size of rod. For the 0.95 cm rod-grid, 87
percent of data falls within64 percent of Eq.~3!. It is clear from
Fig. 4 that correlations developed for isotropic turbulence gener-
ated by square mesh grids should be corrected to predict the heat
transfer due to turbulence with distinct coherent vortical struc-
tures. The errors are larger for the 2.86 cm rod-grid, where the
freestream turbulence has a greater distinction between the pri-
mary and secondary vortices. It is unlikely that correlations devel-
oped for isotropic turbulence can be used to estimate heat transfer
to gas turbine blades, where the turbulence from the combustor
and wakes from the upstream blades is highly anisotropic and
laced with well-defined vortical structures.

The freestream turbulence needs to be characterized more com-
prehensively to obtain more accurate empirical models. It seems
plausible that incorporating the vorticity field and spanwise veloc-

Fig. 3 Streamwise trends of the degree of isotropy „rod-grids of: —, 2.86 cm; - — -, 1.59 cm; - - -, 0.95 cm …
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ity fluctuations would improve the correlation, since they high-
light the distinct structure of turbulence. Since vorticity amplifi-
cation due to vortex stretching is hypothesized to influence the
stagnation region heat transfer, the fluctuating vorticity compo-
nent of primary vortices, i.e.,vz andvy for turbulence generated
by the rod-grids in perpendicular and parallel orientations, respec-
tively, were considered to form a new turbulence parameter. The
products of spanwise vorticity and velocity fluctuating compo-
nents,vvz and wvy , are taken as additional parameters to be
included in the correlation. The products,vvz andwvy , can be
interpreted to represent the vortex forces in turbulence, which are
analogous to the Coriolis forces@9#. The additional turbulence
parameter used to develop a new correlation for the stagnation
line heat transfer is defined as:

Fn5
nvzD

U2 for grid-rods in perpendicular orientation

(4.a)

Fn5
wvyD

U2 for grid-rods in parallel orientation

(4.b)

Therefore, the additional parameter is the vortex force due to
primary vortices of freestream normalized by the diameter of the
leading edge and the mean freestream velocity. The new correla-
tion is obtained by a regression analysis and is presented in Fig. 5.
It can be seen that 95 percent of experimental data fall within the
64 percent of the new correlation given by:

Fr50.00021AReD
1.2146Tu0.4845S lx

D D 20.0752

Fn
0.383310.939

(5)

The improved correlation suggests that the inclusion of the vor-
ticity field and spanwise velocity components takes into account
the vortical structures of the freestream to a certain extent. It is
clear that freestream turbulence with different orientations of co-
herent vortical structures have different influences over the heat
transfer in the stagnation region, and the consideration of vortical
structures of turbulence would improve the empirical models for
prediction of gas turbine heat transfer.

Conclusions
Heat transfer enhancement in the stagnation region by

freestream turbulence with distinct coherent vortical structures is
different to that by turbulence generated using square-mesh grids.
The present heat transfer data, obtained using an array of parallel
rods in different orientations, are poorly predicted by existing
correlation models. A new correlation model was developed by

including the lateral fluctuating velocity and vorticity components
of the freestream. The new correlation model predicts the heat
transfer data of this study within64 percent. Any empirical
model should take into account the distinct nature of the coherent
vortical structures of the turbulence to improve its predictive
capability.
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Appendix

Analysis of Experimental Uncertainties. Following the un-
certainty analysis methods of Moffat@14# the uncertainty in Fr can
be expressed as:

~UnFr!
25~UnNu!

210.25~UnReD!2

whereUnFr5Uncertainty in Fr~%!
UnNu5Uncertainty in Nu~%!
UnReD5Uncertainty in ReD ~%!
The uncertainty in Fr and the influencing variables with 95

percent confidence levels are given in Table 1 for both maximum
and minimum freestream velocities. Uncertainties in temperature
were considered in estimating conduction heat loss, radiation heat
losses and convection heat transfer. Uncertainties associated with
leading edge diameter (D), thermal conductivity (k), and area~A!
are assumed to be negligible since these values are based on the
data specified by manufacturers.

The techniques proposed by Yavuzkurt@12# were used to esti-
mate the uncertainties in Tu andlx andv. The uncertainties are
given in Table 2.

Nomenclature

d 5 diameter of a grid-rod~m!
D 5 diameter of cylindrical leading edge~m!
Fr 5 Frossling number (Nu/AReD)
Fn 5 dimensionless vortex force
Iso 5 degree of isotropy

ReD 5 Reynolds number based onD
t 5 time ~s!

Tu 5 streamwise turbulence intensity
u 5 rms of fluctuating velocity component in streamwise

direction ~m/s!
U 5 mean freestream velocity~m/s!
v 5 rms of fluctuating velocity component in spanwise

Y-direction~parallel to stagnation line! ~m/s!
w 5 rms of fluctuating velocity component in spanwise

Z-direction~m/s!
x 5 distance downstream of the grid~m!

Fig. 5 Stagnation line Fr versus correlation parameter with
spanwise vorticity and velocity fluctuations for both grid orien-
tations „L, data, correlation lines: —, Eq. „5…; - - -, ¿4%; - " - ",
À4%…

Fig. 4 Stagnation line Fr versus correlation parameter pro-
posed by VanFossen et al. †7‡ „perpendicular Rod-grids: L,
2.86 cm; n, 1.59 cm; * , 0.95 cm; parallel rod-grids: h, 2.86 cm;
s, 1.59 cm; ¿, 0.95 cm; correlation lines: —, VanFossen et al.
†7‡; – - –, ¿4%; - - -, À4%…
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Vy 5 instantaneous vorticity in spanwiseY-direction~l/s!
Vz 5 instantaneous vorticity in spanwiseZ-direction~l/s!
lx 5 streamwise integral length scale of turbulence~m!
vy 5 rms of fluctuating vorticity component in spanwise

Y-direction~l/s!
vz 5 rms of fluctuating vorticity component in spanwise

Z-direction~l/s!
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A similarity solution is presented for Marangoni flow over a flat
surface for both the velocity and temperature profiles assuming
developing boundary layer flow along the surface with various
imposed temperature profiles. Marangoni flow results from varia-
tions of the surface tension along a liquid-vapor interface and is
especially noticeable in microgravity. Solutions are presented for
the surface velocity, the total flow rate and the heat transfer for
various temperature profiles and various Prandtl numbers.
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Introduction
Marangoni flow due to surface tension variations is of impor-

tance in various processes including the flow in crystal growth
melts in both microgravity and normal earth gravity conditions
where the Marangoni flow can affect crystal quality and in boiling
where the Marangoni flow may significantly affect the heat trans-
fer as shown by boiling tests in microgravity@1,2#.

The numerous investigations of Marangoni flow have been re-
viewed in the literature~e.g., @3,4#! so only the studies most
closely related to this paper are reviewed here. Okano et al.@5#
presented an order-of-magnitude analysis of Marangoni flow that
showed the general trends for the Grashof number, Marangoni
number, and Prandtl number dependence on the Reynolds number.
Banks and Zaturska@6# and Arafune and Hirata@7# presented a
similarity solution for the momentum boundary layer equations
with the flat surface velocity specified as a function of the distance
along the surface. Arafune and Hirata@7# also presented experi-
mental results for Marangoni flow along a flat surface. Schwabe
and Metzger@8# experimentally investigated Marangoni flow on a
flat surface combined with natural convection in a unique geom-
etry where the Marangoni and buoyancy effects could be varied
independently.

This paper presents a similarity solution for both the momen-
tum and energy boundary layer equations for Marangoni flow over
a flat surface with an imposed surface temperature gradient that is
a power-law function of the location. The resulting family of so-
lutions can also be applied qualitatively to other flows that have
surface temperature variations that can be related to the assumed
temperature variation as has been done with the Falkner-Skan
family of flows @6#. The momentum and energy boundary layer
equations are transformed to ordinary differential equations which
are then solved using the Runge-Kutta method. The present results
extend previous solutions by including the solution of the energy
equation so that the velocity distribution is related to the specified
temperature distribution through the Marangoni boundary condi-
tion rather than just specifying the surface velocity distribution as
done previously.

Theoretical Analysis
The continuity equation and the momentum and energy equa-

tions are solved for laminar boundary layer flow of a Newtonian
fluid in the half plane 0,y,` having a flat surface in thex
direction starting atx50. The boundary conditions at the surface
are:

m
]u

]yU
y50

52
ds

dT

]T

]xU
y50

n~x,0!50 (1)

T~x,0!5T~0,0!1Axk11

Far from the surface, the boundary conditions are:

u~x,`!50
(2)

T~x,`!5T`5T~0,0!

Using the standard definition of the stream function, similarity
variables are introduced as:

h5C1xdy

f ~h!5C2xac~x,y! (3)

w~h!5~T~x,y!2T~0,0!!xh/A

so the governing equations can be written as:
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f m5 f 82~d2a!1a f f9
(4)

w95Pr~a fw82h f8w!

The coefficients are defined as:

C15
A3 ds

dT
Ar

m2 ; C25A
3

r2

ds

dT
Am

(5)

For similarity, the exponents are related tok in Eq. ~1! by:

d5
k21

3
; a5

222k

3
; h5212k (6)

The boundary conditions are:

f ~0!50; f 9~0!521; f 8~`!50 (7)

w~0!51; w~`!50 (8)

The surface velocity given by the similarity solution is:

u~x,0!5
A3 S ds

dT
AD 2

rm
f 8~0!x~2k11!/3 (9)

The temperature gradient coefficient can be defined in terms of the
total temperature difference along a surface of lengthL as A
5DT/Lk11 so that the Marangoni number can then be defined for
a general temperature profile as:

MaL5

ds

dT

DT

Lk11 Lk12

ma
5

ds

dT
DTL

ma
(10)

The Reynolds number defined in terms of the surface velocity is
then related to the Marangoni number as:

ReL5
u~x,0!L

n
5 f 8~0!MaL

2/3Pr22/3 (11)

The total mass flow in the boundary layer per unit width can be
written as:

ṁ5E
0

`

rudy5A3 ds

dT
Armx~k12!/3f ~`! (12)

The problem statement in this analysis differs in several ways
from that used by Arafune and Hirata@7#, Banks and Zaturska@6#
and others. While the definitions of the similarity variables are
only slightly different, the surface boundary condition for the mo-
mentum equation in this analysis is based on the Marangoni
boundary condition rather than the specified velocity variation as
in previous works. In addition, the current derivation is extended
to include the energy equation so that the velocity distribution
throughout the liquid region is a function of the temperature dis-
tribution. The surface velocity distribution given in Eq.~9!, while
similar to the form of the velocity distribution used by others, is a
result of the derivation that clarifies the relationship between the
velocity and temperature distributions.

Discussion of Similarity Results
The governing equations, Eq.~4!, were solved numerically us-

ing the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with at least 20,000
steps. The shooting method was used to determine the unknown
boundary conditions ath50, f 8(0) for the momentum equation
and f8(0) for the energy equation. The maximum value for the
independent variable,h, which was a function of the Prandtl num-
ber, was always chosen to be at least 4 times the maximum mo-
mentum or thermal boundary layer thickness. The results pre-
sented in the following section were all independent of the
number of steps and the maximum value ofh.

The similarity stream function,f, is a function of the exponent,
k, while the temperature function,f, is a function of bothk and
the Prandtl number. The governing equations were solved subject
to the boundary conditions in Eqs.~7! and ~8! for various values
of k and Pr. Typical velocity and temperature profiles are given in
Fig. 1 for several representative values of the Prandtl number and
for k50 which is a linear surface temperature profile.

The variations of the surface velocity, the boundary layer thick-
ness and the total flow rate in the boundary layer are given as
functions ofk in Fig. 2, of whichk50 refers to a linear profile
and k51 is quadratic, whilek520.5 would be a temperature
variation relative to the square root ofx. The minimum value ofk
is 21, which results in no temperature variation on the surface
and thus no Marangoni flow. The momentum boundary layer
thickness is defined as the point where the velocity function,f, is
1 percent of the value at the surface. The surface velocity for
small values ofk is greater because for a fixed total temperature
difference across the surface~i.e., fixedA!, the profile for a small
value ofk is steeper near the leading edge which provides more
flow. For larger values ofk, the slope of the temperature profile is
larger near the trailing edge where the boundary layer is thicker
and the additional acceleration of the flow has less effect. The
mass flow rate follows the same trend. The boundary layer thick-
ness is greatest for the uniformly increasing temperature profile,
k50. For k greater than or less than 0, the temperature profile
over part of the surface is relatively flat, so the flow does not
accelerate much in that region and the boundary layer does not
grow.

Fig. 1 Velocity and temperature profiles for kÄ0

Fig. 2 Variations of surface velocity, boundary layer thick-
ness, and flow rate for various temperature gradient exponents
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The predicted surface velocities fork50 agree well with the
surface velocities measured by Arafune and Hirata@7# for Ma-
rangoni driven flow of gallium and indium in a shallow pool
shown in Fig. 3. The slopes of the similarity and experimental
results also agree with the analysis of Okano et al.@5# which
showed that the Reynolds number should vary as the two-thirds
root of the Marangoni number for large Reynolds numbers.

The variation of the surface heat flux as a function of the
Prandtl number and the temperature gradient exponent is shown in
Fig. 4. The local Nusselt number is:

Nux5
q9~x!x

l~T~x,0!2T~x,`!!
52Max

1/3Pr21/3S x

L D ~k12!/3

f8~0!

(13)

The similarity analysis is based on the boundary layer equations
which assume that the transverse derivatives of the velocity and
temperature are much larger than their axial derivatives. Analysis
of the similarity transformation shows that both are true if:

C1L ~k12!/35
A3 ds

dT
ArLk12

m2 5MaL
1/3Pr21/3@1 (14)

Conclusions
A similarity solution was given for Marangoni boundary layer

flow over a flat surface with an imposed temperature gradient. The
predicted surface velocities agree well with measured values for
shallow pools of liquid indium and gallium@7#.

The analysis gives the variations of the velocity and tempera-
ture distributions in the boundary layer for power-law variations
of the surface temperature gradient. Equations are then given for
the surface velocity, the total mass flow rate and the heat flux at
the interface as functions of the Marangoni, Prandtl and Reynolds
numbers, the exponentk and the location. Fork50, the analysis
agrees with previous results using a specified surface velocity dis-
tribution @5# that the Reynolds number based on the surface ve-
locity varies as the two-thirds power of the Marangoni number.
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Nomenclature

a, d, h 5 exponents in similarity transformation
A 5 temperature gradient coefficient~K/mk11!

C1 5 similarity transformation coefficient~ma!
C2 5 similarity transformation coefficient~s m(k24)/3!

f (h) 5 stream function similarity variable
k 5 temperature gradient exponent

ṁ 5 mass flow rate per unit width~kg/m s!
Ma 5 Marangoni number, Eq.~10!
Nu 5 Nusselt number, Eq.~13!
Pr 5 Prandtl number
q9 5 heat flux~W/m2!
Re 5 Reynolds number, Eq.~11!
T 5 temperature~K!

u, v 5 velocities~m/s!
x, y 5 coordinates~m!

Greek

a 5 thermal diffusivity ~m2/s!
f 5 dimensionless similarity temperature
h 5 location similarity variable

hd 5 dimensionless momentum boundary layer thickness
l 5 thermal conductivity~W/mK!
m 5 dynamic viscosity~Ns/m2!
n 5 kinematic viscosity~m2/s!
r 5 density~kg/m3!
s 5 surface tension~N/m!
c 5 stream function~m2/s!

Subscripts

L 5 average over surface length
x 5 local value
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Hirata †7‡ with the predicted surface velocities for kÄ0

Fig. 4 Variation of the surface heat flux
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Introduction
Flow past bluff bodies between two parallel walls has been

investigated by many researchers both numerically and experi-
mentally. This flow situation is popular not only because of its
academic attractiveness but also owing to its related technical
problems associated with energy conservation and structural de-
sign. This type of flow is of relevance for many practical applica-
tions, such as electronic cooling and heat exchanger systems.

The incompressible flow around a circular cylinder represents
one of the most investigated prototypes of bluff body wakes. The
flow around a rectangular cylinder has received far less attention
than the flow around a circular cylinder, but no references have
been found which simulate the laminar flow around a triangular
prism placed in a channel. Furthermore the effect of presence of
bluff body in the heat transfer in a flow with heat source has not
yet been investigated. This has motivated the present work that is
concerned with structure of laminar flow and heat transfer in a
two dimensional channel differentially heated with a built-in tri-
angular prism. This specifically shaped cylinder is specially used
in systems of vortex flowmeters and flame stabilizer in combus-
tion chambers. The investigation is carried out from the numerical
solutions of complete Navier-Stokes and energy equations by
Control Volume Finite Element Method. The effects of presence
of triangular prism on the flow structure and heat transfer are the
subject of the present work.

Results and Discussion
The system of interest is a horizontal plane channel, a triangular

prism is symmetrically placed in the channel axis as indicated in
Fig. 1. Boundary conditions expressed in dimensionless form are
as follows:

at 0<x<L/B;y50:u5v50,u51

at 0<x<L/B;y54:u5v50,u50

at x50;0<y<4:u5y~42y!/4,v50,u50

at x5L/B;0<y<4:
]u

]x
5

]v
]x

5
]u

]x
50; E

0

4

udy58/3

The thermal heat flux transferred from the hot bottom wall to
the flow is characterized by the space-averaged Nusselt number
evaluated as follows:

Nu5
1

L/B E
0

L/B

Nudx,

where Nu is the local Nusselt number defined as

Nu52
]u

]y
.

The space- and time-averaged Nusselt number is defined as

^Nu&5S 1

t22t1
D E

t1

t2

Nudt,

where the time interval (t22t1) is the period of oscillation of the
space-averaged Nusselt number Nu.

A modified version of Control Volume Finite-Element Method
~CVFEM! of Saabas and Baliga@1# is adapted to the standard
staggered grid for solving the dimensionless equations of continu-
ity, momentum, and energy. The obtained numerical code was
successfully validated with many standard test flows. We can
quote the flow in a horizontal channel with a built-in square cyl-
inder where results obtained are in good agreement with those
reported by Davis et al.@2# as indicated in Table 1. The maximum
error committed in the Strouhal numbers is less than 6.5 percent
by report to numerical values and less than 9.3 percent in com-
parison with experimental measurements. We can also quote the
Poiseuille-Benard channel flow at Re510, Pe520/3, and Ra
5104 ~see Table 2!. Especially our results are close to that re-
ported by Evans and Paolucci@3# where the errors in the period
and in the space- and time-averaged Nusselt number are respec-
tively 4.7 percent and 0.9 percent. These results demonstrate good
accuracy and competence of our numerical code.
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Fig. 1 Flow in a horizontal channel with built-in triangular
prism
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After verifying that the implemented numerical code gives ac-
curate results for laminar two dimensional flows, a solution for the
flow described in Fig. 1 is next sought. Grid refinement tests have
been performed for the case Re5100 using three non uniform
grids 72313, 105321, and 131332. Results shows that when we
pass from a grid of 105321 to a grid of 131332 the space and
time-averaged Nusselt number^Nu& and the Strouhal number St
undergoes an increase of only 4.2 percent and 2.8 percent respec-
tively, then, for reasons of calculation coast, the grid of 105321 is
retained.

Solutions are first obtained for Re530. For this relatively low
Reynolds number, the convergence of the numerical procedure is
easily obtained. The velocity profiles at different axial locations in
the channel are symmetrical about the channel axis. Two sym-
metrical vortices appear behind the triangular prism on each side
of the wake turning in place in opposite sense. The flow is steady
state.

A series of computations were carried out, by increasing slowly
the Reynolds number to determine the critical Reynolds number
separating the symmetric and periodic flows. At Re545 the wake
loses its original symmetry. Oscillations in the wake grow in mag-
nitude, and it begins to shed vortices into the stream. The flow in
the wake becomes periodic. As in references@2,5#, the destabili-
zation of the flow happens without any need of imposing external
perturbations, the action of small truncation errors and computer’s
round-off errors were sufficient to initiate vortex shedding. Jack-
son @6# report a critical Reynolds number of 31 from numerical
investigation of flow around a triangular prism of the same geom-
etry as ours but placed in an infinite medium~0 percent blockage!.
We estimate that this difference in Rec is due to the presence of an
important blockage~25 percent!in our configuration. As men-
tioned by Sohankar et al.@7#, it may be conjectured that the criti-
cal Reynolds number characterizing the onset of vortex shedding
increases with increasing blockage.

Recently, Fey et al.@8#, based on their experiments, propose a
new law for the vortex shedding from a circular cylinder which
describes the Strouhal-Reynolds number dependency as: St5a
1b/ARe. They have shown that such a formula seems to fit the
data to some extent. In fact, this law, represents the first two terms
of a series expansion in 1/root~Re! @St5a1b/ARe1c/Re
1 . . . #. In the range 47,Re,180, coefficients area50.2684 and
b521.0356. For the triangular prism, this law is also in good
agreement with numerical results, but coefficients are different
and takes the valuesa50.2294 andb520.4736. Comparing the
coefficientsb we deduce that the Strouhal number varies more
quickly with Reynolds number for the circular cylinder placed in
an infinite media than for triangular prism placed between two
parallel plates.

Fig. 2 Local Nusselt number distribution along the lower wall:
Solid line: flow with triangular prism; dashed: flow without tri-
angular prism

Fig. 3 Variation of the space and time-averaged Nusselt num-
bers with Reynolds numbers: „a… flow without; and „b… flow with
triangular prism

Fig. 4 Isotherms at Re Ä100 for the flow with triangular prism
from 1 „at the bottom wall … to 0 „at the top wall… by interval 0.1

Table 1 Flow in a horizontal channel with a built-in square
cylinder: Variation of Strouhal numbers with Reynolds num-
bers.

Table 2 Poiseuille-Benard channel flow at Re Ä10, PeÄ20Õ3,
and RaÄ 104
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In the following study our attention will be focused on the
effect of the presence of the triangular prism on the heat trans-
ferred from the hot wall to the flow. Figure 2 is a plot of the local
Nusselt number along the hot plate. At Re530, the presence of
triangular prism has just a little local effect by increasing slowly
the local Nusselt number. In contrast, at Re5100 the effect of the
presence of the triangular prism is more important, the solid line is
well disturbed, but appears floating above the dashed line. An
immediate conclusion can be made: the periodic flow leads to
favor the heat transfer from the hot plate to the near flow, this heat
is immediately transported by the Von Karmen street to the me-
dium flow.

Figure 3 summarizes the variation of the space and time-
averaged Nusselt numbers with Reynolds numbers. At relatively
low Reynolds numbers corresponding to the symmetric and
the beginning of periodic flows~Re<50!the presence of the tri-
angular prism has no significant effect in the space and time-

averaged Nusselt number^Nu&. Increasing Reynolds number,
curves start to separate, the presence of the triangular prism leads
to an important increase of the space and time-averaged Nusselt
number compared with that obtained without prism. At Re5250
this augmentation is about 85 percent. Indeed, in presence of the
triangular prism, and for the fully periodic flow, the thermal
boundary layer is well disturbed by the Von Karman street leading
enhance heat transfer from the bottom wall to the flow~Fig. 4!.

Conclusion

For the studied configuration shown in Fig. 1, results are sum-
marized as follows:~1! the transition from symmetric flow to
periodic flow is observed at Reynolds number in the vicinity of
45; ~2! the Strouhal number of the periodic flow behaves as St
50.229420.4736/ARe; and~3! for the symmetric flow~Re,45!
the presence of the triangular prism has only a local weak effects
on the heat transfer and on the flow pattern, while, in periodic
flow ~Re>45!, heat transfer is seen to increase strongly with Rey-
nolds number in presence of the triangular prism. This result can
be of interest in engineering.
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Introduction
The problem of laminar film condensation of pure vapor on

surfaces of various forms has been studied since Nusselt@1# ob-
tained simple and explicit solutions for varied parameters. Follow-
ing this, geometries such as plates and tubes have been studied
under various conditions by many investigators. The free convec-
tion film condensation on the horizontal flat plate has been studied
by Leppert and Nimmo@2# and Shigechi et al.@3#. Moreover,
Shigechi proposed the following equation:

Num50.82~Ra/Ja!0.2. (1)

In previous studies, the film condensation thickness at the plate
edge ~a necessary boundary condition! is either arbitrarily as-
sumed or established by means of ‘‘trial and error’’. In fact, the
above problem can be dealt with the concept of minimum me-
chanical energy in open-channel flow@4#.

The prediction of heat transfer from irregular surface is a topic
of fundamental importance. Irregularities frequently occur in the
process of manufacture. Moreover, surfaces are sometimes inten-
tionally roughened to enhance heat transfer since the presence of
rough surfaces disturbs the flow and alter the heat transfer rate
@5,6#. Another method to enhance heat transfer rate is about the
velocity of the oncoming vapor. When the vapor surrounding a
horizontal plate is moving with velocity, the problem becomes a
type of mixed-convection film condensation and the analysis must
consider the gravity, interfacial vapor shear force and the pressure
gradient force. The objective of this study is to analyze the mixed-
convection film condensation on a finite-size horizontal wavy
plate, which is based on Nusselt’s assumptions, together with
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adopting the vapor shear model of Shekriladze and Gomelauri.
Moreover, the film thickness at the plate edge will be determined
by the concept of minimum mechanical energy.

Mathematical Formulation
The physical model and the coordinate system used are shown

in Fig. 1. A wavy horizontal plate described byS(x)
5a cos(npx/L) is immersed in downward flowing pure vapor
which is at its saturation temperatureTs and moves at uniform
velocity U` . This horizontal wavy plate is cooled internally thus
the wall temperatureTw is uniform and lower than the vapor
saturation temperatureTs . Therefore, a continuous condensate
film will occur on the wall and run outward from the plate center
to the plate edge under the combined effect of gravity, pressure
gradient force, and interfacial vapor shear force. Based on these
assumptions of Nusselt@1#, the mass equation, momentum equa-
tions and the energy balance equation for the liquid laminar flow
are described by the following equations:

ṁ5E
S~x!

d~x!

rudy (2)

052
]p

]x
1m

]2u

]y2 (3)

052
]p

]y
2rg (4)

hf g8 ṁ85k
]T

]y U
y5S

'k
Ts2Tw

d2S
5k

DT

d2S
(5)

with the boundary and interface conditions

~a! at the wavy-wall ~i.e., y5S):u50 (6)

~b! at the interface~i.e., y5d):m
]u

]y
'ṁ8ue , (7)

wherehf g8 5hf g13CpDT/8 is the modified latent heat of conden-
sate proposed by Rohsenow@7# to account for the effects of heat
convection in the film. And at the liquid-vapor interface, the shear
stress is equal to the loss of momentum flux of condensing vapor
which is similar to that of Shekriladze and Gomelauri’s@8#.

Solveu in Eq. ~3! and use Eqs.~4!, ~6! and ~7!, the following
equation can be obtained:

u5
1

m
~rgd82rvueue8!S y21S2

2
2yd1dSD1

ṁ8

m
ue~y2S!,

(8)

whereue is the tangential vapor velocity at the edge of the bound-
ary layer. It can be obtained by potential flow theory.

Substitute Eqs.~2! and ~8! into Eq. ~5! and use the following
dimensionless variables

x̄5
x

L
, d̄5

d

L
ARe, ā5

a

L
ARe, ūe5

ue

U`
, Ja5

CpDT

hf g8 (9)

Ra5
r2g PrL3

m
, Re5

rU`L

m
, Pr5

mCp

k
, F5

Ra

Ja Re5/2,

P5
Pr

Ja

rv

r
.

The dimensionless governing equation may then become

~ d̄2S̄!
d

dx̄ H ~F d̄82Pūeūe8!
~S̄2 d̄ !3

3
1ūe

d̄2S̄

2 J 51 (10)

with the following boundary conditions:

~a! at x̄50:
dd̄

dx̄
50 (11)

~b! at x̄51:3456ṁ̄31180ṁ̄2ūe2S 2240
Pr

Ja
Fṁ̄~ d̄2S̄!1ūe

3D
50, (12)

where

ṁ̄5
ūe

2
1

1

3
~Pūeūe82F d̄8!~ d̄2S̄!2. (13)

In Eq. ~12!, the film thickness at the plate edge is established by
the application of minimum mechanical energy principle, i.e.,

F ]

]d ES

dS u2

2
1gy1

p

r D rudyGU
ṁc

50. (14)

The mean Nusselt number is defined as

Num5
hmL

k

s~x!

x
5

ARe

x̄ E
0

x̄ 1

d̄2S̄
dx̄, (15)

where

hm5
2k

s~Tw2T`! E0

s

A~]T/]x!21~]T/]y!2ds (16)

s5E
0

x

~11S82!1/2dx. (17)

Fig. 1 Physic model and coordinate system

Table 1 A comparison of d and ReÀ1Õ2 Num for different grid
numbers „FÄ20, PÄ1, aÄ0.05, nÄ5.5…

Table 2 A comparison of mean Nusselt numbers, Nu m , for-
natural film condensation on a horizontal flat plate „FÄ20, P
Ä1, aÄ0.05, nÄ5.5, grid number Ä300…
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It should be noted that the mean Nusselt number is obtained by
averaging the heat transfer flux over the surface from the plate
center tos(x).

Results and Discussion
Equation~22! is solved numerically by using the cubic spline

approximation@9#. This method can evaluate the spatial derivative
terms directly without any finite difference discretization and the
requirement of a uniform mesh is not necessary. As shown in
Table 1, the test of grid independence, which shows that the dif-
ference between results of grids of 300 and 500 is less than 0.1
percent in both condensate film thickness and mean Nusselt num-
ber. Therefore, the nonuniform grid of 300 with smaller spacing
mesh near the plate edge is employed in this study. To verify the
accuracy of the present method, comparing with Shigechi@3# has
also been shown in Table 2 and finds to agree favorably.

Figure 2 shows the variation of the film thickness along the
wavy plate, the film thickness at the middle plate increases with
the dimensionless wavy amplitude. Next, the dimensionless film
thickness of the wavy plate tends to decrease rapidly near the
plate edge as the fluid moves downstream, which is different from
the behavior of the flat plate. It is also found that the amplitude of
the dimensionless film thickness tends to increase with the axial
coordinatex̄ and the wavy amplitude.

Figure 3 shows the variation of Re21/2 Num with x̄. As the axial
coordinate increases or the dimensionless wavy amplitude de-
creases, the amplitude of the mean Nusselt number will decrease.
Therefore, we can observe that the variation of the mean Nusselt
number only occurs near the plate center when larger wavy am-
plitudes are used. Also, a lowerF results in a lower Re21/2 Num
for all wavy surfaces.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the mean Nusselt number with
Pr/Ja. The parameter Pr/Ja is only found in Eq.~12! that can
determine the film thicknessd̄min at the plate edge. In cases of the

Fig. 2 Normalized film thickness along wavy plates for P
Ä0.5, nÄ7, and PrÕJaÄ50

Fig. 3 Distribution of mean Nusselt number for PÄ0.5, nÄ7,
and PrÕJaÄ50

Fig. 4 A comparison of mean Nusselt numbers for a flat plate
and wavy plates „FÄ10, nÄ7…

Fig. 5 Dependence of mean Nusselt number on wave number
for FÄ10 and PrÕJaÄ100
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flat surface and the wavy surface, both mean Nusselt numbers
increase with parameter Pr/Ja and approach constant values.
Moreover, the mean Nusselt number of wavy surface is higher
than that of the flat plate, especially if the pressure gradient pa-
rameter is small.

Figure 5 show the dependence of the mean Nusselt number on
the wave number. It is found that, for increasing the wave number
the mean Nusselt numbers of the wavy surface show the sinu-
soidal curves, whose amplitudes decrease with the pressure gradi-
ent and increase with the wave amplitude. Peaks of the mean
Nusselt number curres will occur under the wave number ap-
proaches to be odd~i.e., 1,3,5 . . . !. As the wave number is quite
large~i.e., the case of a rough surface!, the mean Nusselt number
tends to be a constant value, which equals that of the flat plate
~i.e.,n50!. This outcome is due to that although the wavy surface
has a larger heat transfer area, the thermal resistance will also
increase for the condensate accumulates between the trough and
crest.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the mean Nusselt number on
F. It is seen that asF is greater than 100, all solutions in Eq.~10!
tend to blend with the free convection~quiescent vapor! film con-
densation solution. For the other extreme, whenF decreases to be
zero ~e.g., vapor velocity increases and the effect of gravity de-
creases!, the mean heat transfer will change from the free-
convection region into the forced-convection region through a
transition zone. Moreover, increasing the pressure gradient makes
the mean heat transfer coefficient increase, especially in the
forced-condensation region.

Conclusions Remarks

1. The harmonic curves of the film thickness and mean Nusselt
numbers have the same frequency as that of the wavy sur-
face.

2. A larger pressure gradient will increase the total heat transfer
rate but decrease the influence of wavy amplitude.

3. The maximum enhancement in heat transfer rate is found as
only one wavy surface exists in the plate. It is due to that the
special case has the smallest thermal resistance and the best
angle to accelerate the flow outward at the plate edge.

Nomenclature

Cp 5 specific heat of the fluid at constant pressure
F 5 dimensionless parameter
g 5 acceleration of gravity

hf g 5 latent heat of condensate
Ja 5 Jacob number
k 5 thermal conductivity of condensate
L 5 plate half length
ṁ 5 condensate mass flow rate
n 5 wavy number

Nux , Num 5 local and mean Nusselt number
p 5 pressure
P 5 dimensionless pressure gradient parameter
Pr 5 Prandtl number
Ra 5 Rayleigh number
Re 5 generalized Reynolds number
ue 5 vapor velocity at the edge of the boundary

layer
T 5 temperature

u,v 5 velocity components

Greek Symbols

a 5 amplitude of wavy surface
d 5 condensate film thickness
m 5 dynamic viscosity

r, rv 5 density of condensate and vapor, respectively

Superscripts

¯ 5 dimensionless variables
8 5 derivative with respect tox, i.e.,d/dx
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1 Introduction
Buoyant convection in an enclosure induced by uniform inter-

nal heat generation has been extensively studied~Acharya and
Goldstein@1#, Bergholz@3#, Fusegi et al.@4#, Kulacki and Gold-
stein@6#, May @10#!. One canonical layout is a rectangular cavity
with two vertical sidewalls at constant temperatures and two in-
sulated horizontal endwalls, with large Rayleigh number Ra
(.105), Prandtl number O~1!and cavity aspect ratio O~1!. In
particular, when both vertical sidewalls are maintained at the same
temperatureT0 , the overall flow is expectedly symmetric about
the vertical centerline. In each half-cavity, the fluid rises~sinks!
near the centerline~near the vertical sidewall! region, which forms
a single circulation cell.

Recently, buoyant flows induced by time-periodic boundary
conditions, with no internal heat generation, emerge to be a sub-
ject of considerable interest~Antohe and Lage@2#, Kwak and
Hyun @7#, Kwak et al.@8#, Lage and Bejan@9#!. The overriding
concern here is the existence of resonance, which was first ob-
served in the numerical studies of Lage and Bejan@9# and was
corroborated later by Antohe and Lage@2#. It was illustrated that,
when the frequency of the time-periodic boundary condition
matches the proper resonance frequency, convective activities in
the cavity are invigorated. This gives rise to a substantial increase
in the amplitude of the fluctuating heat transfer coefficient in the
cavity interior. The analytical endeavor of Lage and Bejan@9#,
based on the concept of a fluid wheel inside the cavity, suggested
ways to make an order-of-magnitude estimate of the resonance
frequency. In a related effort, Kwak and Hyun@7# and Kwak et al.
@8# asserted that resonance is anticipated when the basic mode of
the system eigenfrequencies is excited. They further argued that
the system eigenfrequencies are characterized by the internal
gravity oscillations in the interior, which are supported by the
prevailing stratification.

This paper describes the time-dependent buoyant convection in
an enclosure, with the presence of internal heat generation, under

a time-periodic thermal boundary condition. Estimations of the
resonance frequencies will be made, and physical explanations
will be offered. This configuration simulates simplified models of
post-accident heat removal in nuclear reactors and geophysical
problems. Also, natural convection is important in fluids undergo-
ing electrolytic processes or exothermic chemical reactions. As
emphasized earlier, utilization of time-periodic thermal boundary
conditions is explored as a possible means to control these pro-
cesses or reactions. Convection in an air-conditioned room, sub-
ject to the daily-varying environmental temperature, provides an
easy example of technological applications of the flow configura-
tion under present study.

2 Formulation
Consider a square cavity, filled with an incompressible Newton-

ian fluid with spatially-uniform internal heat generation of con-
stant strengthq0- , as sketched in Fig. 1. The left vertical sidewall
is maintained at constant temperatureT0 . The temperatureTr at
the right vertical sidewall varies aboutT0 sinusoidally with time,
Tr5T01DT8 sin(ft), in whichDT8 andf denote, respectively, the
amplitude and frequency of oscillation.

Flow is governed by the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, with the invocation of the Boussinesq-fluid relationshipr
5r0@12b(T2T0)#, which, after non-dimensionalization, read
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The associated boundary conditions can be expressed as

U5V5
]u

]Y
50, at Y50,1; (5)

U5V5u50, at X50; (6)

U5V50, u5« sin~vt!, at X51. (7)

In the above, dimensionless quantities are defined as

t5t~RaIPr!1/2
k

H2 ; ~X,Y!5
~x,y!

H
;

~U,V!5~u,v !~RaIPr!21/2
H

k
;

(8)

u5
k~T2T0!

H2q0-
; P5

~p1r0gy!H2

r0k2RaIPr
; Pr5n/k;

RaI5
gbq0-H5

knk
,

where (u,v) indicate dimensional velocity components in the
horizontal ~x! and vertical~y! directions, andr0 the reference
density evaluated at the cold-wall temperature (T0), andn andk
denote the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity, respec-
tively, andb the isobaric coefficient of volumetric thermal expan-
sion. The strength of internal heat generation is represented by the
internal Rayleigh number, RaI . All fluid properties are assumed to
be constant.
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Time is nondimensionalized by using the system Brunt-Va¨isäla
frequencyN, i.e.,

N[Fgb~q0-H2/k!

H G1/2

5~RaIPr!1/2
k

H2 . (9)

The nondimensional amplitude and frequency of the right-
sidewall temperature fluctuation are

«[
kDT8

q0-H2 ; v[
f

N
. (10a,b)

In the above development, the system-wide temperature scale is
derived from the internal heat generation, i.e.,q0-H2/k, and this
scale is employed consistently, e.g., in Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and~10a!.

Numerical solutions are acquired by using the well-documented
finite-volume computational procedure~e.g., Hayase et al.@5#,
Patankar@12#!.

3 Results and Discussion
For all the computations, the Prandtl number was set Pr57.0 to

simulate water.
In the computations, the value of« was set«/um50.3. This

choice of « was based on the considerations explained below.
First, « should be small enough not to seriously distort the pre-
vailing steady-state flow. In a series of detailed calculations, Kwak
et al. @8# demonstrated that, when« is small, i.e.,«<0.5, the am-
plitude of fluctuating Nusselt number in the interior is approxi-
mately proportional to«. Secondly, the presence of multiple reso-
nance was observed by Antohe and Lage@2# when the
nondimensional amplitude of wall heat flux oscillation was larger
than 0.1. The value of«/um50.3 was selected to meet the afore-
mentioned two dynamical issues. The nondimensional frequency
of oscillationv encompasses a wide range, 0.005<v<O~1!.

In the analysis of the computed results, it is advantageous to
introduce the following notations, i.e.,

NuX* ~t![
NuX~t!2NuX

B

NuX51
B , (11a)

A~NuX* ![
Max$NuX* ~t!%2Min$NuX* ~t!%

2
, t0<t<t01

2p

v
.

(11b)

In the above, NuX* (t) indicates the difference between the instan-
taneous Nu value~at X5X andt5t! and the corresponding value

NuX
B of the case of non-oscillating sidewall temperature~«50!.

The amplitude of Nu-value fluctuations is expressed byA(NuX* ).
As stressed by Lage and Bejan@9#, the amplitude of Nu-

fluctuation, A(Nu* ), at the centerline (X50.5) is of particular
interest. This is representative of the intensity of time-dependent
heat transfer activities in the interior core. Figure 2 displays the
collection of numerical data ofA(NuX* ) in the interior region ver-
sus v for varying RaI . It is clear that the amplitude of Nu-
fluctuation,A(NuX* ), peaks at certain particular frequencies; this
was interpreted to manifest the existence of resonance in the con-
text of enclosed buoyant convection~Lage and Bejan@9#!. Frames
~a!, ~b!, and~c! of Fig. 2 show that the frequency at which the
primary peak occurs,v r1 , is largely unaffected by RaI . Further-
more, the secondary peak atv r2 is visible for very high values of
RaI , i.e., RaI>109.

Fig. 1 Flow configuration

Fig. 2 A „Nu* … versus v plots: „a… RaIÄ108; „b… RaIÄ109; and
„c… RaIÄ1010.
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The prior expositions by Kwak et al.@7–8# ascertained that
resonance is anticipated when the eigenfrequencies of the system
are excited. Furthermore, these intrinsic eigenfrequencies are
characterized by the internal gravity oscillations in the stably
stratified interior core. Paolucci and Chenoweth@11# calculated
the modes of these oscillations, which, for a square cavity, can be
expressed, in the present nondimensional form, as

vn[
f n

N
5

~]u/]Y!1/2

~111/n2!1/2. (12)

In the above,]u/]Y denotes the average strength of stratification
in the interior. In the practical calculation of]u/]Y, a linear
curve-fitting was applied to the interior vertical temperature pro-
file at a given locationX. Here,n is the mode index, which is the
ratio of the wave numbers in the horizontal and vertical directions.
The primary mode is identified to ben51, i.e., the scale of the
whole cavity. The theoretical values ofv1 obtainable from Eq.
~12! are 0.098, 0.079, and 0.062 for RaI5108, 109, and 1010,

respectively. The computed primary resonance frequenciesv r1 ,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, are respectively 0.098, 0.080, and 0.065,
which are in close agreement with the results of Eq.~12!. This
comparison gives credence to the assertion that the resonance fre-
quencies are determined by the modes of internal gravity oscilla-
tions. The secondary peak in Fig. 2 is identified to be the conse-
quence of the excitation ofv2 mode of Eq.~12!. In this case, fluid
motions based onn52, which have the size of half-cavity, are
under focus. Again,v2 , calculated by Eq.~12!, are 0.124, 0.100,
and 0.078, while the present computed data forv r2 are 0.123,
0.103, and 0.082, respectively, for RaI5108, 109 and 1010. As
before, this favorable agreement reinforces the finding that the
modes of internal gravity oscillations are the principal eigenfre-
quencies of the system.

The time histories of NuX* are revealing. For the primary reso-
nance mode (v>v r1), as demonstrated in Fig. 3~a!, convective
fluid motions are intensified throughout the entire interior region
of the cavity. Because of the dominant convective activities, the
amplitudes of Nu-oscillation are substantial. The invigorated con-
vective flows are propagated to the bulk of the interior from the
sidewall of oscillating temperature; much of Nu in the cavity in-
terior core does not show appreciable phase lags. When the side-
wall temperature oscillates at the secondary resonance frequency
(v>v r2), as depicted in Fig. 3~b!, considerable phase lags are
discernible in the interior. The phase lag isp radian betweenX
50.25 andX50.75. This implies that the convective motions at
v r2 take place with opposite phases between these two locations.

Fig. 3 Time history of Nu * at resonance frequencies. Ra I
Ä1010. Symbols h, n, and s denote the positions, XÄ0.25, 0.5,
and 0.75, respectively: „a… vÄ0.065„Év r 1…; and „b… vÄ0.082
„Év r 2….

Fig. 4 Temperature fluctuations relative to the basic state. Y
Ä0.5, RaIÄ1010: „a… vÄ0.065„Év r 1…; and „b… vÄ0.082„Év r 2….
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At higher values ofv, the effect of sidewall temperature oscilla-
tion is confined to the region close to the wall, and the influence of
sidewall temperature oscillation is meager at far-away locations.
As a result, the amplitude of NuX* oscillation atX50.75 is larger
than at other locations.

The behavior of temperature fluctuation in the interior at reso-
nance is plotted in Fig. 4. The horizontal profiles of interior tem-
perature oscillation at mid-height (Y50.5) clearly exhibit@see
Fig. 4~a!#the periodic tilting withv r1 , which points to the source
of internal gravity oscillations. This pattern is qualitatively similar
to the observations of Kwak and Hyun@7# for a differentially-
heated cavity withq0-50. The spatial behavior of thermal field
fluctuations at the secondary resonance frequency (v r2) is slightly
more complex. A closer inspection of Fig. 4~b! discloses that there
exist two branches of tilting, with a phase difference of approxi-
mately p radian, in the left and right regions of the cavity. This
points to the fact that the gradients of fluctuating temperature in
both regions have opposite signs at each time instant.

4 Concluding Remarks
The primary-peak resonance atv r1 is distinct. The secondary-

peak resonance atv r2 is detected for higher RaI . The instanta-
neous Nusselt number fluctuation atv r1 indicates the presence of
cavity—scale motions, which are qualitatively similar to those of
a differentially—heated cavity. For the secondary resonance fre-
quencyv r2 , the tilting of the interior isotherms is of a concave/
convex shape. The theoretical predictions of the resonance fre-
quencies, based on the modes of internal gravity oscillations, are
in accord with the present numerical data.
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A Method to Accelerate Convergence
and to Preserve Radiative
Energy Balance in Solving theP1
Equation by Iterative Methods

Genong Li and Michael F. Modest
Department of Mechanical Engineering, The Pennsylvania
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An acceleration method is proposed particularly for the P1 equa-
tion. The radiative energy balance is used as a constraint to cor-
rect iterative solutions. The method not only accelerates conver-
gence but also preserves the radiative energy balance, the latter
being of great importance when radiation calculations are
coupled with flow calculations. This acceleration method can be
applied to other elliptical problems with boundary conditions of
the second and/or the third kind.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1423318#

Keywords: Computational, Numerical Methods, Radiation, Ac-
celeration, Iterative Method

Introduction
The P1 approximation reduces the equation of transfer from a

very complicated integro-differential equation to a relatively
simple partial differential equation~the P1 equation!. Yet, theP1
approximation is powerful, allowing non-black surfaces, non-
constant properties, anisotropic scattering, etc. For the vast major-
ity of important engineering problems~i.e., in the absence of ex-
treme anisotropy in the intensity field!, the method provides high
accuracy at very reasonable computational cost. Furthermore, the
P1 approximation can easily be combined with sophisticated spec-
tral models such as the Weighted-Sum-of-Gray-Gases method
~WSGG! @1#. Currently, many commercial CFD codes such as
FLUENT @2# have theP1 approximation as an optional solution
technique for radiation calculations.

The P1 equation is a Helmholtz equation and it is conceptually
simple to solve numerically. The only problem is that the bound-
ary condition for this equation is of the third kind, which causes
the convergence of the solution, by even the most sophisticated
iterative methods, to be quite slow, especially when the absorption
coefficient of the medium is small. A parallel problem is that
unconverged, intermediate solutions of theP1 equation during the
iterative process do not satisfy the basic energy balance–
computed total radiative heat source within the medium is not
equal to computed total radiative heat flux through boundaries.
When such a radiation calculation, without a fully-converged so-
lution, is coupled with a flow calculation, the total energy balance
is destroyed during the iterative process and may not converge.

Many approaches have been devised to speed up convergence
of iterative methods such as block correction@3# and multigrid
acceleration techniques@4#. While these approaches are effective
in general and are already widely used in commercial CFD codes,
they are not efficient enough, in particular, for equations with
boundary conditions of the second and/or the third kind only, e.g.,
the P1 approximation. This is because boundary conditions of the
second and third kind prescribe only the gradient of an unknown,
or a relation between the gradient of an unknown and the un-
known itself. A large number of iterations are required for interior
nodes as well as boundary nodes to adjust themselves to satisfy
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their governing equations and boundary conditions. Traditional
acceleration techniques such as block correction and multigrid
acceleration speed up convergence by adding some corrections to
drive the solution toward global conservation. Such techniques
may not be effective for elliptic equations with boundary condi-
tions of the second and/or third kind. Another acceleration ap-
proach is the mesh rebalance method, which was developed by
Wachspress@5# and Reed@6# in the context of neutron transport.
The characteristic of the mesh rebalance method is that it corrects
base iterative results by multiplying with correction factors to
speed up convergence. This method has been applied to the dis-
crete ordinated method~DOM! to solve the radiative transfer
equation~RTE! @7#.

A reduced mesh rebalance acceleration method, which corrects
intermediate iterations by a uniform multiplication factor to sat-
isfy the total radiative energy balance, is proposed in this note
specifically for theP1 approximation~a Helmholtz equation with
boundary conditions of the second and/or third kind!. The method
can be used in conjunction with any existing iterative method to
achieve faster convergence when solving theP1 equation.

The Correction Procedure
In the P1 approximation, the incident radiation,G, is governed

by the Helmholtz equation@1#

¹•S 1

k1s
¹GD523k~4pI b2G! (1)

subject to the boundary condition,

2
22e

e

2

3
n̂•¹G5~k1s!~4pI bw2G!, (2)

wherek ands are the absorption and scattering coefficients of the
radiating gas, respectively,I b is the Planck function,e is the sur-
face emissivity, andn̂ is the surface normal. In practice, the dis-
cretizedP1 equation is solved by iterative methods. Due to the
nature of the boundary condition of the third kind, convergence of
the solution tends to be very slow.

Conservation of radiative energy states that total radiative heat
source in a radiating medium is always equal to total radiative
heat flux through its boundaries, i.e.,

E E E
V

¹•qRdV52E E
S

n̂•qRdS, (3)

whereqR is the radiative heat flux vector, which also follows from
the divergence theorem. In theP1 approximation, the divergence
of the radiative heat flux vector and the radiative heat flux at the
boundaries are calculated as@1#

¹•qR5k~4pI b2G!, 2n̂•qR5
e

2~22e!
~G24pI bw!. (4)

In iterative methods the converged solution of theP1 equation
satisfies the above energy balance; intermediate solutions during
iterative process, however, often do not. In any realistic fire/
combustion simulation, the solution to radiative transfer equation
is coupled with the solution to the overall energy equation. Since
¹•qR enters the energy equation as a source, while2n̂•qR ap-
pears in the boundary conditions of the energy equation, it is
apparent that the total energy balance will also be destroyed dur-

ing the iterative process, if a partially converged radiative solution
is employed. This, in turn, may slow down convergence of the
overall energy equation as well.

To speed up convergence and to preserve radiative energy bal-
ance, Eq.~3! can be used as a constraint to correct the computed
incident radiation field. The computed incident radiation at any
node i after thenth iteration,Gi

(n) , is multiplied uniformly by a
factor f (n) to satisfy the discretized form of the energy balance.
That is,

(
i 51

N

k i~4pI b,i2 f ~n!Gi
~n!!Vi

5(
j 51

M
e j

2~22e j !
~ f ~n!Gj

~n!24pI bw,j !Aj , (5)

whereN is the total number of nodes throughout the whole com-
putational domain andM is the total number of boundary nodes;
andVi andAj are the nodal volume of thei th node and the bound-
ary surface area of thej th node, respectively.

The correction factor for thenth iteration, f (n), is determined
from the above equation as

f ~n!5

(
i 51

N

4pk i I b,iVi1(
j 51

M
e j

22e j
2pI bw,jAj

(
i 51

N

k iGi
~n!Vi1(

j 51

M
e j

2~22e j !
Gi

~n!Aj

. (6)

To implement this method, after each iteration the correction
factor is calculated based on Eq.~6!. The whole incident radiation
field is then corrected by multiplication with the correction factor,
f (n), guaranteeing that Eq.~3! is satisfied. As the solution con-
verges, the correction factor gradually moves toward unity. There-
fore, the correction procedure does not change the converged in-
cident radiation field.

This correction method not only preserves the total radiative
energy balance for partially converged solutions, but also acceler-
ates convergence of theP1 equation. This is because the correc-
tion procedure connects the incident radiation at boundary nodes
directly to those of interior nodes, allowing the boundary condi-
tion to propagate much more quickly to the inner points, which
usually means that the solution converges faster.

Test Problem
A simple two-dimensional problem has been chosen to test the

convergence rate of the method, namely a cylindrical combustion
chamber, which is 4 m long and 1 m in radius. The temperature
field is given by T(x,r )58000(x/L)(12x/L)(12r /R) ~K!,
wherex,r, are axial and radial coordinates, respectively. The inci-
dent radiation field is to be calculated for different constant ab-
sorption coefficients. The problem is axisymmetric and an
equally-spaced nodal system with 20320 nodes is used. TheP1
equation is discretized at these nodes and different iterative meth-
ods are used to solve the discretized linear equations. The initial
field of incident radiation is set to zero and the convergence cri-
terion is set tou f 21u<1.031025. The Gauss-Seidel and the al-
ternating direction line-by-line TDMA iterative methods~supple-
mented with block correction@3#! will be used with and without
our new acceleration scheme. The latter iterative method is widely
used and is the main iterative method adopted by many commer-
cial CFD codes. In this method one complete iteration consists of
block corrections and line-by-line TDMA sweeps in the row di-
rection and in the column direction. The computed radiative heat
sources and the number of iterations to reach the converged solu-
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tion are summarized in Table 1. From the table it is seen that the
correction procedure is very effective, especially for optically thin
media. For an absorption coefficient ofk50.01 m21 the required
number of iterations, or, essentially, the cpu time~since the over-
head of cpu time spent in the correction procedure is small—only
about five percent of that used in the original base iteration! is
reduced to less than 1 percent, regardless of whether the Gauss-
Seidel or the line-by-line TDMA iterative methods are employed.
Although the line-by-line TDMA iterative method converges after
fewer iterations than the Gauss-Seidel method, the correction pro-
cedure is equally effective with either one, especially for optically

thin media. To further evaluate the performance gains from the
correction method, a relative error, defined as 1/N( i 51

N uGi

2Gconv,i u/Gconv,i , whereGconv,i denotes the converged solution at
nodei, is plotted versus the number of iterations in Fig. 1 for the
case ofk51 m21. It is clear that the solution converges after
fewer iterations to the exact solution if the correction procedure is
applied. The evolution of the computed total radiative heat source
and the total radiative heat flux along the iterative process is
shown in Fig. 2. Although an energy balance is ultimately reached
when the solution has converged, the total radiative heat source is
not equal to the total radiative heat flux through the boundaries
during the iterative process if the conventional method is used. In
contrast, the method with correction procedure always maintains
equilibrium between radiative heat source and the radiative wall
flux throughout the iterative process.

While theP1 approximation with its Helmholtz equation was of
particular interest here, its applicability is not limited to this type
of problem. The method should perform equally well for all ellip-
tic problems with boundary conditions of the second~specified
gradient!and/or third ~mixed! kind. For example, applying the
method to steady-state conduction of a two-dimensional cylinder
with convective boundary conditions leads to very similar results
and conclusions~i.e., best acceleration for small heat transfer co-
efficients, corresponding to small absorption coefficients in theP1
approximation, and preservation of the conductive energy balance
during iterative process!.

Conclusions

A corrective acceleration procedure is proposed for the iterative
solution of the discretizedP1 equation~or any other elliptical
partial differential equations subject to boundary conditions of the
second or third kind!, which can be used in conjunction with any
iterative method. The procedure not only accelerates the conver-
gence rate of the solution, but also preserves the radiative energy
balance during the iterative process, which is desirable when ra-
diation calculations are coupled with flow field calculations. A test
problem demonstrated that accelerated iteration is achieved for all
optical regimes, with speed-up of more than 100 times for opti-
cally thin situations.
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Fig. 1 Relative error change versus number of iterations

Fig. 2 Computed radiative heat source and radiative heat flux
versus number of iterations

Table 1 Summary of numerical results from test problem
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An experimental study has been performed to investigate the effect
of freestream vortical structures and vorticity on stagnation re-
gion heat transfer. A heat transfer model with a cylindrical lead-
ing edge was tested in a wind tunnel at Reynolds numbers ranging
from 67,750 to 142,250 based on leading edge diameter of the
model. Grids of parallel rods were placed at several locations
upstream of the heat transfer model in orientations where the rods
were perpendicular and parallel to the stagnation line to generate
freestream turbulence with distinct vortical structures. All three
components of turbulence intensity, integral length scale and the
spanwise and transverse vorticity were measured to characterize
the freestream turbulence. The measured heat transfer data and
freestream turbulence characteristics were compared with existing
empirical models for the stagnation line heat transfer. A new cor-
relation for the stagnation line heat transfer has been developed
that includes the spanwise fluctuating vorticity components.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1471526#

Keywords: Convection, Enhancement, Heat Transfer, Turbu-
lence, Vortex

Introduction
Heat transfer augmentation in the stagnation region due to

freestream turbulence has been studied extensively@1–7#. Several
studies@1–3,6,7#have been performed to understand the physics
of the turbulent heat transport mechanism in the stagnation region
and to develop empirical models of the heat transfer augmentation
due to freestream turbulence. In most studies, the freestream tur-
bulence is nearly isotropic generated using square-meshed grids.
However, isotropic turbulence is more the exception in real life
engineering applications. It is well established that the coherent
vortical structures in a turbulent flow play an important role in
momentum and heat transfer. However, attempts to examine the
relationship between freestream vortical structures and stagnation
region heat transfer are very limited. Oo and Ching@8# performed
an experiment where grids of parallel rods were used to generate
freestream turbulence with different orientations of vortical struc-
tures. They determined that heat transfer in the stagnation region
due to freestream turbulence with different coherent structures had
distinct characteristics.

A knowledge of the interaction of freestream vortical structures
with the stagnation region boundary layer should lead to improved
models of stagnation region heat transfer. The vorticity field is

closely related with the turbulence structure and dissipation rate
@9#. Analyzing the correlation between the vorticity field and the
heat transfer augmentation should, therefore, provide further in-
sight to the turbulent heat transfer mechanism in the stagnation
region. There are several empirical models@1–3,6,7#that relate
stagnation line heat transfer with the characteristics of the
freestream turbulence, namely Reynolds number, streamwise tur-
bulence intensity and the integral length scale. These empirical
models, however, fail to reveal the influence of vorticity and vor-
tical structures of the freestream turbulence.

Characterizing freestream turbulence with Tu, ReD , and lx
does not provide a complete picture of the turbulence, especially
when the turbulence is anisotropic. Freestream turbulence can be
better described if information pertaining to the vorticity field and
the coherent vortical structures are included. The objective of this
technical note is to present a relationship between the character-
istics of the freestream turbulence, including the vorticity field,
and stagnation region heat transfer presented in a previous paper
@8#. The freestream vorticity was measured and an empirical
model for the heat transfer augmentation that includes the
freestream vorticity field developed.

Experimental Details
Heat transfer in the stagnation region was measured using a

model with a cylindrical leading edge in a low-speed wind tunnel.
Freestream turbulence with different orientations of primary vor-
tices was generated using grids of 2.86 cm, 1.59 cm, and 0.95 cm
diameter parallel rods. The grids were arranged in two different
orientations, perpendicular and parallel to the stagnation line~Fig.
1!. Heat transfer measurements were made with the grids 25d to
125d upstream of the model at three different ReD of 67,750,
108,350, and 142,250. The experimental details and data reduc-
tion for the turbulence intensity and integral length scale are given
in Oo and Ching@8#. The spanwise fluctuating vorticity compo-
nents,vz andvy , were measured using a vorticity probe similar
to the design of Foss and Haw@10#. The vorticity probe consists
of a pair of parallel wires and anX-wire. The two spanwise fluc-
tuating vorticity components were obtained separately by rotating
the vorticity probe 90 deg. The hot wires were operated using
DANTEC 55M01 constant temperature bridges, and the output
voltages of the anemometers were digitized using a 16 channel 12
bit Keithley 570 SystemA/D converter, interfaced to a personal
computer. The frequency response of each circuit was determined
by standard square-wave test, and found to be about 30 kHz. The
sampling frequency of the study ranged from 20 to 30 kHz.

The spanwise vorticity components were measured using the
vorticity probe and approximated by:

Vz5
DV

Dx
2

DU

Dy
52

1

U

DV

Dt
2

DU

Dy
(1.a)

Vy5
DU

Dz
2

DW

Dx
5

DU

Dz
1

1

U

DW

Dt
(1.b)

whereDU is the difference between the instantaneous streamwise
velocity measured by a pair of parallel wires separated in span-
wise directions,Dy and Dz. The spanwise velocity derivatives,
DV/Dx and DW/Dx, were estimated using Taylor’s hypothesis,
i.e., D/Dx52U21 D/Dt. The performance of the vorticity probe
was tested in the wake of a circular cylinder and the results are
in agreement with those of Antonia et al.@11#. Experimental
uncertainties in fluctuating vorticity components based on the un-
certainty analysis of hot wire data by Yavuzkurt@12#, was esti-
mated to be 9.43 percent. The details of the uncertainty analysis
are provided in a later section and the results presented in Tables
1 and 2.
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Results and Discussion
The turbulence intensity, integral length scale and spanwise ve-

locity fluctuations downstream of the turbulence generating grids
were presented in a previous paper@8#. The streamwise distribu-
tion of spanwise vorticity, normalized with the mean freestream
velocity and diameter of the leading edge, are presented in Fig. 2
for ReD5108,350. Since greater vorticity is usually associated
with the smaller eddies in turbulence@9#, the fluctuating vorticity
component increases with smaller grid-rod for a given mean
freestream velocity. For instance, atx/d525, vU/D ranges from
about 20 to 25 for the 2.86 cm grid while it varies from about 32
to 39 for the 0.95 cm grid. An attempt to examine the isotropy of
the rod-grid turbulence was made by estimating the degree of
isotropy of the turbulence from the measurements taken with the
single wire and the vorticity probe. For isotropic turbulence,

5(]u/]x)2 is equal tovz
2 and vy

2 @13#. Therefore, the degree of
isotropy is defined as:

Table 1 Experimental uncertainty in Fr „percent…

Table 2 Experimental uncertainty in Tu, lx , and v „percent…

Fig. 1 Arrangements of grids

Fig. 2 RMS fluctuating vorticity components of grids in per-
pendicular orientation for Re DÄ108,350 „2.86 cm rod-grid: L,
vz ; h, vy ; 1.59 cm rod-grid: n, vz ; Ã, vy ; 0.95 cm rod-grid:
s, vz ; ¿, vy…
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Iso5
v2

5S ]u

]x
D 2

(2)

wherev2 is the mean square value of fluctuating vorticity com-
ponents and]u/]x is estimated from single wire measurements.
The streamwise distributions of the estimated degree of isotropy,
which is calculated from the best-fit curves of vorticity compo-
nents and]u/]x, are shown in Fig. 3. For the 2.86 cm rod-grid,
deviation from isotropy is highest~Iso of an order of 7 atx/d
525! at the lowest Reynolds number. At freestream ReD of
67,750, the grid turbulence approaches isotropy with downstream
distance for all grids~Iso;1 at x/d5125!. Deviation from isot-
ropy is higher for the higher Reynolds numbers~Iso;2 at x/d
5125 for ReD of 108,350 and 142,250!. The general trend is that
turbulence approaches isotropy as downstream distance increases,
and the degree of anisotropy is highest with the biggest rod-grid.

The stagnation line heat transfer data from the three grids are
compared with the correlation of VanFossen et al.@7# in Fig. 4.

Fr50.008ATu ReD
0.8S lx

D D 20.574

10.939 (3)

There is a significant discrepancy between the present experimen-
tal data and Eq.~3! for the 2.86 cm rod-grid, but the agreement
improves with decreasing size of rod. For the 0.95 cm rod-grid, 87
percent of data falls within64 percent of Eq.~3!. It is clear from
Fig. 4 that correlations developed for isotropic turbulence gener-
ated by square mesh grids should be corrected to predict the heat
transfer due to turbulence with distinct coherent vortical struc-
tures. The errors are larger for the 2.86 cm rod-grid, where the
freestream turbulence has a greater distinction between the pri-
mary and secondary vortices. It is unlikely that correlations devel-
oped for isotropic turbulence can be used to estimate heat transfer
to gas turbine blades, where the turbulence from the combustor
and wakes from the upstream blades is highly anisotropic and
laced with well-defined vortical structures.

The freestream turbulence needs to be characterized more com-
prehensively to obtain more accurate empirical models. It seems
plausible that incorporating the vorticity field and spanwise veloc-

Fig. 3 Streamwise trends of the degree of isotropy „rod-grids of: —, 2.86 cm; - — -, 1.59 cm; - - -, 0.95 cm …
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ity fluctuations would improve the correlation, since they high-
light the distinct structure of turbulence. Since vorticity amplifi-
cation due to vortex stretching is hypothesized to influence the
stagnation region heat transfer, the fluctuating vorticity compo-
nent of primary vortices, i.e.,vz andvy for turbulence generated
by the rod-grids in perpendicular and parallel orientations, respec-
tively, were considered to form a new turbulence parameter. The
products of spanwise vorticity and velocity fluctuating compo-
nents,vvz and wvy , are taken as additional parameters to be
included in the correlation. The products,vvz andwvy , can be
interpreted to represent the vortex forces in turbulence, which are
analogous to the Coriolis forces@9#. The additional turbulence
parameter used to develop a new correlation for the stagnation
line heat transfer is defined as:

Fn5
nvzD

U2 for grid-rods in perpendicular orientation

(4.a)

Fn5
wvyD

U2 for grid-rods in parallel orientation

(4.b)

Therefore, the additional parameter is the vortex force due to
primary vortices of freestream normalized by the diameter of the
leading edge and the mean freestream velocity. The new correla-
tion is obtained by a regression analysis and is presented in Fig. 5.
It can be seen that 95 percent of experimental data fall within the
64 percent of the new correlation given by:

Fr50.00021AReD
1.2146Tu0.4845S lx

D D 20.0752

Fn
0.383310.939

(5)

The improved correlation suggests that the inclusion of the vor-
ticity field and spanwise velocity components takes into account
the vortical structures of the freestream to a certain extent. It is
clear that freestream turbulence with different orientations of co-
herent vortical structures have different influences over the heat
transfer in the stagnation region, and the consideration of vortical
structures of turbulence would improve the empirical models for
prediction of gas turbine heat transfer.

Conclusions
Heat transfer enhancement in the stagnation region by

freestream turbulence with distinct coherent vortical structures is
different to that by turbulence generated using square-mesh grids.
The present heat transfer data, obtained using an array of parallel
rods in different orientations, are poorly predicted by existing
correlation models. A new correlation model was developed by

including the lateral fluctuating velocity and vorticity components
of the freestream. The new correlation model predicts the heat
transfer data of this study within64 percent. Any empirical
model should take into account the distinct nature of the coherent
vortical structures of the turbulence to improve its predictive
capability.
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Appendix

Analysis of Experimental Uncertainties. Following the un-
certainty analysis methods of Moffat@14# the uncertainty in Fr can
be expressed as:

~UnFr!
25~UnNu!

210.25~UnReD!2

whereUnFr5Uncertainty in Fr~%!
UnNu5Uncertainty in Nu~%!
UnReD5Uncertainty in ReD ~%!
The uncertainty in Fr and the influencing variables with 95

percent confidence levels are given in Table 1 for both maximum
and minimum freestream velocities. Uncertainties in temperature
were considered in estimating conduction heat loss, radiation heat
losses and convection heat transfer. Uncertainties associated with
leading edge diameter (D), thermal conductivity (k), and area~A!
are assumed to be negligible since these values are based on the
data specified by manufacturers.

The techniques proposed by Yavuzkurt@12# were used to esti-
mate the uncertainties in Tu andlx andv. The uncertainties are
given in Table 2.

Nomenclature

d 5 diameter of a grid-rod~m!
D 5 diameter of cylindrical leading edge~m!
Fr 5 Frossling number (Nu/AReD)
Fn 5 dimensionless vortex force
Iso 5 degree of isotropy

ReD 5 Reynolds number based onD
t 5 time ~s!

Tu 5 streamwise turbulence intensity
u 5 rms of fluctuating velocity component in streamwise

direction ~m/s!
U 5 mean freestream velocity~m/s!
v 5 rms of fluctuating velocity component in spanwise

Y-direction~parallel to stagnation line! ~m/s!
w 5 rms of fluctuating velocity component in spanwise

Z-direction~m/s!
x 5 distance downstream of the grid~m!

Fig. 5 Stagnation line Fr versus correlation parameter with
spanwise vorticity and velocity fluctuations for both grid orien-
tations „L, data, correlation lines: —, Eq. „5…; - - -, ¿4%; - " - ",
À4%…

Fig. 4 Stagnation line Fr versus correlation parameter pro-
posed by VanFossen et al. †7‡ „perpendicular Rod-grids: L,
2.86 cm; n, 1.59 cm; * , 0.95 cm; parallel rod-grids: h, 2.86 cm;
s, 1.59 cm; ¿, 0.95 cm; correlation lines: —, VanFossen et al.
†7‡; – - –, ¿4%; - - -, À4%…
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Vy 5 instantaneous vorticity in spanwiseY-direction~l/s!
Vz 5 instantaneous vorticity in spanwiseZ-direction~l/s!
lx 5 streamwise integral length scale of turbulence~m!
vy 5 rms of fluctuating vorticity component in spanwise

Y-direction~l/s!
vz 5 rms of fluctuating vorticity component in spanwise

Z-direction~l/s!
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A similarity solution is presented for Marangoni flow over a flat
surface for both the velocity and temperature profiles assuming
developing boundary layer flow along the surface with various
imposed temperature profiles. Marangoni flow results from varia-
tions of the surface tension along a liquid-vapor interface and is
especially noticeable in microgravity. Solutions are presented for
the surface velocity, the total flow rate and the heat transfer for
various temperature profiles and various Prandtl numbers.
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Introduction
Marangoni flow due to surface tension variations is of impor-

tance in various processes including the flow in crystal growth
melts in both microgravity and normal earth gravity conditions
where the Marangoni flow can affect crystal quality and in boiling
where the Marangoni flow may significantly affect the heat trans-
fer as shown by boiling tests in microgravity@1,2#.

The numerous investigations of Marangoni flow have been re-
viewed in the literature~e.g., @3,4#! so only the studies most
closely related to this paper are reviewed here. Okano et al.@5#
presented an order-of-magnitude analysis of Marangoni flow that
showed the general trends for the Grashof number, Marangoni
number, and Prandtl number dependence on the Reynolds number.
Banks and Zaturska@6# and Arafune and Hirata@7# presented a
similarity solution for the momentum boundary layer equations
with the flat surface velocity specified as a function of the distance
along the surface. Arafune and Hirata@7# also presented experi-
mental results for Marangoni flow along a flat surface. Schwabe
and Metzger@8# experimentally investigated Marangoni flow on a
flat surface combined with natural convection in a unique geom-
etry where the Marangoni and buoyancy effects could be varied
independently.

This paper presents a similarity solution for both the momen-
tum and energy boundary layer equations for Marangoni flow over
a flat surface with an imposed surface temperature gradient that is
a power-law function of the location. The resulting family of so-
lutions can also be applied qualitatively to other flows that have
surface temperature variations that can be related to the assumed
temperature variation as has been done with the Falkner-Skan
family of flows @6#. The momentum and energy boundary layer
equations are transformed to ordinary differential equations which
are then solved using the Runge-Kutta method. The present results
extend previous solutions by including the solution of the energy
equation so that the velocity distribution is related to the specified
temperature distribution through the Marangoni boundary condi-
tion rather than just specifying the surface velocity distribution as
done previously.

Theoretical Analysis
The continuity equation and the momentum and energy equa-

tions are solved for laminar boundary layer flow of a Newtonian
fluid in the half plane 0,y,` having a flat surface in thex
direction starting atx50. The boundary conditions at the surface
are:

m
]u

]yU
y50

52
ds

dT

]T

]xU
y50

n~x,0!50 (1)

T~x,0!5T~0,0!1Axk11

Far from the surface, the boundary conditions are:

u~x,`!50
(2)

T~x,`!5T`5T~0,0!

Using the standard definition of the stream function, similarity
variables are introduced as:

h5C1xdy

f ~h!5C2xac~x,y! (3)

w~h!5~T~x,y!2T~0,0!!xh/A

so the governing equations can be written as:
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f m5 f 82~d2a!1a f f9
(4)

w95Pr~a fw82h f8w!

The coefficients are defined as:

C15
A3 ds

dT
Ar

m2 ; C25A
3

r2

ds

dT
Am

(5)

For similarity, the exponents are related tok in Eq. ~1! by:

d5
k21

3
; a5

222k

3
; h5212k (6)

The boundary conditions are:

f ~0!50; f 9~0!521; f 8~`!50 (7)

w~0!51; w~`!50 (8)

The surface velocity given by the similarity solution is:

u~x,0!5
A3 S ds

dT
AD 2

rm
f 8~0!x~2k11!/3 (9)

The temperature gradient coefficient can be defined in terms of the
total temperature difference along a surface of lengthL as A
5DT/Lk11 so that the Marangoni number can then be defined for
a general temperature profile as:

MaL5

ds

dT

DT

Lk11 Lk12

ma
5

ds

dT
DTL

ma
(10)

The Reynolds number defined in terms of the surface velocity is
then related to the Marangoni number as:

ReL5
u~x,0!L

n
5 f 8~0!MaL

2/3Pr22/3 (11)

The total mass flow in the boundary layer per unit width can be
written as:

ṁ5E
0

`

rudy5A3 ds

dT
Armx~k12!/3f ~`! (12)

The problem statement in this analysis differs in several ways
from that used by Arafune and Hirata@7#, Banks and Zaturska@6#
and others. While the definitions of the similarity variables are
only slightly different, the surface boundary condition for the mo-
mentum equation in this analysis is based on the Marangoni
boundary condition rather than the specified velocity variation as
in previous works. In addition, the current derivation is extended
to include the energy equation so that the velocity distribution
throughout the liquid region is a function of the temperature dis-
tribution. The surface velocity distribution given in Eq.~9!, while
similar to the form of the velocity distribution used by others, is a
result of the derivation that clarifies the relationship between the
velocity and temperature distributions.

Discussion of Similarity Results
The governing equations, Eq.~4!, were solved numerically us-

ing the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with at least 20,000
steps. The shooting method was used to determine the unknown
boundary conditions ath50, f 8(0) for the momentum equation
and f8(0) for the energy equation. The maximum value for the
independent variable,h, which was a function of the Prandtl num-
ber, was always chosen to be at least 4 times the maximum mo-
mentum or thermal boundary layer thickness. The results pre-
sented in the following section were all independent of the
number of steps and the maximum value ofh.

The similarity stream function,f, is a function of the exponent,
k, while the temperature function,f, is a function of bothk and
the Prandtl number. The governing equations were solved subject
to the boundary conditions in Eqs.~7! and ~8! for various values
of k and Pr. Typical velocity and temperature profiles are given in
Fig. 1 for several representative values of the Prandtl number and
for k50 which is a linear surface temperature profile.

The variations of the surface velocity, the boundary layer thick-
ness and the total flow rate in the boundary layer are given as
functions ofk in Fig. 2, of whichk50 refers to a linear profile
and k51 is quadratic, whilek520.5 would be a temperature
variation relative to the square root ofx. The minimum value ofk
is 21, which results in no temperature variation on the surface
and thus no Marangoni flow. The momentum boundary layer
thickness is defined as the point where the velocity function,f, is
1 percent of the value at the surface. The surface velocity for
small values ofk is greater because for a fixed total temperature
difference across the surface~i.e., fixedA!, the profile for a small
value ofk is steeper near the leading edge which provides more
flow. For larger values ofk, the slope of the temperature profile is
larger near the trailing edge where the boundary layer is thicker
and the additional acceleration of the flow has less effect. The
mass flow rate follows the same trend. The boundary layer thick-
ness is greatest for the uniformly increasing temperature profile,
k50. For k greater than or less than 0, the temperature profile
over part of the surface is relatively flat, so the flow does not
accelerate much in that region and the boundary layer does not
grow.

Fig. 1 Velocity and temperature profiles for kÄ0

Fig. 2 Variations of surface velocity, boundary layer thick-
ness, and flow rate for various temperature gradient exponents
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The predicted surface velocities fork50 agree well with the
surface velocities measured by Arafune and Hirata@7# for Ma-
rangoni driven flow of gallium and indium in a shallow pool
shown in Fig. 3. The slopes of the similarity and experimental
results also agree with the analysis of Okano et al.@5# which
showed that the Reynolds number should vary as the two-thirds
root of the Marangoni number for large Reynolds numbers.

The variation of the surface heat flux as a function of the
Prandtl number and the temperature gradient exponent is shown in
Fig. 4. The local Nusselt number is:

Nux5
q9~x!x

l~T~x,0!2T~x,`!!
52Max

1/3Pr21/3S x

L D ~k12!/3

f8~0!

(13)

The similarity analysis is based on the boundary layer equations
which assume that the transverse derivatives of the velocity and
temperature are much larger than their axial derivatives. Analysis
of the similarity transformation shows that both are true if:

C1L ~k12!/35
A3 ds

dT
ArLk12

m2 5MaL
1/3Pr21/3@1 (14)

Conclusions
A similarity solution was given for Marangoni boundary layer

flow over a flat surface with an imposed temperature gradient. The
predicted surface velocities agree well with measured values for
shallow pools of liquid indium and gallium@7#.

The analysis gives the variations of the velocity and tempera-
ture distributions in the boundary layer for power-law variations
of the surface temperature gradient. Equations are then given for
the surface velocity, the total mass flow rate and the heat flux at
the interface as functions of the Marangoni, Prandtl and Reynolds
numbers, the exponentk and the location. Fork50, the analysis
agrees with previous results using a specified surface velocity dis-
tribution @5# that the Reynolds number based on the surface ve-
locity varies as the two-thirds power of the Marangoni number.
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Nomenclature

a, d, h 5 exponents in similarity transformation
A 5 temperature gradient coefficient~K/mk11!

C1 5 similarity transformation coefficient~ma!
C2 5 similarity transformation coefficient~s m(k24)/3!

f (h) 5 stream function similarity variable
k 5 temperature gradient exponent

ṁ 5 mass flow rate per unit width~kg/m s!
Ma 5 Marangoni number, Eq.~10!
Nu 5 Nusselt number, Eq.~13!
Pr 5 Prandtl number
q9 5 heat flux~W/m2!
Re 5 Reynolds number, Eq.~11!
T 5 temperature~K!

u, v 5 velocities~m/s!
x, y 5 coordinates~m!

Greek

a 5 thermal diffusivity ~m2/s!
f 5 dimensionless similarity temperature
h 5 location similarity variable

hd 5 dimensionless momentum boundary layer thickness
l 5 thermal conductivity~W/mK!
m 5 dynamic viscosity~Ns/m2!
n 5 kinematic viscosity~m2/s!
r 5 density~kg/m3!
s 5 surface tension~N/m!
c 5 stream function~m2/s!

Subscripts

L 5 average over surface length
x 5 local value
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Discussion: ‘‘Sensitivity Analysis for
Nonlinear Heat Condition,’’
„Dowding, K. J., and Blackwell, B. F.,
2001, ASME J. of Heat Transfer,
123„1…, pp. 1–10…

Michael Shusser1

Dowding and Blackwell@1# derived sensitivity equations for
general nonlinear heat conduction. What is surprising is that they
chose to write these equations in dimensional form. One would
expect that such a study must begin with writing the equations in
nondimensional form and using Pi Theorem@2#, p. 93 to find
dimensionless groups of parameters on which the solution really
depends. By failing to do this, the authors left undetected the fact
that some of their sensitivity coefficients are linear dependent. In
a practical calculation, this would unnecessarily increase the num-
ber of equations to solve.

The simple problem of steady one-dimensional heat conduction
with temperature-dependent thermal conductivity used in@1# as a
verification problem provides a good example to illustrate this
point. Defining

u5
T2TL

TR2TL
, z5

x

L
, r 5

k

k3
(1)

one can re-write Eqs.~28!–~30! of @1# as

d

dz S r
du

dzD50 (2)

uuz5050, uuz5151 (3)

r ~u!5H r 11~r 22r 1!S u2u1

u22u1
D , u1<u<u2

r 21~12r 2!S u2u2

u32u2
D , u2<u<u3

(4)

Here

r 15
k1

k3
, r 25

k2

k3
(5)

We see that the dependence of the solution on thermal conduc-
tivity changes is determined not by three parametersk1 , k2 , k3 ,
as in @1#, but by onlytwo parametersr 1 , r 2 . Following @1#, the
corresponding sensitivity coefficientsu r 1

, u r 2
can be defined:

u r 1
5r 1

]u

]r 1
, u r 2

5r 2

]u

]r 2
(6)

Applying the chain rule, one can relateu r 1
, u r 2

to the dimen-
sional sensitivitiesTk1

, Tk2
, Tk3

defined in@1#:

Tk1
5k1~TR2TL!

]u

]r 1

]r 1

]k1
5~TR2TL!u r 1

(7)

Tk2
5k2~TR2TL!

]u

]r 2

]r 2

]k2
5~TR2TL!u r 2

(8)

Tk3
5k3~TR2TL!S ]u

]r 1

]r 1

]k3
1

]u

]r 2

]r 2

]k3
D52~TR2TL!~u r 1

1u r 2
!

(9)

We can conclude that the sensitivitiesTk1
, Tk2

, Tk3
are not

independent but satisfy

Tk1
1Tk2

1Tk3
50 (10)

It is seen from Fig. 2 of@1# that Eq.~10! is indeed satisfied.
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We agree completely with the analysis of Professor Shusser that
the sensitivity coefficients for our verification problem are corre-
lated. From our considerable experience in parameter estimation,
this is something we are very familiar with. Perhaps in our article
we failed to make it clear that we are attempting to address pa-
rameter sensitivity for multidimensional transient heat conduction
problems in complex geometries. These problems may have tens
to hundreds of parameters and it will be difficult to ascertain
which parameters are correlated or pertinent dimensionless
groups. By their nature, these problems require large computer
codes and putting the equations in dimensionless form is not a
realistic option. Our interest in the rather simple one-dimensional
steady state problem with two linear conductivity segments was
purely as a verification problem for our software implementation
and the correlation of the sensitivity coefficients was not thought
to be a significant issue in our work.
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